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BYZANTINE CAPPADOCIA:
the planning and function of its ecclesiastical structures

ABSTRACT
In this thesis the rock-cut monuments of Byzantine Cappadocia on the central Anatolian
plateau of modem-day Turkey are considered from a new perspective and within a new
structure. Studies which have investigated the churches of Cappadocia have not hitherto
been framed around theoretical considerations, largely because of the absence of written
sources which relate directly to the region. However, there is a body of documentary
evidence contemporary with the majority of the Cappadocian churches which can be
profitably analyzed to provide a framework within which the architectural disposition
and liturgical planning of churches are considered.

The documentary evidence of liturgical practices drawn from liturgical commentaries,
hagiographic texts, typika and episcopal lists, together with all available evidence of
patronage included in epigraphic sources in the churches is considered and analyzed.
Discussion proceeds from documentary to archaeological evidence, focussing on the
critical elements, the altar and the apse screen, the use of which is described in the
literary evidence. In this synthetic approach, particular architectural dispositions and
liturgical arrangements are shown to cluster in geographical patterns, the reason for
which is demonstrated through an examination of other structures including refectories
and funerary chambers.

Scholars have undertaken systematic exploration in Cappadocia from the beginning of
this century but the focus of their work has been primarily directed toward the
decoration of the churches. Much of the material concerning liturgical planning has not
been published and has been documented in this thesis for the first time based on
fieldwork surveys undertaken between 1986 and 1988. The data of this fieldwork are
collated in the appendix where one hundred and twenty-seven monuments are recorded

including thirty-five hitheno unpublished and forty previously incompletely-published
churches. A glossary in the appendix defines the relevant architectural terminology.

More than six hundred rock-cut structures are believed to be located in Cappadocia,
their highest concentration in Goreme. Although the total picture in Cappadocia cannot
be satisfactorily reconstructed as losses have been considerable and are continuing,
there is no reason to assume that the material which is extant is not representative of the
situation which once existed in the region. That so many monuments are located within
a confined area may suggest it was easier to carve a new church out of the tufaceous
rock than to adapt an existing one to recent liturgical requirements. However,
consideration of the liturgical furnishings and the question of how the architectural
disposition and liturgical planning relate to specific ecclesiastical practices provide
evidence that many of the churches had purposes other than normal liturgical use.
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1 • INTRODUCTION:
'THE VOICE OF THE MONUMENTS'i

While the Middle Byzantine period (843-1204)2 was the golden age of Byzantine mural
painting we know relatively little concerning artistic developments in Constantinople at
the time and even less about how these developments were received in the provinces.
Nevenheless, scholars have frequently tumed to Cappadocia as a possible source for
post-iconoclastic art.^ Viewed in this light, Cappadocian painting has been evaluated in
terms of imperial patronage and Constantinopolitan traditions, against which it has been
described as provincial and rustic although metropolitan patronage has been
acknowledged.^ With this approach the value of the Cappadocian region lay in its rich
variety of painting, which could be placed within a hierarchical system emanating from

1 G. de Jerphanion, La voix des monuments. Notes etdtudes d'archSologie chretienne 1
(Paris and Brussels 1930); id. La voix des monuments. Etudes d'archiologie. Nouvelle
serie n (Rome and Paris 1938) [hereafter cited as Jerphanion, La voix des monuments,
landH].
2 This period commences with the re-establishment of the use of icons in 843 and
concludes with the collapse of the capital in 1204. For a review of documents relating to
artistic practices during the period, see C. Mango, The Art of the Byzantine Empire
312-1453. Sources and Documents (Englevjood cms 1972) 181-240 [hereafter cited
as C. Mango, The Art of the Byzantine Empte].
3 A. J. Wharton, Artof Empire. Painting and Architecture of the Byzantine Periphery. A
Comparative Study of Four Provinces (University Park and London 1988) [hereafter
cited as A. J. Wharton, Art of Empire]; A. D. Grishin, 'Constantinople and Cappadocia
in the Eleventh Century: Center and Periphery', in World Art Themes of Unity in
Diversity, ed. L Lavin (University Park and London 1989) I 81-84.
4 For example see A. W. Epstein, Tokali Kilise. Tenth Century Metropolitan Art in
Byzantine Cappadocia, publ. as Dumbarton Oaks Studies 22 (Washington 1986)
[hereafter cited as A. W. Epstein, TokaliKilise].
For general entries on Cappadocia see M. ResUe, 'Kappadokien', RBK, HI 968-1115;
E. Kirsten, 'Cappadocia', RAC, n 861-891; A. W. Epstein, 'Cappadocia', DMA , HI 9293.

the capital.5 However, the focus on the hegeinony of Constantinople precluded an
independent evaluation of Cappadocian art and virutally ignored its architecture.
Studies of liturgical planning have focussed on Early Christian monuments in the
capital and demonstrated that the organization of liturgical space acknowledged the
processional form of the liturgy.^ Nevertheless, in Constantinople, while there is a body
of contemporary documentary evidence describing the liturgical performance, the
furnishings have largely disappeared. In Cappadocia, the opposite position appears to
exist, that the architectural disposition and liturgical furnishings have survived while the
documentary evidence, if it existed, has not. However, if the usual caveats are applied to
using sources from another period or a different geographical location a careful reading
of available documentary sources does provide a theoretical basis for analysis of
archaeological evidence, revealing patterns of patronage and function in the rock-cut
churches.

5 As A. J. Wharton has observed the Cappadocian churches with decorations have
survived in lelatively large numbers, 'allowing the rhythms both of stylistic
development and also of artistic impetus to be charted' with a minimum of risk from
'gaps' in their chronology. Further, the churches are located within a 'geographically
circumscribed area'. See Whanon, Art of Empire, 18.
6 See T. Mathews, The Early Churches of Constantinople: Architecture and Liturgy
(University Park and London 1971). Mathews has defined liturgical planning as 'the
functional organization of the church building...[which] abstracts as far as possible
from the structural design of a church, the aesthetics of its proportions, or the kind and
quality of its decoration in order to examine how the church worked and how it could
have suited the religious ceremonial for which it was built. [Liturgical planning involves
consideration of the] placement and function of [liturgical furnishings and] the
disposition of auxiliary rooms or buildings', op. cit, 3-4.

CAPPADOCIA

Soganli

Scattered across Cappadcx;ia on the Anatolian plateau of modem Turkey in an area of
approximately eighty square kilometres bordered by the Turkish towns of Nevjehir,
Avanos, Urgiip, Soganli Dere, Nigde and Aksaray, the Cappadocian monuments are
remarkable for their variety and their number. The region considered in this study is a
strip approximately forty by fifteen kilometres where the highest density of the rock-cut
monuments is located, from Avanos in the north to Soganli Dere in the south, and from
Avcilar in the west to Urgiip in the east. (Fig. 1.1)^

The preservation of the Cappadocian churches is a characteristic of the material out of
which they are excavated for the region was the site of volcanic activity in the recent
geological past. Pyroclastic deposits which were laid across the plateau have weathered
the soft magma, exposing hard cores of volcanic spurs and cones which have proved to
be ideal material for excavation, providing secure locations sheltered from harsh
climatic conditions. The rock-cut structures vary from small chambers to monumental
spaces, reflecting a complexity of architectural organization frequently lost in existing
masonry churches. The interior spaces, protected from the ravages of nature, have
largely preserved their architectural organization including rock-cut furnishings as well
as frescoed decorations and inscriptions.

Because Cappadocia represents such a rich field much of the early research focussed on
the primary stage of exploration, gathering and codifying data, rather than interpreting
it. Father Guillaume de Jerphanion, author of the pioneering study undertaken in
Cappadocia,^ referred to metropolitan parallels in architecture, iconography and
paleography in his analysis of the rock-cut monuments but his principal task was one of
exploration in the region and categorization of the churches, their paintings and
inscriptions. Jerphanion undertook voyages of exploration in 1906,1907,1908,1911
Detailed maps of each area are included in the appendix of the present study.
8 G. de Jerphanion, Une nouvelle province de I'art byzantin. Les eglises nipestres de
Cappadoce, publ. as BibliothequeArchSologiqueetHistorique
5 and 6 (1925-1942) in
2 vols of text, each in 2 parts, and 3 vols of plates. [Hereafter cited as Jerphanion, Les
eglises nipestres de Cappadoce.]

and 1912,9 returning again to the region in 1927, following the expulsion of the
orthodox Christian community. For its scholarship and comprehensiveness,
Jerphanion's corpus remains the most valuable reference available to any scholar
working on Cappadocian material. Indeed in some instances Jerphanion's
documentation is the only record of churches which have since collapsed or can no
longer be located. The region was examined almost simultaneously by Hans Rott,'"
Henri Gregoire'' and Guillaume de Jerphanion'^ but the exploratory role which
Jerphanion pursued developed a more thorough investigatory method than had been
previouslyattempted.i^ Jerphanion's methodological approach has remained the
foundation of Cappadocian study assiduously adopted by other scholars,^" including
Nicole Thierry and Gunter Paulus Schiemenz.'^ Working with her husband, J. M.
Thierry, Nicole Thierry has explored many previously-unknown monuments as well as

9 For the itineraries which Jerphanion followed, see Les dglises rupestres de
Cappadoce, I i xxix-xxxii.
10 Rott included Cappadocian monuments in his study of wall-painting in Asia Minor.
See H. Rott, KleinasiatischeDenkmalerausPisidien,
Pamphylien, Kappadokien und
Lykien (Leipzig 1908).
11H. Gregoire, 'Rapport sur un voyage d'exploration dans le Pont et en Cappadoce',
B C H 3 3 (1909) 3-169.
12 The first publications by Jerphanion followed his work in the region in 1906 and
1907. See Jerphanion, "Un pays de Troglodytes', Etudes 113 (Paris 1906) 705-714; id.,
'Les eglises souterraines de Gueureme et Soghanle (Cappadoce)', CR>4/(1908) 7-21.
13 For a summary of the explorations undertaken in the region by the 18th and 19th
century travellers, including Paul Lucas, Anastasios M. Levidis, Charles Texier and J.
Ivanovitch Smimov and a bibliographical note on secondary sources, see A. W.
Epstein, Tokali Kilise, 81-86.
1-* Concise but nevertheless significant contributions to exploration in the region have
been made by a number of scholars including J. Lafontaine-Dosogne, particularly in her
paper 'Nouvelles notes cappadociennes', Byz 33 (1963) 121-183; M. Gough and Y.
Otuken. A catalogue of relevant papers is included in the bibliography under the name
of each author.
15 G. P. Schiemenz has located a number of hitherto unpublished churches and added
measurably to knowledge of the Goreme area. A catalogue of relevant papers is
included in the bibliography under his name.

undertaking a thorough survey of Peristrema Valley and the churches in ihlara and
Belisirma and more recently a study of the churches in the Cavujin area.'®

Recent scholarly research has furthered investigation into some of the findings initially
proposed by Jerphanion such as the categorization of churches according to their
architectural plan, I'^iconographic programme'^ orchronologyJ' A major contribution
N. Thierry remains one of the most prolific publishers of Cappadocian material. A
catalogue of relevant papers and monographs is included in the bibliography under her
name. In addition to valuable surveys of previously-unpublished or incompletelypublished churches, Thierry has vmtten two monographs, see N. and M. Thierry,
Nouvelles egUses nipestres de Cappadoce. Region du Hasan Dagi (Paris 1963)
[hereafter cited as N. and M. Thierry, Nouvelles dglises rupestres de Cappadoce] and
N. Thierry, Haut moyen-age en Cappadoce. Les eglises de la region de Qavufin vol I,
publ. as BibliothequeArchdologiqueetHistorique
102 (Paris 1983) [hereafter cited as
N. Thierry, Haut moyen-age en Cappadoce].
The churches in the Peristrema Valley were ignored by Jerphanion and H. Gregoire.
Hans Rott included a number of the churches and recorded their inscriptions in his
study. See H. Rott, KleinasiatischeDenkmalerausPisidien,
Pamphylien, Kappadokien
und Lykien ,269-276.
I'' A. W. Epstein, 'Rock-cut chapels in Goreme Valley, Cappadocia: The Yilanli Group
and the Column Churches', CArch 24 (1975) 115-136; id., 'The Fresco Decoration of
the Column Churches, Goreme Valley, Cappadocia- A Consideration of their
Chronology and their Models', CArch 29 (1980-1981) 27-46.
Ch. Walter, Art and Ritual of the Byzantine Church (London 1982) 225-232 and
passim, [hereafter cited as Ch. Walter, Art and Ritual]; C. Jolivet-Levy, 'Lapeinture
byzantine en Cappadoce de la fm de I'iconoclasm k la conquete turque', in Le aree
omogeneedella CiviltkRupestrenellambitodell'ImperoBizantino-.la
Cappadocia, ed.
C. D. Fonseca (Galatina 1981) 159-197; N. Thierry, Peintures dAsie Mineure etde
TranscaucasieauxXeetXIes.
(London 1977); iy.,'LaBible illustreeen Cappadoce' in
Le monde grec ancien etla Bible, ed. C. Mondesert (Paris 1984) 257-297; A. D.
Grishin, Index of Middle Byzantine Ornament (project undertaken from 1985-1989,
awaiting publication); for a preliminary report, id., 'Constantinople and Cappadocia in
the Eleventh Centuiy: Center and Periphery', in World Art Themes of Unity in
Diversity, ed. L Lavin, I 81-84.
R. Cormack, 'Byzantine Cappadocia: The Archaic Group of Wall-Paintings', JBAA
30 (1967) 19-36; J. Cave 'A re-evaluation of the sources of the 'Archaic Group' of
Wall-Paintings in Cappadocia', (abstract)Fourt/i Annual Byzantine Studies Conference
(Ann Arbour 1978) 32-33; id.. The Byzantine Wall-PaintingsofKiliQlarKilise:
Aspects
of Monumental Decoration in Cappadocia (unpublished PhD dissertation, Pennsylvania
1984); A. W. Epstein, The Date and Context of Some Cappadocian Rock-cut Churches
(unpublished PhD dissertation, London 1974); id., 'The Iconoclast Churches of
Cappadocia', in Iconoclasm, ed. A. Bryer-J. Herrin (Birmingham 1977) 103-111; N.
Thierry, 'Mentalite et formulation iconoclastes en Anatolie', Journal des Savants (1976)
81 -130; id., 'L'iconoclasme en Cappadoce d'aprfes les sources archeologiques. Origines
et modalit6s', in Rayonnmentgrec. Hommages k Charles Delvoye, ed. L. HadermannMisguich- G. Raepsaet with the collaboration of G. Cambier (Brussels 1982) 389-403;
id., 'Peintures pre-iconoclastes en Cappadoce', JOB 32/5 (1982) 371-380.

to cataloguing and analyzing the iconography of the apsidal programmes is found in the
unpublished doctoral thesis of Catherine Jolivet-Levy .^o Jolivet-Levy has included one
hundred and twenty churches located throughout the rock-cut region. In view of her
focus on iconographic programmes, undecorated churches, even if large, have been
excluded. In an innovative approach to the study of the decoration Marcel Restle has
investigated technical aspects of the paintings alongside a consideration of their
iconography and comparative stylistic analyses with manuscript illuminations^^ on the
basis of which he posited a chronology which is different from that proposed by
Jerphanion and not universally accepted.^^ Restle examined seventy-six churches
located in all areas of Cappadocia but his catalogue is not comprehensive, a fact which
he has readily acknowledged.

The concentration of the rock-cut churches in tight clusters and loose groups located
within the topographical limits of broad valleys makes it possible to isolate
geographically one site from the next, while recognizing that links such as walking
tracks enabled easy communication between valleys. Accordingly the rock-cut region is

C. Jolivet-Levy, La peinture byzantine en Cappadoce: Problemes d'ensemble et
introduction k I'etude de I'iconographie absidale (unpublished PhD dissertation, Paris
1980) 2 vols [hereafter cited as C. Jolivet-Levy, La peinture byzantine en Cappadoce].
Further to her research Jolivet-Levy has published a number of papers on the
Cappadocian churches, including L a peinture en Cappadoce de la fin de I'iconoclasme a
la conquete turque', in Le aree omogenee della CivHitk RupestreneU ambito dell'Impero
Bizantino: la Cappadocia, ed. C. D. Fonseca, 159-198; 'Le riche decor peint de Tokah
Kilise k Goreme', HistoheetArchiologie 63 (1982) 61-72; Tine nouvelle chapelle
byzantine pres d'Avcilar (Cappadoce). Sa decoration absidale', CMch 32 (1984) 39-48;
'Peintures byzantines inedites de Cappadoce', Arch6ologia 229 (1987) 36-46;
'Nouvelles d^couvertes en Cappadoce: les ^glises de Yuksekli', CArch 35 (1987) 113142; 'L'image du pouvoir dans I'art byzantin i I'epoque de la dynastie macedonienne
(867-1056)', Byz51 (1987) 441-470.
21 M. Restle, Byzantine Wall Painting in Asia Minor, trans. I. R. Gibbons (Shannon
1969) first published as Die byzantinische Wandmalerei in Kleinasien (Recklinghausen
1967).
22 The case for later attributions has been frequently stated by J. Lafontaine-Dosogne,
see 'Nouvelles notes cappadociennes', Byz33 (1963) 121-183; id., review of N. and M.
Thierry, Nouvelles dglises rupestres de Cappadoce in BZ 58 (1965) 131 -136; the case
for earlier attributions which refute the proposed chronology of Restle has been put by
N. Thierry in her review of M. Restle, Byzantine Wall Painting in Asia Minor in REE
26 (1968) 362-366.

divided into five areas, Urgup, Cavujin and Zelve, Avcilar and Goreme,^ Soganh Dere
and lastly, Belisirma and ihlara in the Peristrema V a l l e y O u t s i d e these areas there are
additional isolated monuments. At the outset it must be acknowledged that geographical
boundaries defined by twentieth-century scholars may not have been the demographic
boundaries of the earlier communities. For all that, some of the structures in each area
appear to relate to valleys, rivers and the supply of water, justifying the consolidation of
material within areas and implying that such ordering of the documentation is
theoretically sound and not arbitrarily convenient. Dividing the region in this way has
been the pattern adopted by scholars in order to organize the overwhelming volume of
material into a manageable and coherent corpus.

Studies which view Cappadocia within the broader geographical and historical
framework provide an entry into considerations and approaches other than the
methodologies of an historians.Recently Fredrich Hild and Marcel Restle have
published a historical geography of Cappadocia,^^ which although considering the

23 Between 1986 and 1988 the name of Avcilar was changed to Goreme. In order to
avoid confusion between the two centres now called Goreme in the present study the
old nomenclature is retained, ie. Avcilar is the village and the site of a number of rockcut churches, whUe Goreme is the area east of Avcilar in which other rock-cut churches
are located including the churches in the Goreme Open Air Museum. There is no
present rural habitation on this site.
24 Churches in two of these areas, Soganh Dere and Peristrema Valley, are not included
in the catalogue of churches in the appendix, but are considered when necessary in the
thesis.
25 For example Le aree omogenee della CiviM Rupestre nellambito deU'Impero
Bizantino: la Cappadocia ed. C. D. Fonseca.
26 F Hild-M. Restle, Tabula Imperii Byzantini 2 Kappadokien [Kappadokia,
Charsianon, Sebasteia und Lykandos], (Vienna 1981) [hereafter cited as F. Hild-M.
Restle, Tabula Imperii Byzantini 2 Kappadokien ]. This volume is the second in the
Tabula Imperii Byzantini series on Cappadocia. For the study on communications see
F. Hild, Die byzantinische Strassensystem in Kappadokien. Tabula Imperii Byzantini 2
(Vienna 1977). A third volume also contributed to investigation of Cappadocian
monuments but focusses on the masonry-built churches, see M. Restle, Studien zui
MhbyzantinischenArchitekturKappadokiens.
Tabula Imperii Byzantini 3 (Vienna
1979) 2 vols.

towns in the rock-cut region unfortunately ignores the rock-cut churches.^''Art5 of
Cappadociai^ includes essays on Anatolia and Cappadocia, compendia of classical,
Byzantine and Ottoman monuments, and catalogues of the rock-cut churches.^'
Together with Jerphanion's classification of the churches, the value of these catalogues
has been recognized by scholars who have adopted this system as a basis to identify
hitherto-unpublishedchurches.2°

The marginalization of Cappadocia to a fringe of the Empire has been emended in recent
studies which have moved to investigate Cappadocian art and architecture
independendy of the capital. One of the challenges to investigation in the Cappadocian
region is the extent of the rock-cut excavations, now believed to number around six
hundredchurches,^' in addition to which there are hundreds of other cavities, the
purpose of which is often unclear. However, consideration of only those churches
The immense value of the work by Hild-Restle has been acknowledged, although its
shortcomings, particularly the exclusion of the rock-cut churches and a lack of
synthesis of the data, have been criticized. See the reviews by C. Foss in Speculum 59
(1984) 656-662; N. Thierry in Turcica (1982) 298-302.
Arts of Cappadocia, ed. L. Giovanni (Geneva 1971) [hereafter cited as Arts of
Cappadocia].
29 The catalogues were compiled by N. Thierry. See Arts of Cappadocia, plan nos. 2-6,
pages 198-205. In order to catalogue the churches in two areas, Goreme and Soganli
Dere, Nicole Thierry drew on the earlier charts compiled by Jerphanion, enriching his
corpus of material with the inclusion of churches located since Jerphanion's exploration
of the region was undertaken. Documentation of the other four areas was previously
inadequate and Thierry's plans provide an ordered catalogue, based in large part upon
her fieldwork in two areas, the Cavujin and Zelve area and the Peristtema Valley. See
Jerphanion, Les dglises rupestres de Cappadoce, plates 2 (region of Urgiip), 3 (Magan,
until recently known as Avcilar, and Goreme) and 180 (Soganli Dere).
30 As far as I am aware the only change to the early catalogue concerns the church now
known as Balkan Deresi IV but previously identified by Jerphanion as Balkan Deresi
m . See the note to this effect in Ch. Walter, Art and Ritual, 229 n.341.
31 As to the number of churches in the region, L. Rodley has suggested that there are
'perhaps 600 in all', while A. D. Grishin has observed that there are' between 600 and
1000 cavities with evidence of Christian usage within an area of roughly 100 square
kilometres bordered by the Turkish towns of Nevjehir, Aksaray, Avanos and Soganli'.
See L. Rodle:y,Cave Monasteries of Byzantine Cappadocia (Cambridge 1985) 7; A. D.
Grishin, 'The church of Yusuf Ko<; near Goreme Village in Cappadocia', Meditarch 3
(1990) [forthcoming]. Y. Otuken, in a reference unavailable to me but quoted by
Rodley, has listed 703 monuments, although not all are rock-cut (Rodley, op. cit, 1
n.22). The catalogues compiled by N. Thierry include 237 monuments, most of which
are decorated. See Arts of Cappadocia, 196-205.
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which are decorated ignores the greater part of the rock-cut region and its contribution
to the Cappadocian milieu. Clearly in the absence of any decoration, methodologies
other than iconographic must be considered.

Notwithstanding the present revision in approach to Cappadocia, its interpretative
philosophy was signalled by Guillaume de Jerphanion, who encouraged art historians
to code the architectural material according to its archaeology, iconography and
epigraphy32 and to interpret the direct voice of the monument from the fabric of the
building and its indirect voice from the intangible qualities, such as philosophical or
liturgical considerations, which gave shape to the monument. The concept that
architectural organization can be read in terms of functional requirements has sparked
functionalist studies of the Cappadocian material.^^ Most recently, in a typological
analysis which has broken away from the iconographic methodology, Lyn Rodley has
focussed on architectural arrangements of twenty complexes selected from the five
rock-cut areas, supplemented with a survey of the monuments at Agik Saray.^''
Although documenting the architectural disposition and liturgical furnishings of the
churches more thoroughly than earlier scholars, Rodley's study may be called exclusive
as within each area it ignores both the isolated churches and those monuments which
are not clustered around a refectory or c o u r t y a r d . ^ ^ while the empiricism of early
research has given way in recent years to evaluation of the broader issues of the cultural

32 Jerphanion, La voix des monuments, 17-29.
33 For example, the identification of monastic foundations by S. Kostof, Caves of God.
The Monastic Envtonment of Byzantine Cappadocia (Cambridge, Massachusetts and
London 1972); and the investigation of funerary monuments by N. Teteriatnikov,
'Burial Places in Cappadocian Churches', Greek Orthodox Theological Review 29
(1984) 141-174.
34 L. Rodley, Cave Monasteries of Byzantine Cappadocia. For an earlier survey of Agik
Saray see H. Rott, KleinasiatischeDenkmalerausPisidien,
Pamphylien, Kappadokien
und Lykien ,242-245.
35 A number of refectories is neglected by L. Rodley. These are discussed in chapter 5.

and social history of Cappadocia and concerns relating to patronage,^^ the position
remains, with few exceptions, that inadequate consideration has been given to the type
of foundation and its function.

Like other Byzantine foundations, Cappadocian monuments may be identified with two
lives; one the dynamic life of the liturgical performance, the other the static life of the
architectural form.3'' Over time evidence of the dynamic life of the churches has slipped
into apparent obscurity, while the static life has been preserved in the organic fabric of
the monuments. Nevertheless in Cappadocia the fabric of the monument has only rarely
been considered in what may be called interpretative archaeology.^^ This is surprising
because the intrinsic nature of the volcanic tuf into which the monuments are excavated
has largely preserved the chambers as if freezing their architectural disposition and
liturgical furnishings in a manner not possible in masonry-built monuments, where
furnishings are easily moved or replaced. However, recent writing of art history has
brought the study of Byzantine art to an appreciation of the position enunciated by
Jerphanion, that the 'voice of the monument', the signified of today's critical studies, can

36 See J. Lafontaine-Dosogne, 'La Kale Kilisesi de Selime et sa representation de
donateurs', in Zetesis Album Amicorum (Antwerp 1973) 741-753; G. P. Schiemenz,
•Herr, hilf deinem Knecht Fragen nimbiener Stifter in den Kappadokischen
Hohlenkirchen',R6mjscAe(?uarta/sc/irift71 (1976) 133-174; M. Kaplan, 'Les grands
proprietaires de Cappadoce (Vie - Xle siecles)', in Le aree omogenee della CivilM
RupestTeneHambitodeU'ImperoBizantino:la
Cappadocia, ed. C. D. Fonseca, 125158; G. Dedeyan, 'Les armeniens en Cappadoce aux Xe et Xle siecles', ibid., 75-96; A.
W. Wharton, 'Tenderness and Hegemony: Exporting the Virgin Elousa', in World Art.
Themes of Unity in Diversity, ed. I. Lavin, 171 -80; A. D. Grishin, 'The Church of
Yusuf K09 nearGoreme Village in Cappadocia', Meditarch 3 (1990) [forthcoming].
37 This analogy was suggested by T. Mathews, The Early Churches of Constantinople:
Architecture and Liturgy, 3. In its philosophical stance, it reflects Jerphanion's earlier
comments (discussed above).
38 See T. Mathews,' "Private" Liturgy in Byzantine Architecture: Toward a Reappraisal', CArch 30 (1982) 125-138; id., 'Architecture, Liturgical Aspects', DMA, I
441-445.
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be read from its fabric, the signifier.39 In view of this position a new approach to the
investigation of the roclc-cut churches of Byzantine Cappadocia is warranted.
In this thesis the Cappadocian monuments are considered from a new perspective and
within a new structure. Studies which have investigated the rock-cut churches have not
hitherto been framed according to theoretical considerations/^ largely because of the
absence of documentary evidence which relates directly to Cappadocia. However, there
is a body of evidence from other regions of the Empire, contemporary with the majority
of the churches, in addition to fragmentary sources belonging to the Cappadocian
region, both of which can be profitably exploited to provide the framework of
architectural disposition and liturgical planning within which the churches may be
considered.
The purpose of the present study of the rock-cut structures is to record systematically
and to identify, where possible, the architectural disposition and liturgical furnishings of
those chambers which can be securely identified with liturgical practices;''^ and to
examine these foundations within their cultural and social context. In a scholarly study
of liturgical planning in Early Byzantine churches, Thomas Mathews has suggested that
the 'stations [of] ceremonial action' in the churches were the synthronon, altar, chancel
39 For discussion of the debate surrounding methodology see J. Haldon, '"Jargon" vs.
"the facts"? Byzantine History-Writing and Contemporary Debates', Byzantine and
Modem Greek Studies 9 (1984/5) 95-132; for a reply see R. Cormack, 'Critical
studies. "New Art History" vs. "Old History": Writing Art History', Byzantine and
Modem Greek Studies 10 (1986) 223-231. Cormack observed that the iconographic
analysis undenaken by Ch. Walter in Art and Ritijal was apparently based on a
conceptual framework of linguistic methodologies, Cormack, op. ciL, 227-228.
40 For discussion on this approach to other Byzantine studies see R. Cormack,
'Aristocratic patronage of the arts in 11 th- and 12th- century Byzantium', in The
Byzantine Aristocracy, IX to XIII centuries: Papers of the 16th Spring Symposium of
Byzantine Stiidies (Edinburgh 1982), ed. M. Angold, publ. as BAR International
Series 221 (1984) 158-172. Cormack has proposed that there is an advantage to 'using
texts as a staning point rather than formulating problems in relation to observable
stylistic nuances', ibid., 165.
411 use the term 'church' in its most general interpretation to describe such chambers, in
which the liturgical furnishings comprize at least an altar located within an apsidal
space. Liturgical use of the term 'church' is discussed in chapter 2.
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barrier, solea and ambon,''^ each of which is considered in the present study. With
regard to the synthronon, ambon and solea in Cappadocia, however, few examples are
located in the rock-cut churches. The archaeological material in the region is enriched,
nevertheless, by additional chambers associated with the churches and these are
investigated together with the liturgical furnishings. Comparative material from other
Byzantine centres is introduced where it elucidates the Cappadocian evidence. Statistical
analyses of such a body of data are inappropriate unless adequately structured. The
philosophy accompanying cultural archaeological investigations provides useful
guidance to data interpretation'*^ but the most appropriate models have been found to be
mathematical as they synthesize data, exposing patterns in form and clusters in space"^
from which observations on patronage and function can be formulated.''^

Fieldwork was undertaken between 1986 and 1988, surveying both published and
unpublished churches. In spite of the exhaustive nature of Guillaume de Jerphanion's
survey he did not systematically record the architectural disposition of liturgical
furnishings in the rock-cut churches. As much of the material concerning liturgical
planning in the churches has received inadequate attention, each church is described in
detail and supporting evidence of its location, ground plan, interior views and apsidal
arrangements is provided in the appendix to the present study. A chart of the liturgical

T. Mathews, The Early Churches of Constantinople: Architecture and Liturgy, 4.
'•3 See C. Renfrew, Transformations. Mathematical Approaches to Culture Change
(New York 1979). Renfrew has described cultural archaeology as 'the observation of
affinities of form', which adopt diachronic or static modes of investigation, ibid. , 16. He
proposed the use of analytical methods for cultural archaeology may be seen as 'la
comddie humaine...[because of the] problem of distinguishing the underiying regulanty
from the accompaning fortuitous occurrences: the signal from the noise, the wood from
the trees', ibid., 37. Analytical methods and interdiscipUnary models which may be
considered in art-historical research have been explored by S. Sinding-Larsen,
Iconography and Ritual A Study of the Analytical Perspectives (Oslo 1984).
'•4 The most appropriate structural models are those employed by social scientists, who
have used mathematical and graph theories to sort and order bodies of data. For
example see E. Leach, Culture and Communication (Cambridge 1976) especially 33-36,
81-93; P. Hage-F. Harary, Structural Models in Anthropology (Cambridge 1983) 9-13.
'•5 The case for evaluating finds according to corresponding structures rather than
chronological development has been convincingly put by C.-A. Moberg and others. See
C.-A. Moberg, Similar Finds? Similar Interpretations? (Gothenhurg 1981).
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furnishings includes measurements of individual furnishings in the apse and naos and
dimensions of the apse.'*^

All available documentary evidence is considered including literary and non-literary
evidence in order to provide a framework of liturgical practices, planning and patronage
which is as complete as possible. Archaeological evidence is considered against this
theoretical background and analyzed. A complete picture of the rock-cut structures
cannot, however, be satisfactorily reconstructed as losses have been considerable and
are continuing. Nevertheless there is no reason to assume that the material which is
extant is not representative of the situation which once existed in Cappadocia.

As has already been remarked, in earlier studies Cappadocia has been considered as a
provincial reflection of metropolitan art. In chapter two I discuss the question of 'centre
and periphery' as a model for the investigation of the Cappadocian foundations. Further,
I consider liturgical traditions and examine literal and symbolic interpretations of the
liturgy.The development of the liturgy and its influence on the disposition of the
church is a vast subject beyond the scope of the present study. However, the changes to
the liturgy effected on the eve of iconoclasm were accounted for in foundations built
aftericonoclasm,'*^ the period into which the majority of the Cappadocian monuments
falls. It is not known whether the liturgy practised in Cappadocia was the Liturgy of St
John Chrysostom or the Liturgy of St Basil as inscriptions located in the churches have
drawn on both sources. Accordingly I consider sources of both liturgies in chapter two
and examine the references therein to architectural disposition and liturgical planning.

46 Each structure is given a catalogue number (cat.#) by which it is cited in the study, in
addition to the usual nomenclature. Alldocumentation (archaeological description,
plans, chart of liturgical furnishings and photographs) are included under the catalogue
number.
471 use the term 'liturgy' in a non-Byzantine sense, that is not only to include the Divine
Liturgy but all services of public worship. For further discussion see chapter 2.
48 There were two periods of iconoclasm, from 726-780 and 814-843. For a useful
summary of artistic responses, see C. Mango, 77ie Art of the Byzantine Empire, 149177.
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Although a relationship with liturgical practice in Constantinople is demonstrated, and
indeed expected, I suggest that in order to understand their liturgical planning and
function the rock-cut structures need to be examined within a different context.
In spite of their value liturgical commentaries are couched in literary forms which can
obfuscate specific details such as indications of liturgical furnishings. Therefore, in
chapter three I turn to examine other documentary evidence such as foundation charters
(ktetorika typika), the composition of which was not constrained by principles of
rhetoric. With one exception, the typika provide information concerning patronage in
monuments constructed outside Cappadocia. For all that, typika provide a valuable
contribution to the body of theoretical knowledge concerning architectural disposition
and liturgical planning. Moreover, they pertain to churches whose patronage by
individuals is likely to find parallels among the Cappadocian churches. For this reason
the inscriptions, including dedications, invocations and epitaphs, and the donor portraits
in the Cappadocian churches are examined in chapter three, as they also offer evidence
of patronage by individuals. I conclude the chapter with an examination of the
archaeological evidence which can be related directly to the documentary evidence in the
typika and a discussion of burial traditions for monastic and lay patrons.
Presenting the archaeological evidence firom Cappadocia in chapter four I consider the
liturgical furnishings of the rock-cut churches. In particular the analysis in this chapter
focusses on the altar and the apse screen. Some of the liturgical furnishings such as the
altars have a primary liturgical function, while others, including chancel slabs and
benches, did not, being more appropriately described as part of the architectural
disposition of the monument. While this distinction is acknowledged, I use the term
'liturgical furnishings' to describe the elements within the body of the church which
were necessary for the practices conducted therein. The symbolic commentaries of the
liturgy and the accounts in the typika provide a guide to the 'liturgical furnishings' as
passages of these documents describe the elements which were essential to the dynamic
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performance of the liturgy but give no indication whether these were permanent
furnishings or architectural members or indeed if this distinction was important.
In approaching the archaeological evidence in this way, I am exploring the region for
typological clusters, which are found to exist in churches with particular apse screens,
the purpose of which I demonstrate in chapter five, by examining other rock-cut
chambers such as refectories and funerary chambers. In concluding chapter five I bring
together the archaeological evidence, establishing a set of guidelines by which the
function of the ecclesiastical structures may be identified and characteristics by which
monastic and lay patronage may be distinguished.
In the final chapter I reconsider the documentary evidence in the light of the analysis of
the archaeological evidence. In the Middle Byzantine period symbolism was a means of
communication given literary, artistic and architectural expression. For all that, the
architectural disposition of the Cappadocian monuments has been traditionally read in
dogmatic terms, while liturgical planning has been largely ignored. In the present study
I attempt to decipher the symbolic language of the architecture, so the fragile- yet
dynamic- life of the rock-cut strucmres of Byzantine Cappadocia may be explored.
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2 • THE SHAPE OF THE LITURGY 1
INTRODUCTION
In order to have a better understanding of the dynamic functional life of the
Cappadocian monuments the shape of the ceremony for which the churches were
planned needs to be explored. However, there is no clear indication of the liturgical
practices which took place in the Cappadocian churches, as literary evidence, if it
existed, has not survived. Nevenheless, there is non-literary evidence in the form of
inscriptions in the churches, which do provide an indication of liturgical practices,
investigation of which has been largely neglected.
There is an assumption that Cappadocia is a provincial reflection of the hegemony of
Constantinople. While the culturally dominant role of Constantinople is acknowledged
and, indeed, in part accounts for the overall unity of the visual and liturgical expression
of the Byzantine religion, the methods of transmission and possible transformations
between centre and periphery are less clear.
Initially I consider earlier studies in which Cappadocian art has been viewed as a
peripheral reflection of metropolitan traditions and examined within the context of
provincialism. In questioning whether this is the most appropriate approach to the
Cappadocian monuments, I turn to the evidence found within the rock-cut churches and
examine the liturgical expressions preserved in epigraphic evidence from which it is
evident that the liturgical practices in Cappadocia must be considered within the context
of liturgical traditions of the capital. There are both literal and symbolic descriptions of
the Divine Liturgy in texts which are investigated for evidence of liturgical planning. I
1 The phrase 'the shape of the liturgy', although first the title of a monograph by G. Dix,
The Shape of the Liturgy (Westminster 1945), is now understood to represent the
structure of the ceremonial movement of the liturgy as a result of its evolution.

conclude with an examination of the architectural disposition and liturgical planning
indicated in such literary sources.

CENTRE A N D PERIPHERY
The homogeneity of Byzantine art in both the capital and provinces points to the
hegemonic role of Constantinople as centre of the Byzantine Empire which extended in
the Middle Byzantine period from Russia and Bulgaria in the north to Cyrpus and Crete
in the south, from Antioch and Trebizond in the east to Sicily in the west. Within this
Empire the position of Cappadocia oscillated between frontier and hinterland, military
zone and region of relative security, until lost to the Empire toward the close of the
eleventh century.

Cappadocia lay on the eastern border of the Byzantine Empire until the second half of
the ninth century when, beginning with the Byzantine victory over Omar, the emir of
Melitene in 863,^ successful military campaigns advanced the frontier eastward to
Armenia.3 Nikephoros Phokas, a Cappadocian whose image appears in the apse of the

2 G. Ostrogorsky, History of the Byzantine State, trans. J. Hussey (Oxford 1956,
second ed. 1968) 227.
3 For discussion of Armenian influence in Cappadocia, see G. Dedeyan, 'Les armeniens
en Cappadoce aux Xe et Xle siecles' in Le aree omogenee della Civilta Rupestre nell
ambito dell'Impero Bizantino: la Cappadocia, ed. C. D. Fonseca, 75-96. An Armenian
general is depicted in the north apse of the Pigeon House Church at Cavujin. For
discussion of his identity, see H. Gregoire, 'Notes epigraphiques VII. Melias le
Magistie', Byz 8 (1933) 79-88; L. Rodley, 'The Pigeon House Church, Cavujin', JOB
33 (1983) 301-339. The church is investigated in chapter 4.
The question of eastern influence in the iconographic programmes of the Cappadocian
churches has been considered by a number of scholars, including N. Thierry, 'L'art
monumental byzantin en Asie Mineure du Xle siecle au XFVe', DOP29 (1975) 75-111;
id., 'Iconographie cappadocienne et georgienne similitudes', BediKartlisa 38 (1980) 96112; id., 'Art Chretien d'Asie Mineure de Georgie et d'Armenie. Recherches et
documents', Revue de l'art 51 (1981) 9-16; T. Velmans, 'L'image de la Deisis dans les
eglises de Georgie et dans celles d'autres regions du monde byzantin', CArch 29
(1980/81) 47-102; id., 'L'image de la Deisis dans les eglises de G6orgie et dans le reste
du monde byzantin', (2nd pan) C4rc/i 31 (1983) 129-173; id., 'La koine grecque et les
regions peripheriques orientales du monde byzantin. Programmes iconographiques
originaux (Xe- X l l l e s.)' JOB 31/2 (1981) 677-723.
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Pigeon House Church Cavusin," is credited with victories in the tenth century which
employed peasant soldiers and armed cavalry to expand both eastern and western
borders.^ In acknowledgement and commemoration of the 'noble knight' who fought for
Byzantium,^ innovations in both literary and artistic traditions saw a bias from the tenth
century toward the inclusion of military saints in the iconographic repertoireJ The
period of the Macedonian dynasty (867-1056), from the middle of the ninth to the third
quarter of the eleventh century, has generally been viewed as a time of 'limited
prosperity and a modest urban life'.® Then defeats were suffered, first at Manzikert in
1071 then at Kayseri in 1082,' precipitating the loss of the central Anatolian plateau
from the Empire to the Sultanate of Rum.

4 See L. Rodley, 'The Pigeon House Church, Cavujin', JOB 33 (1983) 301-339; C.
Jolivet-Levy, 'L'image du pouvoir dans I'art byzantin a I'epoque de la dynastie
macedonienne', Byz 57 (1987) 458,465-466.
5 A. Kazhdan- G. Constable, People and Power in Byzantium. An Introducton to
Modem Byzantine Studies (Washington 1982) 151-152 [ hereafter cited as A.
Kazhdan- G. Constable, People and Power in Byzantium],
6 A. Kazhdan- G. Constable, People and Power in Byzantium, 110-112.
Military saints including Demetrius, George, Prokopios, Theodore and Hieron, with
whom a local cult has been proposed, are depicted in the Cappadocian churches. For a
summary of locations and names of saints see the hagiographic index, which includes
military saints, in Jerphanion, Les eglises rupestres de Cappadoce, II ii 499-512. Many
of the military saints are less well known, such as Hesychios and Eunoikos. A list of
military saints depicted in the Pigeon House Church at Cavujin has been compiled by
L. Rodley, JOB 33 (1983) 315. There appears to be a particular trend toward
iconography incorporating military saints in this church. For further discussion
concerning St Hieron, see chapter 3.
8 C. Foss, 'Anatolia', DMA, 1239-242.
9 See F. Hild-M. Restle, Tabula Imperii Byzantini 2 Kappadokien, 105-111; J. M.
Hussey, 'The Later Macedonians, the Comneni and the Angeli 1025-1204', in The
Cambridge Medieval History. IV: The Byzantine Empire. Parti: Byzantium and its
Neighbours, ed. J. M. Hussey (Cambridge 1966) 209-210.
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Although the Byzantine Empire was Constantinopole-centred, scholars of Byzantium
need to turn to the provinces for evidence which is lacking in the capital.From the late
ninth to the end of the eleventh century the excavation of the Cappadocian churches was
undertaken at an apparently unprecedented rate as the majority of the rock-cut churches
is attributed to this period of approximately two hundred years." After the fail of
Kayseri in 1082, although there is epigraphic evidence of continuing Christian
presence,'^ its extent is unknown,^^ while there is documentary evidence attesting to the
10 An example of one such study is by A. J. Wharton, Art of Empire, in which the
provincial regions of Cappadocia, Cyprus, Macedonia and South Italy are considered as
peripheries of the Empire.
11 The chronological breakdown of the churches is given as follows: 10-15% preiconoclastic and iconoclastic periods; 45% from the end of iconoclasm (843) to 1000;
30% in the 11th century; 8-10% in 13 th century. See N. Thierry in Arts of Cappadocia ,
147-161; id., 'Les enseignements historiques de I'archeologie cappadocienne', Travaux
etM^moires 8 (1981) 503.
The question of dating the churches continues to be debated. Pre-iconoclastic and
iconoclastic attributions have been claimed for some churches. See G. Millet, 'Les
iconoclastes et la croix a propos d'un inscription de Cappadoce', BCH34 (1910) 96109; A. W. Epstein, 'The Iconoclast Churches of Cappadocia' in Iconoclasm, ed. A.
Bryer-J. Herrin, 103-111; N. Thierry, 'Peintures paleochretiennes en Cappadoce.
L'eglise no. 1 de Balkan Dere', in Synthronon. Art et Archeologie dela fin de Antiquite
et du Moyen Age. Recueil d'dtudes par A. Grabar et un group de ses disciples (Paris
1968) 53-59; id., 'Mentalite et formulation iconoclastes en Anatolie', Journaldes
Savants (1976) 81-130; id., 'L'iconoclasm en Cappadoce d'apres les sources
archeologiques. Origines et modalites', in RayonnementGrec. Hommagesa Charles
Delvoye, ed. L. Hadermann-Misguich- G. Raepsaet, 389-403; id., 'Peintures preiconoclastes en Cappadoce, JOB 32/5 (1982) 371-380.
12 Inscriptions and graffiti in some churches attest to continuing activity in the region: in
1148/9 in Goreme 11 and in 1212 the dedication of Kar?! Kilise Guljehir. See
Jerphanion, Les Sglises rupestres de Cappadoce, I i 166-170 and 11 i 2-9. This
epigraphic evidence is considered in chapter 3. In his review of L. Rodley, Cave
Monasteries of Byzantine Cappadocia, A. Bryer has suggested that the area was under
the control of the Turkomans and Danishmendids until the third quarter of the 12th
century when the Seljuks took Kayseri, in 1168, and that there was therefore little direct
conflict during the 11th century. See Times Literary Supplement 14 November 1986.
13 Arguments for and against a demographic decline in the 11th century are summarized
by A. Kazhdan- A. W. Epstein, Change in Byzantine Culture in the Eleventh and
Twelfth Centuries (Berkley 1985) 24-26. However, there is little evidence to
demonstrate that a decline did not occur. Even in the 10th century, Ibn Hauqal observed
that although water was abundant, there were no towns except Kayseri on the route
from Constantinople to Trebizond, the population was in a precarious situation,
revenues were mediocre, resources thin and finances bad. See Ibn Hauqal,
Configuration de la terre, ed. and trans. J. H. Kramers- G. Wiet (Beirut and Paris,
1964) 188-189, 194-195.

exodus from the region of both ecclesiastics and lay patrons."* From this time the
demarcation between Christian and Moslem communities may have been rather
blurred.
The subsequent preservation of these rock-cut structures provides scholars with a rich
body of ecclesiastical architecture, representing a phase which has scant manifestation
in the capital. For all that, identifying the centre and periphery,'® or metropolitan and
provincial traditions''' is not usually an exact science,'^ depending as it does on our
Meletios, who came originally from Cappadocia, founded a monastery in 1081 in
Greece, rather than Cappadocia. See J. Darrouzes, 'Le mouvement des foundations
monastiques au Xle siecle', Travaux etMemokes 6 (1976) 166. A Latin text
(Historiens des Croisades, Occ. V 295-298) recounts the flight of the archdeacon
Mesopotamius from the Turkish invasion in Cappadocia, ibid., 170. A similar situation
may have confronted Eustathios Boilas, who sponsored foundations in Iberia, although
his mother had founded a church in Cappadocia. See S. Vryonis Jr., 'The Will of a
Provincial Magnate, Eustathius Boilas (1059)', OOP 11 (1957) 263-277; P. Lemerle,
'Le testament d'Eustathios Boilas (Avril 1059)', Cinq etudes suile Xle siecle byzantin
(Paris 1977) 13-63. This document is further discussed in chapter 3.
For example Thamar, one of the donors depicted in Kirk Dam Ala Kilise, Belisirma
in the Peristrema Valley, although shown presenting a model of a Christian church to St
George alongside an amir of the Seljuk state, is wearing Moslem dress, having
apparently converted to Islam. See S. Vryonis Jr., 'Another note on the inscription of
the church of St George of Beliserama', Byzantina 9 (1979) 11-22; for earlier
considerations, see V. Laurent, 'L'inscription de I'eglise saint-Georges de Beliserma',
REB 26 (1968) 367-371; N. and M. Thierry, Nouvelles 6glises rupestres de
Cappadoce, 201-213. The decoration of the church is epigraphically dated to the period
1282-1308.
The opposites centre and periphery refer to the structure of integrated systems, where
the centre is defined as the area which is more developed and controls skills and
ideology, while the periphery lacks these attributes. The relationship is not necessarily,
however, a passive one. For an overview see M. Rowlands, 'Centre and periphery: a
review of a concept', in Centre and Periphery in the Ancient World, ed. M. RowlandsM. Larsen- K. Kristiansen (Cambridge 1987) 1-11. The notion of centre, or core, and
periphery is characteristic of the interrelations and interactions which occur under
hierarchical or egalitarian systems. See I. Wallerstein, The Modem World-System
(New York, San Francisco and London 1974-1989) 3 vols.
" A provincial monument has been defined as one located in the provinces, in which
there are responses to both local and metropolitan impetuses. In this way provincialism
is not a derogatory term but one which describes creative processes. See A. J. Wharton,
Art of Empire, 12.
An exception is the project for an Index of Middle Byzantine Ornament investigated
by A. D. Grishin. A preliminary report was presented to the Humanities Research
Centre, Canberra, in 1985. As noted in chapter 1, the complete project awaits
publication but see A. D. Grishin, 'Constantinople and Cappadocia in the Eleventh
Century: Centre and Periphery', World Art. Themes of Unity in Diversity, ed. I. Lavin,
I 81-84.

own 'culturally determined visions of the past''' as well as aesthetic considerations,
which are frequently structured to favour the capital^" and imperial patronageWhile
aesthetic appreciation based on stylistic analysis may indicate patterns of patronage
across the Empire it avoids addressing the question of a local perception of the
monument and its function.^^
As far as rock-cut architecture is concerned the architectural forms undoubtedly have
metropolitan parallels but the nature of the troglodytic architecture is such that it is
inevitable that the interpretation for the rock-cut monuments lay with the local
population used to the negative principles of excavated structures, rather than imponed
masons who worked with positive designs in masonry-built monuments. Occasionally
restrained sculptural details in the rock-cut foundations mimic the architectonic
organization of masonry-built monuments such as the multiple cornices in Durmu?
Kadir Kilisesi Avcilar (cat. 59) and figural forms, which are located in the church and
an adjacent chamber of Hallap Manastir near Ortahisar (cat. 9)^3 as well as the exterior

T. C. Champion, 'Introduction', in Centre and Periphery. Comparative Studies in
T. C. Champion (London 1989) 15. Champion has suggested that
one reason for the popularity of the 'new archaeology' of the 1960's and 1970's was the
stimulation in developing conceptual frameworks. Consideration of the 'centreperiphery' provides an alternative model, which reduces excessive abstract modelling,
Archaeology, ed.

ibid., 1 - 2 1 .

For example see R. Cormack, Monumental Painting and Mosaic in Thessaloniki in
the Ninth Century (unpublished PhD dissertation, London, 1968). For subsequent
discussion. See id., 'Additional notes and comments: Study VI', in The ByzantineEye:
Studies in Art and Patronage (London 1989) 10-12; and the discussion presented by
A.J. Wharton, Tenderness and Hegemony: Exporting the Virgin Elousa', in World Art.
Themes of Unity in Diversity ,171-80
21 R. Cormack, 'Patronage and New Programs of Byzantine Iconography', Major
Papers. 17th International Byzantine Congress (Washington 1986)609-638.
22 In a later study R. Cormack has integrated textual and iconographic studies in order
to evaluate social and cultural context. See Cormack, Writing in Gold. Byzantine
Society and Its Icons (London 1985).
23 In a chamber opening from the courtyard, on the side opposite the church at Hallag
Manastir, there is an applied figure on the north-east wall. See L. Rodley, Cave
Monasteries ofByzantine Cappadocia, 19 and fig. 11a, while in the church there are
stylized homed animals on a pier, see the description in cat. 9.

walls of two structures in Goreme.^'^ In contrast to these forms, which have parallels in
masonry-built architecture, the applied ribs across the narthex vault of the Biiyiik
Kilisesi at Kizil Cukur (cat. 36) are decorative and exclusive to rock-cut techniques.
Such expressive elements are, however, rare in the rock-cut chambers. In other
provincial sites such as Byzantine Italy, local idiosyncracies in the rock-cut architecture
are also i n d i c a t e d . ^ ^ what these examples show is that indigenous character played a
role in each location. Relying on documentary evidence from one provincial location in
order to demonstrate effects in another may, therefore, be unreliable unless direct
relationships between the two provinces can be demonstrated. Provincialism, as defined
above, implies that an idiosyncratic response to the metropolitan model has occurred in
the province and to ignore this undervalues the local impetus. It is clear that although
investigations of the centre and periphery enrich our understanding of the style of
Byzantine art they are less useful for indicating function and may indeed be
inappropriate.
Semi-figural forms are carved on the walls adjacent to the entrances of Goreme
Necropolis 2 and 4. For the first see the description included with Goreme 2d (cat. 69),
for the second see Goreme Necropolis 5, Lower Church (cat. 123). Both structures
have been described by N. Thierry, 'Decouvertes k la Necropole de Goreme
(Cappadoce)', Ci?A/(1984) 661-663 and fig. 3 (Necropolis 2) and 663-664 and fig. 7
(Necropolis 4). Thierry has attributed the sculptures to the Roman period, ibid., 661, n.
14. For the present, the question of their dating must remain open, as there is little
evidence by which the chambers may be securely dated.
In order to test the connection between Cappadocia and Constantinople, A. W.
Epstein turned to the rock-cut churches of another region. See Epstein, The Date and
Context of Some Cappadocian Rock-cut Churches, 160-171, later reported as, 'The
Problem of Provincialism: Byzantine Monasteries in Cappadocia and Monks in South
Italy', Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes 41 (1978) 28-46. In spite of
considerable differences in the architectural disposition and liturgical planning of the
churches in Cappadocia and Byzantine Italy, Epstein proposed that there were 'certain
dialectical differences [but the churches] speak the same liturgical and architectural
language' (Epstein, The Date and Context of Some Cappadocian Rock-cut Churches,
171). The conclusions of the present study will show that such generalizations are
unlikely to be true. The hagiographic evidence from Italy points to the independence of
the Italian monastic communities but provides scant information on liturgical practices.
For further comment on the independence of Byzantine Italy see J. P. Thomas, Private
Religious Foundations in the Byzantine Empire, publ. as Dumbarton Oaks Studies 24
(Washington 1987) 174-179. Thomas has explored the texts of 11th century monastic
cartularies from Mt Athos and Byzantine Italy for information of construction and
management in private monasteries.

LITURGICAL INSCRIPTIONS IN BYZANTINE CAPPADOCIA
The present study will turn to the static life of the architectural forms and the
archaeological evidence of the rock-cut monuments in chapters four and five but first it
is proposed to fully explore the evidence of their dynamic ceremonial life in all
documentary sources. Therefore I tum to the epigraphic evidence in rock-cut churches
for although scant literary sources concerning the foundations are available, a number
of inscriptions, some of which are liturgical, has survived, providing a basis for the
consideration of liturgical practices in the rock-cut structures.
Inscriptions in the Cappadocian monuments are dedicatory, invocatory and funerary
texts,^^ manifesting the intentions of the founder or donor.^'' In addition there is a
number of graffiti, providing direct indications for the use of the churches. These will
be considered for evidence of patronage by individuals in chapter three, while
inscriptions which quote from liturgical sources^^ and iconographic programmes with
liturgical associations are examined below.
The Middle Byzantine liturgy was framed around the Liturgy of St Basil.^' Although
there is no literary evidence as to which liturgy was practised in Cappadocia, St Basil
was one of the Cappadocian fathers, whose cult is attested in frequent representations in
Cappadocian monuments. His liturgy provided the text for inscriptions in at least three

For the inscriptions see Jerphanion, Les 6glises rupestres de Cappadoce, II ii 389395; J. Lafontaine-Dosogne, 'Nouvelles notes cappadociennes', Byz 33 (1963) 182183; N. Thierry, "Les enseignements historiques de I'archdologie cappadocienne',
Travaux etMemoires 8 (1981) 504-506. A relevant article by N. Thierry was
unavailable to me['Remarques sur la peinture populaire et la pratique de la foi dans les
eglises rupestres de Cappadoce' in Artistes, artisans et production artistique au may enage (Rennes 1983) II703-730], Inscriptions concerning individuals are considered in
chapter 3.
27 See Jerphanion, Les 6glises rupestre de Cappadoce I i, xxi-xxiii.
28 For a summary of the monuments in which liturgical quotations are located see
Jerphanion, Les Eglises rupestres de Cappadoce, II ii 517-518.
29 See N. K. Moran, The Skeuophylakion of the Hagia Sophia', CArch 34 (1986) 30.

of the churches,20 while the life of St Basil is illustrated in iconographic programmes in
two further foundations one of which has an inscription from the Menologion of St
Basil.3i However quotations from the Liturgy of St Basil are not the only liturgical texts
located in the rock-cut structures. Other inscriptions from the Euchologion draw on the
Liturgies of St John Chrysostom^^ and the older Liturgy of St Mark.33 Nevertheless,
although the lives of saints other than St Basil are depicted in the Cappadocian

30 Tavjanh Kilise Mustafapajakoy (cat. 18), New Tokah Kilise Goreme (cat. 79) and
Karaba? Kilise Soganli Dere. See Jerphanion, Les dglises nipestres de Cappadoce, II i
83,1 ii 324 and II ii 341. For the liturgical text see F. E. Brightman, Liturgies Eastern
and Western. I Eastern Liturgies (Oxford 1896) 323 [hereafter cited as F. E. Brightman,
Liturgies Eastern and Western , I].
31 Scenes from the life of St Basil are depicted in New Tokali Kilise Goreme and
Balkan Deresi 4. See Jerphanion, Les iglises nipestres de Capapdoce, I ii 358-365,
604, n i 52-53. Inscriptions drawn from the Menologion of St Basil are located in New
Tokah Kilise Goreme.
For the life of St Basil in Cappadocian decorations see Jerphanion, 'Histoires de saint
Basile dans les peintures cappadociennes et dans la peinture romaine du moyen age', in
La voix des monuments, II 153-173; Ch. Walter, 'Biographical Scenes of the Three
Hierarchs', REB 36 (1978) 243-250.
32 Inscriptions from the Liturgy of St John Chrysostom are located in Tavsanli Kilise
Mustafapasakoy (cat. 18) and Karaba? Kilise Soganh Dere. See Jerphanion, Leseglises
rupestres de Cappadoce, II i 83 and II ii 341. An invocation in the apse of Karjii Becak
Avcilar is close to the text of the chant before the Kiss of Peace (ibid., I ii 510 and
correction at 608). For the liturgical text see F. E. Brightman, Liturgies Eastern and
Western, I 382.
33 Inscriptions from the Liturgy of St Mark are located in Kara Kilise (cat. 16) and
Tav^anli Kilise Mustafapajakoy (cat. 18) and New Tokali Kilise Goreme (cat. 79. See
Jerphanion, Les 6glises rupestres de Cappadoce, II i 64 and 83,1 ii 323-324. For the
liturgical text see F. E. Brightman, Liturgies Eastern and Western,! 131-132.

churches,34 scenes from the life of St John Chrysostom are not.^S The books of service
of the Horologion, the Menaia,^^ Pentekostarion^'' and Triodion^® were sources for

34 For example the life of St Symeon is depicted in the church of St Symeon the Sty lite
Zelve (cat. 52). See Jerphanion, Les eglises rupestres de Cappadoce, I ii 557-567 and
609; id., 'Les inscriptions cappadociennes et le texte de la Vita Simeonis auctore
Antonio', in La voix des monuments, II 134-152. For the iconography of the saint's life
see J. P. Sodini, 'Remarques sur I'iconographie de Symeon I'Alepin, le premier stylite'.
Monuments etMSmoires 70 (1989) 29-53.
Isolated scenes from the lives of St Eustathios and St George are also depicted in the
churches; St George, most frequently shown fighting the dragon, in Goreme 9,15, 16,
21, 28, in Soganh Dere in St Barbara and Gok Kilise and in Yilanh Kilise Belisirma; St
Eustathios, most frequently pursuing the stag, in New Tokali Kilise Goreme, Goreme
11, Ballik Kilise and Gok Kilise Soganli Dere, the Church of St George at Ortakoy and
Tavjanli Kilise Mustafapajakoy. For discussion of the iconography of the scene of St
Eustathios pursuing the stag see N. Thierry, 'Un probleme de continuite ou de rupture.
La Cappadoce entre Rome, Byzance et les Arabes', CRAI{\911) 122-127.
The Synaxarium Ecclesiae Constantinopolitanae is cited in inscriptions on the east
wall of Old Tokali Kilise Goreme and the Church of the Forty Martyrs Jahinefendi.
See Jerphanion, op. cit, II i 167 n.3. In the latter church the text is from St Basil, PG
31,516 (Homilia in Quadraginta Martyres) and St Gregory of Nyssa, PG 46,778 (De
Pauperibus Armandis).
35 Although the life of St John Chrysostom is not shown, an individual image of the
saint is depicted in a number of churches including Goreme 11,13,19,21,22,23,
GuUu Dere I and m , Balkan Deresi IV, St Symeon the StyUte Church Zelve, St
Barbara, Ballik Kilise and Karaba? Kilise in Soganli Dere and the church at Tagar.
Hagiographical scenes of St John Chrysostom are, however, rare and preserved in
manuscript illuminations, rather than monumental art. See Ch. Walter, 'Biographical
Scenes of the Three Hierarchs',REB 36 (1978) 250-259.
36 Texts from the Menaia, or book of annual fixed feasts, are located in Goreme 9,
Goreme 19,22,23,29, the Monastery of the Archangel St Michael at Cemil and the
Church of the Forty Martyrs Sahinefendi. For the liturgical books see J. G. Davies, A
New Dictionary of Liturgy and Worship (London 1986) 96-98.
The Pentekostarion is the book of services for Easter and Pentecost.
38 The Triodion records the annual movable feasts.

further liturgical inscriptions from psalms,^' Gospel'"' and patristic texts.'" Some
inscriptions are found on the liturgical scrolls held by priests, whose position in the
decoration of the church is an integral part of the iconographic programme.''^ Some of
the inscriptions were transcribed more accurately than others; some were subjected to
local adaptations and appear confused.'*^
Although an excursus into the iconography of apsidal programmes is not intended as it
constitutes a separate study,'*'* there are liturgical indications in the apse decorations
which cannot be excluded from this discussion. It has been suggested that liturgical
among other considerations may have been responsible for the change in apse
In Karji Becak Avcilar, verses and responses are inscribed on the walls of the naos
at cornice height. See Jerphanion, Les eglises rupestres de Cappadoce, I ii 505-506 and
correction at 608. A similar text is found in Hagios Stephanos Cemil, ibid., I i 151-155.
A number of liturgical inscriptions and biblical borrowings accompanies a dedicatory
text in the first layer of decoration on the archivault of the apse in Karji Becak, ibid., I ii
504-510.
Two inscriptions above the door on the exterior fapade of Zelve 2 evoke the Litany of
the Cross from Psalms 117, 20.
40 For inscriptions from the Evangelion in Goreme 7 (both Old and New Tokali Kilise),
see Jerphanion, Les eglises rupestres de Cappadoce, I i 111-, I ii 333, 336-342.
In the New Tokali Kilise the scene depicting the wise men observing the star shows
each with the roll of the prophet Balaam, as indicated in Matthew 2, 2; Numbers 24,17,
while the scene of Christ in the temple is from the offices of mid-Pentecost, ibid., I ii
329 n. 2, 333 n. 2.
''1 The text in Gok Kilise Soganh Dere (see Jerphanion, Les 6glises rupestres de
Cappadoce, n i 371) is taken from the Homily of Niketas of Paphlagonia, PG 105, 381
(OratioXVin. In Laudem S. Eustathii).
In Goreme 9 (Jerphanion, op. cit., I i 127-128) scenes from the life of the Virgin
include the depiction of a miracle which is found in all homilies of the Virgin, including
Germanos, PG98, 316 (In Praesentationem SS. Deiperae II).
In Goreme 23, Karanlik Kilise (Jerphanion, op. oil, I ii 415) the text accompanying the
image of the Anastasis, or Descent into Limbo, is from the Homily of PseudoEpiphany, PG 43,453 (Homilia Hin Sabbato Magno), while the Crucifixion in
Goreme 19, Elmali Kilise (Jerphanion, op. cit., I ii 446) includes borrowings from PG
120, \ \29 {JoannesEuchaitarumMetropolita,
Versuslambici).
G. Babic- Ch. Walter, 'The Inscriptions upon Liturgical Rolls in Byzantine Apse
Decoration', REB 34 (1976) 269-280.
43 For example in Goreme 22, Cankli Kilise, graffiti alongside 3 donor figures on the
west wall is not an exact scriptural quotation. See Jerphanion, Les 6glises rupestres de
Cappadoce, I ii 470-472. In a few churches, such as Damsa Kilise Tajkinpasakoy and
St Barbara Soganh Dere, it is unclear whether the inscription is in fact liturgical, ibid., II
i 180,312.
44 See C. Jolivet-Levy, La peinture byzantine en Cappadoce, 2 vols.

programmes from the apocalyptic image of Christ to the Deesis,''^ as for both images
there are textual sources for the iconographic programmes in the Liturgies of St Basil"^
and St John Chrysostom.''''
As far as the liturgical practices in Cappadocia are concerned the investigation of the
inscriptions may indicate that more attention was given to the Liturgy of St Basil but the
Liturgies of St John Chrysostom and St Mark were known. There is no evidence to
suggest that Cappadocian liturgical practices were markedly different from those of the
capital. It is therefore evident that liturgical traditions in Middle Byzantine
Constantinople need to be clarified before the investigation of liturgical practices in
Cappadocia can be undertaken.

A. J. Wharton, Artof Empire, 36-31,42-43. Ch. Walter has characterized the later
decorations as intercessory, 'Two Notes on the Deesis', REB 26 (1968) 334; id.. Art
and Ritual, 225-232.
The apocalyptic animals are frequently given the names which introduce the chant of
the trisagion after the Anaphora in the Liturgy of St Basil. See Jerphanion, Les eglises
rupestresde Cappadoce, I i 69; id., 'Les noms des quartre animaux et le commentaire
liturgique de pseudo-Germain', in La voix des monuments, I 250-259; R. Bomert, Les
commentaires byzantines de la Divine Liturgie du Vile au XVe siecle, publ. as
Archives del'Orient Chretien 9 (Paris 1966) 129 and 164 [hereafter cited as R. Bomert,
Les commentaires byzantinesde la Divine Liturgie]; F. E. Brightman, Liturgies Eastern
and Western, 1323.
In Karaba? Kilise Soganli Dere the depiction of the Divine Liturgy in the conch of the
apse is accompanied by inscriptions from Matthew 26,26-27, and included in both the
Liturgies of St Basil and St John Chrysostom. See Jerphanion, op. cit, n i 341-342;
Brightman, op. cit, I 328.
The decoration of the north apse in New Tokah Kilise Goreme (Jerphanion, op. cit., I ii
322-324) includes the image of an enthroned Christ and inscriptions from the Trisagion
in the Liturgy of St Mark (Brightman, op. cit, I 131-132) and St Basil {ibid., 323).
In Tavjanh Kilise Mustafapajakoy Jerphanion has suggested it is more likely that the
names of the seraphims are from the Liturgy of St John Chrysostom. See Jerphanion,
Les eglises rupestres de Cappadoce, n i 83. For the liturgies, see F. E. Brightman,
Liturgies Eastern and Western, I 322,323.

LITURGICAL TRADITIONS
The term liturgy meant 'public service' or 'work' which was for communal benefit.'*®
What is now termed 'The Liturgy' was in fact two services, the synaxis and the
Eucharist, which gradually fused together.'*'
Although the early services will be briefly considered in order to place the architectural
disposition, liturgical furnishings and vessels within their context, it is not the shape of
the early offices which are most relevant to this study but the later embellishments of
the post-iconoclastic period. The present day liturgy, while essentially medieval.^® was
successor to this liturgical period.
In the early service of the Eucharist^' the bishop and clergy gathered in the sanctuary,
the bishop sitting on a throne while the clergy were arranged in semicircular order

48 For' 11 X€\,TO\jpyia ' see G. W. H. Lampe, A Patristic Greek Lexicon (Oxford 1961)
795 [hereafter cited as Lampe, Patristic Greek Lexicon] and H. Liddell-R. Scott, A
Greek-English Uxicon (Oxford 1843), rev. and augmented with a supplement by H. S.
Jones (Oxford 1968) 1036 [hereafter cited as Liddell-Scott-Jones, Greek-English
Lexicon]-, P. de Meester, 'Grecques (liturgies)', DACL, VI ii 1591-1662.
From the time of the New Testament, as for example in the Acts of the Apostles 13,2,
references to 'liturgy' were to Christian worship of God. See G. Dix, The Shape of the
Liturgy, 1-2.
49 For the fusion of the synaxis and Eucharist, see G. Dix, The Shape of the Liturgy,
434-526. The primitive form of the synaxis was a meeting, structured around eight
steps [L Greeting; 2. Lesson; 3. Psalmody; 4. Lesson; 5. Sermon; 6. Dismissal of the
unfaithful; 7. Prayers; 8. Dismissal] {ibid., 37-38). The eucharist, a thanksgiving
service, had four stages [1. Offertory; 2. Prayer, 3. Fraction; 4. Communion] (jbid., 78).
In the pre-Nicene period the eucharist was enlarged with a preface [a preliminary kiss
and greeting] and a conclusion [a dismissal] {ibid., 103).
50 T. Mathews, The Early Churches of Constantinople: Architecture and Liturgy, 111.
51 See G. Dix, The Shape of the Liturgy, 103-140; H.-J. Schulz, The Byzantine
Liturgy. Symbolic Structure and Faith Expression, [originally published as Die
byzantinischeLiturgie (Trier 1980)], trans. M. J. O'Connell (New York 1986) 3-20
[hereafter cited as H.-J. Schulz, The Byzantine Liturgy].

around the apse.52 The oblation was placed on the altar, behind which the clergy
partook of communion, while for their communion the congregation assembled on the
west side of the altar. Before the offenory the bishop washed his hands probably
necessitating a ewer and bowl and possibly a niche in which to store them. Although
the early texts became increasingly concerned with the outward appearance of the
Eucharist, their purpose was to describe the symbolic structure of the l i t u r g y . ^ ^
Nevertheless, in describing the liturgical actions, the purpose of the liturgical vessels
and furnishings is revealed.
In the early Byzantine church there were at least two types of apsidal seats, the
cathedra,54 a formal seat regarded as the teacher's chair usually occupied by the bishop,

52 For apse see C. Delvoye, 'Apsis', RBK, I 246-268; H. Leclercq, 'Abside', DACL, I i
183-197; for 'fl icoyxil' see Lampe, Patristic Greek Lexicon, 759; for 'Absis' ('Apsis')
see C. Lewis-C. Short, A Latin Dictionary (Oxford 1879) 11 [hereafter cited as LewisShon, Latin Dictionary],
For further discussion see C. Delvoye, 'Etudes d'architecture paleochretienne et
byzantine', Byz 32 (1962) 291-310 and 489-547. The shape of the apse, in plan or
section, may be rectangular, polygonal, semi-circular, stilted or horseshoe-shaped. For a
summary of nomenclature see B. Fletcher, A History ofArchitecture on the
Comparative Method (London 1959) 963 (comparative arches). In masonry-built
churches the internal plan may be reflected externally but frequently apses which are
semi-circular in plan are externally polygonal (3,4- or more-sided). In the rock-cut
churches the apses have only an internal plan.
53 H.-J. Schulz, The Byzantine Liturgy, 20, has suggested that Theodore of
Mopsuestia has devoted 'more attention than John Chrysostom to the specific meaning
of the outward form of the liturgy'.
54 For cathedra see H. Leclercq, 'Chaire episcopale', DACL, III ii 19-25; for 'Kathedra'
see 'Synthronon', in RBK [forthcoming]; for 'n icaQeSpa' see Lampe, Patristic Greek
Lexicon, 687 and Liddell-Scott-Jones, Greek-EnghshLexicon, 851; for 'Cathedra' see
Lewis-Short, Latin Dictionary, 30L
Further discussion on the cathedra in the naos in additiori to a portable cathedra has
been presented by D. I. Pallas, 'O enwKonvtco? el^u) epovoj ical TO donaoTucov
Tujv e'KKM<y^\EpeterisEtaireias Byzantinon Spoudon (1953) 577-592. [This paper
was unfortunately unavailable to me.] J. Ward-Perkins has proposed that the buildings
and furnishings were derived from imperial models and the source of the cathedra was
the tribunal of the presiding magistrate. See Ward-Perkins, 'Constantine and the origins
of the Christian Basilica', Papers of the British School at Rome 22 (1954) 71, 84. For
the classical sources of the synthronon, see J. Fleming- H. Honour- N. Pevsner,
'Exedra'in The Penguin Dictionary of Architecture (Harmondsworth 3rd ed. 1980)
113.

and the s y n t h r o n o n ^^ usually a stepped-seat which provided for the clergy, encircling
the apse and flanking the cathedra. In this way the bishop sat in the centre of the clergy,
frequently at a slightly higher level, while the apse itself was elevated above the level of
the nave of the church. The raised apsidal platform, the sanctuary, was reserved

55 For synthronon see '6 cruv8povof' Lampe, Patristic Greek Lexicon, 1331-1332 and
Liddell-Scott-Jones, Creek-English Lexicon, 1717.
For further discussion see A. Grabar, 'Remarques critiques h propos des publications
recentes: A. synthronos dans les martyria byzanrins', CArch 12 (1962) 393-395; Ch.
Walter, 'Disposition des sieges', in L'iconographie des Candles dans la tradition
byzantine, publ. as Archives de I'Orient Chretien 13 (Paris 1970) 146; J. P. Sodini, 'Les
dispositifs liturgiques des basiliques paleochretiennes en Grece et dans les Balkans,'
Corso di Cultura SuIl'Arte Ravennate e Bizantina (Ravenna 1984) 441-445.
Seats for the clergy could be arranged along the lateral walls of the sanctuary, facing the
altar. (See H. Leclercq, 'Abside', DACL, I i 183-185; id., 'Sacristies', DACL, XVi 362,
Sodini, op. cit)

exclusively for the clergy and was known as the bema^^ upon which the altar^'' was
located.
LITURGICAL DEVELOPMENTS: BEFORE ICONOCLASM
In time as elements were subtracted from and added to the order of service, the synaxis
and Eucharist became inseparable offices. The period of fusion began in the fifth

For bema see C. Delvoye, 'Bema', RBK, I 583-599; A. M. Schneider, 'Bema', RAC,
II 129-130; for'TO Pnna' see Lampe, Pa£ns£/cGree/c Lexicon, 295-296 and LiddellScott-Jones, Greek-English Lexicon, 314; F. E. Brightman, Liturgies Eastern and
Western, 1571.
For further discussion see J. Dauvillier, 'L'ambon ou bema dans les textes de I'eglise
chaldeenne et de I'eglise syrienne au moyen age', CArch 6 (1952) 11-30; E. R. Hambye,
'Les traces liturgiques de I'usage du bema dans la liturgie de I'eglise Chaldeo-Malabare',
Melanges delVniversitS Saint Joseph 39 (Beirut 1963) 199-207; R. Taft, 'Some Notes
on the Bema in the East and West Syrian Traditions', Orientalia Christiana Periodica 34
(1968) 326-359; S. Curcic, 'Domed bemas in Byzantine Churches: Architecture vs
Iconography', (abstract) Third Annual Byzantine Studies Conference (New York 1977)
49-51.
57 For altar see H. Leclercq, 'Autel', DACL, I ii 3155-3189; K. Wessel, 'Altar', RBK, I
111-120; R. Reynolds, 'Altar-Altar Apparatus', DMA, I 221-225; for 'ii tpanei^a' see
Lampe, Patristic Greek Lexicon, 1399-1400 and Liddell-Scott-Jones, Greek-English
Lexicon, 1810-1811; for 'Ara' see Lewis-Short, Latin Dictionary, 149-150.
The etymology of the term 'altar' ties the symbolism of the 'table' to the idea of 'sacrifice'
in Arabic. See F. E. Brightman, Liturgies Eastern and Western, I 569. For 'ii eijcKa' see
Lampe, Patristic Greek Lexicon, 658-660 and Liddell-Scott-Jones, Greek-English
Lexicon, 812. A. J. Butler noted that in Egypt the altar symbolized the tomb of Christ
and the throne of God. See A. J. Butler, Ancient Coptic Churches of Egypt (Oxford
1884) II1-36.
For further discussion see P. Deschamps, 'Tables d'autel de marbre executees dans le
midi de la France au Xe et au Xle siecle', MSlanges d'historie du moyen age offerts a
M. FerinandLot (Paris 1925) 137-168; S. Salaville, 'Bulletin de liturgie", Echos
d'Orient, 28 (1929) 453-461; A. A. Barb, 'Mensa Sacra. The Round Table and the Holy
Grail', Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes 19 (1956) 40-67; E. Kitzinger,
'A Marble Relief of the Theodosian Period', DOP14 (1960) 19-42; D. Nussbaum,
'Zum Problem der Runden und Sigmaformigen Altarplatten', Jahrbuch fiirAntike and
Christentum 4 (1961) 18-43; A. Grabar, Sculptures byzantines de Constantinople (IVe
- Xe siecle), (Paris 1963) 19-24; C. Metzger, 'Rebords de tables omes de rehefs du
Musee du Louvre', CArch 26 (1977) 47-62; J.-P. Sodini, 'Les cryptes d'autel
paleochretiennes: essai de classification', Travaux et Memories 8 (1981)437-458; K. G.
Beyer, Die Baukunst des Mittelalters in Georgien (vom 4 bis 18 Jahrhundert),
(Vienna, Munich 1981); for a typological survey of altars see L. Marinescu, Funerary
monuments in Dacia Superior and Dacia Porolissensis, translated from the Romanian
by N. Hampartumia, publ. as BAR International Series 128 (1982) 24-31.

century and was completed by the eighth or ninth century.58 The new introduction to
the synaxis included censing and the chanting of hymns while the conclusion of the
Eucharist was extended with thanksgiving prayers.^' However, the most significant
change to the liturgy was the introduction of the processions.The first of these,
accompanied by a chant, was called a Processional Entry by Gregory Dix.®" It
preceded the greeting and lections. The second procession was, to continue with Dix's
terminology, the Offertory Procession.®' These processions are named the Little and the
Great Entrance by Roben Taft.®^ The processional nature of the Early Byzantine liturgy
and its effect on the longitudinal flow of the Byzantine church plan has been discussed
by Thomas Mathews.®^ As well as the spaces within the church an additional chamber

58 See G. Dix, The Shape of the Liturgy, 439-441. Dix has suggested that the fusion of
the offices was completed in the 9th century, while others have proposed the formulae
were resolved by mid-8th century. See R. Taft, The Great Entrance. A History of the
Transfer of Gifts and other Preanaphoral Rites of the Liturgy of St John Oirysostom,
publ. as OrientaliaChristianaAnalecta 200 (1975) 46 [hereafter cited as R. Taft, The
Great Entrance],
59 G. Dix, The Shape of the Liturgy, 434-451 (introductory rite), 515 (concluding
prayers). A thorough analysis of the processions is undertaken by R. Taft, The Great
Entrance.
60 G. Dix, The Shape of the Liturgy, 448. Dix noted that no processional entry was
recorded in the Apostolic Constitutions but that there was evidence of the entry taking
place in the 4th century and it was established by the 6th century, ibid., 449-450.
G. Dix, The Shape of the Liturgy, 476.
R. Taft, The Great Entrance, 3. For further discussion of the Great Entrance, see H. J. Schulz, The Byzantine Liturgy, 164-172.
63t. Mathews, TheEarly Churches of Constantinople: Architecture and Liturgy, 19-27.
Processional requirements were best met by the traditional shape, planned along
basilical lines, with atria and forecourts, in which the participants could gather before
entering, and a proliferation of entrances leading into the church to facilitate the entrance
of the prwession, which ceremoniously passed down the aisles and nave of the
monument.

known as a skeuophylakion®^ was necessary for the storage of the vessels needed in
the second procession.
The drama of the liturgical performance was enhanced by the liturgical furnishings, the
seating in the apse, which might include a synthronon and cathedra, the altar located
either on or to the west of the chord of the apse,®^ and the podium which was known as

^ For skeuophylakion, a sacristy used as a treasury and a chamber for the gifts, see H.
Uclercq, 'Reliques et reliquaires', DACL, XIV ii 2352; for 'to oic€uo4>VJX(uaov' see
Lampe, Patristic Greek Lexicon, 1236 and Liddell-Scott-Jones, Greek-EnghshLexicon,
1608.
For further discussion see F. Dirimtekin, 'Les fouilles faites en 1946-47 et en 1958-60
entre Sainte-Sophie et Sainte-Irene a Istanbul', CArch 13 (1962) 161-185; N. K.
Moran, The Skeuophylakion of the Hagia Sophia', CArch 34 (1986) 29-32, has
questioned the role of the skeuophylakion as a point of departure for the processions;
this matter was also raised by R. Taft, The Great Entrance, 198, who queried the
probability of such an unsheltered ceremonial route.
The term skeuophylakion occurred in early sources, which described the
skeuophylakion as an edifice outside Hagia Sophia Constantinople. See Palladius in his
life of St John Chrysostom, PG 47,5-82 (Palladii Dialogue, De Vita S. Joannis
Chrysostomi), translated in T. Mathews, The Early Churches of Constantinople:
Architecture and Liturgy, 13. Mathews identified the circular foundation to the northeast of the apse of Hagia Sophia as the skeuophylakion {ibid., 158-162).
In the Constantinopolitan church, Hagia Sergios and Bakchos, a skeuophylakion has
not been identified although it is possible that an external structure was located to the
north-east of the church. For 3 spur walls on the north wall of the church which could
have formed part of this structure, see Mathews, ibid., 49-50.
65 In some of the Constantinopolitan churches the altar was located west of the chord.
SeeT. Mathews, TheEarlyChurchesof Constantinople: Architecture and Liturgy, 27
(for the Studios monastery), 33 (for the Chalkoprateia church) and 66-67, fig. 30,32
(for Hagia Euphemia).

the ambon.^® The usual location for the ambon was in the centre of the nave of the

^^ For ambon see H. Leclercq, 'Ambon', DACL, I i 1330-1347; C. Delvoye, 'Ambo',
RBK, I 126-133; for ' 6 a^pcov' see Lampe, Patristic Greek Lexicon, 85 and LiddellScott-Jones, Greek-English Lexicon, 79; for 'Ambo' see Lewis-Short, Latin Dictionary,
103. The ambon has been variously identified as bema, pulpitum, suggestus, audtorium,
tribunal, exedra, dicterium, pluteus, lectricium, legitorium, analogium. For an early
reference to the pulpit or ambon as 0\ifTiX6v in the ApostolicConstitutions ,3.1- 29.25;
461.19, see F. E. Brightman, Liturgies Eastern and Western, I 569.
For further discussion see O. M. Dalton, Byzantine Art and Archaeology {Oxiord
1911), 107, 195; G. Rouillard, 'Notes sur deux inscriptions d'ombos', in Melanges
offertesiM. Gustave Schlumberger(Pahs 1924) 85-100; A. Grabar, 'Les ambons
syriens et la fonction liturgique de la nef dans les eglises antiques', CArch 1 (1946)
129-133; S. Xydis, 'The Chancel Barrier, Solea and Ambo of Hagia Sophia', Art
Bulletin 29 (1947) 1-24; J. Lassus, Sanctuaires Chretiens de Syrie. Essai sur la genese,
la forme etl'usage liturgique des Edifices du culte Chretien en Syrie, du nie siecle a la
conquStemusulmane (Paris 1947) 207-212; id., 'Les exedres dans les eglises de Syrie
nord'. Vie Congres international des dtudes byzantines (Paris 1948, publ. Paris 1950)
233-242; J. Lassus- G. Tchalenko, 'Ambons syriens', CArch 5 (1951) 75-122; J.
Dauvillier, 'L'ambon ou bema dans les textes de I'eglise chaldeenne et de I'eglise
syrienne au moyen age', CArch 6 (1952) 11-30; J. Jarry, 'L'ambon dans la liturgie
primitive de I'eglise', Syria 40 (1963) 147-162; E. R. Hambye, 'Les traces liturgiques de
I'usage du bema dans la liturgie de I'eglise Chaldeo-Malabare", MelangesdelVniversite
Saint Joseph 39 (Beirut 1963) 199-207; A. Grabar, Sculptures byzantines de
Constantinople (IVe -Xe sidcle), 80-89; Ch. Walter, L'iconographiedesconcilesdans
la tradition byzantine, 202-212; J. P. Sodini, 'Note sur deux variantes regionales dans
les basiliques de Grece et des Balkans: le tribelon et I'emplacement de l'ambon', BCH94
(1975) 581-588; id., 'L'ambon de la rotonde Saint-Georges: Remarques sur la typologie
et le decor', BCH100 (1976) 493-510; id., 'Les dispositifs liturgiques des basiliques
paleochretiennes en Grece et dans les Balkans,' Corso di Cultura Sull'Arte Ravennate e
Bizantina (Ravenna 1984) 452-453; E. K. Nikolaidou, 'Les ambons paleochretiens a
Thessalonique de a Philippes', Corso di Cultura SullArte Ravennate e Bizantina
(Ravenna 1984) 255-275; G. P. Majeska, 'Notes on the Archaeology of St Sophia: The
Rivers on the Floor and their Relationship to the Chancel Barrier and Ambo', (abstract)
Third Annual Byzantine Studies Conference (New York 1977) 41; A. Kazhdan, 'A
Note on the "Middle Byzantine" Ambo', Byz 57 (1987) 422-426.
T. Mathews has suggested that there is no clear reference to the ambon in early
Christian times. See Mathews, 'An Early Roman Chancel Arrangement and its liturgical
uses', Revista di Archeologia Cristiana 38 (1962) 86. However, as noted above, in early
usage the ambon was identified by a variety of different terms.
In Syria, the ambon was considered a counterpan to the bema and was provided with
the usual apsidal furnishings-cathedra, synthronon and storage niches. See J. Lassus,
Vie Congres international des etudes byzantines, 233-242-, A. Grabar, CArch 1 (1946)
129-133; J. Jarry, SyriaAO (1963) 147-162. In other locations it has been found that
readings'were undertaken from the ambon. See J. Darrouzes, 'Sainte Sophie de
Thessalonique d'apres un rituel', REB 34 (1976) 76-77; for reading the diptychs from
the ambon see F. Cabrol, 'Dyptiques', DACL, IV i 1049; and for the Exaltation of the
Cross, see M. Arranz, Le typikon du monastere de Saint-Sauveur k Messine, publ.
asOrientaliaChristianaAnalecta 185 (Rome 1969) 380.

church.®'' To facilitate passage from the bema to the ambon the two were connected by a
path, known as the solea,®^ along which the clergy could walk. The nave was separated

For the location of the ambon see P. de Meester,' Grecques (liturgies)', DACL, VI ii
1629; Lampe, Patristic Greek Lexicon, at' o a|ipcov' 85. Both the exphrasis of Paulus
Silentiarius on Hagia Sophia and the typikon of Hagia Sophia indicate the ambon was
in a central location. For the exphrasis on the ambon, see P. Friedlander, Johannes von
Gaza undPaulus Silentiarius. KunstbeschreibungenJustinianischerZeitQ^ip^i?,
and
Berlin 1912) 257-265 and C. Mango, The Art of the Byzantine Empire, 91-96. For the
reference in the typikon of Hagia Sophia, see J. Mateos, Le typikon de la Grande
Eglise. Ms. Sainte-Croix no. 40. Introduction, texte critique et notes, publ. as Orientalia
Christiana Analecta 165-166 (Rome 1962-1963) II281.
68 For solea see H. Leclercq, 'Jub6', DACL, V n ii 2768 (referring to C. du Fresne Du
Cange, Glossarium ad Scriptores Mediae et Infimae Graecitatis (Lyons 1688)
[hereafter cited as Du Cange, G/ossarium]); for' n aoXaia (n auXeui)'see Lampe,
Patristic Greek Lexicon, 1244.
For further discussion see S. Xydis, The Chancel Barrier, Solea and Ambo of Hagia
Sophia!, Art Bulletin 29 (1947) 1-24; J. P. Sodini, 'Les dispositifs liturgiques des
basUiques pal^ochretiennes en Grece et dans les Balkans,' Corso di Cultiira Sull'Arte
Ravennate e Bizantina (Ravenna 1984) 445-451. For a comment on 'solea', see Ch.
Walter, 'Further Notes on the Deesis', REB 28 (1970) 172.
In his description of Hagia Sophia, Paulus Silentiarius related that the solea was
'bounded by walls' and that a screen, with incised decoration across its face, bordered
the bema. SeeC. Mango, The Art of the Byzantine Empire, 87-88,95. Scholars have
interpreted the descriptions as referring to chancel slabs lining the solea and bema and
extending into the nave in a n-shape. See Xydis, op. civ, T. Mathews, The Early
C h u r c h e s ofConstantinople:
Architecture and LiUirgy, 96; Ch. Walter, REBld, (1970)
171 -181. A similar arrangement of the bema has been proposed in the Studios basilica
Ih-ll.
in Constantinople. See Mathews, op. cit,

from the bema by chancel barriers^' which, at least in Hagia Sophia Constantinople,

For chancel slabs see H. Leclercq, 'Cancel', DACL, II ii 1821-1831; C. Delvoye,
'Cancelli', RB/C, I 900-931; for ' TO icayiceXXov' see Lamps, Patristic Greek Lexicon,
681; f o r ' 6 icayiceXo?' see Liddell-Scott-Jones, Gree/r-£ngWs/i Lexicon, 848; for
'Cancelli' see Lewis-Short, Latin Dictionary, 276.
The terms templon and ikonostasis will be referred to in later discussion (see chapter 4).
However for convenience a bibliography for chancel slabs, templon and ikonostasis is
presented here.
For further discussion see L. Brehier, 'Anciennes clotures de choeur anterieures aux
iconostases dans les monasteres de I'Athos', Studi bizantini e neoellenici 6 (1940) 4856; S. Xydis, 'The Chancel Barrier, Solea and Ambo of Hagia Sophia', Art Bulletin 29
(1947) 1-24; B. Pace, 'Nouvelle hypothese sur I'origine de I'iconostase', Byz 19 (1949)
195-205; A. Grabar, 'Deux notes sur I'histoire de I'iconostase d'apres des monuments de
Yougoslavie', Xlle Congres international des etudes byzantines (Ochrid 1961, publ.
Belgrade 1963) 13-22; T. Mathews, 'An Early Roman Chancel Arrangement and Its
Liturgical Uses', Revista di Archeologia Crisdana 38 (1962) 73-95; G. Barruol, 'L'autel
et les chancels paleochretiens de Limans (Basse Alpes)', CArch 14 (1964) 67-84; L.
Ouspensky, 'The Problem of the Iconostasis', St Vladimir's Seminar Quarderly 8
(1964) 186-218; V. Lazarev, 'Trois fragments d'epistyles peints et le templon byzantin',
Deltion tes Christianikes Archaiologik^sHetairias4
(1966) 117-143; A. H. S. Megaw,
'The Skripou Screen', The Annual of the British School at Athens 61 (1967) 1-32; J.
Walter, 'The Origins of the Iconostasis', Eastern Churches Review 3 (1971) 251-261 •,
M. Chatzidakis, 'L'evolution de I'icone aux 1 le -13e siecles et la transformation du
templon', XVe Congres International d'6tudes byzantines IIIArtetArcheologie
(Athens
1976 publ. Athens 1979-1981) 333-366; followed by discussion by D. I. Pallas, ibid.,
367-371; J. Alchermes, TTie Middle Byzantine Chancel Barrier', (abstract) Third
Annual Byzantine Studies Conference (New York 1977) 48-49;G. Majeska, 'Notes on
the Archaeology of St Sophia: The Rivers on the Floor and their Relation to the Chancel
Barrier and Ambo', (abstract) Third Annual Byzantine Studies Conference (New York
1977) 41; C. Mango, 'On the History of the Templon and the Martyrium of St Artemios
at ConstMtinople', Zograf10 (1979) 40-43; J. P. Sodini, 'Une iconostase byzantine a
Xanthos', Actes du colloque sur la Lycie antique (Paris 1980) 119-148; Ch. Walter,
'Bulletin on the Deesis and Paracusis', REB 38 (1980) 261-269; A. W. Epstein, 'The
Middle Byzantine Sanctuary Barrier: Templon or Iconostasis?', JBAA 134 (1981) 1-28;
J Shepherd, TTie Eleventh Century Choir-Screen at Monte Cassino: A Reconstruction',
ByzantineStudies9
(1982) 233-242; L. Nees, The Iconographic Program of
Decorated Chancel Barriers in the Pre-Iconoclast Period', (abstract) Eighth Annual
Byzantine Stiidies Conference (Ch\Q?igo 1982) 17-18; ibid., in Zeitschriftfur
Kunstgeschichte46 (1983) 15-26; N. Labrecque-Pervouchine, L'iconostase. Une
Evolution historiqueen Russie (Montreal 1982), reviewed by R. Taft, Onentalia
Christiana Periodica 50 (1984) 475-476; J. P. Sodini, 'Les dispositifs liturgiques des
basUiques paleochretiennes en Grece et dans les Balkans,' Corso di Culhira Sull'Arte
Ravennate e Bizantina (Ravenna 1984) 445-451; M. Vieillard-Troiekouroff, 'Les
chancels et le ciborium de la cathedrale de Metz de I'eveque Chrodegang (742-766)',
MonumentsetMemoireslO
(1989) 55-66; F. Dell'aquila- A. Messina, 'U templon nella
chieserupestridell'italiameridonale', ByzA9 (1989) 20-47.

opened through entrances on three sides.^"

The study of the liturgical developments before iconoclasm is hampered by a lack of
extant liturgical manuscripts, the earhest being dated almost to the end of the
iconoclasticperiod^' while the investigation of the architectural disposition and
liturgical planning is incomplete as the documents focus on the ceremony rather than the
furnishings. Nevertheless, the liturgical changes which finally saw the elimination of
the processions or entrances were more than refinements^^ to the earlier liturgical
organization. Indeed it has been suggested that liturgical furnishings in the posticonoclastic period underwent 'considerable evolution'.^^

LITURGICAL DEVELOPMENTS: POST- ICONOCLASM
While formulae for the processions were being refined, a counter development was
commencing. In this period of flux the liturgical performance must have reflected
aspects of the Early Byzantine liturgy, while it also anticipated the revisions of the
Middle Byzantine liturgy including the preparatory prayers and antiphonal chants which

•'O Paulus Silentiarius described the passageway in these terms: 'And the screen gives
access to the priests through three doors'. (See C. Mango, The Art of the Byzantine
Empte, 88.)
For a list of extant Greek liturgical manuscripts see R. Taft, The Great Entrance, 400444; F. E. Brightman, Liturgies Eastern and Western, 1309-344. Brightman has dated
Vatican Barberinigr. 336 c.SOO while Taft considered it an 8th-century manuscnpt.
After Vatican Barberinigr. 336 the next group of manuscripts is a collection of 10thcentury documents.
72 G. Dix, The Shape of the Liturgy, 523, called the changes 'decorations' but he did
note that they were 'numerous and various'.
T Mathews,' "Private" Liturgy in Byzantine Architecture: Toward a Re-appraisal',
CArch 30 (1982) 125. While there were changes to the liturgical organization, Mathews
has agreed that the Hturgy, or at least its symbolism, was constant.

preceded the entrance of the clergy.^'' This is evident in the earliest liturgical manuscript,
Vatican Barberini gr. 336,''^ which incorporates the Liturgies of both St John
Chry sostom and St Basil. The offices commence with a preparatory prayer called the
prothesis prayer''® which, according to the Liturgy of St Basil, was said in the
skeuophylakion.'''' By prefixing the preparation procedures with private prayers said
over the elements, the organization for the Processional Entry or Little Entrance was
interrupted. Both liturgies described the Little Entrance and the Great Entrance and the
concluding prayers which were also said in the skeuphylakion'^^ but in their details the
texts differ.™

In embryonic form the preparatory prayer was evident in the 7th century according to
G. Dix, although he failed to cite a 7th century source. (Dix, The Shape of the Liturgy,
524.) Other scholars have not found evidence of a preparatory prayer before the 8th
century. According to R. Taft there was no evidence of a preparatory prayer in the text
of the 7th century commentator, Maximus Confessor. (See Taft, The Great Entrance,
43.) However, in the primitive recension of the liturgical manuscript by the Patriarch
Germanos, dated to the 8th century, the preparation followed by incensation and prayer
is acknowledged. See P. Meyendorff, St Germanus of Constantinople on The Divine
Liturgy (New York 1984) 70-73; T. Mathews, The Early Churches of Constantinople:
Architecture and Liturgy, 138 n.3; id.,' "Private" Liturgy in Byzantine Architecture:
Toward a Re-appraisal', CArch 30 (1982) 137 n.6. The manuscript, Vatican Barberini
gr. 336, (discussed above, probably 9th century) includes a preparatory prayer.
F. E. Brightman, Liturgies Eastern and Western, 1309-344.
F E. Brightman, Liturgies Eastern and Western, I 309, lines 5-6. For a description
of the rite of the prothesis see Ch. Walter, Art and Ritual, 232-238; H. - J. Schulz, The
Byzantine Liturgy, 98-99,180-184. The early procedures for the preparation of the
elements evolved into the Prothesis Rite. Incensation extended, eventually, to include
the people, as well as the liturgical vessels and elements of the Eucharist, the original
objects of the censer. Later developments are summarized in R. Taft, The Great
Entrance, 426-428.
Ch. Walter has observed that two terms, Prothesis Rite and Proskomide Prayer, are
used to describe the prayers for the preparation of the gift, the prosphora (Walter, op.
cit, 232). The introductory prayer has been called the Great-Entrance Chant (Taft, op.
cit, 46).
See Vatican Barberini gr. 336, in F. E. Brightman, Liturgies Eastern and Western, I
309, line 5-6.
78 F. E. Brightman, Libirgies Eastern and Western, I 344, line 21.
79 For example, before the proskomide there is an introductory prayer in the Liturgy of
St Basil; there is no counterpart to this in the Liturgy of St John Chrysostom. See F. E.
Brightman, LitiirgiesEastern and Western, I 318-319. Differences in the liturgies are
highlighted as they are printed in parallel in Brightman.

For his study of the relationship between Early Byzantine architecture and the liturgy,
Thomas Mathews made use of a wide range of largely historical sources, such as
councils, chronicles or biographies,®" which are contemporary with the buildings and
include scattered references to them. However, in spite of the wealth of contemporary
sources for Early Byzantine architecture, none of the extant manuscripts is a liturgical
text. For these, the commentaries written in the seventh and eighth centuries need to be
investigated.
LITURGICAL COMMENTARIES
Primarily didactic in intention, liturgical commentaries concentrate on the spiritual
meaning of the liturgy, virtually ignoring the inaudible prayers of the clergy. They
describe, therefore, the main features of the shape of the liturgy: the ritual and the
liturgical furnishings. The two principal commentaries written prior to iconoclasm are
the Mystagogia of St Maximus the Confessor, who died in 662,®i and the Historia

80 Sources which describe the architectural disposition and liturgical furnishings include
Prokopios' ekphrasis De AediBcis. See Procopius VII Buildings, ed. H. Dewing -G.
Downey, (Loeb Classical Library, London-New York 1959) and Paulus Silentianus'
valuable descriptions of the liturgy and liturgical furnishings, which were written
foUowing the rededication of Hagia Sophia Constantinople in 562. See Descriptio
ecclesiae sanctae sophiae etambonis, P. Friedlander, Johannes von Gaza und Paulus
Silentianus. KunstbeschieibungenJustinianischerZeit, 225-265; for a translation see
C. Mango, The Art of the Byzantine Empte, 80-96.
81 Maximus Confessor, PG 91, 657-717 (Mystagogia). The commentary was written
around 628-630, during the reign of Heraclius (610-641), ibid., 7. Accordmgly, the
introduction of the Cherubicon Hymn, sung as the gifts were carried in procession was
accounted for in the commentai^. The hymn is attributed to Justin II (565-578).
For a recent translation and discussion see J. Stead, The Church, the Liturgy and the
Soul of Man. The Mystagogia of St Maximus the Co/ifessor (Massachusetts 1982),
[hereafter cited as J. Stead, The Mystagogia of St Maximus the Confessor]. For further
discussion, see R. Bomert, Les Commentaires byzantines de la Divine Liturgie, 83-124;
H. -J. Schulz, The Byzantine Liturgy, 43-49,173-177.

Ecclesiastica^^ by St Germanos, Patriarch of Constantinople, who died in 733.®^ If it
can be shown that later practices reflected the same liturgical position as the seventhand eighth- century commentaries then the commentaries are valuable sources relevant
to the Cappadocian monuments.
Although written on 'the eve of Iconoclasm',®'* the Historia Ecclesiasdca reflects an
iconoduleposition.®^ For this reason the text was extremely popular after iconoclasm
(843). Robert Bomert has pointed to two influences attributable to the Historia
Ecclcsiastica?^ The first was to record the liturgical changes between Maximus and
Germanos from the seventh to the eighth century, while the second was to provide a
reference point from which the liturgy developed. Later liturgical development in the
post-iconoclastic period cannot therefore be isolated from Germanos' commentary. The
same can be said for the interpretation of Nicholas and Theodore of Andida, the
Protheoria which, although an independent work, is interpolated into the liturgical

82 Germanus Constantinopohtanus, PG 98, 384-453 (Historia Ecclesiastica etMystica
Contemplatio).This text in Migne, the source usually quoted, is the most highly
developed recension, or 'hopelessly corrupt' according to Taft. See R. Taft, 'The Liturgy
of the Great Church: An Initial Synthesis of Structure and Interpretation on the Eve of
Iconoclasm', DOP 34/5 (1980/1) 46.
For a translation and discussion see P. Meyendorff, St Germanus of Constantinople on
The Divine Liturgy. For further discussion see R. Bomert, Les Commentaires
byzantines de la Divine Liturgie, 125-180; H. -J. Schulz, The Byzantine Liturgy, 67-76,
178-188.
83 Germanos was Patriarch from 715-730. See G. Ostrogorsky, History of the
Byzantine State, 585. His commentary is generally attributed to the close of his
patriarchy, c. 730.
84 R. Taft, DOP 34/5 (1980/1) 45-75. Iconoclasm did not suddenly commence in 726;
reactions against the iconoclasts can be seen as early as 692 in motions passed at the
Council of Trullo regarding representations of Christ as man, not symbol. See P.
Meyendorff, St Germanus of Constantinople on The Divine Liturgy, 50.
85 Germanos was recognized as a defender of orthodoxy, a position he adopted against
the iconoclasts, including the Emperor Leo. See P. Meyendorff, St Germanus of
Constantinople on The Divine Liturgy, 52.
86 R. Bomert, Les Commentaires byzantines de la Divine Liturgie, 161.

framework of Germanos' commentary.^'' While there is another important commentary,
the Interpretation of the Divine Liturgy compiled by Nicholas Cabasilas in 1350,®^ it
postdates the rock-cut churches in Cappadocia. Although Cabasilas' commentary
enriches the textual sources of the liturgy, the text most likely to be relevant to the
Cappadocian structures is the commentary on the Divine Liturgy by St Germanos of
Constantinople®' as it reflects the 'entire liturgical development of the age'.'" Variations
in extant manuscripts show Germanos' commentary was frequently revised and updated
tofitwith current liturgical practice.'^ The earliest manuscripts of the commentary

H. -J. Schulz, The Byzantine Liturgy, 185. For the passages in the Andidans and the
interpolated text of Germanos, see ibid., 188 n. 38.
Writing in the 11 th century, Nicholas or Theodore of Andida referred to the Liturgy in
Hagia Sophia Constantinople. See R. Taft, op. cit, xxxix, xli; T. Mathews, op. cit.,
170-171. However the commentary was directed at a monastic audience, a question
which will be resumed in chapter 4. A summary of the discussion concerning the
author, now generally agreed to be Nicholas, is given by Schulz (op. cit, 188-190).
For the Protheoria, PG140,417-468 {Theodori Episcopi Andidorum, Brevis
Commentatio de Divinae Liturgiae Symbolis ac Mysteriis). For discussion of the text
see R. Bomert, Les Commentaires byzantinesde la Divine Liturgie, 181-214; Schulz,
op. cit, 80-98.
Nicolas Cabasilas, PG 150, 368-492 (Sacraeliturgiaeinterpretatio). Cabasilas
represented the 'final synthesis', of the liturgy according to Taft. See R. Taft, DOP 34/5
(1980/1) 45 n.5. For the date of the manuscript, see R. Taft, The Great Entrance, xxxix.
For discussion of the text see R.' Bomert, Les Commentaires byzantines de la Divine
Liturgie, 215-244; H.-J. Schulz, The Byzantine Liturgy, 193-196.
For additional material to supplement the commentary by Germanos, see R. Taft, The
GreatEntiance, xxvii-xxix. Taft's principal sources were a 10th century manuscript of
the Liturgy of St Basil and an 11th century manuscript of the Liturgy of St John
Chrysostom.
The 10th century imperial document, De Cerimoniis by Constantm VU
Porphyrogenitus presents the problems associated with texts pertaining to imperial
ceremonies. See T. Mathews, The Early Churches of Constantinople: Architecture and
Liturgy, 113. For De Cerimoniis see A. Vogt, Constantine VUPorphyTog6nete. Le
Livredes Ceremonies (Paris 1935-1940) 2 vols.
'OR. -J. Schulz, The Byzantine Liturgy, 67.
91 P. Meyendorff, StGermanus of Constantinople on The Divine Liturgy, 52-54; R.
Taft, DOP34/5 (1980/1) 74.

attributed to the ninth or tenth c e n t u r y ^ ^ ^re contemporary with the period during which
the majority of the rock-cut churches was excavated.
HISTORIA ECCLESIASTICA: STGERMANOS OF CONSTANTINOPLE ON
THE DIVINE LITURGY
The Historia Ecclesiastica commences with an exegetical analysis of the architectural
disposition and liturgical furnishings of the church which is described both literally and
spiritually.There are forty-three chapters in the commentary, the first eleven dealing
with architecture and liturgical planning and thefinaltwenty-four chapters considering
the shape of the liturgy.'^
The metaphorical description of the architectural disposition of the church begins with
the church itself ('the temple of God'),®^ (he apse (the 'cave' of Christ's birth and death)

92 The earliest surviving manuscripts of the Historia Ecclesiastica were written one to
two centuries following Germanos' death. The 2 principal manuscripts are Vatican gr.
790 and Naples gr. 63, supplemented by the Latin version of Anastasius the Librarian.
The most complete account of the original recension and its extensions remains in R.
Bomert, Les Commentaires byzantines de la Divine Liturgie, 128-145. For further
discussion see P. Meyendorff, St Germanus of Constantinople on The Divine Liturgy,
11-14; F. E. Brightman, TTie Historia Mystagogia and other Greek commentaries on
the Byzantine Liturgy', Journal of Theological Studies 9 (1908) 248-257.
93 In Early Christian exegesis, events were understood according to two senses, literal
(typological) and spiritual (mystical or allegorical). Later classification expanded the
spiritual sense to include the allegorical (mystical), tropological (spiritual or moral) and
anagogical or eschatological aspects. See R. Taft, DOP34/5 (1980/1) 59-61.
These 2 sections are broken by an excursus into the decorum of priests and a
symbolic interpretation of monastic habit (chapters 12-19).
95 For ekklesia see H. Leclercq, 'Eglise' and 'Eglises', DACL, IV ii 2220-2238,22792400- K. Wessel, 'Ekklesia', RBK, n 30-33; for' n e'lcicXnCTva.' see Lampe, PaOistic
GreALexicon, 429-433; Liddell-Scott-Jones, Greek-English Lexicon, 509; for
'Ecclesia' see Lewis-Short, Latin Dictionary, 624.

and the altar and ciborium'® (the 'throne of God' and the 'tomb of Christ').^'' Then
follows a description of the bema, 'a concave place', and its liturgical furnishings,'® the
synthronon and cathedra, the entablature (of the apse screen) and its decoration and the
chancel barriers which mark the separation of the place of prayer, dividing the 'inside'
from the 'outside'." In concluding his exegesis on the liturgical furnishings, Germanos
describes the ambon as a 'mountain situated in a flat and level space'.^o® Finally, the
author returns to the body of the church, which he explains was aligned toward the
east.ioi
Commencing with chapter twenty, the shape of the liturgy becomes the subject of the
commentary. The gifts are described both literally and mystically, as bread and wine
and as Christ's blood and water, as offering and as memorial s u p p e r . i ' ' 2 Concluding the
description of the offering, Germanos observes the new preparatory elements in the
For ciborium, a type of canopy on columns, over the altar, see H. Leclercq,
'Ciborium', DACL, III ii 1588-1613; K. Wessel, 'Ciborium', RBKl 1055-1065; Th.
Klauser, 'Ciborium', iMCni, 68-86; for' 6 lapupwv' see Lampe, Greek Patristic
Lexicon, 753; Liddell-Scott-Jones, Greek-English Lexicon., 950. A number of literary
references to ciboria are presented by C. Mango, The Art of the Byzantine Empire 59,
79,129,206,186 (for the churches of Hagia Sophia Constantinople, Edessa, Hagia
Demetrios Thessaloniki and the ninth century Church of the Virgin at Pharos).
For further discussion see J. Ward-Perkins, 'Constantine and the Origins of the
Christian Basilica', Papers of the British School at Athens 22 (1954) 87; D. I. Pallas,
'Le ciborium hexagonal de Saint-Dem6trios de Thessalonique', ZograflO (1979) 44-58;
M. Veillard-Troiekouroff, 'Les chancels et le ciborium de la cathedrale de Metz de
I'eveque Chrodegang (742-766)', Monuments et Memoires 70 (1989) 55-66.
P. Meyendorff, St Germanus of Constantinople on The Divine Liturgy, (chapters 16) 56-61. Maximus Confessor also commenced his commentary with an exegetical
explanation of the image of the church (chapters 1-5). See J. Stead, The Mystagogia of
St Maximus the Confessor, 65-82. While in Maximus the commentary emphasizes the
mystical elements, Germanos' commentary incl udes more concrete information of
liturgical organization (H. -J. Schulz, The Byzantine Liturgy, 44-45).
P. Meyendorff, St Germanus of Constantinople on The Divine Liturgy, (chapters 79) 60-63.
99 The 'inside' is for the priests and the 'outside' for the people (Germanos chapter 9).
100 p. Meyendorff, St Germanus of Constantinople on The Divine Liturgy, (chapter
10) 62-63.
101 p. Meyendorff, St Germanus of Constantinople on The Divine Liturgy, (chapter
11) 62-63.
102 p. Meyendorff, St Germanus of Constantinople on The Divine Liturgy, (chapters
20-22) 70-73.

liturgy, the censing and the prayer said over the offering'O^ t^e antiphonal
chants.104 Thereafter the descriptions trace the first entrance, the trisagion which was
sung from the ambon, the seating of the clergy in the apse, further censing, the reading
of the Gospels^o^ and the blessing and dismissal of the catechumens.Beginning in
chapter thiny-six the second preparatory rite in the skeuophylakion, called the
proskomede,^"'' is described before the attention of the author is directed to the second
entrance, the accompanying deacons with fans and incense, the gifts and liturgical
vessels, the discos, chalice and aer and their approach to the altar.'"® In chapter fortyone, the longest in the commentary, Germanos weaves from literal descriptions of
actions and chants, some of which took place on the ambon, to spiritual interpretations
of these practices as the procession and deposition of the gifts are interpreted as the
memorial and burial of Christ.'09 it is during the course of these procedures that
Germanos observes the doors of the church are closed.'Two chapters remain. The
penultimate chapter is an exegetical interpretation of the hymn 'Our Father', while the
distribution of the gifts is rapidly explained in the final chapter. •'' Unlike the ceremony
'"3 The prayer, the prothesis prayer, is known by the term for the offering ' r\
npoSeaeu)?'. See P. Meyendorff, St Gerrnanus of Constantinople on The Divine
Liturgy (chapter 22) 72-73. For npoSeaeco?' see Lamps, Greek Patristic Lexicon,
1149.
P. Meyendorff, St Gerrnanus of Constantinople on The Divine Liturgy, (chapter
23) 72-73.
105 The sense of the Gospel is interpreted allegorically and tropologically in Chapter 31,
while its eschatological aspect is revealed in chapter 32. See P. Meyendorff, St
Gerrnanus of Constantinople on The Divine Liturgy, (chapters 31-32) 80-83. The
eschatological aspect will be resumed below.
106 p. Meyendorff, St Gerrnanus of Constantinople on The Divine Liturgy, (chapters
24-35) 72-85.
In time the prothesis prayer became more important than the proskomide, R.
Bomert, Les cowmentaires byzantines de la Divine Liturgie, 165. It has been noted,
however, that the terms prothesis and proskomide are used indifferently. See Ch.
Walter, Art and Ritual, 232-233.
108 p. Meyendorff, St Gerrnanus of Constantinople on The Divine Liturgy, (chapters
36-40) 84-89.
109 P. Meyendorff, St Gerrnanus of Constantinople on The Divine Liturgy, (chapter
41) 88-101.
110 The closing of the doors is also referred to in earlier accounts of the Liturgy. See J.
Stead, The Mystagogia ofStMaximus the Confessor ,92-93.
111 P. Meyendorff, St Gerrnanus of Constantinople on The Divine Liturgy, (chapters
42-43) 100-107.

of the Early Byzantine liturgy which concluded with a return procession of the
clergy^^ there is no concluding action in the Historia Ecclesiasdca, possibly evidence
that the clergy remained, as now, in the sanctuary.

1 li T. Mathews, The Early Churches of Constantinople: Architecture and Liturgy, 172173, referred to a 'Prayer behind the ambo' which was read as the clergy departed,
retracing the path of their entrance procession.

DISCUSSION
For both the architectural disposition and liturgical organization of the post-iconoclastic
church, the liturgical commentary written by Germanos is valuable although it does not
have the precision of a literal description.

The bema, for example, is described in chapter seven as a concave place"^ without
further discussion of its shape perhaps because Germanos' focus was on the action
which took place in the sanctuary, rather than the nave. Presumably at its east end the
bema was concave, while at its west end it may have either retained the w-shape of the
bema in Early Christian c h u r c h e s ' o r terminated in a straight line along the chord of
the a p s e . S i m i l a r l y there is no clear indication of the location of the ambon in chapter
ten, although it was round and located in a 'level space',''^ in all likelihood in the centre

113 p. Meyendorff, St Germanus of Constantinople on the Divine Liturgy, (chapter 7)

60-61.

1 B o t h shapes appear to have been acceptable during the Middle Byzantine period as
the TT-shaped bema was still in use in Hagia Sophia when Constantinople was sacked.
See R. Taft, The Great Entrance, 309.
115 In the Historia Ecclesiastica it is recorded that the barrier around the bema was like
that in the 4th century church of the Holy Sepulchre in Jerusalem, for which we have
the description by Eusebius; for the description by Germanos, see P. Meyendorff, St
Germanus of Constantinople on the Divine Liturgy, (chapter 9) 62-63; for Eusebius,
Vita Constantini ni, see the translation in C. Mango, Art of the Byzantine Empire, 13.
However, there is no clear indication of the shape of the bema in Eusebius' text either,
as he described a hemisphere, presumed to be the apse, encircled by 12 columns,
without indicating if they lay in a straight or 3-sided configuration. It has been
suggested that Germanos' text indicates a transitional arrangement of the bema, which
was reduced as the liturgical performance retreated from the nave to the sanctuary. See
T. Mathews, '"Private" Liturgy in Byzantine Architecture: Toward a Re-appraisal',
C4rcA 30 (1981) 127.
116 P. Meyendorff, St Germanus of Constantinople on the Divine Liturgy, (chapter 10)
62-63.

of the nave according to Constantinopolitan practice."^ As far as the apse screen is
concerned, the description given by Germanos in chapters eight and nine is best
interpreted as an open screen with chancel slabs upon which there were columns
supporting an entablature.'

This type of open screen accords with the indication given

in chapter forty-three that the people in the nave of the church were able to gaze upon
the mysteries and their preparation in the apse.^

The commentary by Germanos is a response to Constantinopohtan tradition.
Nevertheless, twice the text alludes to aspects which appear to be relevant to the
Cappadocian rock-cut churches.

11'' For the ambon in Early Byzantine architecture see T. Mathews, The Early Churches
of Constantinople: Architecture and Liturgy, 19, 27, 37-38,53, 60, 66,70, 98.
Mathews has suggested that the ambon belonged to foundations from the Justinianic or
earlier periods. However, there is little evidence to support the suggestion that the
ambon was not retained in post-iconoclasric churches. Further, there is evidence that its
use continued to the 15th century. See A. Kazhdan, 'A Note on the "Middle Byzantine"
Ambo', Byz 57 (1987) 422-426; J. Dauvillier, 'L'ambon ou bema dans les textes de
I'eglise chaldeenne et de I'eglise syrienne au moyen age', CArch 6 (1952) 22.
In Cappadocia, an ambon is located in the centre of the naos of Durmu? Kadir Kilise
Avcilar (cat. 59), the date of which, from the 6th or 7th century, remains open to debate.
See discussion of this church in chapter 4. A second Cappadocian ambon has been
identified by M. Restle, attached to the north wall of the naos of Pancarlik Kilise Urgup
(cat. 2. See Resde, Byzantine Wall Painting in Asia Minor, 1149. However, its
identification as an ambon is uncertain as there is no evidence to suggest that ambons
were located against the naos wall. Although ambons may have been displaced firom the
axis of the nave, they apparently remained free-standing. See J. P. Sodini, "Note sur
deux variantes regionales dans les basiliques de Grece et des Balkans: le tribelon et
I'emplacementde l'ambon', BCH94 (1975) 581-588.
118 According to the text the chancel slabs were made of bronze. See P. Meyendorff, St
Germanus of Constantinople on the Divine Liturgy, (chapters 8 and 9) 63. Meyendorff
has suggested that the decoration was on the chancel slabs {ibid., 63 n.7). A more likely
interpretation is that Germanos was referring to the decoration on the entablature of the
apse screen, for this is often sculptural. See Ch. Walter, 'Bulletin on the Deesis and the
Paraclesis', REB 38 (1980) 261-269; A. W. Epstein, 'The Middle Byzantine Sanctuary
Barrier: Templon or Iconostasis?', JBAA 134 (1981) 1-28, esp. 15-16,17-19.
119 P. Meyendorff, St Germanus of Constantinople on the Divine Liturgy, (chapter 43)
107. Further, there is no evidence to support the use of a closed apse screen before the
lOtli or 11th century. This question will be resumed in chapter 4, where the open and
closed configuration of the Cappadocian rock-cut screens is examined.

First, in chapter twenty-seven, Germanos describes the arrangement for seating in the
apse,i20 which previously was understood to include a cathedra, centrally located within
a synthronon.12' However, in the later chapter Germanos remarks only that the 'high
priest' sat on the right hand of the throne. Although some Cappadocian apses have a
central cathedra while a few have synthronoi, frequently only one rock-cut seat is
located in the apse to the south or right-hand side.'^i Secondly, in an interpolation to the
text Germanos employs an exegetical interpretation evoking the four apocalyptic beasts
in chapter thirty-two,!^^ ^ prolegomenon to the Gospels, and again in chapter fortyone,'^'* an exposition which culminates in the description of the deposition of the gifts.
Although apse programmes in the Cappadocian churches turned to the image of the
Deesis, in the tenth century the apocalyptic image of Christ was customary.
In the discussion at the beginning of this chapter a relationship was observed between
the names of the apocalyptic animals, which introduce the Trisagion in the Liturgies of
St Basil, St John Chrysostom and St Mark, with the iconographic programmes in the
apses of some Cappadocian churches including New Tokah Kilise Goreme, Tavjanli
Kilise Mustafapajakoy and Karaba? Kilise Soganli Dere.126 Additionally it is observed
that parallels exist between the Cappadocian decorations and the interpolations in the
commentary of Germanos. Guillaume de Jerphanion has proposed that the Cappadocian
decorations offer an explanation for the interpolation in the liturgical commentary which
120 p. Meyendorff, StGermanus of Constantinople on the Divine Liturgy, (chapter 27)
76-79.
121 p. Meyendorff, St Germanus of Constantinople on the Divine Liturgy, (chapter 7)
60-61.
122 The liturgical organization of the apse in Cappadocian churches is discussed in
chapter 4.
123 p. Meyendorff, St Germanus of Constantinople on the Divine Liturgy, (chapter 32)
80-83.
121 P. Meyendorff, St Germanus of Constantinople on the Divine Liturgy, (chaptcrAl)
88-101.
125 For a comment on this transition, see C. Jolivet-L6vy, La peinture byzantine en
Cappadoce, 176-97, especially 92-93.
126 In the decoration of Goreme 7 Tokali Kilise New Church, both the apocalyptic
symbols and the text of the Trisagion can be read in the north apse. See Jerphanion, Les
eglisesrupestres de Capapdoce, I ii 322-324. For other citations, see earlier discussion.

is otherwise supported by only scant monumental or manuscript evidence.'^'' Further,
he has argued that the Cappadocian decorations, either the apocalyptic images or the
names alone of the four animals, represent liturgical practice in the rock-cut churches.
While the apsidal image in the Cappadocian churches may be associated with the
eschatological aspects of the apocalyptic animals, the metaphorical associations of the
image with the memorial and burial of Christ, which are evoked by Germanos, may
also have been intended.
The Historia Ecclesiastica provides positive evidence of the introduction of preparatory
prayers and antiphonal chants, two actions which distinguish the Middle Byzantine
liturgy from earlier practice. As far as the liturgical processions or entrances are
concerned, although they seem to be retained'^® their route is unclear in Germanos' text
and continues to be debated.'^' No firm indication of the purpose of the

See Jerphanion, 'Les noms des quatre animaux et le commentaire liturgique de
pseudo-Germain' in La voix des monuments, I 254.
128 Although it has been argued otherwise (see N. K. Moran, 'The Skeuophylakion of
the Hagia Sophia', CArch 34 (1986) 30) processions apparently still formed a part of
the Uturgy, while the prothesis prayer affected the organisation of the first procession,
thereby reducing the need for atria and forecourts, in which the clergy gathered.
In Cappadocia, atria are rare; less than half the churches have nartheces. In many cases
these are quite small and have only a single entrance, insufficient to accommodate a
large procession.
129 The route of the second procession, the Great Entrance, a problem tackled by T.
Mathews,
be easily
determined from
Germanos'
Mathews,
The Early cannot
Churches
of Constantinople:
Architecture
andcommentary.
Liturgy, 109.See
Mathews
proposed a procession from the skeuophylakion, entering the church from a side door,
moving around the ambon and along the solea to the apse {ibid., 155-162). This
proposal has been tentatively supported by Taft. See R. Taft, 'The Liturgy of the Great
Church: An Initial Synthesis of Structure and Interpretation on the Eve of Iconoclasm',
DOP34/5 (1980/1) 53 n.51; but challenged by N. K. Moran, CArch 34 (1986) 30.

skeuophylakion is given either,'30 although the chamber clearly figured in the liturgical
requirements. Nevertheless, as archaeological evidence forextemal skeuophylakiais
scarce in Middle Byzantine monuments'^' it is possible that the appellation was carried

'30 R. Taft and T. Mathews noted the disappearance of the skeuophylakion from the 7th
to the 10th century; R. Taft, The Great Entrance, 117 and 426; T. Mathews, The Early
Churches
of Constantinople: Architecture and Liturgy, 178-179. Funher, they agreed
that the skeuophylakion was no longer the starting point of the entrance in the 'late
Byzantine period' but they were uncenain when this transition took place. Mathews
dismissed the processions as a curtailed or discarded part of the liturgy by the 10th
century but used a 14th century commentary as a source while examining
archaeological evidence of the 10th century, T. Mathews, '"Private" Liturgy in
Byzantine Architecture: Toward a Re-appraisal', CArch 30 (1982) 126. On the basis of
a 12th century manuscript, Taft suggested that in the 12th century, the Great Entrance
was still a procession which began outside the church. See R. Taft, The Great Entrance,
197-198.
131 Skeuophylakia cannot be positively demonstrated among the Cappadocian rock-cut
churches because the identification of an individual chamber with a particular function
is speculative (see chapter 5).

to another annexe or chamber. '32 it is difficult to explain otherwise the continued use of
the term skeuophylakion while external chambers became increasingly rare and interior
structures multiplied.

It has been suggested that some confusion in terminology between skeuophylakion
and prothesis existed. See N. Moran, CArch 34 (1986) 31. In part this may be
attributed to the establishment of the preparation prayers in the skeuophylakion before
the triple-apsed plan was adopted. See T. Mathews, The Early Churches of
Constantinople: Architecture and Liturgy, 105-116 and R.Taft, The Great Entrance,
178-179. In later liturgical development the two preparation prayers, the prothesis
prayer and proskomide, settled into one formula, as the prothesis rite became
increasingly important. See R. Bomert, Les commentaires byzantines de la Divine
Liturgie, 165. From this time it is probable that the left-hand chamber flanking the apse
became known as the 'prothesis', rather than by the ancient term 'pastophorion' or the
generic term 'presbyterium', while the right-hand chamber retained the term diakonikon,
which is referred to in early sources, although at that time it was located elsewhere.
For prothesis, as an office, oblation and location, see F. Cabrol, 'Offertoire', DACL, XII
ii 1951; H. Leclercq, 'Sacristains', DACL, XV i 355; F. E. Brightman, Liturgies Eastern
and Western, I 586, 601; for' r; npoBgavj' see Lampe, Patristic Greek Lexicon, 11481149.
For pastophorion see H. Leclercq, 'Pastophorium', DACL, Xin ii 2390-2391; for' TO
irooTOiiroptov' see Constitutions Apostolic, n Ivii 3, in Sources Chretiennes, ed. M.
Metzger320 (Paris 1985) 312-313; Lampe, Pastristic Greek Lexicon, 1046; LiddellScott-Jones, Greek-English Lexicon, 1346; for 'Pastophorium' see Lewis-Short, Latin
Dictionary, 1312.
For presbyterium see H. Leclercq, 'Abside' DACL, I i 183-185; id, 'Sacnsties', DACL,
XV i 362; for' ii TrpecpuTeTTVov' see Lampe, Patristic Greek Lexicon, 1129; LiddellScott-Jones, Greek-English Lexicon, 1462; for 'Presbyterium' see Lewis-Short, Latin
Dictionary, 1441.
For 'diakonikon' see H. Leclercq, 'Diaconicum', DACL, IV i 733-735; id., 'Sacnsties,
DACL, XV i 355; for' TO Swucovvtco?' see Lampe, Patristic Greek Lexicon, 35\ -, for
'diaconicum' seeLewis-Shon, Latin Dictionary, 568.
For further discussion of annexes and internal ecclesiastical structures see G. Sotinou,
'La prothese et le diaconicon dans I'ancienne 6glise', Theologia 2 (1941) 76-100; D.
Stricevic, 'The Diakonikin and the Prothesis in Early Churches', Starinar9-W (19581959) 59-65; S. Dufirenne, 'Images du d6cor de la prothese', REB 26 (1968) 297-310;
G. Babic, Les Chapelles annexes des 6glises byzantines (Paris 1969); A. Ovadiah,
Corpus of the Byzantine Churches in the Holy Land, publ. as Thephaneia, Beitragen
zurReligious undKirchengeschichte des Altertums 22 (Bonn 1970) [the terms
pastophorion, prothesis and diakonikon are used by this author without regard to
physical location or apparent purpose]; G. Descoeudres, Die Pastophorien im Syrobyzantinischen Osten. Eine Untersuchung zu architektur und liturgiegeschichtichen
Problemen (Wiesbaden 1983); J. P. Sodini, 'Les dispositifs liturgiques des basiliques
paleochretiennes en Grece et dans les Balkans', Corso di Cultura sullArte Ravennate e
Bizantina (Ravenna 1984) 456-473.

Between the Early and Middle Byzantine periods theriteusually celebrated was not the
Liturgy of St John Chrysostom but the Liturgy of St Basil.'^S However, investigations
and correlations between liturgical texts and archaeological evidence have largely
focussed on Constantinopolitan practices and foundations, principally Hagia Sophia
and the Liturgy of St John Chrysostom. The study by Thomas Mathews of the Middle
Byzantine liturgy and the Cappadocian church, Goreme 7 Tokah Klise New Church
(cat. 79), is an exception, For all that, Mathews' hypothesis that each of the three
apses in the New Church could function as a separate bema as each has the necessary
liturgical furnishings for the celebration of the liturgy has been seriously challenged. ^^^
It is in fact difficult to fit the Cappadocian monuments directly into a pattern consistent
with a Constantinopolitan model. In Cappadocia the liturgical stage is smaller but the
number of monuments is considerable. However, just as space became fragmented so
too did the liturgy. The notion that one single liturgy covered even the
Constantinopolitan area is erroneous. ^^^ It seems evident that, although demonstrating a
relationship with liturgical practice in the capital, omissions from or additions to the
liturgical furnishings of Cappadocian rock-cut architecture need to be examined within
other contexts.

133 N. K. Moran, CArch 34 (1986) 30. Germanos' Historia Ecclestiastica is based on
the Liturgy of St Basil. See R. Bomert, Les commentaires byzantines de la Divine
Litwgie, 163.
134 T. Mathews,' "Private" Liturgy in Byzantine Architecture: Toward a Re-appraisal',
CArc/i30(198b 131-134.
135 A. W. Epstein, Tokali Kilise, 8-9 n. 12. It has, however, found supportfiromN.
Teteriatnikov in Upper-Story Chapels near the Sanctuary in Churches of the Christian
East', DOP42 (1988) 70.
136 Variations existed even in the Constantinopolitan performance as demonstrated in
the typikon of Hagia Sophia, f. 99r. See J. Mateos, Typikon de la Grande Eglise, I 222223: 'At Chalkoprateia [the Basilica of the Theotokos in Chalkoprateia] the orthros is
celebrated from the ambon [while] in the Great Church [it is celebrated] in the narthex,
at the moment of the antiphon, [and] the patriarch descends.'

3 • MONASTICISM AND LITURGICAL PRACTICES:
LITERARY AND EPIGRAPHIC SOURCES
INTRODUCTION
Traditionally, Cappadocia has been identified as a monastic region because the three
church fathers, Basil of Caesarea, Gregory of Nyssa and Gregory of Nazianzos, were
both Cappadocian and founders of monasticisin.' There is, however, no evidence to
suggest that the church fathers established monasteries in Cappadocia and indeed the
monastic communities which St Basil set up were at Annesi in Pontus.^ This activity
predates the rock-cut churches by as much as seven centuries. Nevertheless Lyn Rodley
concluded that it was acceptable to attribute the rock-cut monuments to a monastic
development, beginning in the late-ninth century but flowering in the eleventh century
because there are 'too many churches' to attribute to a 'lay rural population'.^ It is quite
possible that there are also too many churches to be associated with monastic
communities as it is unlikely that the rugged Cappadocian terrain could support a large
population, either monastic or lay.'' Moreover, a survey of eleventh-century monastic
1 L. Rodley, Cave Monasteries of Byzantine Cappadocia, 8. St Basil and his brother
Gregory of Nyssa were bom in Caesarea, now Kayseri, while Gregory Nazianzen was
bom in Nazianzos, an 'obscure town' in the Karasu Valley north of Peristrema Valley.
See R. Payne, The Fathers of the Eastern Church (new ed. New York 1989) 112-113,
137-138 and 170-171. For Kayseri see F. Hild- M. Restle, Tabula Imperii Byzantini 2
Kappadokien, 193-196; for Nazianzos, ibid., 244-245.
2 C Mango, Byzantium The Empire of New Rome, 110. Jerphanion, Les eglises
rupestres de Cappadoce, II ii 395, suggested that Cappadocian monasteries were set up
under the influence of the church fathers. However, there is no evidence to demonstrate
that their influence extended into the rock-cut region. See L. Rodley, CaveMonastenes
of Byzantine Cappadocia, 8. For the letters of St Basil which describe the Cappadocian
church and society in the fourth century see B. Gain, L'6glise de Cappadoce au IVe
siecle d'apris la correspondance de Basile de C6sar6e 330-379, published as Orientalia
Christiana Analecta 225 (Rome 1985).
3 L. Rodley, Cave Monasteries of Byzantine Cappadocia, 9.
4 The capacity of the Goreme area to support the monastic community of three to four
hundred which L. Rodley has proposed (Cave Monasteries of Byzantine Cappadocia,
10, 249) has been questioned. See A. J. Wharton, review of L. Rodley in Speculum 63
(1988) 219-221. This question is resumed in chapter 6.

foundations has indicated that they were located predominantly in the west of the
Empire and especially in Constantinople, but rarely in Anatolia.^

In order to examine the question of monastic foundations in Cappadocia I commence
with a review of monasticism and liturgical practices in the region drawn from
documentary sources both literary and non-literary, including patristic and hagiographic
texts, chronicles and episcopal lists of the sees in Cappadocia, together with inscriptions
and graffiti found in the churches. In chapter two liturgical inscriptions and graffiti were
examined for evidence of liturgical practices in Cappadocia, which were discussed
within the context of the liturgical traditions of Constantinople. In this chapter
inscriptions are investigated for evidence of patronage, both monastic and lay.

In spite of the variety of documentary evidence concerning the region, although
representative, it remains fragmentary. Therefore, to funher consider expressions of
liturgical practices and patronage textual evidence from other regions is examined. For
lay and ecclesiastical patronage an appropriate source is monastic foundation
documents, known as ktetorika typika. These are individually-written documents which
followed models in their composition but were not constrained in their langauge,
tending to verbal rather than classical forms. Accordingly they are a rich source for the
liturgical practices of small monastic communities, providing an indication of the
benefits of lay patronage and including descriptions of memorial offices which were
held to celebrate the life of the founder. In concluding the examination of monastic and
lay patronage the evidence which these documents bring to the discussion of
architectural disposition and liturgical planning is examined.

5 J. Darrouzes, 'Le mouvement des fondations monastiques au Xle siecles', Travaux et
Mewoires 6 (1976) 159-176.

MONASTICISM IN CAPPADOCIA
Although Gregory of Nyssa proclaimed that Cappadocia was rich in martyria and holy
sites his reference is to be read in terms of the sites in Kayseri rather than the rock-cut
region of Cappadocia.® For direct references in hagiographic texts to the region
considered in the present study we have to rely upon the Passio Prior of Hieron, ^ in
which is told the life of a peasant called Hieron who came from Matiana, until recently
known as Magan, then Avcilar but now called Goreme, and whose parents had propeny
at Korama, also known as Goreme.^ Before being martyred with a number of his
companions at Melitene, Hieron cut off and sent to his mother his hand, which, it has
been suggested, was installed in the relic pit in the apse of the church of St John the
Baptist Cavujin (cat. 26).' It is possible, however, that there was no strong local cult of
6 For the seven sites in Kayseri, St Mamas, St Eupsychius, St Gordius, St Julitte, St
Sabas the Goth, the Forty Martyrs of Sebaste and St Mercurius, see P. Maraval, Lieux
saints etpelerinagesd'orient (Paris 1985) 371-372. For archaeological evidence of
some of these sites including St Mamas, St Eupsychius, St Gordius, St Julitte and St
Mercurius, see G. Bemardakis, 'Notes sur la topographic de Cesaree de Cappadoce',
Echos d'Orient 11 (1908) 22-27. For a record of the inscriptions in Kayseri, see H.
Gregoire, 'Rapport sur un voyage d'exploration dans le Pont et en Cappadoce', BCH 33
(1909) 56-78.
For the 20th epistle of Gregory of Nyssa stcGregorii Nysseni opera, VHI 2, EpisWlae,
ed. G. Pasquali (Berlin 1925, Leiden 1959). A translation and commentary is given by
N. Thierry in 'Avanos-Venasa-Cappadoce', Geographica Byzantine 3 (1981) 121-123.
7 Acta Sanctorum, Novembris HI ed. P. Peeters (Brussels 1910) 325-338, 'De SS
Hierone et Sociis Martyribus Melitinae in Armenia', 325-329; 'La Passio Prior', 329335. The life is taken from a unique manuscript, Marciana gr. 349, which A. Bryer has
suggested stems from a redaction of the 6th or 7th century. See his opinion in A. W.
Epstein, 'The 'Iconoclast' Churches of Cappadocia', in Iconoclasm, ed. A. Bryer- J.
Herrin, 103 n.l. For the metaphrastic redaction, see PG, 116, 109-120 (Martynum
Sancti et Magni Martyris Hieronis et Sanctum ejus Sociorum, qui Melitinae
Decertarunt).
8 The life is briefly recounted by Jerphanion, Les 6glises rupestres de Cappadoce, 11
22.

For Matiana see F. Hild- M. Resde, Tabula Imperii Byzantini 2 Kappadokien, 231; for
Goreme (Korama), ibid., 209-215. As previously noted in order to avoid confusion
between the two centres now called Goreme, in the present study the names Avcilar and
Goreme are retained.
9 See N. Thierry, 'Monuments de Cappadoce de I'antiquite romaine au moyen age
byzantin', in Le aree omogene delta Civilita Rupestre nell ambito dell'Impero Bizantino:
la Cappadocia, ed. C. D. Fonseca, 48. Thierry has suggested that the martydom
occurred in 515 and was almost contemporary with the excavation of the Cavujin
church at the end of the 5th or beginning of the 6th century. See Thierry, Hautmoyenage en Cappadoce, 160-104, esp. 103-104.

the martyr, for although one church in Avcilar is known locally as the Tomb of Hieron
(cat. 57) his image appears in only four churches.'®

The importance of Cappadocia is reflected in the letters of St Basil who described the
structure of ecclesiastical life in Cappadocia in the fourth century,'' providing evidence
of the foundations of Christian life but not specific details which might relate to the
rock-cut structures. One of the earliest Christian memorials was described by another of
the church fathers Gregory of Nazianzus, who reported on the two-storey church built
as a memorial to his father also named Gregory.'^ Nevertheless, patristic texts cannot
provide information about ecclesiastical practices during the Middle Byzantine period
and unfortunately there are few documentary sources with evidence of monastic
practices in Cappadocia. Those that are extant are subject to continuing discussion.

The identification of a Cappadocian monastic scriptorium to which a corpus of
manuscripts was assigned has recently been challenged.However, the re-evaluation
of sources which refer to an early tenth-century document is promising, throwing some
light on monastic activity in the rock-cut region. It has been proposed that Saricha may
be identified with the valley of Timios Stavros (cat. 20), including the churches of
Hagios Basilios (cat. 19), Pancarlik Kilise (cat. 2) and Kepez KiUse (cat. 4). Hitherto,
although listed as a bishopric suffraged to Kayseri in 901-907,''* the location of Saricha
has remained obscure. Helene Ahrweiler has re-examined the evidence of the story of

'0 L. Rodley, Cave Monasteries of Byzantine Cappadocia, 253.
1' B. Gain, L'eglise de Cappadoce auIVe siecle d'apres la correspondance de Basile de
C^sarSe (330-379).
12 Gregory Theologian, PG 35,1037 (Oratio XVIK Funebris in Patrem). For a
translation, see C. Mango, The Art of the Byzantine Empire, 26-27. A commentary on
the letters 246-248 by Gregory of Nazianzus is given by N. Thierry, Geographica
Byza/ione 3 (1981) 123-124.
13 K. Weitzmann, Die byzantinischen Buchmalerei des IX undX Jahrhunderts (Berlm
1935) 65-68, known to me through L. Rodley, Cave Monasteries of Byzantine
Cappadocia, 5 n. 16.
14 For the Cappadocian bishoprics see discussion below.

Samonas whose 'flight' occurred in 904.15 shg has proposed that according to the route
travelled by Samonas the Saricha which he encountered may have been near the Halys
River (now known as the Kizil Irmalc) rather than Siricha (now known as Cukur),'^
forty-nine kilometres north-north-east of Kayseri, while the monastery called Timios
Stavros in which he took shelter was, most probably, the church known today by the

H. Ahrweiler, 'Sur la localisation du couvent de Timios Stavros de Syricha',
GeographicaByzantina 3 (Paris 1981) 9-15. For earlier accounts of the story see R.
Janin, 'Un arabe ministre & Byzance, Samonas', Echosd'orient 34 (1935) 307-318; R.
J. H. Jenkins, 'The Flight of Samonas', Speculum Till (1948) 217-235.
See F. Hild-M. Restle, Tabula Imperii Byzantini 2 Kappadokien, 281.
I'' H. Ahrweiler has suggested that a church in the region is known by the name Saricha
Kilise (or Kepez Kilise) because of the long-held association of the area with Saricha.
See Ahrweiler, GeographicaByzantina 3 (Paris 1981) 14-15. For the suggestion that
the name derived from the yellow colour of the rock out of which the church is carved
see Jerphanion, Les 6glises rupestres de Capapdoce, II i 47-49; for the hypothesis that
the name indicated the yellow colour of the decorations see J. Lafontaine-Dosogne,
'Sarica Kilise en Cappadoce', CArch 12 (1962) 263.
Until recently the valley in which the churches Timios Stavros and Hagios Basilios are
located,which is now known as Uzengi Dere, was known by local residents as Elevra
or Timios Stavros, in acknowledgement of the cult of the cross, which is reflected in the
decoration of both churches. It now seems likely that George, the author of a graffito in
the cruciform church at Mavrucan and deacon of the Church of the Holy Cross, came
from this valley; for the inscription and a tentative comment about the provenance of
George, see Jerphanion, op. cit, II i 228-229.
Re-reading the inscriptions in Hagios Basilios and Pancarlik Kilise, Ahrweiler has
demonstrated a connection between these churches and the local cult of the cross,
(Ahrweiler, op. cit, 13-14). For a fuller account of the inscriptions see Jerphanion, op.
cit, n i 110-111 (Hagios Basilios); ibid., II i 17-21 (Pancariik Kilise). It seems
probable that the 4 churches, Timios Stavros, Hagios Basilios, Pancarlik Kilise and
Kepez (or Saricha) Kilise, were possibly part of a 10th-century monastic development
centred on Timios Stavros.
If this is accepted, the dating of Kepez Kilise needs revision. The paintings in Kepez
Kilise have generally been attributed to the 11th century. However, in view of its
architectural disposition and liturgical planning, the church has recently been attributed
to the 10th century. See S. -A. Wallace, 'Liturgical planning in some Cappadocian
Churches: a re-evaluation following recent excavations in Central Anatolia', Meditarch 3
(1990) [forthcoming]. The documentary evidence provides further suppon for the
earlier date. (See discussion of the dating of the church in the appendix, Kepez Kilise,
cat 4.)

A second literary source, an eleventh-century will, is the only archival document
directly concerned with a foundation in the region.'® A donation was made by the
author of the will, Eustathios Boilas, to an ecclesiastical establishment in Cappadocia,
known either as the Three Hierarchs" or St M o d e s t o s W h a t e v e r its dedication, the
church founded by Eustathios Bo'ilas' mother was in all likelihood an eleventh-century
foundation. Boilas' will, although providing scant evidence about the Cappadocian
churches whether rock-cut or masonry-built, is a rare example of documentary evidence
relating to a specific Cappadocian foundation, the site of which, unfortunately, cannot
be identified today.
Other references to Cappadocian sites in the Middle Byzantine period are scattered and
fragmentary and do not enable the building up of an adequate picture of ecclesiastical
activity. A fourteenth-century chronicle from Kayseri mentions the town of Uchisar,^!
while an inscription in the church of St John the Baptist in the monastery of St Nicholas
at Sinassos (now known as Mustafapa^akoy) refers to Tamisos (recendy known as
Damsa and now known as Tajkinpajakoy)^ and an act from the patriarch in
Constantinople notes the transfer of the bishop from Tamisos.23 A description of the
18 Paris, B. N. Coislin gr. 263 f 159-165v. See S. Vryonis Jr, 'The Will of a Provincial
Magnate, Eustathius Boilas (1059)', DOP11 (1957) 263-277; P. Lemerle, ' U testament
d'Eustathios Boilas (Avril 1059)', Cinq Studes SUT le Xle siecle byzantin (Paris 1977)
13-63; M. Kaplan, "Les grands proprietaires de Cappadoce (VIe-XIe siecles)', in Le
areeomogeneedellaCivilMRupestreneirambitodell'ImpemBizantino:
la Cappadocia,
ed. C. D.Fonseca, 152-153.
19 S. Vryonis Jr, DOP 11 (1957) 271, has proposed the church of the Three Hierarchs
was to be put under the charge of a person called Modestos.
20 p. Lemerie, Cinq Etudes swie Xle siecle byzantin, 33, has understood the text to
refer to the dedication of a church to St Modestos. In his reading of the wUl, J. P.
Thomas has identified 3 foundations widi the Boilas family, the churches of the
Theotokos and St Barbara, both in Iberia, and a church of St Modestos, in Cappadocia.
See Thomas, Private Religious Foundations in the Byzantine Empire (Washington
1987) 171-174.
21 p. Hild- M. Restle, Tabula Imperii Byzantini 2 Kappadokien. Kappadokia,
Charsianon, Sebasteia und Lykandos (Vienna 1981) 302.
22 Jerphanion, Les 6glises rupestres de Cappadoce, I i 32; ibid., II i 118-119; F. HildM. Restle, Tabula Imperii Byzantini 2 Kappadokien,219-l%Q.
23 Jerphanion, Les Slises rupestres de Cappadoce, I i 32; F. Hild- M. Restle, Tabula
Imperii Byzantini 2 Kappadokien, 290.

panegyris of Hagios Demetrios at Thessaloniki written by a Cappadocian author in the
twelfth century^" relates some of the activities associated with the panegyris which were
unfamiliar to the author. Accordingly, it may be tentatively suggested that while the
ecclesiastical panegyris was known in Cappadocia, the associated commercial activities
were not. This possibly indicates that many of the centres now-known for rock-cut
churches rested in relative obscurity as commercial backwaters in the Middle Byzantine
period, in spite of their location on routes through the region.^^
By far the richest documentary evidence to chart ecclesiastical movements in
Cappadocia is the notitiae, or episcopal lists, in which there are references to
Cappadocian bishoprics but here also there are lacunae. Furthermore, although the lists
indicate the probability of the location of an episcopal seat, they do not unequivocally
confirm its existence and their reliability has been questioned.^® Nevertheless, the

B. Baldwin, Timarion. Translated with Introduction and Commentary (Detroit
1984).The author of the text has been variously proposed as Timarion, Theodore
Prodromos, Nicholas Callicles and Michael Italikos. See J. Darrouzes, review of B.
Baldwin, Timarion, in REB 44 (1986) 289-290. The panegyris is again described by S.
Vryonis Jr in 'The Panegyris of the Byzantine Saint: a study in the nature of a medieval
institution, its origins and fate', in The Byzantine Saint, ed. S. Hackel (Birmingham
1981) 196-226. As a factual source, however, the text of the Timarion must be
carefully read, as it conforms to classical literary traditions, which have been described
as 'artificially' and 'insensitively' imitated. See R. Browning, 'The Language of
Byzantine Literature', in The "Past" in Medieval and Modem Greek Culture, ed. S.
Vryonis Jr. (Malibu 1978) 121.
25 For studies of the routes through Cappadocia see F. Hild, Das byzantinische
Strassensystem in Kappadokien, Tabula Imperii Byzantini (Vienna 1977); F. Hild- M.
ResUe, Tabula Imperii Byzantini 2 Kappadokien, 124-127; D. French, Roadsand
Milestones of Asia Minor I: The Pilgrims Road (Oxford 1981).
Mavrucan (now known as Guzeloz, 7 kilometres from Soganli Dere), on a pnncipal
route between the major centres Koloneia (Aksaray) and Kayseri, is not referred to in
documentary sources, which also ignore the smaller towns and villages, such as Cemil,
between Hagios Prokopios (Urgup), Sobessos (previously known as Suve?, now
known as §ahinefendi), and Zoropassos (recently known as Arapsun, now known as
Gulsehir), which straddles a minor route between the provincial towns of Nevjehir and
Kerjehir. See F. Hild- M. Restle, Tabula Imperii Byzantini 2 Kappadokien, 231-232
(Mavrucan), 162 (Cemil), 263 (H. Prokopios), 285 (Sobessos) and 308-309
(Zoropassos).
26 For this opinion see J. Darrouzes, in his review of F. Hild- M. Restle, Tabula Imperii
Byzantini
2 Kappadokien, in REB 40 (1982) 254-256.

notitiaedo provide an indication of ecclesiastical activity, particularly in the tenth and
eleventh centuries.

From the end of the seventh to the eleventh century a number of notidae refer to three
metropolitan sees in Cappadocia, in Kayseri, Tyana (now Kemerjehir) and Mokissos
(Viranjehir).^^ By the twelfth century a fourth see was located at Nazianzos and an
autocephalous archbishopric at Kyzistra.2^ These five sees continue to be listed in later
notitiaeof the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries^' but by the fifteenth century only a
single metropolitan see survived with Kayseri ranked above the other sees although
none had suffrages, or bishoprics-^" In the deeds of the Council held in 314 two
Cappadocian bishops attached to Kayseri were named; in 325 this was increased to five
a position which was maintained to the end of the ninth c e n t u r y I n the tenth century it

See Jerphanion, Les Sglises rupestres de Cappadoce, I i, p. lii, for the notice of Basil
the Armenian (829); ibid., I i, p. liv, for the taxis of Leo VI, written in the time of the
Patriarch Nikolaos I Mystikos (910-907); ibid., I i, p. Ivi, for the Nea taktika of
Constantine VII Porphyrogenitos (940); and ibid, I i, p. Ivii, for the notice written
between 1022-1035.
For Kayseri see F. Hild- M. Restle, Tabula imperii byzantini 2 Kappadokien, 193-196;
for Tyana 298-299; for Mokissos, ibid., 238-239.
28 Nazianzos and Kyzistra are referred to in a notice from the time of Isaac n Angelos
(1185-1195). See Jerphanion, Les 6glises rupestres de Cappadoce, I i, p. Iviii.
For Kyzistra see, F. Hild- M. Restle, Tabula Imperii Byzantini 2 Kappadokien, 219221; for Nazianzos 244-245.
29 See Jerphanion, Les 6glises rupestres de Cappadoce, I i, p. Ix, Ixi, for lists compiled
during the time of Michael V n i Palaeologos (1259-1282) and two lists compiled under
Andronicus n Palaeologos (1282-1328) and Andronicus ni Palaeologos (1328-1341).
30 Jerphanion, Les 6glises rupestres de Cappadoce, I i, p. Ixi- Ixiii; II ii 397-400.
31 SeeH. Leclercq, 'Chor6veques', DACL III i 1434; E. Kirsten, 'Kappadokien', RAC
II861-891; Jerphanion, Les 6glises rupestres de Cappadoce, I i p. li-lxiii; II ii 397-400;
F. Hild- M. Restle, Tabula Imperii Byzantini 2 Kappadokien, 112-123. In spite of the
recent survey by Hild-Restle, Jerphanion's research remains the most specific for the
rock-cut region of Cappadocia.

is possible that this number was increased to fifteen, although it was quickly readjusted
to eight bishops who were attached to the see at Kayseri.^^
The rock-cut areas of Cappadocia were first included in an episcopal list written
between 901 and 907, which listed five bishoprics of Kayseri at Dasmendron (Ovacik
near Nigde), Sobesos (§ahinefendi), Hagios Prokopios (Urgiip), Saricha and
Tsaniandos.33 Yet in 940, only thirty years later, none was cited in the notitiae. From
the eleventh century another location in the rock-cut region, Matiana (Avcilar), was
named as a suffrage of Mokissos, a position the town continued to hold in successive
documents until suffrages of the Cappadocian sees were abandoned altogether.^''
EPIGRAPHIC SOURCES
Notwithstanding these indications of ecclesiastical activity for direct information of the
monks and priests of Cappadocia the epigraphic evidence needs to be examined. The
inscriptions in the rock-cut structures, which record the names of monks, priests and
lay persons, are frequently accompanied by a donor image, which is part of the
iconographic programme. Inscriptions may also be additions to the decoration such as
passages of graffiti adjacent to paintings, or epitaphs alongside arcosolia. Such
epigraphic evidence enables the decoration in fifteen of the rock-cut monuments to be
J. Darrouzes has pointed out that only one document has listed 15 bishops as
suffrages of Kayseri, while other documents put the number at 8. See Darrouzes,
review of F. Hild, Das byzantinische Strassensystem in Kappadokien, in REB 37
(1979) 277-278; id, review of F. Hild- M. Restle, Tabula Imperii Byzantini 2
Kappadokien , in REB 40 (198i2) 254-256. Jerphanion, Les eglises rupestres de
Cappadoce, I i, p. liv-lv, has acknowledged the possibility that the notitiae may be
inaccurate but he felt nevenheless that they were essentially correct.
33 Jerphanion, Les 6gUses rupestres de Cappadoce, I i, p. liv.
The location of Saricha is discussed above. Although named in an ancient source, the
location of Dasmendron has been debated. See F. Hild- M. Restle, Tabula Imperii
Byzantini 2 Kappadokien, 170. For 'Dasmenda' see Strabo, Geography (Loeb Classical
Library) trans. H. L. Jones (Cambridge, Mass. 1969) Xn, 2. 10. For the identification
of Dasmendron as Tsamandos, see Jerphanion, Les eglises rupestres de Cappadoce, 11,
p. liv. For the identification of Dasmendron as Tamisos (Tajkinpa^akoy), see HildRestle, op. cit, 290. Jerphanion has observed, however, that there are only recent
sources for Tamisos (Jerphanion, op. cit, II ii 399 n.l).
34 Jerphanion, Les eglises rupestres de Cappadoce, I i, p. Ivi. For the later documents,
see ibid., I i, p. Ivii-lxi.

dated,35 while graffiti on church walls in a few cases provides the date of the uppermost
layer of painting, furnishing a terminus ad quern at least for the decoration in three
furtherchurches.^s The form taken by the inscriptions and graffiti is typically an
invocation or entreaty,^'' usually including the names and sometimes the occupations of

The Cappadocian monuments with dated or datable inscriptions are:
GulliiDerelV
913-920
(inscription in second layer of painting)
lirgup, Tavsanh Kilise
913-920
Zelve4carcosolium
948-969
Cavujin, The Pigeon House Church
964-965
Belisinna,Direkli Kilise
976-1025
Soganh, St Barbara, Tahtah Kilise
1006or 1021
Peristrema, Yaprakhisar, Alay gedigi Kilise 1023
Peristrema, Yaprakhisar, Giivercinlik Yazli Kilise 1024
Soganh, Karaba? KiUse
1060-1061
(inscription in second layer of painting)
Guljehir, Karji Kilise
1212
$ahinefendi, Church of the Forty Martyrs 1216-1217
Suvasa, Octagon
1222-1254
Guzeloz, Church of the Stratilates
1256-1257
Ortakoy,Triconch Church
1292-1293
Belisirma, St George, Kirk Dam Alti Kilise 1282-1308
This catalogue augments the now-incomplete lists compiled by Jerphanion in Les
Sglisesrupestresde Cappadoce, n ii 389-391 and J. Lafontaine Dosogne in 'Nouvelles
notes Cappadociennes', Byz33 (1963) 182-183.
For example, in Goreme 11 there are 12 inscriptions including one by George, a
deacon, in which the date 1148/9 is written. See Jerphanion, Les 6glisesTupestres de
Cappadoce, I i 166-170. In Goreme 17 there are 5 dated inscriptions among the eight
which Jerphanion examined, the earliest of which is 8 October 1055 {ibid., I ii 489491). In Ballik Kilise Soganh Dere a fragmentary inscription has survived with a date,
25 July 1051, but the name of the person responsible for the inscription has been lost, if
indeed it was recorded (ibid., II i 268-270).
There are two entreaties which occur frequently:
'AeriOT? ToiJ SouXou TOU 0eo\J ' [translation: Entreaty of the servant of God ...] an
entreaty which accompanies, for example, the images of three donors in Goreme 22,
Cankli Kilise. See Jerphanion, Les 6glises rupestres de Cappadoce, I ii 470-473.
'KIJITIE pov8ri TOV SOVXOU CTOU ' [translation: Lord help thy servant...] an invocation
which accompanies, for example, the image of St George in Goreme 21 (ibid., I ii 475478).

the authors.3^ Some dedicatory inscriptions record the offering of the donor or donors^'^
occasionally accompanied by an image in which the donor may be standing or in a
position of proskynesis before a holy figure."®

Jerphanion carefully recorded inscriptions and graffiti which he located in the churches
in Goreme, Avcilar, Cavu^in, Kizil Cukur, Urgiip and Soganli Dere, bringing to light
the names of ecclesiastics, donors, pilgrims and deceased persons.'" He found that the
richest epigraphic information is in the Goreme area. In her survey of the churches in
Evidence from other regions shows that the name of the author was an important
element of inscriptions in ecclesiastical foundations. See S. A. Vyisotski j,
Srednevekovyie nadpisi sofii kievskoj (Medieval inscriptions in St Sophia in Kiev:
basedon 11th- 17th century graffiti)
1976) in Ukranian with an English resume.
However, the graffiti in St Sophia indicate that there was continuous use of the
monument. There is not the same evidence of continuity of use in Cappadocia. I thank
Dr A. D. Grishin for drawing this publication to my attention.
For transcriptions of the dedicatory inscriptions in Tavjanli Kilise Mustafapajakby
(Leon, bishop) and Hagios Basilios Mustafapajakoy (Nikandros, patron and
Constantin, priest) and in the first layer of decoration in Karji Becak Avcilar (Niketas
and Eudokia, donors), see Jerphanion, Les eglises rupestres de Cappadoce, II i 80-81;
Hi 109-110; I ii 504-509.
For inscriptions and accompanying images of patrons in the first layer of painting in
Yilanh Kilise Soganli Dere (2 male persons), in Goreme 21 (Athanasion, monk and
Armoloikos, patron) and Goreme 28 (Theodoros) and in Karaba? Kihse Soganli Dere
(the Skepides family in the first nave, Kosmas in the third, and Bathystrokos, abbas,
Photios and Bardas, monks, with Zacharis in the fourth nave), see Jerphanion, Les
iglises rupestres de Cappadoce, II i 363-364; I ii 475-478; I ii 482, II i 334-340; H i
355; II i 356-357; for Karaba? Kilise Soganli Dere also see L. Rodley, Cave
Monasteries of Byzantine Cappadocia, 198-202; for Yusuf Ko<; Kilisesi Avcilar (one
male person, one female person and Theodoros) ibid., 156.
In one church. Kirk Dam Alti Kilise Belisirma, the donation is visually recorded as the
female patron holds a model of a masonry-built church, although the church connected
with her patronage is rock-cut. See N. and M. Thierry, Nouvelles 6glises rupestres de
Cappadoce, 202-206.
'•i For the summary of his investigations see Jerphanion, 'Inscriptions byzantins de la
region d'Urgub en Cappadoce', Melanges de IVniversitd Saint Joseph 6 (Beirut 1913)
305-399; id., Les Sglises rupestres de Cappadoce, II ii 498-499; id.. La voix des
monuments, II134-152. For an earlier account of inscriptions in the rock-cut region, H.
Gregoire, 'Rapport sue un voyage d'exploration dans le Pont et en Cappadoce', 33
(1909) 78-135.
For the graffiti which he examined, see Jerphanion, Les Eglises rupesOvs de
Cappadoce, I i 166-170 (Goreme 11); I i 174-176 (Goreme 10); I ii 470-473 (Goreme
22); I u 476-478 (Goreme 21); I ii 485 (Goreme 20); I ii 487 (Goreme 18); I ii 489-491
(G6reme 17); I ii 509-510 (Karji Becak Avcilar); I ii 568-569 (Hermitage of St
Symeon the Stylite); H i 97-99 (Tavjanh Kilise); II i 110-111 (Hagios Basilios
Mustafapasakoy); II i 154-155 (Hagios Stephanos Cemil); H i 228-229 (the free-cross
church near Mavrucan) and n i 268-270 (Ballik Kilise Soganli Dere).

Peristrema Valley Nicole Thierry found inscriptions in five churches. Kirk Dam Alti
Kilise, E ^ Ta? Kilisesi, Bahattin Samanligi Kilisesi, St Michael ihlara and the Church
of the Prester John.''^ The names of additional individuals have been brought together
by other scholars in re-examinations of published inscriptions.''^
It appears that the rock-cut churches were patronized by a cross-section of the local
population as well as being frequented by visitors to the region'^'' not all of whom can
be identified because the positions or occupations of the writers were not always
noted."*' Indeed where one writer was apparently responsible for more than one
inscription it is found that the description of the writer's occupation may change or be
omitted, as if to emphasize the unreliability of the inscriptions as a factual source for

N. and M. Thierry, Nouvelles 6glises rupestres de Cappadoce, 42-44 and 67-70
(Egn Ta? Kilisesi), 156 (Bahattin Samanligi Kilisesi), 202-206 (Kirk Dam Alti Kilise).
For St Michael ihlara see N. Thierry, 'Un style byzantin schematique de Cappadoce date
du Xle siecle d'apres une inscription'. Journal des Savants (1968) 45-61; and 'Etudes
Cappadociennes. Region du Hasan Dagi Complements pour 1974', CArch 24 (1975)
188. The church of the Prester John has not been published. See Thierry, Travaux et
M^moires 8 (1981) 514.
For further consideration of the inscriptions in Kirk Dam Alti Kilise see G. Millet, 'Les
iconoclastes et la croix a propos d'un inscription de Cappadoce', BCHIA (1910) 96109; S. Vryonis, 'Another note on the inscription of the Church of St George of
Beliserama', Byzantina 9 (1977) 9-22.
For the inscription in Egn Ta? Kilisesi see also N. Oikonomides, The Dedicatory
Inscription of Egn Ta? Kilisesi (Cappadocia)' in Okeanos. Essays Presented to I.
Sevcenko on his 60th Birthday (Harvard 1983) 501-506.
43 See L. Rodley, Cave Monasteries of Byzantine Cappadocia, 264-265; id.. The
Pigeon House Church, Cavujin', JOB 33 (1983) 309-314. The additional churches
considered by Rodley are Selime Kalesi, Gullu Dere IV, the Church of the Stylite
Niketas and Yusuf KOQ Kilisesi Avcilar.
Four churches (the Pigeon House Church Cavujin, the Church of Niketas the Stylite
Kizil Cukur, Hagios Basilios Mustafapajakoy and the arcosolium Zelve 4c) are
considered by N. Thierry in 'Les enseignments historiques de I'archeologie
cappadocienne', Traveaux et Mdmoires 8 (1981) 506-511.
44 It has been suggested that the patrons were local 'gentry' or belonged to the higher
ranks of the army, rather than poorer social groups of the community. See R. Cormack,
'Patronage and New Programs of Byzantine Iconography', Major Papers 17th
International Byzantine Congress (Washington 1986) 613.
45 A summary of the sort of detail which can be gathered from inscriptions is presented
by N. Thierry, Travaux et Mdmoiivs S (1981) 514-518; L. Rodley, Cave Monasteries
of Byzantine Cappadocia, 250-252.

Cappadcx;ian society."*^ Nevertheless, although the extant inscriptions are a sample of
those originally located in the churches, there is no reason to believe that they are not
representative. With this caveat in mind, a profile of the Cappadocian society
contemporary with the inscriptions in the rock-cut strucmres can be tentatively
suggested.'*''

In one hundred and seventy-nine inscriptions in forty-four monuments the inscriptions
of one hundred and fifty-eight individuals have been recorded including twenty-six
females (sixteen per cent) and one hundred and fifteen males (seventy-three per cent).''^
Up to one hundred and five of these individuals may have been lay^*' while fifty-three

In Goreme 11 where there were 12 inscriptions, 9 of which were legible, the names
of Leon, Basileos and Constantin were each repeated twice. Leon described himself as a
monk on both occasions, Constantin included the title once while Basileos did not
indicate if he was an ecclesiastic or lay patron. For the inscriptions see Jerphanion, Les
6glises rupestres de Cappadoce, I i 166-170.
In a paper presented to the 12th Annual Byzantine Studies Conference in 1986, N.
Teteriatnikov calculated there were 40 (or 45) clerical and 81 laymen (sic.) mentioned in
dedicatory inscriptions, invocations, graffiti and alongside donor portraits in 53
churches which she had examined (see abstract. Twelfth Annual Byzantine Studies
Conference (Bryn Mawr 1986) 25-26). In an earlier study, Teteriatnikov found the
inscriptions of 64 laymen, including 24 women, see Teteriatnikov, 'Burial Places in
Cappadocian Churches', The Greek Orthodox Theological Review 29 (1984) 156. The
results of my investigation do not concur with these figures.
11% of the writers cannot be identified as their names have been lost.
49 Of the 105 persons, either inscriptions or images indicate that 25 may be
unequivocally identified as lay, while the remaining 80 could have been lay or
ecclesiastic.

(thirty-four per cent) were ecclesiastic, including six military personnel,^" two
inasons,5i an abbas,^"^ an archbishop and a slave.'^

Some of the patrons identified as monks may have recently taken up the habit, a notuncommon practice as new members of the clergy were recruited from the lay
inhabitants of Cappadocia,^'' while others may have entered the church in extremis,
when death appeared imminent.55 A few of the inscriptions were apparently written by

For the persons in the Pigeon House Church Cavujin (cat. 24), see Jerphanion, Les
eglises rupestres de Cappadoce, II i 80-81; for the Church of Niketas theStylite Kizil
Cukur (cat. 37), see G. P. Schiemenz, 'Die Kapelle des Styliten Niketas in den
Weinbergen von Otahisar', JOB 18 (1969) 239-258; for Gok Kilise and St Barbara in
Soganh Dere, see Jerphanion, op. cit, II ii 369-372 (Gok Kilise) and 309 (St Barbara);
for Egn Ta? Kilisesi, ihlara, see N. and M. Thierry, Nouvelles eglises rupestres de
Cappadoce, 67-70 and for St Michael in ihlara, see N. Thierry, 'Un style byzantin
schematique de Cappadoce date du Xle siecle d'apres une inscription'. Journal des
Savants (1968) 45-61, id., 'Region de Hasan Dagi. Complements pour 1974', CArch 24
(1975) 188.
Further information on the use of Byzantine titles is provided by N. Oikonomides, Les
Listes de presdance byzantines des IXe etXe siecles (Paris 1972). According to C.
Mango and E. Hawkins, 'Byzantine titulation underwent a profound change in the 11th
century following the widespread sale of dignities and offices that started in the reign of
Michael IV and continued unabated under his successors'. See Mango-Hawkins,
'Report on Field Work in Istanbul and Cypnis 1962-1963', DOP18 (1964) 338.
The completion of work in Goreme 7 Tokah Kilise New Church was recorded in an
inscription to the left of the sanctuary although the mason did not include his name. See
Jerphanion, Les eglises rupestres de Cappadoce, I ii 301.
A second mason, Maistor Niketas, wrote an inscription in the basilical hall at Bezir
Hane Avcilar {ibid., I ii 499); L. Rodley, Cave Monasteries of Byzantine Cappadocia,
32-33.
52 The name of the abbas, Bathystrokos, was included in an inscription of 4 names in
the 4th nave, which has been identified as a funerary chapel of Karaba? Kilise Soganli
Dere. See Jerphanion, Les iglises rupestres de Cappadoce, n i 356-357; L. Rodley,
Cave Monasteries of Byzantine Cappadocia, 198-202. Rodley has suggested that the
abbas was the founder of the monastery, a secondary development around an adjacent
hermitage, occupied by a monk Roustikos, whose name appears in the first layer of
decoration in the principal church.
53 An inscription on an arcosolium in Zelve, which may be dated between 948 and 959,
announces that an archbishop Anthimos liberated a slave Nikolaos, according to the
laws proclaimed by Romanus I Lekapenos and Constantine VII Porphyrogenitos. See
N. Thierry, 'Les enseignements historiquesde I'archeologie Cappadocienne', Travauxet
Memo/res8 (1981) 509-511.
54 For discussion of this practice see E. Kirsten, 'Kappadokien', i M C H 886-887.
55 In Goreme 18, Ignatios is identified as a monk in an inscription, while shown
wearing secular dress in an adjacent image. See Jerphanion, Les 6glises rupestres de
Cappadoce, I ii 487; L. Rodley, Cave Monasteries of Byzantine Cappadocia, 178.

pilgrims visiting Cappadocia.Some patrons appear to be members of small,
presumably local, families^'' but patronage by Cappadocian proprietors appears rare as
some of the well-known familes, the Malei'nos, Skleroi, Doukas or Argyroi,^^ are not
represented in the rock-cut churches. For all that, three prominent local families are
depicted. Four or five members of the Phokades are shown in an imperial portrait group
in the Pigeon House Church Cavujin.^' It has been suggested that three other members

For example each of the 3 churches, Goreme 20,21 and 22, has an inscription in
which the author has indicated he was a foreigner, Falibon (Goreme 20), Akakeon from
Petra or Petrae (Goreme 21) and Michael (Goreme 22). See Jerphanion, Les eglises
rupestres de Cappadoce, 111,485, 475-478 and 470-473.
A parent and child or children are identified in inscriptions or depicted in images in
Goreme 7, Belli Kilise Soganli and Karji Kilise Guljehir. See Jerphanion, Les 6glises
rupestres de Cappadoce, I ii 308-309, n i 294-295 and I ii 8-9; and St Michael ihlara.
See N. Thierry, 'Un style byzantin schematique de Cappadoce date du Xle siecle d'apres
une inscription'. Journal des Savants (1968) 45-61.
Other family groups include 2 related females, Demna and Theodoros, in Gullii Dere I.
See N. and M. Thierry, 'Ayvali Kilise ou pigeonnier de Gulli Dere, eglise inedite de
Cappadoce', CArch 15 (1965) 97-154; L. Rodley, Cave Monasteries of Byzantine
Cappadocia, 211-212; a husband and wife in Goreme 33 Kihglar Ku?luk. See
Jerphanion, op. cit, I i 246.
M. Kaplan, 'Les grands proprietaires de Cappadoce (VIe-XIe siteles)', in Le aree
omogeneedella CivilitiRupestreneirambitodeirimperoBizantino:la
Cappadocia, ed.
C. D. Fonseca, 125-158. For further discussion of the Maleinoi see R. Morris,
'Monasteries and their Patrons in the Tenth and Eleventh Centuries', Byzantinische
Forschungen 10 (1985) 226.
59 The imperial group is in the Pigeon House Church Cavujin (cat 24). See
Jerphanion, Les 6gtises rupestres de Cappadoce, II i 80-81. The fifth figure, a female, is
not identified by an inscription but it has been proposed that she may have been the
wife of Leo Phokas. See L. Rodley, 'The Pigeon House Church, Cavujin', JOB 33
(1983) 309-314; N. Thierry, 'Un portrait de Jean Tzimiskes en Cappadoce', Travaux et
M6moires 9 (1985) 477-484; C. Jolivet-L6vy, 'L'image du pouvoir dans I'an byzantin a
I'epoquedeladynastiemacedonienne (867-1056)', ByzSl (1987) 458,465-466.
Nikephoros Phocas has been identified as a 'private benefactor'. See J. P. Thomas,
Private Religious Foundations in the Byzantine Empire, publ. as Dumbarton Oaks
Studies 24 (Washington 1987) 149 [hereafter cited as J. P. Thomas, Private Religious
Foundations in the Byzantine Empire]. However, the patronage by the Phokades and
Maleinoi was apparendy directed to Mount Kyminas and the Great Lavra at Mount
Athos. See R. Morris, Byzantinische Forschungen 10 (1985) 226-227. Yet Nikephoros
Phokas was unlikely to have had direct involvement in the Cavujin church (Rodley, op.
cit, 313). Discussion of the church is resumed in chapter 4.

of the Phokades family are mentioned in Goreme 7 Tokali Kilise New Church.®o Eight
members of a second family included in a painting in Selime Kalesi®' were also
probably Cappadocian. This group cannot be identified because there are no
accompanying inscriptions but they are presumed wealthy because of their garments.^^
More is known of the third family, the Skepides, of whom eight members are depicted
in three churches in Soganli Dere, Karaba? Kilise, Yilanli Kilise and Gok K i l i s e . ^ ^
Because of their apparent connection with three of the rock-cut churches, it is likely that
they were a local family which was both well-established and well-endowed.^
In spite of the lacunae in these inscriptions they show that one-third of the persons
associated with the churches was ecclesiastic, while one-sixth was female and they
indicate that lay patronage may have been greater than ecclesiastical patronage and male
participation greater than female. While admitting that the exact figures may change as
In a re-interpretation of the inscription in the New Church of Tokah Kilise, N.
Thierry has proposed that Nikephoros was a patron of the church and not the painter of
the inscription. See Thierry, review of A. W. Epstein, Tokah Kilise. Tenth-Century
Metropohtan Art in Byzantine Cappadocia, in Cahiers de Civihsation Medievale 31
(1988) 69-71. Because of their Christian names, Leon, Constantine and Nikephoros,
Thierry has argued their identification with the Phokades is probable. For the
interpretation of the inscription in which Nikephoros is accorded the position of painter
see Jerphanion, Les dgUsesrupestres de Cappadoce, I ii 308-309; L. Rodley, Cave
Monasteries of Byzantine Cappadocia, 218; Epstein, op. cit., 79-80.
See L. Rodley, Cave Monasteries of Byzantine Cappadocia,l\-12. The donor panel
was first described by J. Lafontaine-Dosogne, "Nouvelles notes Cappadociennes', Byz
33 (1963) 174-176; and again, id., 'La Kale Kilisesi de Selime et sa representation de
donateurs', in Zetesis Album Amicorum E. de Strycker(Antwerp 1973) 741-753.
See L. Rodley, Cave Monasteries of Byzantine Cappadocia, 71-72. The donor panel
was first described by J. Lafontaine-Dosogne, "Nouvelles notes Cappadociennes', Byz
33 (1963) 174-176.
See Jerphanion, Les 6glises rupestres de Cappadoce, II i 334-340, 363-364 and 369372.
M The clothes worn by family members are luxurious. See Jerphanion, Les eghses
rupestres de Cappadoce, plates III 196,202; L. Rodley, Cave Monasteries of Byzantine
Cappadocia, fig. 38. Although a relationship cannot be proven, there is evidence of 2
further persons named Skepides. For Eustathios, strategos, who was in Luciana,
Byzantine Italy in 1042, and Peter, who is named on a seal now in Dumbarton Oaks.
See N. Thierry,T-es enseignements historiques de I'archeologie cappadocienne', Travaux
etM6moires 8 (1981) 516; discussed again in L. Rodley, Cave Monasteries of
Byzantine Cappadocia, 251.

further research uncovers hitherto unknown inscriptions, it is unlikely that the
proportion of ecclesiastic to lay, or female to male persons, will change markedly.
MONASTIC PATRONAGE
During the reign of Romanos Lekapenos (919- 944) there were no less than six
categoriesof monasteries- imperial, patriarchial, archiepiscopal, metropolitan, episcopal
and independent, or private, foundations, which Constantino Porphyrogenitos describes
as 'monasteries without means'.^^ Monasticism had 'emerged ... strengthened from the
iconoclastic crisis'®® and monastic practices were flexible enough to accommodate
different monastic models within a broad framework of ecclesiastical traditions. One of
the characteristics of the Middle Byzantine monasteries was their size; most were
smaller than foundations established in the Early Byzantine period.®'' A second
characteristic was their secular patronage by individuals from all positions in society.
Private religious foundations usually shared the fate of their patron®^ and accordingly
many were short-lived and, in the absence of a body of documentary evidence, have
slipped into obscurity.
Patrons benefitted personally both physically and spiritually from their patronage of
private religious foundations. For this reason most preferred to establish private
monasteries and become founders, or ktetors, rather than contribute to the maintenance
of existing foundations.®' Although favours sought by ktetors were often political or
®5 See f. 183v, chapter 53, Constantinus Porphyrogenitus, De administrando imperio,
ed. R. J. H. Jenkins- G. Moravcsik (Budapest 1949, rev. Washington 1967) 256.
Independent or private foundations are those in which the ownership of the institution
is in private, rather than ecclesiastical hands. See a discussion of this term by J. P.
Thomas, Private Religious Foundations in the Byzantine Empire, 2-4.
®® C. Mango, Byzantium The Empire of New Rome (London 1980) 116.
While the Justinianic foundations in Constantinople are generally known for their
monumentality, smaller foundations were also established in the 6th century. See T.
Mathews, The Early Churches of Constantinople: Architecture and Liturgy. For his
comments on the smaller foundations in the Middle Byzantine period, id.,' "Private"
Liturgy in Byzantine Architecture: Toward a Re-appraisal', CArch 30 (1982) 125-138.
J. P. Thomas, Private Religious Foundations in the Byzantine Empire, 152.
®9 J. P. Thomas, Private Religious Foundations in the Byzantine Empire, 150.

financial,'"' frequently the fear of imminent death was the catalyst for the donation
which was made in order to ensure the salvation and commemoration of the donor.'"
Such donation was often accompanied by a legal document, a typikon,^^ setting out the
rules of the monastery and the conduct of monastic life within its walls.

The ninth to eleventh centuries, the period into which the majority of the Cappadocian
rock-cut monuments falls,''^ coincides with this growth in communal monasticism.''''
The investigation of the inscriptions in the rock-cut churches suggests that lay
patronage was also important to the Cappadocian foundations. One document, the will
of Eustathios Boilas, has information of a private foundation in Cappadocia, while an

Private foundations could be organized so that financial benefits were returned to the
founder. See P. Lemerle, 'Un aspect du role des monastferes i Byzance: les monasteres
donnes a des laics, les charisticaires', CRAI (1967) 9-28; R. Morris, 'Monasteries and
their Patrons in the Tenth and Eleventh Centuries',ByzantinischeForschungen 10
(1985) 230. Their stability was guaranteed through inheritance known as charistike. See
G. Ostrogorsky, History of the Byzantine State, 372; R. Janin, 'Le monachism byzantin
au moyen age. Commende et typika (Xe-XIVe siecle)', REB 22 (1964) 9; C. Mango,
Byzantium The Empire of New Rome, 116; J. P. Thomas, Private Religious
Foundations in the Byzantine Empire, 167-213.
For the theological background to monasticism, see J. Meyendorff, Byzantine
Theology: Historical Trends and Doctrinal Themes (New York 1974) 54-78; H.
Uclercq, 'Monachisme', DACL, X I ii 1774-1964.
''1 R. Morris, ByzantinischeForschungen 10 (1985) 206, 216-7. These rights which
accrued to the patron were upheld by the 1 Ith-century canon lawyer, Theodore
Balsamon. See J. P. Thomas, Private Religious Foundations in the Byzantine Empire,
228-238.
For a discussion of the term runurov see C. Galatariotou, 'Byzantine ktetorika typika:
a comparative study', REB 45 (1987) 77-79. Galatariotou has observed that not all
typika were ecclesiastical documents. Other legal documents could also include the
details of a foundation, which are usually expected in a typikon. For example the
diataxis of Michael Attaleiates. See P. Gautier, 'Le diataxis de Michel Attaliate", REB 39
(1981) 5-143; or the diataxis (diatheke) of Theodore Studios for the Studion Monastery
at Constantinople. See PG99,1704-1719 (S. Theodori Studitae, Descriptio
ConstitutionisMonasteriiStudii).
This is incorrectly cited as PG 89,1813-1824 by C.
Galatariotou, REB 45 (1987) 138, but correcUy cited by R. Janin, REB 22 (1964) 9.
For diatheke, or will, see ' TI' Svaeniai', Lampe, Patristic Greek Lexicon, 348; for
diataxis, or regulation, see ' TI" SUXTO^W ', ibid., 361. Confusion in the usage of these
terms has been commented upon by Galatariotou, op. cit, 78 n. 3 and 82.
''3 It has been estimated that approximately 75% of the rock-cut churches were
excavated in this period (see the discussion in chapter 2).
''4 J. P. Thomas, TTie Rise of the Independent and Self-governing Monasteries as
Reflected in the Monastic Typika', The Greek Orthodox Theological Review 30 (1985)
21-30; id.. Private Religious Foundations in the Byzantine Empire, 136-137.

account of the flight of Samonas possibly indicates the location of the Timios Stavros
monastery, but such scant documentary evidence is insufficient. In order to build a
more complete picture of ecclesiastical practices in Cappadocia, typika from other
regions need to be examined.
DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE IN MONASTIC TYPIKA^S
Typika are legal documents but their morphology was never strictly defined.'^
Accordingly their form can vary markedly while their content, although including a
number of essential features, seems subject to the proclivities of the author. The
essential information which is usually included in a typikon is the liturgy for daily
offices as well as the festal calendar and the liturgical rules for the members of the
monastery. In addition there may be a table of contents, or pinax, a preface, or
prooimion, including biographical details and the motives forpaffonage,'''' and a
concluding inventory, or brebion, of the properties of the monastery.'® The typikon of a
foundation which was written by the founder, or ktetor, is known as a ktetorikon
typikon.''® This applied only to the foundation for which it was written and included
details of the particular liturgical obligations of the monastery, especially the
' S Under the auspices of the Dumbanon Oaks Typika Project, 54 documents
(approximately 1100 folios) are currently being translated and annotated. For a list of
the typika (incomplete) see K. A. Manaphes, MovcujTi)pucd rvnucd 4loflrjArai(Athens
1970) 178-192; for earlier lists, see R. Janin, 'Le monachisme byzantin au moyen age.
Commende et typica (Xe -XlVe siecle), REB 22 (1964) 5-44.
C. Galatariotou, 'Byzantine ktetorika typika: a comparative study', REB 45 (1987) 78.
The written style of the preface was often the most elevated section of the typikon.
See A. C. Hero, 'Some Notes on the Language of the Byzantine Monastic Typika',
(abstract) Twelfth Annual Byzantine Studies Conference (Bryn Mawr 1986) 39-40.
78 Brebia were usually stored in the skeuophylakion of the monastery. See P. Gautier,
'Le diataxis de Michel Attaliate,' REB 39 (1981) 76-77; id., 'Le typikon de la
Theotokos Kecharitomene,' REB 43 (1985) 64-65.
79 There are exceptions to this as monastic rule was not always conveyed m wntten
form An oral typos, a paradosis or tradition, was, in some monasteries, passed from
generation to generation. See C. Galatariotou, REB 45 (1987) 81 and 87 for Nicholas,
who wrote a typikon for the monastery of St Nicholas of Kasoulon, based on the
founder's rule, which had been conveyed orally by successive generations; and Neilos
Damilas, who wrote a typikon for the monastery of the Theotokos at Baeonia Crete
around 1400, according to long-standing oral traditions; for further comment see R.
Janin, REB 22 (1964) 21.

commemorations of the founder and the founder's family, and in addition the
specifications of any other obligations of the monastic community.®" Rules such as
those describing the commemorations provide the clearest picture of the architectural
disposition and liturgical planning in the monastery.
Writers of ktetorika typika may have been monastic or lay. Authors who were monastic
were frequently the hegoumenoi of the monasteries®' or other persons with authority;®^
lay authors were usually founders or re-founders of monasteries.Monastic authors
wrote what have been called liturgical typika, while typika written by lay founders have
been called canonical.®^ In liturgical typika the liturgical cycle of monastic life was
stressed®^ and the economic functioning of the monastery generally ignored. This
contrasts with the lay patron's concern for the financial state of the monastery, which is
clearly expressed in canonical typika,®® although they also include liturgical offices as
well as the 'constitution' or rules of the monastery some of which were based entirely
on monastic principles, such as celibacy or abstinence.
See J. M. Hussey, 'Byzantine Monasticism", in Cambridge Medieval History, ed. J.
M. Hussey, 167-169.
For example Timothy, the hegoumenos of the monastery of the Theotokos Evergetis.
See P. Gautier, 'Le typikon de la Theotokos Evergetis,' REB 40 (1982) 5-101.
For example Joachim the ktetor and metropolitan wrote the typikon of St John
Prodromos. See M. Jugie, 'Le typikon du monastere du Prodrome au Mont Menecee,
pres de Serres,' Byz 12 (1937) 25-69. The typikon of the monastery of the Theotokos
Kecharitomene was written by Timothy the monk under instruction of the ktetor, Irene
Doukas. See P. Gautier, 'Le typikon de la Theotokos Kecharitomene,' REB 43 (1985)
5-165.
83 For example Michael Attaleiates, patrikios, and Gregory Pakourianos, sebastos. See
P. Gautier, 'Le diataxis de Michel Attaliate,' REB 39 (1981) 5-143; id., 'Le typikon du
sebaste Gregoire Pakourianos,' REB 42 (1984) 5-145.
For the functions associated with these positions see N. Oikonomides, Les Ustes de
pi6s6ance byzantines des Die etXe siecles.
84 For the classification of typika as liturgical and canonical see M. Jugie, 'Le typicon
du monastere du Prodrome au Mont M6necee pres de Serres', Byz 12 (1937) 66.
85 For example the typikon of St Sabas. See R. Janin, REB 22 (1964) 16. This typikon
provided a model for others, including the typika of the Studios monastery and
Theotokos Evergetis in Constantinople. See ibid, and P. Gautier, 'Le typikon de la
Theotokos Evergetis,' REB 40 (1982) 8.
86 For example the sums to be spent on incense, wax and oil in the foundation of
Michael Atteliates. See P. Gautier, 'Le diataxis de Michel Attaliate,' REB 39(1981)7071.

Each author brought to the typikon a degree of personal comment not found in other
textual sources.®'' Variations which do occur are in the length and complexity of the
offices and their public or private nature. In spite of this individual focus there is a
remarkable consistency in the typika, making it possible, therefore, to speak of
traditions in the liturgical practices of private religious foundations, whether
metropolitan or provincial, lavriotic or coenobitic.®® Funhermore, in the course of
prescribing the liturgical offices which were to be undertaken and in compiling the
inventory of property, the architectural disposition and liturgical furnishings of the
foundation are at least partially revealed.^' Where both the monument and its typikon
are extant'® the archaeological and textual evidence can be appraised, providing a more
complete picture of monastic patronage and private religious foundations and their
liturgical planning and practices.

Byzantine texts were subject to literary traditions which may obscure factual detail.
See R. Browning, 'The Language of Byzantine Literature', in The "Past" in Medieval
and Modem Greek Culture, ed. S. Vryonis Jr., 103-133; I. Sevcenko, 'Levels of Style
in Byzantine Prose', JOB 31/1 (1981) 289-312.
For questions of metropolitan and imperial patronage, lavriotic and coenobitic
foundations see R. Morris, 'Monasteries and their Patrons in the Tenth and Eleventh
Centuries', Byzantinische Forschungen 10 (1985) 185-231.
Imperial patronage, however, is more individual and less representative than other
patronage, whether located in Constantinopolitan or provincial foundations, for example
the patronage of Michael VIII Palaeologos and the monastery of St Demetrios
Kellibaron (P. Meyer, 'Bruchstucke zweier T v n u c a icTTiTopuca', BZ 4 (1895) 45-48).
89 In a recent paper J. P. Thomas declared that typika were a source virtually untapped
by art historians. See Thomas, 'Uses of the Monastic Typika for Byzantine Art History'
(abstract) Twelfth Annual Byzantine Studies Conference (Bryn Mawr 1986) 41 -42.
Although he was correct in identifying typika as valuable sources, Thomas underestimated their use in art historical research. For example see G. Babic, Les chapelles
annexes des 6glises byzantines. Fonction litwgique et programmes iconographiques,
especially 40-58; A. D. Grishin, The Backovo Ossuary Frescoes of 1074-83
(unpublished PhD dissertation, Canberra 1980) 2 vols; R. Cormack, Writing m Gold.
Byzantine Society and Its Icons, 215-25.
90 For example the Monastery of the Theotokos of Petritziotissos at Backovo and the
typikon of Gregory Pakourianos, see P. Gautier, Le typikon du sebaste Gregoire
Pakourianos,' REB 42 (1984) 5-145.

Ktetorika typika
For the purpose of the present study the typika of smaller monastic foundations are the
most appropriate to analyze and relate, where possible, to Cappadocian foundations.
Yet many of the extant documents are incomplete.'' Besides, until the Dumbarton Oaks
Typika Project has been published some documents are not readily accessible.'^ For all
that a representative sample of ktetorika typika can be assembled.
Six typika are examined, three of which are attributed to the eleventh and three to the
twelfth century. The three eleventh-century typika'^ were written in the third quarter of
the century, coinciding with the excavation of a large group of the rock-cut churches.

For example the typikon of St Sabas Palestine (E. Kurtz, review of A. Dmitrijevski j
in BZ3 (1894) 168-170); the diatheke of Theodore Stoudios, monastery of Stoudion
Constantinople (PG99, 1704-1719 (Descriptio Constitutionis Monasterii Studii)); the
typikon of Emperor Michael VIII Palaeologos, monastery of St Demetrius Kellibaron
(P. Meyer, 'Bruchstiicke zweier TUiTuod icrriTopufa', BZ4 (1895) 45-48); the typikon
of Irene Laskarina Palaeologina, monastery of Christ Philanthropinos Constantinople,
(ibid., 48-49); and the diataxis of Joachim, metropolitan of Zichnai, monastery of St
John Prodromos, Mount Menoikeos Serres (M. Jugie, 'Le typikon du monastere du
Prodrome au Mont Menecee, pres de Serres,' Byz 12 (1937) 25-69).
Many of the typika which have been translated and annotated are listed by R. Janin,
REB 22 (1964) 5-44; and C. Galatariotou, 'Bpantine ktetorika typika: a comparative
study', REB 45 (1987) 77-138. However, neither list is complete and although
supplementary documents are included in the later compilation, a number of omissions
or errors have occurred as well; for example, as noted above, the reference to the
typikon of Theodore Studios Constantinople is incorrectly cited, while the reference to
the typikon by Luke for the monastery of Christ Soter at Messina is incomplete.
The eleventh-century documents are the typikon of Timothy for the monastery of the
Theotokos Evergetis (1065); the diataxis of Michael Attaleiates for the hospital at
Rhaidestos and the monastery of Christ Panoiktirmos (founded 1077); and the typikon
of Gregory Pakourianos for the monastery of the Theotokos of Petritziotissos at
Backovo (founded 1083). Editions consulted:
• for the hypotyposis of Timothy, monastery of Theotokos Evergetis: P. Gautier, 'Le
typikon de la Theotokos Ev6rgetis,' REB 40 (1982) 5-101.
• for the diataxis of Michael Attaleiates, ptochotropheion at Rhaidestos and the
monastery of Christ Panoiktirmos Constantinople: P. Gautier, 'Le diataxis de Michel
Attaliate,' REB, 39 (1981), 5-143. For ptochotropheion , alms house or hospital, see '
TTT(jJxoTpo4>€'iov ' in Lampe, Patrt'so'c Greei Lexicon, 1207.
• for the typikon of Gregory Pakourianos, monastery of Theotokos of Petritziotissos
Backovo: P. Gautier, 'Le typikon du sebaste Gregoire Pakourianos,' REB 42 (1984) 5145.

Although the foundation of the twelfth-century monasteries^'* post-dates the intense
activity in Cappadocia, as observed above the textual basis of the offices in the typika is
the liturgy, the form of which was largely in shape by the ninth century (see chapter 2).

The twelfth century typika are for the monasteries of the Theotokos Kecharitomene
patronized by Irene Doukas (before 1118); Christ Soter [St Saviour] at Messina,
written by the aichmandrite Luke (1131); and the Pantokrator monastery,
Constantinople, a foundation of the Komnenoi. (1136). The dating of the foundations is
discussed below. Editions consulted:
• for the typikon of Irene Doukas, monastery of Theotokos Kechantomene: P. Gauner,
'Le typikon de la Theotokos Kecharitomdnfe,' REB 43 (1985) 5-165;
• for the typikon of archmandrite Luke, monastery of Christ Soter, Messina: M. Arranz,
Le typicon du monastere du Saint-Sauveuri Messine, publ. as OrientaliaChristiana
Analects 185 (Rome 1969) [hei^after cited as M. Arranz, Le typicon du monastere du
Saint-SauveuriMessine]-,
. „
• for the typikon of Emperor John II Komnenos, monastery of Christ Pantokrator
Constantinople: P. Gautier, 'Le typikon du Christ Saveur Pantocrator', REB 32 (1974)
1-145; id., 'L'obituaire du typikon du Pantocrator,' REB 27 (1969) 235-262.

ELEVENTH CENTURY KTETORIKA TYPIKA
The monasteries referred to in the three eleventh-century documents were coenobitic.
Two of the ktetorika typika were composed by noble patrons, Michael Attaleiates and
Gregory Pakourianos, while the third was written by a hegoumenos, Timothy.

The typikon of the monastery of the Theotokos Evergetis by the monk Timothy^^
The monastery of the Theotokos Evergetis was located in a sub-urban area outside
Constantinople.'® Its typikon, conserved in the Bibliotheque Nationale in Paris
(Atheniensis 788), is well-organised and divided into chapters. The rules for the
monastery are described along with the regulations for the daily life of the monks and
the celebrations of fixed and movable festivals.^'' Although the typikon was written by
the hegoumenos Timothy, he was not the founder of the monastery. The first
hegoumenos was Paul under whom the monastery consisted of a few cells, while under
his brother and successor Timothy it became more organized.'® Hence it is appropriate
to refer to the manuscript composed by Timothy and attributed to 1065'' as the
ktetorikon typikon.

'5 P. Gautier, 'Le typikon de laTh6otokos Evergetis,' REB 40 (1982) 5-101.
'6 R. Janin, Lag6ographieeccl6siastiquedel'EmpiTeByzantin.
Premiere partie. Le siege
de Constantinople etle PatriarcatOecum6nique
m , Les 6glises et les monasteres (Paris
1969) 178-179 [hereafter cited as R. Janin, La geographic
eccMsiastiquedelEmpire
Byzantin].
See f. 197, chapter 11 of the typikon for the celebrations for Christ and the
Theotokos, including psalms, lighting in the church and a following celebratory meal,
(P. Gautier, REB

40 (1982) 45).

'8 See f. 181, chapter 3, lines 43-44 and 51-52, P. Gautier, REB

40 (1982) 17. A

similar comment has been made by C. Galatariotou in 'Byzantine ktetorika typika: a
comparative study", REB 45 (1987) 81. The size of the monastery was limited only by
its resources.
"

P. Gautier, REB

40 (1982) 9 n . l 7 .

Two chapters of the typikon are devoted to the description of commemorations which
were held in the monastery. First, the memorial for the hegoumenos Paul is noted.
Secondly, memorials held for other monks and those who made a significant
contribution to the monastery are more fully described. Commemorations for
recently deceased monks were said daily for fony days according to the names listed on
thediptychs^o^ whereupon the memorial became an annual event. Two offices are
described for the commemoration of the monks, the first a pannychis or evening office,
the second a shorter c a n o n . ^^^ During both the pannychis and the liturgy the memorials
of all deceased were united with one single offering or prosphora."'^ Annual
commemorations were also held for patrons of the m o n a s t e r y b u t these were of a
100 See f. 213-f. 213v, chapter 35, P. Gautier, REB 40 (1982) 76-77. The memorial,
described as 'Xyva.^ HvniJie?' (f. 213r, line 1070, ibid., 77) was celebrated through the
night while the church was brilliantly lit.
In an addendum to the typikon by the monk Athanasius, possibly the successor to
Timothy, it was decreed that the memorials for the two founding hegoumenoi, Paul and
Timothy, were to be held together (f 221- f. 221v, ibid, 90).
101 See f. 213v- f. 214v, chapter 36, P. Gautier, REB 40 (1982) 76-79. The memorials
were described as 'jiviltioCTuvov' (f 213v, line 1080, ibid., 11).
102 See f. 213v, line 1085, P. Gautier, REB 40 (1982) 77. So many monks were
commemorated, it was feared that some might be missed. Hence the diptychs were read
at each liturgy, so that no monk was forgotten or omitted (f. 214v, lines 1120-1121,
ibid., 19).
103 For pannychis, a night vigil, which may have 12 prayers see ' ii navvuxv? ', Lampe,
Patristic Creek Lexicon, 1003; Liddell-Scott-Jones, Greek-English Lexicon, 1298. For
further discussion, see M. Arranz, 'Les prieres presbyterales de la 'Pannychis' de ancien
Euchologe byzantin et la 'Panikkida' des defunts', I, Orientalia ChristianaPeriodica 40
(1974) 314-343; n, Orientalia Christiana Periodica 41 (1975) 119-139.
The pannychis included funerary canons and litanic prayers but no celebratory meal (f
214, chapter 36, lines 1096-1097, P. Gautier, REB 40 (1982) 77).
The panegyris or' Ttavfiyupv?' developed from the laudation at a funerary feast and
became a very public affair. Because of its secular nature it had no role in monastic life
and was not, therefore, described in monastic typika (H. Leclercq, 'Panegyrique',
DACL, Xin i 1016). For a recent discussion on the panegyris, see S. Vryonis Jr, 'The
Panegyris of the Byzantine Saint: a study in the nature of a medieval institution, its
origins and fate', in The Byzantine Saint, ed. S. Hackel, (London 1981) 196-226.
iw See f. 213v, line 1089, chapter 36, P. Gautier, REB 40 (1982) 77.
For' TTpoa^Kjpd' as the offerings of the people see F. W. Brightman, Liturgies Eastern
and Western, 1602. Literally npoff<|«pa signified offering or sacrifice (Lampe, Patristic
Greek Lexicon, 1184). Gautier has concluded that npo(j4«pa has two interpretations,
on the one hand as the blessed bread, which could be distributed to the faithful, and on
the other as a commemorative offering used in association with the memorial of the
dead (P. Gautier, "L'obituaire du typikon du Pantocrator,' REB 21 (1969) 238).
105 It is not clear if the names of the benefactors were listed in a document or passed on
orally but they were not noted on the diptychs, for these were reserved for the monks.

different kind, incorporating a generous distribution of nomismata at the gate of the
monastery. Thus it is seen that dissimilar arrangements were made for memorials of
monks and patrons, in the manner in which their names were recorded for
commemoration, the offerings which accompanied the memorials and their frequency.
It can be deduced from the typikon that the Theotokos Evergetis monastery had an
ossuary or koimeterion'O'' where the monks were buried, although exactly what
happened during the burial was not clearly indicated. One monk was placed in charge of
the tomb,shrouding the body, while a funerary chant, or epitaphia was said.'O®
Possibly the koimeterion was the location for the memorials which were said during the
first forty days. However, as the patrons of the monastery were commemorated
separately from monks, it is likely that their burial was also apart in accordance with
monastic practice.

106 See chapter 36 f. 214v, lines 1116-1117, P. Gautier, 'Le typikon de la Theotokos
Evergetis', REB 40 (1982) 79. Although not specified in the Theotokos Evergetis
typikon, in other typika this offering was given to the poor, in recognition of the patron.
For example, f. 50r, line 878 in the typikon drawn up by Michael Attaleiates, see P.
Gautier, 1.6diataxisdeMichelAttaliate,'REB 39(1981)71.
P. Gautier has pointed out that it was noted in the synaxis that the taphon was in
charge of the koimeterion (see Gautier, 'Le typikon de la Theotokos Evergitis', REB 40
(1982) 78 n.59).
For' icot<iT|Tiipu)v ', the resting place of the dead, see H. Leclercq.'Memoria', DACL,
XI i 296-324, 'Ossuaries', ibid., XHI i 22-27; 'Sepulture a ciel ouvert', ibid., XV i 1285;
J. Kollwitz, 'Coemeterium', RAC ni 231-235; Du Cange, Glossarium, 676;' To
iconiTiTfipiov ', Lampe, Patristic Greek Lexicon, 760.
108 See f. 214v, chapter 36, line 1112, P. Gautier, REB 40 (1982) 79. The monk in
charge of the tomb, or' ra^o?', was described as a 'la^iov'.
109 See f. 216v, chapter 38, line 1180, P. Gautier, REB 40 (1982) 83.

The typikon of the monastery of Christ Panoiktirmos by Michael Attaleiates^^^
Michael Attaleiates, a patrikos,^^^ was the founder and later the hegoumenos of a small
Constantinopolitan monastery' of five to seven monks."^ A will or diataxis for the
hospital at Rhaidestos and the monastery of Christ Panoiktirmos was written in 1077.
The manuscript is in the National Library, Athens, ConstantinopolitanusMetochii
Sancti Sepulchri
A typikon was also composed for the monastery and is
referred to in the diatakis but it has unfortunately been lost.' Much of the information
about the shape of the offices and the associated liturgical furnishings has been lost
with the typikon, for the diataxis, an unstructured document which roams from topic to
topic, is primarily concerned with the physical manifestations of the monastery, that is
its buildings, rather than its spiritual practices.

110 P. Gautier, 'Le diataxis de Michel Attaliate,' REB 39 (1981) 5-143. For further
discussion on the typikon of Michael Attaleiates see P. Lemerie, Cinq etudes sur le Xle
siecle byzantin (Paris 1977) 67-112; J. P. Thomas, Private Religious Foundations in the
Byzantine Empire, 179-185.
111 In his typikon, Michael Attaleiates presents himself as a wealthy nobleman. See C.
Galatariotou, 'Byzantinektetorika typika: acomparativestudy', REB45 (1987) 90.
112 R. Janin, La gSographie eccMsiastique de I'Empire Byzantin, 54,512-513.
113 The ktetor apparently preferred to have 7 monks, although he was prepared to accept
5 if necessary (see f. 40- f. 41, hnes 681-703, P. Gautier, REB 39 (1981) 59).
114 For this and other manuscripts of the diataxis see P. Lemerie, Cinq Etudes sur le Xle
siecle byzantin, 67-71; P. Gautier, REB 39 (1981) 6-11.
115 See f. 47v, line 815, P. Gautier, REB 39 (1981) 67.
116 por a comment on the pecuniary interests of the author, see A. Cutler, 'Art in
Byzantine Society: Motive Forces of Byzantine Patronage', /OB 31/2 (1981) 766-767.

For all that, the terminology in the diataxis is of interest for Michael Attaleiates has
referred to a kyklicn^i'' which was to be built 'outside my house at Rhaidestos''

and a

'proleitourgia' which he requested to be said for his parents and himself in the
monastery,!

although his tomb was in the church of St George Kyparissiotes

Constantinople.'^® As in the Theotokos Evergetis monastery diptychs were used to
record the names of those for whom memorials were to be said. But in this monastery
the secular names were also written on the diptychs'^i and commemorations were
accompanied by a memorial feast.

For' lojicXwv ' see Lampe, Patristic Greek Lexicon, 785.
The kyklion is described as a barrel vaulted passage for the body of the martyr
Pamphile and his companions under the synthronon and altar of Hagia Sophia in 360
(H. Ixclercq, 'Reliques et Reliquaires', DACL, XIV ii 2350). It was originally designed
to permit the circulation of pilgrims. See J. -P. Sodini, 'Les dispositifs liturgiques des
basiliques paleochretiennes en Grece et dans les Balkans', Corso de Cultura suU'arte
RavennateeBizantine (Ravenna 1984) 442. In Decerimoniis the term kyklion is also
used to indicate the apse of the church. See P. Gautier, 'Le diataxis de Michel Attaliate,'
REB 39 (1981) 48 n.32. In the life of St Thekla, the kyklion was a bema-martyrium,
with a central altar. See G. Dagron, Vie et Mtacles de Sainte Thecle (Brussels 1978)
72-73. The term occurs in the typikon of Hagia Sophia (J. Mateos, Le typicon de la
grand6glise, 11 206-207). It is probable that the later references in the typika to kykha
indicate the bema and its funerary function, rather than a specific architectural
arrangement
118 See f. 32, lines 530-531, P. Gautier, REB 39 (1981) 49.
119 Proleitourgia is a rare term not found in Du Cange, Glossarium. It is, however,
referred to in the Palestinian typikon of St Sabas and is believed to designate a private
mass for the deceased. See P. Gautier, REB 39 (1981) 65 n.43. The monastery of St
Sabas had wide influence on liturgy and 'hymnody'. See J. M. Hussey, 'Byzantine
monasticism', in Cambridge Medieval History, ed. J. M. Hussey, IV ii 164; E. Wellesz,
'Byzantine music and liturgy', ibid., FV ii 148-150.
Although not a lot is known about the structure of a proleitourgia, in the Attaleiates'
monastery it was accompanied by a trisagion for saints and emperors (f. 46v- f.47, lines
803-808, Gautier, op. cit, 65). The proleitourgia could, therefore, have been a canon for
the deceased, which preceded a trisagion and the liturgy, for in Byzantine, Syrian and
Persian liturgies, trisagia were sung at the beginning of the liturgy of the catechumens
(P. E. Brightman, Liturgies Eastern and Western, 1527-34, 590).
120 See f 27v, line 450, P. Gautier, REB 39 (1981) 45.
121 See f. 31v, line 521, P. Gautier, REB 39 (1981) 49, for the inscription of Michael
Attaleiates' name; f. 38, line 641, ibid., 55, for the names of his beneficiaries. For a
judge, who served the monastery and whose name was to be inscribed in the diptychs,
see f. 49, lines 850-851, ibid., 69.
122 Associated with ancient memoria was the mensa, or table, and the agape, or funerary
feast. For mensa see H. Leclercq, 'Mensa', DACL, X I ii 440-453; Lewis-Short, Latin
Dictionary, 1133. For agape see' ii aydwe ' in Lampe, Patristic Greek Lexicon, 7-8;
F. W . Brightman, Liturgies Eastern and Western, I 568.

The typikon of the monastery of the Theotokos of Petritziotissos at Backovo by
Gregory Pakourianos^'^^
In 1083 the Georgian or Armenian sebastos and grand domestikos Gregory
Pakourianos founded tiie monastery of the Theotokos Petritziotissos at Backovo in
Bulgaria'^4 for fifty-one Georgian monks.

A number of manuscripts of the

ktetorikon typikon in Greek and Georgian has survived, the most accessible of which is
in the Library Corai' at Chios, (Corai' 159S). There is a possibility a now-lost Armenian
version also e x i s t e d . T h e typikon is well-organised and arranged in chapters, of
which five describe various memorials which were to be held in the monastery.'^''

123 p. Gautier, 'Le typikon du sebaste Gregoire Pakourianos',«£B 42 (1984) 5-145. For
further discussion on the typikon of Gregory Pakourianos see P. Lemerle, Cinq etudes
sur le Xle siecle byzantin , 115-191; A. D. Grishin, The Backovo Ossuary Frescoes of
1074-83 (unpublished PhD dissertation, Canberra 1980) 1 12-14, 26-32; J. P.
Thomas, Private Religious Foundations in the Byzantine EmpiK, 221-222.
124 The typikon was signed and dated by the author,' aepcurroi) neyaXou SonecrTucou'
(f. 145, lines 1845-1849, P. Gautier, REB 42 (1982) 131). For further discussion of the
various titles which Pakourianos has employed see C. Galatariotou, REB 45 (1987) 90.
125 For the number of monks, which included 50 plus the hegoumenos, see f. 96-f. 99,
chapter 6, P. Gautier, REB 42 (1982) 57-61; for the prohibition on Greek monks
entering the monastery, see f. 128v-f 129, chapter 24, ibid., 105.
126 See P. Gautier, REB 42 (1982) 6-12; P. Lemerle, Cinq Etudes sur le Xle siecle
byzantin, 115-131.
127 The typikon demonstrates its author's leaning towards orthodoxy as the shape of the
offices and the memorial feasts is similar to those described in some Constantinopolitan
typika. For a discussion of Pakourianos as an Armenian Chaceldonite who projected
himself as an Orthodox Georgian see A. D. Grishin, The Backovo Ossuary Frescoes of
1074-83,1234-236. In part the question was approached by P. Lemerle in Cinq etudes
surle xie siecle byzantin, 175. Lemerle has demonstrated that the affinities between
the Backovo typikon and Constantinople were in fact very close as Pakourianos'
document drew directiy from the typikon of the Panagia monastery (ibid., 132-133,79
n.20).

According to the typikon the hegoumenos of the monastery was commetnorated on the
day of deathi28 followed by a pannychis on the third,!^' possibly the ninth'^o and
fortieth days, while the deceased monks were commemorated on the day of their death
and three days later.^^i Thereafter memorials at Backovo focussed around annual
commemorations, probably taking the form of a vigil and canon, 132 ^ith an associated
commemorative feast. As far as the patron and his brother were concerned their
commemorations were to be celebrated frequently, in addition to a separate memorial to
be held on Saturdays.'^^ Other benefactors of the monastery would be commemorated
according to their p a t r o n a g e . A p a r t from the principal memorials, a daily
remembrance was also held in which the monks were to remm to the altar to implore

128 The hegoumenos of the monastery was to be commemorated on the day of his
death, with incense, candles, psalms and hymns. A liturgy was celebrated for him and
alms were distributed. The monks' table was slightly more substantial than usual (f.
127-f. 128, chapter 22, P. Gautier, REB 42 (1984) 103).
129 In addition to the commemorations, on the third day the election of his successor
was held. The pannychis on the third day was a night-long vigil, associated with which
were liturgies, at which the memory of the deceased was evoked. The following day,
after Divine Liturgy, the newly-elected hegoumenos was consecrated and the office
followed by a feast. The monastery was now in new hands. Yet the memorials for the
deceased hegoumenos continued. See f. 94v- f. 95v, lines 551- 575, chapter 5, P.
Gautier,
42 (1984) 53.
130 The manuscript, Chios Corai 1598 does not mention the second memorials.
However, a Georgian translation includes a reference to memorials on the 9th day. See
A. D. Grishin, The Backovo Ossuary Frescoes of 1074-83,1 30, 246 n.31.
131 See f. 131v- f. 132v, chapter 27, P. Gautier, REB 42 (1984) 109.
132 See f. 132, line 1501 for the term' \J(oXna)5vi.', or psalmody, ie. an intoned psalm or
canon, P. Gautier, REB 42 (1984) 109.
133 The first hegoumenos of the monastery was to be commemorated annually on the
day of the festival for St Gregory Theologian, because his name was Gregory, in
addition to the commemorations accorded to other hegoumenoi (f. 136- f. 137, chapter
30, P. Gautier, REB 42 (1984) 115). On the day of the festival of St Gregory
Theologian, the feast for the monks was to be abundant. An appendix to the typikon
states that six festivals were to be held annually for the ktetor, Gregory, five for his
brother, Apasios, and one for his father (ibid., 132-134).
For the memorials and prosphora offerings for Gregory, his brother and father (f. 123f. 127, chapter 21, ibid., 97-103). Offices and the distribution of alms were followed by
a copious feast, which increased in richness with the closeness of the relationship of the
deceased to Gregory, for its purpose, Gregory explained, was to console the monks (f.
136v, lines 1600-1601, chapter 30, ibid., 115).
134 See f. 131v- f. 132v, chapter 27, P. Gautier, REB 42 (1984) 109.

pardon for the P a k o u r i a n o i . ' ^ s No liturgical formula for this was given; it may have
been no more than an audible or silent prayer said at the altar at the conclusion of the
liturgy since Pakourianos entreated his monks to have, daily, a 'psalm on their lips','36
continuously making memorial in prayer to the dead.
Apart from the recitation of funerary offices there are other indications in the typikon
which demonstrate the author's interest in commemorative practices. The monastery
was constructed expressly to provide for Gregory Pakourianos' burial in the
koimeterion and his commemoration by the monks.Gregory Pakourianos also
decreed that the tomb of Apasios, his brother, was to be located in the k o i m e t e r i o n .
Neither proposal was consistent with usual monastic practice in which the koimeterion
was reserved for ecclesiastical burials. This privilege was not extended to other
members of the Pakourianoi, who were required to build another monastery to
accommodate their burials.i'"' Although recent scholarship has debated the location of
the Pakourianoi tombs, the evidence brought to the discussion by Alexander Grishin
has convincingly shown that the ktetor's and his brother's tombs were located in the
koimeterion, separate from the katholikon.'''' In the case of the monastery of the
Theotokos of Petritziotissos the description in the typikon can be compared with the
extant archaeological evidence, for the koimeterion of the monastery is a two-storey
structure about four hundred metres east of the main monastic complex. The crypt is the
lower level of the building while the church is situated above. By setting the building
135 Each day the liturgy was said and at the conclusion of orthros and vespers, Gregory
and his brother were to be remembered (f. 126v- f. 127, lines 1375- 1376, chapter 21,
P. Gautier, REB 42 (1984) 101).
136 R. Morris, 'Monasteries and their Patrons in the Tenth and Eleventh Centuries',
ByzantinischeForschungen 10 (1985) 205 n.80.
137 See f. 131v-f. 132, lines 1490-1494, chapter 27, P. Gautier, REB 42 (1984) 109.
138 See f. 81, lines 203- 205, chapter 1, P. Gautier, REB 42 (1984) 31.
139 See f. 75, lines 23-24, chapter 1, P. Gautier, REB 42 (1984) 21. Apasios also left a
testimony in which he confirmed his intention to be finally buried alongside his brother
(f. 85, lines 315- 317, chapter 2, ibid., 39).
I'M) A. D. Grishin, The Backovo Ossuary Frescoes of 1074-83,1241.
141 A. D. Grishin, 77ie Backovo Ossuary Frescoes of 1074-83,1 26-31.

into the cliff, the crypt is partly submerged and can be entered only from the west. Each
storey has a single barrel-vaulted naos terminating in a round apse and is preceded by a
narthex.i'*2
THE TWELFTH CENTURY KTETORIKA TYPIKA
The three twelfth-century typika are almost contemporary, written within twenty years
of each other. Two were written by imperial patrons, Irene Doukas and John
Komnenos forcoenobitic monasteries in Constantinople, while the third was written by
the archimandrite Luke for a lavriotic monastery in Sicily.
The typikon of the monastery of the Theotokos Kecharitomene written for Irene
Doukas^'^^
The monastery of the Theotokos Kecharitomene was located in Constantinople''^
providing accommodation for up to forty nuns'''^ and two priests.'''^ The manuscript of
its typikon which was written before 111S,''*'' is housed in the Bibhotheque Nationale,
Paris {Parisinus gr. 384An
ecclesiastic wrote the document for Irene Doukas,
modelling it on the typikon written by the monk Timothy for the Theotokos Evergens
monastery.!'" Like its predecessor the typikon is well-structured and divided into
For the description I have relied upon A. D. Grishin, The Backovo Ossuary
Frescoes of 1074-83,116; for the plans, ibid., n diagrams A and B. Grishin has
suggested that the rich frescoes in both storeys are an indication of the dual role of the
Backovo koimeterion, as ktetor's tomb and monastic koimeterion {ibid, 1231).
143 p. Gautier, 'Le typikon de la Theotokos Kecharitomene,' REB 43 (1985) 5-165.
R. Janin, Lag6ographieecclesiastiquedel'EmpireByzantin,
188-191.
See f.27- f.28, chapter 5, P. Gautier, REB Ah (1985) 41. Although the rules of the
monastery allowed for a maximum of 40 nuns, the preferred number was 24.
See f.50- f. 50v, chapter 15, P. Gautier, REB 43 (1985) 59.
147 p. Gautier, REB 43 (1985), 12-14, has suggested that the first part of the typikon
was written between 1108-1118, while the second part may be attributed to 1120/1130.
C. Galatariotou has commented only on the date of the first part of the typikon
(Galatariotou, 'Byzantine ktetorika typika: a comparative study', REB 45 (1987) 85). R.
Morris has proposed that the monastery was founded c.l 113 (Morris, 'Monasteries and
their Patrons in the Tenth and Eleventh Centuries', ByzantinischeForschmgen 10
(1985) 204).
148 For discussion of the manuscript and its editions see P. Gautier, REB 43 (1985) 912.
149
p. Gautier, REB A3 (1985) 14-16.

chapters although it is not identically planned, reflecting the particular concerns of the
ktetor and the monastery. The principal elements of the earlier typikon which most
clearly enunciate the liturgical practices and architectural disposition of the church, that
is the offices of commemoration and burial practices, provide the basis for discussion
of the Theotokos Kecharitomene typikon. Much of the document, however, is taken up
with descriptions of monastic property, definitions of positions of authority within the
monastery and rules of d i s c i p l i n e , w h i l e in eight chapters the offices to be conducted
aredescribed'^^ and in a further eleven chapters the festivals and liturgical practices,
especially those concerning the lighting in the monastery, are recorded.'^^ Lighting had
symbolic significance as well as meeting practical requirements. Lamps burnt both day
and night in the conch before an ikon of the Theotokos Kecharitomene, on the apse
screen and in the narthex and e x o n a r t h e x , i 5 3 while during the performance of the liturgy
suspended bowls or kraters'^" were hung around the cupola and extinguished at the end
of each ceremony. As far as the commemorations of the dead and their burial are
concerned, there are three chapters specifically devoted to these matters.

What was different in the Theotokos Kecharitomene monastery when compared with its
predecessor was the commemoration for the living in addition to the memorials for the

150 This includes chapters 1-31,40-58,73-75 and 77-79.
151 Chapters 32-39.
152 Chapters 59-69.
153 Normal daily lighting included a candle in each area of the church, naos, narthex and
exonarthex. The principal ikon of the monasteiy, the Theotokos Kecharitomene ikon,
was always illuminated by at least one candle and the apse screen was continuously
illuminated by a single candle (f. 104, chapter 66, lines 1656-1661, P. Gautier, REB 43
(1985) 113).
It is clear that the apse screen became a focus for the ceremonies, as it carried a variable
number of candles according to the celebration. These were inserted into metal strips,
which were fixed to the screen (P. Gautier, REB 43 (1985) 108 n.49).
154 See f. 104v, chapter 67, line 1662 (' icparnpcov'), P. Gautier, REB 43 (1985) 113. In
an eariier reference, Gautier described the krater as a small nightlamp, which had a
burning wick, soaked in oil (ibid., 108, n.46).
For' icparfipo ' as a bowl for mixing wine and water, see Lampe, Patristic Greek
Lexicon, 776.
155 Chapters 7 0 , 7 1 and 76.

dead, according to the names of both, which were recorded on the diptychs.
Recording and remembering the names of the living was not new'^^ although
commemorations were more usually inclined towards the names of the

dead.

156 For references in the diptychs to the names of both living and dead see f. 78, chapter
34, lines 1183, 1185, P. Gautier, REB 43 (1985) 85. For references only to the names
of the dead, see f. 23, chapter 3, line 290, ibid., 35; for the names of deceased nuns see
f. 109, chapter 70, lines 1742,1744, ibid, 117; for the names of the patron's children,
seef. 116, chapter 71, line 1874, ibid, 125.
Two of the 1 Ith-century typika considered above, that is the typika written by Michael
Attaleiates and Gregory Pakourianos, were founded in order to provide for the
commemoration of the ktetor after his death. Neither was likely, therefore, to express a
deep concern for the living. Pakourianos ordered that the bread should be divided into
3 , 2 portions of which were given to the living, but these were the poor outside the gate
of the monastery. See f. 125v, chapter 21, lines 1347- 1352, P. Gautier, 'Le typikon du
sebaste Gi^goire Pakourianos,' REB 42 (1984) 100.
157 The earliest evidence of the names of the living being read out and then
commemorated was in the 4th century. See G. Dix, The Shape of the Liturgy, 499; P.
de Meester, 'Grecques (liturgies)', DACL, VI ii 1611,1615,1633. There is evidence of
diptychs with both names in Constantinople in the 5th centruy (Dix, op. cit, 510). F.
Cabrol has suggested the diptychs of the living and dead were recited and a litany was
said from the 5th century. See Cabrol, 'Diptyques (liturgie)', DACL, IV i 1050,1058.
The position in the liturgy for the reading of the names was after the Pax and Lavabo
(R. Taft, The Great Entrance, 48-49).
158 For example, St John Chrysostom spoke of supplications for the deceased and
Dionysius Aeropagite also mentioned reading the list of dead. See F. Cabrol,'
Diptyques (liturgie)', DACL, IV i 1052-1053. Complete separation of the
commemoration of the living from the dead was a later innovation of the 12th or 13th
century, at least in Hagia Sophia. See R. Taft, The Great Entrance, 227-234.

Prosphora offerings in the Theotokos Kecharitomene monastery were also made for the
living and the dead,''^ on whose behalf a ceremony known as a staurion was held.'^"
The typikon is also more forthcoming about burials associated with the monastery and
the offices held thereto. According to the document the site of the Theotokos
Kecharitomene monastery had insufficient space to provide for a separate building for
burials within its precincts. Ta Kellaraias, a nearby monastery, was acquired for this
purpose and its use reserved strictly for the burial of the nuns.^^^ Although the location
of Ta Kellaraias and its architectural disposition are unknown, it is apparent from the
159 At Divine Liturgy 7 breads were offered (f. 77- f. 78, chapter 34, P. Gautier, 'Le
typikon de la Theotokos Kecharitomene,' REB 43 (1985) 83-85). Of these one was
offered for the deceased nuns, one for Irene Doukas' parents, also deceased, and one
for the living. It has been suggested that Germanos referred to the division of the bread
into particles. See A. A. King, The Rites of Eastern Christendom (New York 1972) II
155-157. This seems unlikely as the division of the prosphora into the consecrated
commemorative particles for the saints, the living and the dead, has been described as a
new element in Nicholas Cabasilas' I4th century Interpretation of the Divine Liturgy,
PG 150, 368-492 (Nicolai CabasilaeSacrae Liturgiae Interpretatio). Its genesis is
found, however, in the 11th century Protheoria by the Andidans. See H. -J. Schulz, The
Byzantine Liturgy, 99; R. Bomert, Les Commentates byzantins de la Divine Liturgie
duVIIeauXVesiecle,22S.
For the passage in which Germanos describes marking a cross on the oblation, see
chapter 22, J. Meyendorff, St Germanos of Constantinople on the Divine Liturgy, 72.
In all likelihood the offerings of the Theotokos Kecharitomene monastery were
distributed as alms, as happened at the Backovo monastery.
For' CTTttupiov ' see Lampc, Patristic Greek Lexicon, 1252-1255; Du Cange,
Glossarium, 1431.
A threefold interpretation of the term staurion is possible. One ceremony was concerned
with the Exaltation of the Cross of Christ and included a liturgical feast, a second was
directed towards the idea of salvation, during which stichera and canon were said, and
the Cross was a symbol of the sacrificial death of Christ, while a third was a memorial
of the dead, consisting of a short office made before a cross. For further discussion see
M. Arranz, Le typicon du monastere du Saint-Sauveur k Messine, 434-435.
Stauria were held in the Theotokos Kecharitomene monastery on Saturdays for the dead
and on Sundays for the living, whose names were inscribed in the diptychs. On both
days, one cross was carried for every 4 names in the diptychs (f. 77v- f. 78, chapter 34,
lines 1180, 1185, P. Gautier, REB A3 (1985) 85).
In the brebion of the 11 th century typikon of Michael Attaleiates a cross inscribed
'Lord, save the monk Romanos' is listed (f. 70, line 1211, P. Gautier, 'Le diataxis de
Michel Attaliate,' REB 39 (1981) 91). It is possible but by no means certain, that this
too could have been carried in a procession, such as a staurion.
161 See f. 106- f. 110, chapter 70, P. Gautier, 'Le typikon de la Theotokos
Kecharitomenfe,' REB 43 (1985) 115-119. The site of Ta Kellarais is unknown. See R.
Janin, La g6ographie eccl6siastique del'Empte Byzantin, 188.

typikon that in the second monastery there was both church and koimeterion.^^^ gggh
provided with a separate e n t r a n c e . T h e burial offices commenced with a service in
the exonarthex of the Theotokos Kecharitomene monastery before the body was
transferred to Ta Kellaraias for entombment.'^ Such a ceremony may refer to the
practice and requirements of a double burial procedure'®^ before the bones of the

In the typikon of the Theotokos Kecharitomene monastery, the term koimeterion
occurs 11 times and it has been accorded more than one meaning by P. Gautier. See
Gautierin REB43 (1985) 81 (line 1102), 83 (lines 1135,1137), 85 (line 1188), 87
(lines 1208, 1209), 91 (line 1301), 115 (line 1710), 127 (line 1907), 131 (line 1967),
147 (line 2276).
163 Seef. 121v, chapter 75, line 1967, P. Gautier, /?EB43 (1985) 131.
i ^ S e e f . 106-f. 110, chapter 70, P. Gautier, i?£B43 (1985) 115-119.
When a body was placed in a tomb an additional lamp was lit and placed alongside.
Slightly smdler candles were placed on each tomb, if a body was resting there at the
time of the celebration of the Koimesis. If permission were granted, perfumes and rose
water were used during the ceremony (f. 104, chapter 66, lines 1660-1661, Gautier, op.
cit, 113). This was not a recent innovation to the memorial, for there is an earlier
reference in a 9th-century manuscript, describing a similar practice at the memorial
before the tomb of the Apostle Peter. See C. Vogel, Introduction aux sources de
I'histoke du culte chr6tien au moyen-age (Spoloto n.d. 71964), 162. F. Cumont has
traced the practice back to Augustus. See Cumont, 'Cierges et lampes sur les tombeaux',
in Studi e testi 125 (Vatican 1946) 41-47.
The transfer of the body for entombment is represented in the Cappadocian chapel
Balkan Dere IV. See Ch. Walter, Art and Ritual, 139; a similar rite was described in the
Life of St Euthymius of Thessaloniki (died 898X see D. Papachryssanthou, 'La vie de
Saint Euthyme le jeune et la metropole de Thessalonique h la fin du IXe et au debut du
Xe siecle', REB 32 (1974) 242.
165 This was a procedure followed so that the body was first allowed to decompose,
before the bones were stored in loculi in the koimeterion according, to A. D. Grishin
in The Backovo Ossuary Frescoes of 1074-83,120, citing a reference unavailable to me
(S. Kraus, 'La double inhumation chez les Juifs', Revue des Etudes Juives, 97 (1934) 134). According to Grishin, the practice entered Christianity from Jewish tradition, the
earliest known Christian use of koimeteria as ossuaries in an underground chamber
with loculi occurring c.70 AD.
For loculi see H. Leclercq, 'Loculus et locus', DACLIX
ii 1934-1943.
The tradition of using koimeteria was adopted as monastic practicefi-omthe 5th century
according to H. C. Butler, Early Churches of Syria. Fourth to Seventh
Centuries
(Princeton 1929) 74-77. Its continuation at Mt Athos is attested by an 18th century
account (in Church Slavonic) by the pilgrim Grigorovic Barskij, as well as current
practice. According to Barskij, in Antonite monasteries the interred body was exhumed
3-4 years after burial and the bones were washed with wine before they were taken to
the koimeterion. See G. Babic, Les chapelles annexes des eglises byzantines.
Fonction
liturgique et programmes iconographiques,
45. For a fuller account, see the forthcoming
translation and commentary of Barskij by A. D. Grishin for the Harvard Library of
Eariy Ukranian Literature series. Harvard University. In modem day Chios similar
practices are observed and described by Ch. Walter in 'Death in Byzantine
Iconography', Eastern Churches Review 8 (1976) 113.

deceased were finally placed in the koimeterion in separate 'caves' or stataria which
were ranked according to the status of the nun.'^® The priest of the Ta Kellaraias
monastery recited memorial offices on the third, ninth and fortieth day in the
koimeterion, while the nuns of the Theotokos Kecharitomene monastery who were
specifically forbidden to return there,

celebrated the memorial offices for the dead on

the same days in the main monastery. Daily memorials were made followed by a special
offering on the fortieth day after which the name of the deceased was written in the
diptychs'^^ and commemorated each Friday.'^' An annual memorial was held in the
koimeterion during which the bodies (or bones) of the nuns were annointed with the
holyoil.i™

Different arrangements were set down for non-ecclesiastic burials which were not
permitted in the koimeterion. Until a tomb was built elsewhere for them lay persons

Ranking was to distinguish between a superior, a servant of the nuns, a more
worldly but virtuous nun or servant, or a sister of the Ta Kellaraias monastery (f. 108,
chapter 70, lines 1727-1730, P. Gautier, REB 43 (1985) 116-117).
167 See f. 108v, chapter 70, lines 1732- 1733, P. Gautier, REB 43 (1985) 117.
168 See f. 109, chapter 70, lines 1741-1743, P. Gautier, REB A3 (1985) 117.
169 For lychnikon, an evening office, held at the moment of lighting the lamps,
frequently preceded by a meal and followed by retirement to individual cells, see
•Xuxvuro?' in Lampe, Patristic Greek Lexicon, 817. Lychnikon is the term for
hesperinoi or vespers during Lent. See M. Arranz, Le typicon du monastere du SaintSauvewr k Messinc, 399,416.
In the Theotokos Kecharitomene monastery the office consisted of a funerary canon, a
'nopaaTomnov', perhaps a gesture of homage, and a litanic prayer. For 'parastasimon',
perhaps an attitude or stance adopted by the celebrant, see P. Gautier, REB 43 (1985)
116n.l7.
no See f. lOOv- f. lOlv, chapter 59, P. Gautier, REB 43 (1985) 109.

were buried in the exonarthex of the Theotokos Kecharitomene monastery'"" where
theirmemorials were said,!''^ accompanied by an offering of koliyba.'''^

The typikon of the monastery of Christ Pantokrator Constantinople

by John II

Komnenos^'''^
In view o f its imperial connections the Constantinopolitan monastery of Christ
Pantokrator is less directly relevant to the Cappadocian monuments than the previouslydiscussed monasteries. Moreover, it was a large foundation accommodating eighty
m o n k s , t h e size of which is not comparable with most of the Cappadocian structures.
Notwithstanding the differences in patronage and scale, since both documentary and
archaeological evidence of the monastery are extant, they present valuable information
concerning the architectural disposition of the church which is useful to the present

I ' l See f. 122v, chapter 76, P. Gautier, REB 43 (1985) 131-133. The exonarthex was
an additional structure, in wood, added on to the narthex by Irene Doukas (f. 117- f.
118, chapter 73, jf)id, 127).
For the commemorations said in the Theotokos Kecharitomene monastery see f.
110-f. 116, chapter71,P. Gautier, i ? E B 4 3 (1985) 119-125.
For 'icoXXupa' see Lampe, Patristic Greek Lexicon, 765. Kollybes, made from
boiled wheat, were traditionally the food of a monk. They are cited in the three 12thcentury typika considered in the present study but were not mentioned in the three 11thcentury typika. Accordingly it has been suggested that they served a new role in the
later memorials, in addition to the celebratory feast and the disttibution at the gate of the
monastery. See P. Gautier, 'Le typikon du Christ Saveur Pantocrator', REB 32 (1974)
43 n.21.
174 p. Gautier, 'Le typikon du Christ Saveur Pantocrator', REB 32 (1974) 1-145. Other
details are in a second document, id., 'L'obituaire du typikon du Pantocrator,' REB 27
(1969) 235-262. The typikon is discussed by R. Cormack in Writing in Gold.
Byzantine Society and Its Ikons, 194-211.
175 O f the 80 monks, 50 were destined for the church, while 30 were employed in
domestic tasks (lines 535-539, P. Gautier, 'Le typikon du Christ Saveur Pantocrator',
i?£B32(1974)61).

study.

The Pantokrator foundation was extensive, comprizing the church of Christ

Pantokrator including a monastery for monks, a second church dedicated to St Michael
which functioned as a mausoleum for the imperial family, and a third church, the
Theotokos Elousa which served a secular community and included women.i'''' In
addition there were various institutions, including a hospital and hospice, dependant
upon the monastery.

The typikon of the Pantokrator monastery which was signed by

John II Komnenos and dated 1136 has been reconstructed from two manuscripts,
Halki 85 in the Theological School and in the Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris, Parisinus
gr.

Primarily concerned with administrative details, the typikon nevertheless commences
with the liturgical requirements o f the daily offices'^" and the memorials to be
conducted in the monastery according to the names of the living and the dead which
were written on the diptychs.'^' A second document, the obituary of the typikon.

For the Pantokrator church, now known as Zeyrek Camii, see T. Mathews, The
Byzantine ChuTchesofIstanbul,7l-lO\.
For earlier studies, see A. Van Milligen,
Byzantine Churches in Constantinople, Their History and Architecture (London 1912)
219-242; J. Ebersolt- A. Thiers, Les 6glises de Constantinople (Paris 1913); 185-207;
A. H. S. Megaw, 'Notes on Recent Work of the Byzantine Institute in Istanbul', DOP
17 (1963) 335-364.
For a brief comment on archaeological and documentary evidence see A. Taylor, 'The
Pantokrator Monastery in Constantinople. A Comparison of its Remains and its
Typikon', (abstract). Third Annual Byzantine Studies Conference (New York 1977) 4748.
R . Janin, La geographieecclesiastiquedel'EmpireByzantin,
515-523. For the
church o f St Michael, ibid., 344. For the Theotokos Elousa, ibid., 175-176. The clergy
serving the third church comprised 50 persons. For the hospital of the Pantokrator,
ibid., 564-566.
™ For a description o f the hospital and hospice and their organization, see P. Gautier,
'Le typikon du Christ Saveur Pantocrator', REB 32 (1974) 8-19.
I''' For these and other manuscripts see P. Gautier, 'Le typikon du Christ Saveur
Pantocrator', REB 32 (1974) 5-8.
180 See lines 45-204, P. Gautier, 'Le typikon du Christ Saveur Pantocrator', REB 32
(1974) 31-41.
181 For the list see lines 205- 290, P. Gautier, 'Le typikon du Christ Saveur Pantocrator',
REB 32 (1974) 41-47. In his earlier study, Gautier observed that some of the persons
inscribed in the list for commemoration were not dead when the list was composed (id.,
•L'obituaire du typikon du Pantocrator,' REB 27 (1969) 235). The practice of
commemoration o f both living and dead was noted above in the discussion of the
typikon of the Theotokos Kecharitomene.

provides further information of those to be commemorated.Although those persons
chosen for memorials were largely members of the family of John II Komnenos, others
who were important to the patron were also commemorated but with less regularity.
Few differences are observed between the broad shape of the memorials held in the
Pantoicrator monastery and those held in the monasteries whose typika have been
examined, although the strict sequence of commemorations on the third, ninth and
fortieth days appears to have been discarded in favour of daily and weekly
commemorations for the Komnenoi^^^ a ^ j monthly memorials for other deceased
persons.'^'* Where the commemorations in the Pantokrator monastery differed was in
their processional nature. Because the procession included secular participants who
were prohibited to enter the Christ Pantokrator but were permitted to enter the
Theotokos Elousa'^^ jt^ route must have commenced at the Elousa church before
progressing to the tombs of the imperial family in the central edifice, the mausoleum.'®^

182 P. Gautier, 'L'obituaire du typikon du Pantocrator,' REB 27 (1969) 238-241.
Daily commemorations were prescribed for the Komnenoi, in which the prosphora
was offered during the liturgy. Further commemorations, in which the prosphora was
also offered, were said weekly, on Saturdays (lines 205-216, P. Gautier, 'Le typikon du
Christ Saveur Pantocrator', REB 32 (1974) 41). Following their deaths, a pannychis
was held daily in which the Komnenoi were remembered and then once a week with
'three baskets of kollybes' (lines 238-243, ibid., 43).
On occasions, the pannychis was a long vigil. For example, at the Elousa church, every
Friday an agrypnie and pannychis were observed (line 797-804, ibid., 11).
Other deceased persons were commemorated on 3 particular occasions (each a
Saturday) in addition to monthly commemorations. For the particular commemorations
see lines 244-245, P. Gautier, 'Le typikon du Christ Saveur Pantocrator', REB 32
(1974) 45; for the offices associated with mondily commemorations, see lines 10071034, ibid., 89-91.
Offerings mentioned in the typikon include prosphora, kollybes and diaklysmos, which
was made from bread, oil, water and wine, and taken in the narthex, following the
memorial (ibid., 88 n.l5).
185 See lines 530-534, P. Gautier, 'Le typikon du Christ Saveur Pantocrator', REB 32
(1974)61.
186 See lines 795-811, P. Gautier, 'Le typikon du Christ Saveur Pantocrator', REB 32
(1974) 77. For the offices held in the mausoleum dedicated to St Michael, see lines
860-903, ibid., 81-83. Memorials were held according to the rules of a 'confidential
book,' now unfortunately lost (lines 880-882, ibid., 81). This may be the 'chart' which
was stored in the skeuophylakion (line 1602, ibid., 127 (not line 1590 as suggested by
Gautier,
81 n.l9)).

According to the typikon there were two burial foundations associated with the
Pantokrator monastery, only one of which is extant. The surviving foundation is the
imperial mausoleum St Michael, situated between the church of Christ Pantokrator and
the Theotokos Elousa. Two terms are used in the typika to identify the mausoleum,
eukterion or oratory and heroon.'®'' The second foundation, located some distance away
in the Medikarion monastery,'^^ provided a eukterion and koimeterion for the
monks.'®'
Two entrances in the west connect the mausoleum to the nartheces of the adjoining
churches. The mausoleum itself has a single aisle with two domes over the nave,
terminating in the east in a single apse from which the Hturgical furnishings have been
lost.''" Little is known about either the koimeterion or eukterion in the Medikarion
monastery.''' However since both churches, St Michael in the Pantokrator monastery,
See' euicrripiov ' in line 78, P. Gautier, 'Le typikon du Christ Saveur Pantocrator',
REB 32 (1974) 33; line 730, ibid., 73; see ' npwov' in line 867, ibid, 81.
For oratory see H. Leclercq, 'Oratoire', DACL, XII ii 2346-2372, Du Cange,
Glossarium, 446. While an oratory could be a church or house of prayer, it could also
be a martyr's chapel or associated with burials. See' evicTiipvo?' in Lampe, Patristic
Greek Lexicon, 566-567; Liddell-Scott-Jones, Greek-English Lexicon, 719.
For heroon, an ancient term referring to a monument to the memory of a hero, see
'heroum' in Lewis-Short, Latin Dictionary, 850.
188 R. Janin, La geographic eccMsiastique de lEmpire Byzantin, 333.
'8' See lines 1324-1344, P. Gautier, 'Le typikon du Christ Saveur Pantocrator', REB 32
(1974) 107-109. The monastery was supponed by the Pantokrator foundation, which
supplied commodities such as oil, incense, wine and bread. Six monks at the
Medikarion monastery were charged with the conduct of the weekly memorial services
held in the eukterion.
"0 Irregularities in the plan of the church arose because it was built m the third stage of
construction and the apse slightly angled to fit between the Pantokrator and Elousa
churches. See A. H. S. Megaw, 'Notes on Recent Work of the Byzantine Institute in
Istanbul', DOP17 (1963) 335-364. For a plan see T. Mathews, The Byzantine churches
of Istanbul, 74.
„ ,. u
In plan the apse is semi-circular. It has a central window in the east wall, although
possibly there were 3 windows in the original configuration. From the bema two
passageways open, to the left connecting with the south apse of the Theotokos Elousa
church, and to the right connecting to the north apse of the Christ Pantokrator church.
In the east wall of the left-hand passageway there is a round-backed niche.
1" What is given in the typikon is a description of the site of the monastery, which was
surrounded by a wall opening on one side, within which were the eukterion and
koimeterion (lines 1330-1333, P. Gautier, 'Le typikon du Christ Saveur Pantocrator',
REB 32 (1974) 107).

and the eukterion in the Medikarion monastery, are identified as eukteria it is possible,
although by no ineans certain, that the funerary church for the inonks had an
architectural disposition sitnilar to St Michael the imperial funerary church.
The typikon of the monastery of Christ Soter at Messina by the archimandrite Luke^'^^
The sixth typikon considered in the present study is the typikon of the lavriotic
monastery of Christ Soter at Messina Sicily, written by the archimandrite Luke possibly
in 1131.^''* The manuscript is Codex Messinesis gr. 115 to which some losses have
occurred.^'5 Nevertheless, more details of the memorial office are to be found in this
typikon than in any of the previously-studied typika.
The typikon begins with a description of the monastery, including some of the liturgical
furnishings such as an ambon,''® and its general rules, before turning to the festal
calendar.
An appendix to the typikon, presumed written by Luke because it is in the

In general terms, the architectural organization of St Michael may also be compared
with the plan of the koimeterion at Backovo, discussed above.
193 M. Arranz, Le typicon du monastere du Saint-Sauvem h Messine.
194 See M. Arranz, Le typicon du monastere du Saint-Sauveur h Messine, xviii. Other
dates have been proposed for the typikon: before 1149 by C. Galatariotou in 'Byzantine
ktetorika typika: a comparative study', REB 45 (1987) 86; and 1175 by R. Janin, 'Le
monachisme byzantin au moyen age Commende et typica (Xe-XIVe siecle)', REB 22
(1964) 1175.
195 For discussion of this and other manuscripts see M. Arranz, Le typicon du
monastere du Saint-Sauveur A Messine, x- xxx.
196 For a summary of the offices, including the staurion or exaltation of the cross,
during which the priest took his place on the ambon, see M. Arranz, Le typicon du
monastere du Saint-Sauvemk Messine, 380. A similar practice occurred in Hagia
Sophia, Constantinople. See offices for the 14 September, J. Mateos, Le typicon de la
grande eglise, I 29. In Hagia Sophia Thessaloniki the solemn festivals were said from
the ambon, while others could be said from either the ambon or the narthex. See J.
Darrouzes, 'Sainte-Sophie de Thessalonique d'apres unrituel',REB 34 (1976) 76-77.
197 In structure the typikon of Christ Soter is similar to the typkion of Hagia Sophia, cf
J. Mateos, Le typicon de la grande Sglise.

same hand, includes details of the practices to accompany the commemorations,
while a second appendix in a different h a n d , ' ' ' provides further elaboration of the
offices in the liturgical calendar. There is no mention of the diptychs in the descripton of
the commemorations of the monks although this cannot be taken as evidence that they
did not exist.^®"

Memorials in the monastery were celebrated with a staurion, a procession which also
accompanied the ceremonies in the monastery of the Theotokos Kecharitomene.^"' In
the monastery of Christ Soter the staurion was an office said for the deceased outside
the church and part of the memorials held on the third, ninth and fortieth days after
death, according to the following practice:
And this you should also know that at the commemorative prayers on
the third day after death,202 the kollyba is made early in the morning
before the Liturgy. And after the Liturgy we go out and sing before the
staurion. Not however the canon but the stichera of the dead of eight
tones.2® But on the ninth and fortieth days, the kollyba is made in the
For the appendix by Luke see M. Arranz, Le typicon du monastere du SaintSauveur k Messine, 286-298.
Offerings included kollybes on particular days, such as the festivals of martyrs,
memorials of the dead and in honour of the saints. For a summary of the offices
accompanied by kollyba {ibid., 411). Incense, such as myrrh, was specified during
some offices, particularly memorials (j'Wd., 288).
The use of myrrh was an ancient custom, which came to be associated with Christian
funerary rites in the 4th century. See H. Leclercq, 'Funerailles', DACL, V ii 2704-2715;
G. Dix, The Shape of the Liturgy, 427 n.5; J. Jungmann, The Early Liturgy To the
Time of Gregory the Great, 132.
199 For the appendix see M. Arranz. Le typicon du monastere du Saint-Sauveur k
Messine, 299-305.
200 Diptychs are not mentioned in the typikon of Gregory Pakounanos either, perhaps
because the memorials which were held in the Backovo monastery were for few
persons but this cannot be taken as proof that they were not used.
201 See the memorial to the author's father, as well as the festival for the birth of the
Virgin, f. 254r in M. Arranz, Le typicon du monastere du Saint-Sauveur k Messine,
288. The stauria in the monastery of the Theotokos Kecharitomene are discussed above.
2 0 2 p o r ' T D TPVTA TCOV ICEICOVURILIEVWV ' see ' ICOMOOIIAI.' Lampe, 760,4. e;' T p v r o ? '
ibid., 1411 B. I thank Mrs Elizabeth Jeffries for her suggestions concerning the
translation of this phrase.
203 For the octoechus, or liturgical book of eight tones see E. Wellesz.'Byzantine music
and liturgy', in Cambridge Medieval History, 149. Stichera to the martyrs and for the
dead are sung on Friday evening. See Mother Mary and K. Ware, The Lenten Triodion
(London 1978) 142-147,539.

evening. And after the

hesperinos^o^

we go out and sing before the

staurion the canon of the dead, but not the stichera. A n d this is what is
also done on the anniversary of their

death.205

This passage of the typikon indicates that the memorial of the dead in the monastery of
Christ Soter was celebrated in two locations, the liturgy and psalms in all likelihood in
the church o f the m o n a s t e r y ,^06

j^e staurion perhaps in the koimeterion. According

to the typikon in the monastery of Christ Soter the memorial of the dead was celebrated
on the third, ninth and fourtieth days and thereafter annually, while weekly memorials
which took the form of a pannychis.^o^ were offered in the church.

SUMMARY
Evidence of monasticism and liturgical practices in Cappadocia remains incomplete if
the sources considered are restricted to those literary and epigraphic texts which relate
directly to the region. In spite of their fragmentary nature, however, written sources
confirm the existence of monastic foundations in the tenth and eleventh centuries at the
sites of the Timios Stavros monastery at Saricha and the Boilas monastery, during
which period the number of bishoprics was reduced from five to one. Further,
epigraphic evidence suggests that a cross-section of the Cappadocian population
patronized the churches although few of the Cappadocian proprietors appears to have
been associated with the rock-cut foundations. Patrons were mostly male and in all
likelihood predominantly lay.

In the typikon, Luke used the term hesperinos instead of vespers, except when
describing the offices during Lent, when the term lychnikon was apparently preferred.
See M . Arranz, Le typicon du monastere du Saint-Sauveur a Messine, 399. For
vespers, see J. Mateos, 'La synaxe monastiques des vepres byzantines', Orientalia
Christiana Periodica 36 (1970) 248-272.
205 For the Greek text see f. 254v, lines 9-15, M . Arranz, L e typicon du monastere du
Saint-Sauveur k Messine, 289, AP-8.1 thank Professor G . W . Clarke for his kind
assistance with the translation.
206 A s observed above, during the staurion the priest ascended the ambon. The obvious
location for the office is, therefore, the church.
207 During Lent, the pannychis, or funerary office for a monk, was celebrated on
Fridays. See M . Arranz, Le typicon du monastere du Saint-Sauveur i Messine, 425.

Secular patronage of monastic structures grew from the ninth to the eleventh centuries,
a period which coincided with the excavation of the majority of the rock-cut churches.
The most valuable sources of such foundations are monastic typika as they are not
couched in rhetorical language like other textual sources.
Six ktetorika typika are examined in the present study, three of which may be called
liturgical as they were written by ecclesiastics, although only one, the typikon of the
monastery of Christ Soter at Messina, includes a festal calendar, and three may be
identified as canonical, being written by lay authors whose concern was with the fiscal
arrangements of the foundation and the cost of commodities such as wax or the
ingredients for the celebratory meal.^o^ Two of the typika relate to extant foundations,
the monastery of the Theotokos Petritziotissos at Backovo and the monastery of Christ
Pantokrator in Constantinople, permitting the evaluation of documentary with
archaeological evidence.

208 In the typika specific costs are not usually indicated but descriptive terms, such as
'sumptuous' or 'copious', are employed, placing the particular occasion in context with
usual practice. For examples, see P. Gautier, 'Le typikon du sebaste Gregoire
Pakourianos,' REB 42 (1984) 96-102, passim.
Lay authors often dealt with their burials and those of their families in considerable
detail, whereas ecclesiastical authors tended not to differentiate the ceremonies held for
the deceased, although the storage of bones in the koimeterion was undertaken
according to rank.

DISCUSSION
From the earliest period of Christian worship there was a place in the hturgy for the
memorial of the dead whose names were recorded in diptychs and whose memory was
evoked with an offering.^® The practice of holding memorials on the third, ninth and
fortieth days following death and thereafter annually was also an early tradition,
recorded in the Apostolic Constitutions}^'^ By the mid-eighth century memorials took
place within the church rather than outside the tomb,^'! although for the burial itself
there were two processions, from the place of death to the church and from the church
to the place of burial.2'2 From the ninth and tenth century modifications were made to
incorporate the octoechus and the rite of absolution as part of the m e m o r i a l .
However, the funerary offices of the Middle Byzantine period were not necessarily
'new or distinctive'; what was new during this period was the emphasis on postfunerary commemorations.^'''

209 See H. Leclercq, 'Defunts (commemoraison)', DACL, IV ii 443; P. Adnes, 'Mort,
liturgie de la', Dictionnairede spiritualityascdtiqueetmystique. Doctrine etHistoire
(Paris 1980) X 1769-1777; G. Dix, 77ie S h a p e of £/ieLiftir^y, 498-511, especially 498499. For memorial see' nvnuoffuvov ' in Lampe, Patristic Greek Lexicon, 874.
In the ApostolicConstitutions homages and psalms are recorded, attesting to an early
version of the memorial (H. Leclercq, 'Funerailles', DACL, V ii 2704-2715). Ancient
traditions which were adopted as part of the celebration of the dead, such as the use of
incense, torches and the funerary banquet, were refined in accordance with Christian
practice.
210 H. Leclercq, Defunts (commemoraison)', DACL, IV ii 453. However, early texts of
the Euchologion do not include commemorative offices. See M. Arranz, 'Les prieres
presbyterales de la 'Pannychis' de Tancien Euchologe byzantin et la 'Panikhida' des
defunts', Orientalia Christiana Periodica, 41 (1975) 127-139.
211 H. Leclercq, 'Office divin', DACL, XU ii 1977-1978.
212 It has been observed that the two processions were regarded as one and were not
iconographically distinguished. See Ch. Walter, 'Death in Byzantine Iconography',
Eastern Churches Review » (1976) 124. It follows that similar liturgical practices were
adopted for each procession.
213 See S. Petrides, 'Absoute', DACL, I i 199-207. The first principles of a ceremony of
absolution may have appeared after the 10th century.
214 D. Abrahamse, 'Rituals of Death in the Middle Byzantine period', GreekOrthodox
Theological Review 29 (1984) 133-134.

As with the development of the liturgy the broad shape of the memorial was decided by
the beginning of the ninth century.^'^ Essentially this is because the memorial of the
dead, although introduced with a vigil, was closely tied to the liturgy itself.^i® However,
the position of the memorial remained fluid until the twelfth century when
commemorations began to be said during the second entrance, interrupting the chant
which accompanied the procession.^''' Such practice indicates that after the shape of the
liturgy was decided, steps were taken to formalize the offices for memorials. Therefore,
as far as the present study is concerned, documents as late as the twelfth-century
ktetorika typika may be analyzed even though the majority of the Cappadocian
monuments was excavated prior to this period.
Liturgical commentaries such as those examined in chapter two, while providing
evidence of the development of the liturgy, add little to our knowledge of specific
liturgical practices in private reUgious foundations. Indeed many of the available textual
sources were written according to traditional literary forms which obscure factual
detail.2'8 Documents such as typika, which provide the rubrical framework of a
foundation, are also the most likely source of further information such as architectural
215 G. Dix has observed that the liturgy was essentially decided c.800. 'Henceforward
the additions and changes made have about them the character of mere decorations,
rather than of structural changes, though they are numerous and various and continuous
enough in all rites' (Dix, The Shape of the Liturgy, 522-523). The principal later
developments saw the elimination of the entrances and their re-interpretation as
appearances, with additional troparia, incensation etc. See R. Taft, The GreatEntrance,
426-428, while the present liturgical text was reached in the 16th century (Dix, op. cit.,
524) if not the 14th century (H. J. Schulz, The Byzantine Liturgy, 100).
J. Jungmann, The Early Liturgy to the Time of Gregory the Great ,179-182.
Jungman noted that on feast days when the martyrs were commemorated, the liturgy
was the same as that celebrated on other days. In the typika discussed above, it was
observed that the commemorative offices in the Theotokos Evergetis monastery were
associated with the liturgical and canonical hours.
217 R. Taft, The GreatEntrance, 78-79.
218 For further discussion see R. Browning, 'The Language of Byzantine Literature', in
The "Past" in Medieval and Modem Greek Culture, ed. S. Vryonis Jr, 103-133; I.
Sevcenko, 'Levels of Style in Byzantine Prose', /OB 31/1 (1981) 289-312; A. C. Hero,
'Some Notes on the Language of the Byzantine Monastic Typika', (abstract) Twelfth
Annual Byzantine Studies Conference (Bryn Mawr 1986) 39-40.
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disposition and liturgical practices.^" However, not all typika are equally valuable in
this regard. Memorials in the festal calendar of the typikon of the Great Church, Hagia
Sophia Constantinople, were prescribed for patriarchs and other just persons in
addition to the holy f a t h e r s . ^ ^ i jhg Great Church was not an appropriate environment
for the memorial of a secular patron unless imperial or well-placed in imperial circles.222
The most rewarding documents for this study are monastic ktetorika typika. In both
liturgical and cannonical typkia the requirements for liturgical organization in the
monasteries are illustrated along with explanations of c o m m e m o r a t i o n s . ^ ^ s ^ ^
examination of such documents, therefore, provides a basis for discussion of
architectural disposition and liturgical organization of religious foundations, whether
ecclesiastic or lay.

J. P. Thomas, 'Uses of the Monastic Typika for Byzantine Art History', (abstract).
Twelfth Annual Byzantine Studies Conference (Bryn Mawr 1986) 41-42.
220 The author of the typikon, which post-dates the foundation of the church, is
unknown. See J. Mateos, Le typicon de la grande dglise, I iv. The most complete
manuscript of the synaxis and typikon is Jerusalem, Bibl. Holy Cross 40. For this and
other manuscripts, ibid., I iv- xx.
221 For a summary see J. Mateos, Le typicon de la grande 6glise, II232-264. The
Protheoria explains why the various just persons and saints are named in the liturgy
and the reason for the intercession by the priest: 'What happened at that time is now
fulfilled in those who offer the sacrifice in a fitting manner' (H. -J. Schulz, The
Byzantine Liturgy, 96-97).
222 Not all of the memorials listed in the festal calendar could be accommodated in
Hagia Sophia: some were said in other Constantinopolitan locations. For example the
memorial of more than 5 martyrs was held on 2nd September, during which the
synaxaria were said in their martyrium, outside the walls of Constantinople (f. 2v, J.
Mateos, Le typicon de la grande eglise, 110). The following day, 3rd September, the
synaxarion was said for a female saint in the monastery of Mary, near the wall of
Blachemes, while in Hagia Sophia, a memorial was held for two saints, the Bishop of
Alexandria and the Emperor Constantine and a third synaxarion, for the Bishop of
Nicomedia, was held on the other shore, along the Horn (f. 3r- f. 3v, ibid., 112-14).
223 Other sources, such as funerary orations would seem to be appropriate for
details of memorial ceremonies. Once again, however, these followed a literary form in
their structure, limiting the personal elements which could be included in the text,
although on occasions when death was recent, the text could be a lament, extended with
a consolation. See J. Alisandratos, 'The Structure of the Funeral Oration in John
Chrysostom's Eulogy of Meletius', Byzantine Studies 1/2 (1980) 182-198; A. Vogt- A.
Hausherr, Oraison fundbre de Basile I pour son fils L6on Vile Sage, publ. as OrientaUa
ChristianaAnalecta 26 (Rome 1932).
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Two traditions becotne evident when the literary evidence is studied. The separation of
the memorial offices for ecclesiastics and lay persons was strictly maintained in each of
the monasteries except the Georgian foundation of Gregory Pakourianos. In the other
establishments the names of those to be commemorated were recorded apart, usually on
diptychs, and the commemorations held at different times with different offerings.
Burials of the deceased in tombs were also undertaken in separate locations, in
koimeteria and in funerary churches or mausolea, according to the position of the
deceased, whether ecclesiastic or lay.^^'* Where there was insufficient space in the
monastery for a koimeterion for ecclesiastic burials another site was chosen for its
location. Thus in the Theotokos Evergetis and Christ Soter monasteries it is probable
that the koimeteria were near the monastery while in the Theotokos Kecharitomene and
Christ Pantokrator monasteries separate foundations, Ta Kellaraias and the Medikarion
monastery, were acquired as koimeteria for ecclesiastic burials. As far as the burial of
lay patrons is concerned the tomb of Michael Attaleiates, ktetor of the monastery of
Christ Panoiktirmos, was in the church of St George Kyparissiotes, the Komnenoi
were buried in the mausoleum dedicated to St Michael adjoining the churches of Christ
Pantokrator and the Theotokos Elousa, while in the Theotokos Kecharitomene
monastery members of the ktetor's family were buried in the exonarthex of the church
and commemorations said therein until a tomb was built elsewhere. A second
foundation, a funerary church separate from the monastery of the Theotokos
Petritziotissos, was built by the Pakourianoi for the burial of their family. The sole
exception to such separate burial locations for lay persons concerned Gregory
Pakourianos and his brother Apasios, who were buried in the koimeterion of the
Backovo monastery.

T o m b s , ' To^iot.', in which the dead were buried are referred to in all typika except
that for the monastery of Christ Soter. In Ta Kellaraias, the koimeterion of the
Theotokos Kecharitomene monastery, the tombs were grouped to permit ranking of the
deceased (f. 108- f. 108v, lines 1727-1731, P. Gautier, 'Le typikon de la Theotokos
Kecharitomene,' REB 43 (1985) 117). This is discussed above.
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Considering koimeteria, Alexander Grishin has observed that the 'number of known
surviving Byzantine ossuaries is so negligible that comments about "traditions" are
somewhat

a r b i t r a r y .'^25

Pq^

all that, if documentary and archaeological evidence are

considered together a richer body of material is available and the question of a
"tradition" can be at least partially addressed. Extant koimeteria discussed by Grishin
include Early Byzantine structures of the fourth to sixth century located in Christian
Palestine each of which has floor graves into which the bones of several persons were
placed,^^® while monuments of the Middle Byzantine period are situated at Mt Athos
and elsewhere in Greece, in Armenia and Georgia but not in Serbia or Russia.^^^
Among the best-documented monuments comparable with the koimeterion at Backovo

225 A. D. Grishin, The Backovo Ossuary Frescoes of 1074-1083, 1 16.
226 A. D. Grishin, The Backovo Ossuary Frescoes of 1074-1083, 121-22.
227 A. D. Grishin, The Backovo Ossuary Frescoes of 1074-1083, 122-25. At Mt Athos
each monastery has a koimeterion located outside the monastery wall. The koimeterion
is usually a 2-storey structure, with the crypt in the lower and the church in the upper
storey.

are the koimeteria at D a p h n i , ^ 2 8 ^ea Moni Chios,^^' the Brontochion at Mistra,230
together with the Cypriot foundation at the monastery of St John Chrysostom at

The koimeterion of the monastery at Daphni is located outside the monastery walls,
approximately 200 metres south-east of the monastery. It was dedicated to St Nikolaos.
It has suffered considerable damage, largely destroying the upper level, which was
covered with a barrel vault. The lower storey has both floor tombs and 6 ossuaries
along the lateral walls and was also covered with a vault. Both storeys had a single naos
and a single round apse. The fabric of the koimeterion is similar to that of the
katholikon of the monastery, suggesting that they were contemporary structures.
According to the typikon of the monastery, following the death of a monk, offices were
said, in the exonanhex of the katholikon. The body was then buried, probably in an
adjoining cemetery, awaiting transfer of the bones to the koimeterion. Commemorations
were said weekly in the church of the koimeterion. See G. Millet, Le monastere de
Daphni. Histoire, Architecture, Mosai'ques (Paris 1899) 23-24.
229 The koimeterion at Nea Moni Chios, approximately 200 metres west of the
monastery, was dedicated to St Luke. Although undergoing major renovations in the
19th century, the original plan is legible. The upper storey has a single naos and single
apse. The lower storey, which has not been remodelled, has 2 parallel chambers, each
covered with a barrel vault. It has been suggested that the south crypt was
contemporary with the original mid-11 th century church, while the north crypt was
added when needed, some time during the Byzantine period. See Ch. Bouras, Nea
Moni on Chios. History and Architecture (Athens 1982), 190-193. For a further
comment, see Ch. Walter, Death in Byzantine Iconography', Eastern Churches Review
8 (1976) 113-114. Bouras has observed that 'a late Turkish document published by G.
Veniades ('nepi ttJ? kv Xuo Nea? Movrf?, A " , Chios 1970) indicates that laity
who had made donations to the monastery had the right to be buried in the cemetry of
St Luke (Bouras, op. cit, 190 n.3).
230 Following excavations at the monastery of the Brontochion at Mistra, G. Millet
suggested that a number of the churches which surrounded the monastery were burial
churches. Within these structures (whose architectural disposition he did not describe)
were simple floor graves as well as arcosolia, in which the tomb was surmounted by
ledges for the bones. See Millet, 'Rapport sur une mission a Mistra', BCH19 (1895)
271-272. The monastery was founded towards the end of the I3th century by the
monk, Pachomios, who added to it in the beginning of the following century. See S.
Runciman, Mistra Byzantine Capital of the Peloponnese (London 1980) 96. Apart from
the koimeteria, the katholikon of the monastery, known as Afthendiko, was chosen for
the tomb of Theodore I Palaeologos, the despot of Morea, who died in 1407 (ibid., 5865).
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Koutsovendis.^^' These can be identified as koimeteria on fairly secure grounds.^32
Each has two chambers, usually one superimposed on the other, and in most cases each
has a single naos, a single apse and a separate entrance. Where possible, koimeteria
were apparently built some distance outside the monastery wall and cut into a hillside so
that the lower storey was at least partly submerged, in the form of a sepulchre. These
characteristics are consistent enough for it to be possible to speak of an architectural
tradition for funerary structures, supporting the general outline indicated in
documentary sources.

231 The koimeterion of the monastery of St John Chrysostom at Koutsovendis is a short
distance south of the monastery. It has 2 small parallel domed churches, the south
church dedicated to the Pantokrator, while the north church is dedicated to the Panagia
of Aphrendrika. Each has a single naos and a single apse. The south church, at least,
has a narthex at the west end. See A. and J. Stylianou, The Painted Churches of
Cyprus. Treasures of Byzantine Art (London 1985) 463-467.The koimeterion has been
judged as contemporary with the monastery, whose date is variously attributed to the
end of the 11th or beginning of the 12th century. For the foundation date 1090/1 in the
ktetorikon typikon of the monastery, written by the abbot George, see C. Mango-E.
Hawkins, 'Report on field work in Istanbul and Cyprus, 1962-1963', DOP18 (1964)
334; for the attribution of the south church of the koimeterion to 1110-1118 and the
north church to the late 12th or early 13th century see A. and J. Stylianou, op. cit., 456457,463. It is unlikely that the koimeterion developed in 2 stages as proposed by A.
and J. Stylianou, as koimeteria usually required 2 chambers, one the church, the other
the ossuary.
According to the typikon of the church there was also a tomb in the narthex of the
katholikon. See A. Papageorgiou, 'The Narthex of the Churches of the Middle
Byzantine Period in Cyprus', in Rayonnement Grec: Hommages i Charles Delvoye, ed.
L. Hadermann-Misguich -G. Raepsaet, 447 n. 47. The most likely occupant of this
tomb was the hegoumenos of the monastery.
232 The function of the crypt at Hosios Loukas is less certain, for although it has three
tombs in addition to ossuary niches in the west walls, the crypt was the focus for the
pilgrimage cult of the holy man Luke, to whom one of the tombs is assigned. As far as
the other 2 tombs are concerned, debate continues, although the suggestion that these
were the burial sites for Romanos n and his wife has been rejected in favour of the
proposal that these were for abbots of the monastery, although which abbots is not yet
clear. See A. D. Grishin, The Backovo Ossuary Frescoes of 1074-1083, 144-45; M.
Chatzidakis, 'A proposde la date etdufondateurde Saint-Luc', CArch 19(1969) 127150. For the earlier reports see R. Schultz- S. Bamsley, The Monastery of St Luke of
Stiris in Phocis and the Dependent Monastery of St Nicolas in the Fields near Skripou
in Boeotia (London 1901) 5-8. It has been suggested that the church, superimposed on
the crypt, was built according to the tradition of martyria. See A. Grabar, Martyrium.
Recherchessurlecultedesreliquesetrart
Chretien antique {Paris 1946) 193 n. 2.

Turning to the liturgical furnishings, the evidence in the typika is not overwhelming but
provides, nevertheless, an outline of the liturgical planning of the monasteries, funerary
churches and koimeteria. References in the typika occasionally give an indication of the
use of apsidal seats such as synthronoi^^ or the function of an ambon.234 More
frequently, however, the authors of the typika limit their acknowledgement of liturgical

233 Synthronoi are referred to in both the church of Christ Pantokrator and the adjoining
Theotokos Elousa in Constantinople (f. 8v, line 141, P. Gautier, Tx typikon du Christ
Saveur Pantocrator', REB 32 (1974) 37; f. 39, lines 736,747, ibid., 73).
The term cathedra appears in 3 typika, those of Christ Pantokrator, Theotokos
Kecharitomene and Theotokos Evergetis, to describe seating in the refectories. In the
typikon of Christ Soter, the term cathedra identifies seats both inside and outside the
sanctuary (M. Arranz, Le typicon du monastdre du Saint-Sauvew k Messine, 406).
234 The function of the ambon and the position of the priest behind it during chants
which accompany the certain offices, such as matins or the stichera, is noted in
appendices to the typikon of the monastery of Christ Soter (f. 261r-f. 261 v, appendices
AP32, AP33, AP34, AP35 and AP36, M. Arranz, Le typicon du monastere du SaintSauveurkMessine, 296-297). The position of the priest on the ambon is more fully
described in the typikon of Hagia Sophia Constantinople. See J. Mateos, Le typicon de
lagrande6glise,2%\.
Diptychs could be read from the ambo or near the altar (F. Cabrol, T)iptychs', DACL,
IV i 1049).
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furnishings to the altar, bema and apse screen,235 as necessary to illustrate liturgical
practices.236
Liturgical practices such as those discussed above in monastic foundations, occurred as
lay patronage was increasing in the Byzantine Empire. There is no evidence to suggest
that a different pattern existed in Cappadocia. Inscriptions in the churches point to
considerable lay involvement. Moreover, while the number of churches excavated in the
eleventh century was considerable, there was a corresponding decrease in the number
235 The apse screen,' repinXov' was referred to in all but two of the typika, those written
for the monasteries of the Theotokos Evergetis and Christ Soter. However, references
to apse screens are not found in the typikon of Hagia Sophia Constantinople either,
where it is known that one existed. See S. Xydis, 'The Chancel Barrier, Solea and
Ambo of Hagia Sophia', Art Bulletin 29 (1947) 1-24. This omission, therefore, cannot
be taken as evidence that apse screens were not located in the two monasteries.
The usual place in the typikon for references to apse screens is in the brebion, where
descriptions are given more as a stocktaking exercise than one which indicates their
function. Among the numerous examples see references to the three screens in the
church of Christ Pantokrator (f. 9, lines 156-157, 160-161, P. Gautier, 'Le typikon du
Christ Saveur Pantocrator', REB 32 (1974) 37, 39); for three screens in the Elousa
church, see f. 39, lines 741, 747, ibid., 73; for the single screen in St Michael, see line
864 [folio not cited], ibid., 81.
The apse screen in the church of Michael Attaleiates carried images of the Deesis and
Prodromos (f. 69, lines 1195-1196, Gautier, 'Le diataxis de Michel Attaliate,' REB 39
(1981) 89). Although ikons are described in reference to the screen it appears that the
screen was open as a later note in the brebion describes a curtain which covered the
coluirms and doors of the screen (f. 73, lines 13(X)-1301, ibid., 97).
In the Backovo church, the apse screen carried images of the 12 festivals (f. 140v, line
1687, Gautier, 'Le typikon du sebaste Gregoire Pakourianos,' REB 42 (1984) 121).
An appendix to the typikon of the Theotokos Kecharitomene, attributed on
palaeographic evidence to the same date as the typikon, is an inventory of monastic
property including an apse screen (f. 1(X)7, line 64, Gautier, 'Le typikon de la
Theotokos Kecharitom6nfe,' REB 43 (1985)154). For the manuscript, Jerusalem, Holy
Cross 57, see ibid., 16.
236 An example of this is the prescriptions for lighting in the churches, which frequendy
refer to liturgical furnishings, especially the apse screen. For the arrangement of lights
around the apse screen in the Pantokrator monastery during particular festivals, see f. 9f. 10, lines 150,156-157,160-161,179, P. Gautier, 'Le typikon du Christ Saveur
Pantocrator', REB 32 (1974) 37-39. For a summary of the lighting in the church see R.
Cormack, Writing in Gold. Byzantine Society and Its Icons, 207-209.
For lighting on the apse screen in the monastery of Theotokos Kecharitomene, see
chapters 59,60,62, Gautier, 'Le typikon de la Theotokos Kecharitomene,' REB 43
(1985) 109,111; for normal daily lighting, see chapters 66-68, ibid., 113.
G. Babie has observed that the typika provide information of the location of the
commemorations. Further, they indicate that the essential furnishings for the funerary
liturgy were an altar and apse screen, see Babie, Leschapellesannexesdes eglises
byzantines. Fonction liturgique etprogrammes iconographiques, 49-50.
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of bishoprics from five to one in the rock-cut region. In the light of the documentary
evidence of liturgical traditions in the Byzantine Empire, together with liturgical
practices in both monastic and private religious foundations of the eleventh and twelfth
centuries, it is proposed to reassess the Cappadocian evidence, in particular the
assumption that the foundations were primarily monastic. For a clearer understanding
of liturgical practices in Cappadocia I turn to the archaeological evidence of the rock-cut
structures.

4 . LITURGICAL FURNISHINGS IN CAPPADOCIAN CHURCHES:
ARCHAEOLOGICAL EVIDENCE
INTRODUCnON
The focus of the two previous chapters has been the analysis of documentary evidence
which may throw light on the liturgical organization of ecclesiastical monuments. Much
of this evidence refers to Constantinopolitan foundations, almost none to those of
Cappadocia. While liturgical furnishings were noted in passing, essentially the
documents attended to the liturgy and its performance rather than a description of the
furnishings. A complete picture of the liturgical organization of the Middle Byzantine
church cannot, therefore, be formulated from documentary evidence alone.
The functional nature of Byzantine architecture has been shown to be reflected in the
architectural plan of ecclesiastical monuments, the basilical lines of Early Byzantine
foundations which accommodated the processional character of the liturgy, and the
central plans of Middle Byzantine monuments which suited better the Middle Byzantine
liturgy and its development toward appearances rather than processions.'
1 For Early Byzantine architecture and liturgical planning see T. F. Mathews, The Early
Churches of Constantinople: Architecture and Liturgy; id,' "Private" Liturgy in
Byzantine Architecture: Toward a Re-appraisal', CArch 30 (1982) 125-138.
For the Middle and Late Byzantine periods see P. L. Vocotopoulos, The Role of
Constantinopolitan Architecture during the Middle and Late Byzantine Period', JOB
31/2 (1981) 551-573. Vocotopoulos found that the inscribed cross plan with a tripartite
bema was the prevailing type during the Middle and Late Byzantine periods, although
small churches were often single-aisled structures.
Other studies have shown that provincial architecture freq uently embellished
Constantinopolitan types with local characteristics. See G. Millet, L '6colegrecque dans
I'architecturebyzantine (Paris 1916); M. Panayotidis, Lesmonuments de Grece depuis
la fin de la crise iconoclaste jusqu'k Van mille (unpublished PhD dissenation Paris
1969). Panayotidis revealed that the oblong-shaped basilica, predominant in 9th- and
10th-century Greek architecture, gave way to the approximately square inscribed cross
plan in the 10th century, preserving at the same time some of the features of Early
Christian architecture, such as the synthronon, tribelon and apse screen {ibid., 198207).

Cappadocian monuments are remarkable for their variety and number. Purely statistical
analyses which categorize the monuments according to architectural type may oversimplify the data or document minutiae, obfuscating possible typological patterns.
Nevertheless, analyses of the architectural planning of the churches can prove useful if
appropriately structured according to function. The difficulty lies in determining the
purpose of the Cappadocian monuments as the precise nature of the churches has yet to
be established.

In order to approach the question of function, the liturgical furnishings of the rock-cut
churches will be examined, focussing on the furnishings of the apse the altar and the
apse screen, as well as other bema furnishings such as seating and niches, in addition to
furnishings in the naos including benches, fonts and in one church an ambon and solea.
The archaeological evidence which is documented in this chapter indicates that there
was a topographical pattern for particular liturgical furnishings in Cappadocian
churches. Solid apse screens are rarely found in churches other than those in Goreme,
while free-standing altars are found in only one Goreme church but in twenty-five
percent of the churches in all other areas. The distribution of churches with particular
furnishings appears to divide the Goreme area into two. In the present study the
crescent-shaped area enclosed by the precincts of the modem Goreme Open Air
Museum is called Goreme Park, while the remaining area of Goreme is outside the
museum boundary. (See fig. 4.3.) The possible significance of these patterns of
distribution will be examined in the following chapter.

In this chapter I first discuss the altar and apse screen in rock-cut churches. The
analysis of the archaeological evidence proceeds from a detailed discussion of the
liturgical furnishings of one church, the Pigeon House Church Cavujin, because unlike
most of the Cappadocian monuments this church can be securely dated. Furthermore
the church is well-preserved in both its architectural detail and painted decoration.
However, when its liturgical planning is compared with that in other churches which
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are architecturally similar, ie. those with a single aisle and three apses, there is no
common pattern in the organization of their liturgical furnishings. With further
investigation it becomes apparent that analysis according to architectural typology is
unrewarding. The focus must be on the liturgical furnishings which need to be
considered according to their type- the altar whether free-standing or attached, and the
apse screen whether open or solid. The Pigeon House Church Cavujin is the exemplar
of an imponant group of triple-apsed churches with a free-standing altar in the central
bema.
These lines of investigation reveal that the liturgical furnishings and liturgical planning
of the churches, while seemingly independent of the architectural plan of the naos are
closely related to the organization of the apse, in all likelihood reflecting liturgical
practices and the function of the rock-cut structures.
THE ALTAR IN ROCK-CUT CHURCHES
The most important liturgical furnishing for the celebration of the Eucharist is the altar.
In Early Christian churches it is possible to distinguish between the altar reserved for
the celebration of the Eucharist and the altar associated with libations and funerary
commemorations. In churches with more than one altar, the altar in the central apse was
likely to be the main altar while the altar in the flanking apse may have served a
secondary function, for the deposition of offerings or other liturgical purposes, which
were often funerary.^

2 For the main altar, the altare, and the secondary altar, ara, see H. Leclercq, 'Autel',
DACL, I ii 3155-3189. Leclercq has suggested that the ara derived from the cover of a
tomb, which was secured in the wall and used for the wensa, or funerary feast {ibid.,
3162).
For a brief note on main and secondary altars, see E. Kitzinger, 'A marble relief of the
Theodosian period', OOP 14 (1960) 29-30.
A more complete bibliography is given in chapter 2.

The altar was usually installed over a reliquary, which might be in a loculus underneath
the altar or in a crypt below the altar and bema.^ Excavations occur in the bemata of
very few Cappadocian churches, the most obvious being in Pancarlik Kilise Urgiip (cat.
2) and St John the Baptist Cavu^in (cat. 26), where it is probable that the altar, probably
wooden, stood over the pit in the bema/ It is likely that these pits can be identified as
reliquaries, a question which will be resumed in the following chapter under the
discussion of funerary sites. In most of the rock-cut churches the altar is solid and
contiguous with the rock body of the church. Accordingly, it was not possible to have a
reliquary underneath the altar, although cavities carved into the altar could have
provided a loculus for relics.^

3 For the crypt in St John Studios Constantinople see T. Mathews, The Early Churches
of Constantinople: Architecture and Planning, 27. Crypts were also discovered during
archaeological investigations of the sites of Hagia Polyeuktos and the Hebdomen
church (ibid., 54,109). The altars in churches outside Constantinople, for example in
Hagia Demetrios Thessaloniki, were also installed over crypts, see R. Hoddinott, Early
Byzantine Churches in Macedonia and Southern Serbia (London 1963) 128. In Coptic
churches the altar was found to have a cavity opening eastward, which was reserved for
relics. See A.J. Butler, Ancient Coptic Churches of Egypt (Oxford 1884) II 1-36,
especially 5.
4 J.- P. Sodini has suggested that the crypt in the apse of St John the Baptist Cavujin
was furnished with a cover on which stood the altar. Its access from the western side
probably reflects the influence of Palestinian traditions. See Sodini, 'Les cryptes d'autel
paleochretiennes: essai de classification', Travaux etMemoires 8 (1981) 443-445 and
457-458. N. Thierry has also examined the church and concluded that the altar stood
over the crypt (Haut moyen-ige en Cappadoce, I 59-104, especially 64).
The question of an altar over the pit in the bema of Pancarlik Kilise has not been raised
by scholars. At present on the east wall of the apse there is an attached furnishing, the
shape of which is not consistent with its use as an altar (see appendix plates cat. 2).
However, it is possible that the furnishing originally functioned as an altar before being
replaced by a movable altar, installed over the pit in the bema. If this speculation proves
correct then the installation of the pit was a secondary excavation, possibly
contemporary with the inscription outside the church. For the inscription see
Jerphanion, Les 6glises rupestres de Cappadoce, II i 17-21.
For all that establishing the chronology of excavations in the bemata of the rock-cut
churches is difficult. Many of the wells and channels which cut across the bemata are
roughly carved and likely to be post-Byzantine. For examples see Kepez Deresi 2a (cat.
6), the church in the vicinity of Hallac Manasir (cat. 10), Hagli Kilise Kizil Cukur (cat.
33) and Goreme 5a (cat. 75).
5 For example, the cavity within the altar in Goreme 5a (cat. 75).
Wall niches could also provide a loculus for a relic. See H. Leclercq, 'Relique et
reliquaires', DACL, XIV ii 2294-2359.
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Altars in masonry-built churches could be portable, free-standing or attached to the wall
of the monument, their tables supponed by a number of legs, usually three or four, or a
centralcolumn.6 The rock-cut altar is a solid block of stone, usually with a plain table
although some of the altars examined have relief borders around the table top.'' There
are two main types of rock-cut altars in the churches. Neither is supponed by legs. The
first is a 'free-standing' altar, usually located in the centre of the bema. This altar, free
from the walls of the apse, could be circumambulated during the performance of the
liturgy. The second type is an 'attached' altar, which is not free from the east wall of the
apse. A variation of the second type, which is infrequently encountered, is a 'detached'
altar. Although the table of the detached altar is free, the column or shaft of the altar
joins the east wall of the apse. Accordingly, neither the attached nor the detached altar
may be circumambulated.

Carving a free-standing altar must have presented the mason with more challenges than
carving an attached altar. It would have been necessary to decide the position and height
of the altar before the excavation of the bema was undertaken. In contrast, attached
furnishings in the apse such as seats or altars were created by excavating further into
the apse wall. The differentiation between attached and non-attached altars, therefore,
seems likely to have been intended and not dependent upon the whim of the mason.

Churches with free-standing altars are not evenly distributed in Cappadocia. Some areas
appear to have free-standing altars in the majority of churches, while in other areas,
such as Goreme and Avcilar, there are few churches with free-standing altars. As the
altar is the primary furnishing of the church it is unlikely that this distribution was a
matter of chance.

6 For examples see H. Leclercq, 'Autel', DACL, I ii 3165, 3175, 3187.
^ Relief borders are found on the altars in Gullu Dere II (cat. 28), Goreme 4a (cat. 72)
and Goreme 29a (cat. 115). For further discussion see E. Kitzinger, 'A Marble Relief of
the Thedosian Period', DOP14 (1960) 22-26.

THE APSE SCREEN IN ROCK-CUT C H U R C H E S
In a study of apse screens, Ann Wharton Epstein found that the relatively-open
sanctuary barrier, which is known in Constantinople from archaeological evidence and
documentary sources, was also the most common form of screen in the Byzantine
provinces during the Middle Byzantine period.®

In masonry-built churches the screen had an architrave carried on vertical supports. The
central intercolumniation was usually open forming the entrance to the apse, while the
flanking intercolumniations were closed with chancel slabs.® In Cappadocia, the rockcut equivalent of the open masonry screen appears to take two forms, either following
the Constantinopolitan model or adopting a simplified version, consisting of low
chancel slabs flanking the entrance to the apse, an arrangement which is found in the
majority of Cappadocian churches. In cataloguing the liturgical furnishings of the rockcut churches in Cappadocia, low chancel slabs up to 1.2 metres and tall slabs over 1.2
metres in height have been differentiated.'" Whether this distinction was relevant to
liturgical practice is unclear. Nathalie Labrecque-Pervouchine drew attention to these tall
slabs frequently painted with frescoes which she called 'murets de maconnerie.' She
concluded that this type of screen, which was associated with funerary or monastic
churches firom the fourth or fifth century in Jerusalem and Egypt and later in
Mesopotamia, Kurdistan and Serbia, had persisted in Cappadocia.

Nevertheless,

A . W . Epstein, The Middle Byzantine Sanctuary Barrier: Templon or Iconostasis?',
JBAA 134(1981) 1-28.
9 Some scholars (eg. A . W . Epstein) have adopted the term 'parapet slab' to describe the
chancel slab in Cappadocian churches but its use seems inappropriate, although
comprehensible, because it carries with it the suggestion that the bema bounded by
'parapet slabs' is considerably elevated above the naos floor, while in most churches the
bema is one step above the naos floor.
For the term 'chancel slab' see the bibliography cited in chapter 2.
There is, unfortunately, little consistency in the terminology adopted by scholars. L.
Rodley has avoided terms used in documentary sources, preferring to use others such
as 'low' and 'tall', although these are not quantitatively defined nor consistently used; for
example she has described both the solid apse screen in Goreme 17 Kizlar Kilisesi (cat.
98) and the chancel slabs in Goreme 21b (cat. 106) (1.1m high) as 'tall' (Rodley, Cave
Monasteries of Byzantine Cappadocia, 181).
11 N. Labrecque-Pervouchine, L'iconostase. Une 6volution historique en Russie
(Montreal 1982) 43-44.
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there is little question that the open screen of low chancel slabs with or without an
architrave, is different from a third form, the solid type of apse screen. As well as
forming a physical barrier between the bema and the naos, the solid screen creates a
metaphysical separation.
The solid screen may be described as an opaque screen which although interpreted by
some scholars as the precursor of the ikonostasis'^ has generally been considered as a
separate, local, development, unrelated to the evolution of the ikonostasis in the
capital.In Cappadocian churches, the solid screen has been described by scholars as a
templon screen^'' or ikonostasis,'^ in order to differentiate it from open or low screens.
As the development of the ikonostasis continues to draw scholarly debate and may

For ikonostasis see H. Leclercq, 'Iconostase', DACL, VII i 31-48; M. Chatizdakis,
'Ikonostas', RBK, III 326-353. For' TO rennXov ' see Lampe, Patristic Greek Lexicon,
1387. The entry by A. E. Farkas, 'Iconostasis', DMA, VI 409-410, is inadequate. For a
critical comment on Leclercq's article see S. Salaville, 'Bulletin de liturgie', Echos
d'Orient 2S (1929) 453-461.1 thank Professor Ch. Walter for drawing to my attention
this article and his own, 'Further Notes on the Deesis', REB 28 (1970) 171-181, esp.
173 n. 3.
A more complete bibliography is given in chapter 2 under 'chancel slab'.
13 A.W. Epstein, JBAA 134 (1981) 16-20. Furthermore, Epstein has argued that the
rock-cut solid screens in Cappadocian churches were 'local adaptions of common
liturgical arrangements' (ibid., 27). N. Labrecque-Pervouchine has suggested that the
'murets de magonerie' which in rock-cut churches were painted with frescoes may be
related to monastic development, particularly those centres influenced by oriental
mysticism. See Labrecque-Pervouchine, L'iconostase. Une 6volution historique en
Russie, 43-44.
1'' A.W. Epstein, JBAA 134 (1981) 16-19; Ch. Walter, Art and Ritual (London 1982),
passim.
15 Describing the Column Churches, Jerphanion identified the 'iconostase' as a
distinguishing characteristic (Les eglises rupestres de Cappadoce, I ii 377). Frenchspeaking scholars have persisted with this term. See N.and M.Thierry,'Une nouvelle
eglise rupestre de Cappadoce: Cambazli Kilise a Ortahisar', Journal des Savants (1963)
7.
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post-date the rock-cut churches,'® the term 'tetnplon' appears more appropriate than
ikonostasis, particularly as this term was used in sources almost contemporary with the
Cappadocian churches.''' Nevertheless, in reporting the archaeological evidence apse
screens are described in the present study as low (chancel) slabs, tall slabs or solid
screens, for these three terms describe best the physical appearance of the screens,
rather than their possible liturgical function.
Rock-cut solid screens may in their simplest form be punctuated with a single opening
into the apse or may be carved with up to four or five flanking apenures. Carving such
a screen must have presented the mason excavating the rock-cut church with a
challenging task, as the screen needed to be carved at least in part before the apsidal
space could be excavated.
As with the free-standing altar, the location of churches with solid apse screens appears
to fit a pattem of topographical distribution. However, while there are no free-standing
altars in Goreme Park almost all the churches with solid apse screens are located there.
K. Weitzmann has proposed the transition from templon to ikonostasis commenced
in the 10th century (The Monastery of St Catherine at Mount Sinai: The Icons
(Princeton 1976) I 102), while M. Chatzidakis and D. Pallas have suggested the 11th
century as more appropriate. See Chatzidakis, 'L'evolution de I'icone aux 11 e-13e
siecles et la transformation du templon", Actes duXVe Congrds International d'Etudes
byzantines (Aihens 1976 publ. Athens 1979-1981) 336,338; Pallas, 'Surle probleme
de revolution du templon en iconostase', ibid., 371. Ch. Walter has suggested the 12th
century ('Bulletin on the Deesis and the Paracusis', REB 38 (1980) 261-269).
Nevertheless, there is a group of scholars preferring to date the ikonostasis as a late, if
not post-Byzantine, development. See Epstein, JBAA 134 (1981) 26-27; L. Ouspensky,
'The Problem of the Iconostasis', trans. A.E. Moorhouse, St Vladimir's Seminar
Quarterly 8 pt 4 (1964) 186-218, known to me through A.W. Epstein, JBAA 134
(1981) 1; N. Labrecque-Pervouchine, L'iconostase. Une Svoludon historique en
Russie, 33; V. Lazarev, Trois fragments d'epistyles peintes et le templon byzantin',
DeltiontSsChristianik6sArchaiologik6sHetairias
4 (1966)117-143; J. Walter, Eastern
Churches Review 3 (1971) 266-267.
The view expressed by earlier scholars that the bema in Justinian's church was enclosed
has been long abandoned. See H. - J. Schulz, The Byzantine Liturgy, 34.
See for example the 'Deed of Concession to the Genoese of Certain Areas of
Constantinople' (1202) in C. Mango, The Art of the Byzantine Empire, 239-240. The
term 'templon' occurred in all but 2 of the typika examined in chapter 3.

L I T U R G I C A L FURNISHINGS IN C A P P A D O C I A N ROCK-CUT CHURCHES
A decision was taken to commence the examination of the liturgical furnishings of the
rock-cut churches with an investigation into the fourteen churches which have dated or
datable inscriptions, three of which, Gullu Dere IV (cat. 30), Tavjanli Kilise
Mustafapajakoy (cat. 18) and the Pigeon House Church Cavujin (cat. 24), are located
in the areas studied in detail and catalogued in the appendix. The findings were then
related to the body of data concerning all churches and it was found that there is
coherent liturgical planning in the group of triple-apsed churches with free-standing
altars. Four dated churches have free-standing altars, the Pigeon House Church
Cavujin, Gullu Dere IV, and two Soganli Dere churches, St Barbara and Karaba?
Kilise, but only one, the Pigeon House Church, has three apses. In the following
discussion the liturgical furnishings of the Pigeon House Church will be described in
some detail as an exemplar so that an abbreviated analysis of the other related churches
may follow. In this way characteristics of liturgical planning are established and can be
tested against the planning in other churches.

The Pigeon House Church Qavufin (Cat. 24)
The Pigeon House Church QIavujin is largely intact.^® Its fagade, including the narthex,
has been lost but the church is well preserved, as are most of the liturgical furnishings

The church is on the northern outskirts of the village of Cavujin, facing the
Nevjehir-Avanos road. It is not isolated, at least today, as there is a number of
excavated chambers both above and below the church which have been identified as
post-Byzantine (L. Rodley, The Pigeon House Church, Cavujin', JOB 33 (1983) 306).
In addition there is a two-storey church (cat. 25) in the adjacent cliff briefly described
by Rodley who identified die lower storey as a funerary church and the upper storey as
a 'room', rather than a church, because it is aligned north/south (ibid., 305-306).
However, this is inadequate evidence on which to discard its identification as a church
as both storeys are aligned north/south. The contemporaneity of the adjacent church
with the Pigeon House Church remains a possibility. In addition to the church there are
other chambers in the adjacent cliff.
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and fresco decorations. The church has a single naos and in the east wall a central apse
flanked by two smaller apses.

The decoration of the church and its iconography has formed the basis for earlier
studies of the monument^o and provided the evidence by which the church is dated
between 964 and 969, most likely 964-965 because of the imperial group portrait which
is depicted in the north apse.^^ The imperial group is unlikely, however, to have been

The naos is covered with a longitudinal barrel vault. Two tall arched niches are at the
east end of the naos, adjacent to the north and south apses. Each apse has a horseshoeshaped opening, formed by a horseshoe-shaped arch, rising above slab cornices. The
crown of the central apse arch intersects the cornice on the east wall.
The transverse barrel-vaulted narthex which preceded the church has largely collapsed,
exposing its east wall as a false facade to the church. In the north wall of the narthex
there is a rectangular recess the purpose of which cannot be clearly determined. Two
floor graves are located in the damaged narthex floor. It has been suggested they were
secondary because they were not incorporated as arcosolia into the architectural
organization of the church or narthex (L. Rodley, JOB 33 (1983) 303). A contrary
opinion has been expressed by N. Teteriatnikov, who described the narthex as a
'graveyard' narthex, with tombs which were contemporary with the excavation of the
church. See Teteriatnikov, 'Burial Places in Cappadocian Churches', The Greek
Orthodox Theological Review 29 (1984) 148. The question of the typology of the
rock-cut tombs is resumed in chapter 5.
20 For the Pigeon House Church Cavujin see Jerphanion, Les eglises rupestres de
Cappadoce, I ii 520-550; J. Lafontaine-Dosogne, 'Nouvelles notes Cappadociennes',
Byz33 (1963) 121-183; M. Restle, Byzantine Wall Painting in Asia Minor, 130-36,
135-138 [plan X X V I ] ; G. P. Schiemenz, 'Herr, hilf deinem Knecht. Zur Frage
nimbierter Stifter in den kappadokischen Hohlenkirchen', Romische Quartalschrift 11
(1976) 133-174; C. Jolivet-L^vy, Lapeinture byzantineen Cappadoce, 11210-216; L.
Rodley, 'The Pigeon House Church, Cavu^in', JOB 33 (1983) 301-339; Ch. Walter, Art
and Ritual, 229; N. Thierry, Haut moyen-age de Cappadoce, 143-57.
The Pigeon House Church is unique among the Cappadocian churches so far
recorded as it is the only one with the portrait of an imperial group. See L. Rodley, JOB
33 (1983) 301; N. Thierry, Haut moyen-age de Cappadoce, 143, 56. An imperial
group is painted in the Georgian church of Ijhan, probably about twenty years before
the decoration of the Cavu?in church (Rodley, op. cit, 311). Further, Rodley has not
encountered the image of a donor on horseback in any other church {ibid., 312 n.31).
It has been suggested that the image may commemorate the rise of Nikephoros Phokas
to the position of emperor in 963. Accordingly Rodley has proposed that the decoration
of the church should be attributed to the end of 963 or the beginning of 964. See
Rodley, ibid., 324-325. Slightly different readings have been proffered by R. Cormack,
'Byzantine Cappadocia: The Archaic Group of Wall-Paintings', JBAA 30 (1967) 21
(964/965) and N. Thierry, Haut moyen-age en Cappadoce, 151 (965/966).
For further discussion of the iconography of the imperial group portrait see C. JolivetLevy, 'L'image du pouvoir dans I'art byzantin ^ I'epoque de la dynastie macedonienne',
Byz 57 (1987) 441-470, esp. 458,465-466; N. Thierry, 'Les enseignements historiques
deI'archeologiecappadocienne', TravauxefMi^mo/res8 (1981) 506-507.
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associated with the patronage of the church because the iconography is not that of a
donor image.22 More probably the patronage of the church was associated with the two
figures who are depicted as donors at the feet of the Archangel Michael in the niche at
the east end of the north wall.23
The question relating to the contemporaneity of the decorations with the excavation and
sequence of the carving in the church has not been tackled. Where scholars have
considered the church beyond its immediate context there has been acknowledgement
that, although having generic similarity with a number of other single-aisled barrelvaulted churches in Cappadocia, there is no architectural group with which the church
may be identified. No study has approached the church from the point of view of its
liturgical furnishings.

22 L. Rodley, JOB 33 (1983) 313. However for a contrary opinion see R. Morris,
'Monasteries and their patrons in the tenth and eleventh centuries', Byzantinische
Forschungen 10 (1985) 221. The patronage of the church has been associated with the
officers on horseback, shown in the painting at the east end of the north wall and
accompanied by an inscription referring to the Armenian general, Melias (Mleh)
Magistros by M. Restle, Byzantine Wall Painting in Asia Minor, 130; and Jerphanion,
Les eglises rupestres de Cappadoce, I ii 530. For the identification of Melias see H.
Gr^goire, 'Notes epigraphiques Vn. Melias le Magistre', Byz 8 (1933) 79-88. Rodley
has suggested that rather than showing local traditions or metropolitan trends in its
programme, the Pigeon House Church reflects influences from the east of Cappadocia,
possibly related to the role of the Armenian Melias Magistros (Rodley, op. cit, 311314, 323-325). See also N. Thierry, Haut mayen-age en Cappadoce, 149-51 and 56.
23 It has been suggested that the kneeling figures in the niche were local landowners,
possibly members of the Phokas family (L. Rodley, JOB 33 (1983) 321-325).

There are three altars in the church. The altar in the central apse has been lost but was
apparently free-standing,while the altars in the side apses are attached. The only
other liturgical furnishings on the bemata are in the central apse, which has a seat along
the south wall and a ledge along the north wall. There are four steps from the naos floor
to the bema of the central apse^^ which show considerable wear, not all of which can be
attributed to the use of the church as a pigeon house. The apse screen between the
central apse and the naos consisted of low slabs which have been reinoved. There are
no screens in the side apses. The present openings of the side apses cut into the intrados
on the east side of two naos niches, possibly an indication that the side apses were
carved after the excavation of the naos niches. This supposes that the carving of the
church may have been undertaken in stages, from a single apse possibly flanked by
absidioles to the present arrangement with three apses. While it is not possible to
confirm a succession of development, nevenheless the irregularities to the eastem
intrados of the naos niches may indicate that a staged sequence of carving took place.

In my field notes I have recorded scars on the bema, which probably indicated the
position of the free-standing altar, 0.9m wide and approximately Im deep. Jerphanion
may have held a contrary view, that is the altar was attached to the east wall of the apse
as indicated in his plan of the church, although this is not referred to in his text. See
Jerphanion, Les 6glises rupestres de Cappadoce, plate 136. However, on occasions
Jerphanion has included an altar in the plan of a church, whether it existed or not, in
order to differentiate the apsidal chamber from other spaces in the church; for example
see the plan of Goreme 1, ibid., plate 28. Furthermore, Jerphanion had difficulty
examining the church which was used as a pigeon house at the time of his investigation.
The position of the altar is ambiguous in the plan drawn by M. Restle in Byzantine Wall
Painting in Asia Minor, III plan XXVI. More recently L. Rodley has suggested that
scars on the east wall of the apse indicate the position of an attached altar (JOB 33
(1983) 302). While the east wall is damaged, the damage covers an area greater than
that which would have been occupied by the altar. If the altar was attached to the apse
wall, an explanation would be required to identify the scars on the bema and there are
no liturgical furnishings which could have taken up a position immediately in front of
an attached altar.
25 There is 1 step in the naos, a bench in front of the apse and 2 steps cut into the bema.
The bemata of the side apses are lower. Each has a small step cut into the front face of
the bema to facilitate entry to the apse. In front of the central apse there is a bench the
length of which exceeds the chord of the apse. There are other benches along the lateral
walls of the naos, the north side of the west wall and within each of the naos niches.
The doorway opening to the narthex is displaced to the south end of the west wall.
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If originally single-apsed with flanking absidioles the Pigeon House Church would
present a rare but not a unique apsidal arrangement among the Cappadocian churches.
In her discussion of the Pigeon House Church, Lyn Rodley has suggested that singleaisled barrel-vaulted churches in Cappadocia, while unable to be classified according to
a single type, rarely have three apses.^s What Rodley has suggested is only partly
accurate as I have located twelve such churches in the rock-cut area. In addition there
are three churches with one apse and two flanking absidioles and two with two apses.
The architectural plan most frequently adopted for the Cappadocian rock-cut churches
including the Cavujin Pigeon House Church is the single-aisled church plan but this
generic type does not form a coherent architectural group. In the course of my
fieldwork, I have investigated eighty-two single-aisled churches.^'' In none of these
churches is the liturgical organization similar to that of the Pigeon House Church.

LITURGICAL FURNISHINGS IN SINGLE-AISLED CHURCHES
There are twenty-nine single-aisled churches in Goreme, of which ten, including
Goreme 7 Tokali Kilise New Church (cat. 79) are transversely rather than
longitudinally barrel- vaulted. Each has three apses.^® Another church, also transversely
barrel-vaulted, has a single apse and two flanking absidioles.^^ Of the four single-aisled
churches which are longitudinally barrel-vaulted like the Pigeon House Church, two.

26 L. Rodley, JOB 33 (1983) 303.
The single-aisled churches are located as follows: in the Goreme area there are 29
churches; in areas other than Goreme, ie. Urgup, Cavujin and Zelve, and Avcilar, 41
churches; in Soganli Dere 5 churches and in Peristrema 7 churches.
28 Churches with transverse barrel vaults and 3 apses include Goreme 2a (cat. 66),
Goreme 6 (cat. 76), Goreme 7 (both the New Church and the Lower Church) (cat. 79),
Goreme 7a (cat. 80), Goreme 15d (cat. 96), Goreme 16 (cat. 97), Goreme 18 (cat. 101)
and Goreme 28 Yilanli Kilise (cat. 113), and possibly Goreme 3 (cat. 71). In Goreme
28, the central apse has been excavated, while the outlines of openings for the lateral
apses have been scored on the east wall of the naos but not excavated.
29 Goreme 15c (cat. 95).

Goreme 9(cat. 82)3" and Goreme 15a (cat. 93),^' have one apse and two absidioles

30 Goreme 9 lies directly nonh of Goreme 7 Tokali Kilise, on the plateau above the
church. For Goreme 9 see Jerphanion, Les 6glises nipestres de Cappadoce, 11121-137;
M. Restle, Byzantine Wall Painting in Asia Minor, 1117-119 [XII]; C. Jolivet-Levy, La
peinture byzantineen Cappadoce, II280-282. The church has been dated to the
beginning of the 10th century, although Restle placed it toward the end of the 10th
century because he felt the painting derived from Goreme 7 Tokali Kilise New Church.
See Restle, op. cit, I 38.
Apart from low chancel slabs which screen the apsidal entrance, the apse of Goreme 9
together with its liturgical furnishings has been lost. Soil covers the bema and most of
the naos floor. The flanking absidioles have attached altars. Other liturgical furnishings
are described in the appendix.
The doorway in the west wall of the naos opens to a partially collapsed narthex, with an
arcosolium in the south wall and a number of graves cut in the floor and niches in the
north and west walls. Although fitting the definition of a 'graveyard' narthex, the church
was omitted from the survey undenaken by N. Teteriatnikov in "Burial Places in
Cappadocian Churches', Greek Orthodox Theological Review 29 (1984) 141-174.
31 For Goreme 15a see Jerphanion, Les 6gUses nipestres de Cappadoce, I i 145-146,
although this account is incomplete and the church is incorrectly described as near
Elamh Kilise, Goreme 19; N. Thierry, 'Quelques eglises in^dites en Cappadoce",
Journal des Savants (1965) 625-627; G. P. Schiemenz, 'Verschollene Malereien in
Goreme die "archaische Kapelle bei Elmali Kilise" und die Muttergottes zwischen
Engeln', Orientalia Christiana Periodica 34 (1968)70-96; M. Restle, Byzantine Wall
Painting in Asia Minor, 1192 [LXXVI]; Ch. Walter, Art and Ritual, 227; C. JohvetLevy, La peinture byzantine en Cappadoce, n 291-294. The paintings have been
identified as belonging to the archaic type and attributed to the early 10th century.
There is an attached altar in the central apse of Goreme 15a flanked by 2 absidioles. The
central apse has a bench for seating, which adjoins the altar and runs along the south
wall of the apse, a blind niche above the altar and low slabs screening the apse from the
naos. The doorway opens in the west wall to what was probably a vestibule. Other
liturgical furnishings are described in the appendix.

while one, the Goreme Necropolis 5 Lower Church (cat. 123),32 has two apses. Only
one of the four churches, Goreme 32a (cat. 119),33 has three apses. Although the
nearest of the Goreme single-aisled churches to the Cavujin church, Goreme 32a
reflects neither the liturgical arrangement nor the monumentality of the architectural plan
of the Pigeon House Church. Most imponantly, none of the single-aisled Goreme
churches has a free-standing altar.
32 For the Goreme Necropolis 5 Lower Church see N. Thierry, Decouvertes a la
necropole de Goreme (Cappadoce), CRAI {19M) 656-691. There are 2 churches in the
Necropolis 5. However, there is no evidence to suggest whether they were
contemporary or excavated in different phases. The Upper Church has been attributed
to the 11th century on the basis of its painted decoration, while the blind arcades which
articulate the naos walls in the Lower Church relate to churches attributed to the 10th
century.
The Lower Church has 2 apses, each with an attached altar and a ledge to the north.
Neither apse has a screen. The opening into the church is in the south wall. There are 4
floor graves in the naos and 2 bench graves in the south bench. Other liturgical
furnishings are described in the appendix.
Thierry has suggested that the Goreme Necropolis 5 Lower Church is the only church
with 2 apses in the rock-cut region of Cappadocia although the type is found elsewhere
(ibid., 682-683). However, Balli Kilise ihlara also has two apses. (The church is
described below.) Beyond the immediate vicinity of the rock-cut region there is a third
church with two apses, located in 'funerary annexes' adjacent to Belha Kilise Ozkonak.
See Thierry, 'Le grand monastere d'Ozkonak', Dossiers Histoire et Archeologie 121
(1987) 42. Mme Thierry has recently located another double-apsed church near Ezdemli
(publication forthcoming in Zograf). I am grateful to her for communicating this
information to me.
For double-apsed churches outside Cappadocia see N. Duval, Les eglises africaines a
deux absides {Palis 1971-1973); S. J. Maloney, 'Early Christian Double Apsed
Churches in Iberia', Art History 3 (1980) 129-143; J. M. Thierry, 'Les eglises
armeniennes a double abside'. Revue des Etudes Arm6niennes 18 (1984) 515-549.
33 Goreme 32a has not been published although it is mentioned by Jerphanion in Les
eglises rupestres de Cappadoce, I i 259. It is one of a number of churches, including
Goreme 4a, 4b, 4c, 5 and 32, which cluster together overlooking Kiliglar Dere. To
establish the date of the church reliance is placed upon architectural characteristics, such
as the transverse naos opening to 3 apses which is architecturally similar to Goreme 7,
New Tokah Kilise. For this reason it may be possible to attribute the church to the 10th
century. In the narthex there is a panel painting, possibly St George, which is more
likely to date from the 11th than the 10th century.
Goreme 32a has 3 apses, each with an attached altar, a seat in the south comer and low
chancel slabs. There is a window in the central apse, above the altar. Opening from the
north wall there is a vaulted chamber, probably associated with a funerary function. The
doorway opens from the west wall into a transverse barrel-vaulted narthex, which has
one arcosolium in the south wall and a second, possibly secondary, in the east wall.
There is a doorway in the north wall of the narthex, adjacent to which there is a niche.
Other liturgical furnishings are described in the appendix.
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Outside Goreme, in Urgiip, Cavu^in, Giillii Dere, Kizil Cukur, Zelve and Avcilar, the
Cavujin arrangement with a single aisle and three apses is also exceptional. Among the
forty-one single-aisled churches which I examined, thirty-nine have longitudinally
barrel-vaulted naoi, each with a single a p s e . T w o of the single-aisled churches have

34 This number includes 8 monuments which are identified as 'one' church, although
consisting of 2 parallel aisles, each served by an apse: in Mustafapajakoy, Kara Kilise,
Hagios Basilios and Timios Stavros; Cemil, St Michael; Cavujin, two-storey church;
Gullu Dere IV; Kizil Cukur, Joachim and Anna; Zelve 4. The Cavujin church St John
the Baptist also has 2 aisles, each covered with a flat ceiling. However, there is no
evidence of liturgical furnishings in the north 'apse' and it is, therefore, not possible to
unequivocally identify the space as an apse.
None of the single-aisled Goreme churches has a twin-aisle, twin-apse arrangement.
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transverse naoi^^ but only one of these, Kepez Deresi 2 (cat.
has three apses. In
Soganli Dere and Peristrema twelve single-aisled churches were investigated each of

35 Kepez Deresi 2 and Gullu Dere III.
Kepez Deresi 2 is 2 kilometres south-east of Urgup in the midst of a cluster of
inscribed cross plan churches, including Kepez Kilise (cat. 4), Kepez Deresi 2a (cat. 6)
and 3 (cat. 7). It has hitherto been incompletely described. See J. Lafontaine-Dosogne,
'Sarica Kilise en Cappadoce', CArch 12 0962) 282-284. A detailed description is
forthcoming (S.-A. Wallace, 'Liturgical planning in some Cappadocian churches: a reevaluation following recent excavations in Central Anatolia', Meditarch 3 (1990)
[forthcoming]). There is neither epigraphic nor iconographic evidence by which the
church may be dated. However architectural parallels with Goreme 7 Tokali Kilise New
Church suggest a 10th century date is most appropriate. An evaluation of documentary
evidence of the area, which is discussed in chapter 3, has shown that the valley in
which this church and the neighbouring churches are located was known in the 10th
century, which would have been unlikely had the churches not existed. See H.
Ahrweiler, 'Sur la localisation du couvent de Timios Stauros de Syricha', Geographica
Byzantine 3 (Paris 1981) 9-15. The dating of the neighbouring churches has also been
attributed to the 10th century. This argument is fully developed by Wallace, revising
scholarly opinion which has thus far dated Kepez Kilise in the 11th century. See
Lafontaine-Dosogne, op. ciL, 269; M. Restle, Byzantine Wall Painting in Asia Minor, I
151. Jerphanion was unable to locate the church and relied upon notes complied by H.
Rott [KleinasiatischeDenkmahleraus Pisidien, Pamphylien, Kappadokien undLykien ,
208-209]. Jerphanion suggested the church could be attributed to the 14th century. See
Jerphanion, Les eglises rupesti-es de Cappadoce, II i 49. This has long been discounted.
The church has a transverse naos, which is barrel-vaulted in the west end and covered
with a flat ceiling in the east end. The altar in the central apse has been lost but it is
probable that it was attached. There is a niche in the centre of the east wall of the apse.
In the south wall there is another niche, probably a seat, now broken through to the
adjacent south apse. The bema is 2 steps above the naos. The lower step possibly
terminated in a seat at each end directly in front of the low chancel slabs which frame
the entrance to the apse. The flanking apses each have attached altars and low chancel
slabs but no other furnishings. The bemata are 2 steps above the naos. At each end of
the east wall of the naos there is a round-backed niche, ad jacent to the nonh and south
apse openings. Other liturgical furnishings are described in the appendix.
In its liturgical organization, Kepez Deresi 2 reflects some details which appear to be
more fully developed in Goreme 7 Tokali Kilise New Church. Both churches have
three apses, two niches in the east wall and arched niches in the adjacent lateral walls.
Two seats flank both the entrance to the central apse of Kepez Deresi 2 and the steps in
front of the central apse of the New Church. The apsidal passageway in the New
Church, however, is a highly structured development, which separates the apses from
the naos of the church. In Kepez Deresi 2 the naos at the east end is covered with a flat
ceiling but it is neither separate from the west end of the naos nor elevated like the
bemata. Accordingly, Kepez Deresi 2 may be a far-flung, although much simplified,
interpretation of the transverse naos with 3 apses, a plan now identified with the New
Church of Goreme 7 Tokah Kilise.
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which has a longitudinal barrel vault and a single apse,with one exception Balli Kilise
Ihlara,^® which has two apses.
Earlier studies of the Pigeon House Church Qavufin have discussed its decoration
within the context of the so-called 'archaic' churches and those of the following

Six of these churches have 2 aisles, each with an apse.
Balh Kilise (Honey Church) ihlara is located on the east slope of the Belisirma
Valley not far from Yilanli Kilise (Arts of Cappadocia, 205 [plan 6 no. 10]). The
church has been incotnpletely published. It was first noted by J. Lafontaine-Dosogne
(Byz33 (1963) 159). N. Thierry has further described the church, in particular
amplifying the description of the decorations in 'Etudes Cappadociennes, Region du
Hasan Dagi Complements pour 1974', CAwh 24 (1975) 187-188, fig. 11. Thierry has
suggested that the transverse plan may be related to New Tokali Kilise and she has
dated Balh Kilise accordingly from the mid-10th century.
The church has a barrel-vaulted naos firom which 2 apses open, each with an attached
altar above which there is a blind niche. Neither apse has a separate seat. In the south
apse there is a ledge (0.58 metres high, 0.11 metres deep), insufficiently wide for a
synthronon, terminating in a seat at the south end. Only the north apse has extant
chancel slabs screening it from the naos. The opening to the south apse is damaged, but
it probably had low chancel slabs. In the east wall of the naos, between the apses, there
is a rectangular block protruding from the wall, possibly a seat. Eleven floor graves are
located in the naos.
A second church opens through a two-arched arcade in the north wall of Balli Kilise
and has been identified as a funerary church because of the deep arcosolium carved in
the west wall of the naos. It has a longitudinal barrel vault and a single apse, with an
attached altar surmounted by a blind niche and seats in the north and south comers.
Low chancel slabs screen the apse from the naos. Five graves are located in the naos
floor. Although there are 16 floor graves in the naoi of the church, it has been omitted
from the study by N. Teteriatnikov ('Burial Places in Cappadocian Churches', Greek
Orthodox Theological Review29 (1984) 141-174).
The term 'archaic' was coined by Jerphanion to indicate the archaicizing style of the
paintings in a group of churches which often recalls features of pre-iconoclastic an. The
dated church within the group which Jerphanion used as an anchor for the attribution of
other churches is Tavjanli Kilise Mustafapajakoy (913-920). A second dated church,
Gullu Dere IV (also 913-920), has since been located. Although arguments against the
term 'archaic' have been presented, its use continues to include churches excavated after
iconoclasm (843) to the mid- 10th century. For Jerphanion's analysis, see Les eglises
rupestre de Cappadoce, I i 67-146, n ii 414-418; for further discussion, see R.
Cormack, 'Byzantine Cappadocia: The Archaic Group of Wall-Paintings', JBAA 30
(1967) 19-36; C. Jolivet-L^vy, La peinture byzantine en Cappadoce, 139-75. For
discussion against the use of the term 'archaic', see A.W. Epstein, 'The 'Iconoclast'
Churches of Cappadocia', in Iconoclasm, ed. A. Bryer- J. Herrin, 103 n. 5; J. Cave, The
Byzantine Wall Paintings of Kih^lar Kilise: Aspects of Monumental Decoration in
Cappadocia, 6-8.
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'transitional'period.'"' In particular the Pigeon House Church has been compared with
Goreme 7 Tokali Kilise New Church, Goreme 11 (St Eustathios), Munjil Kilise and
Ballik Kilise in Soganli Dere, and Tavjanh Kilise Mustafapajakoy and it has been
argued that the style of the paintings in the Pigeon House Church may be seen as a
'provincial response' to the painting in the New Church.^'
Considering the decoration of the churches in periods such as archaic and transitional,
orders the churches according to their chronology. But while the decoration of the
archaic and transitional churches has been shown to have considerable homogeneity,
this is not true for their liturgical planning. Neither does liturgical planning appear to be
related to the architectural plan of the rock-cut churches. The twenty-nine single-aisled
churches in Cappadocia, with one possible exception,"*^ have been attributed to the tenth
Churches of the 'transitional period' (early or mid-10th century to the beginning of
the 11 th) have new elements introduced to the archaic iconographic programmes,
exemplified by Goreme 7 Tokali Kilise New Church and the Pigeon House Church
Cavu^in. Within this group the dated churches are the Pigeon House Church (964/5)
and St Barbara Soganli Dere (1(X)6 or 1021). For discussion of the period see
Jerphanion, Les 6glises rupestre de Cappadoce, II ii 418-420; C. Jolivet-Levy, La
peinture byzantineen Cappadoce, 176-97.
''I The New Church in Goreme 7 Tokali Kilise has been identified as the progenitor by
Jerphanion in Les Sglises rupestres de Cappadoce, I ii 544-547; R. Cormack, 'Byzantine
Cappadocia: The Archaic Group of Wall Paintings', JBAA 30 (1967) 29-31; A.W.
Epstein, 'Rock-cut chapels in Goreme Valley, Cappadocia: The Yilanli Group and the
Column Churches', CAtvh 24 (1975) 124-126, discussed again, id., Tokali Kilise, 2932; L. Rodley, JOB 33 (1983) 329-339; N. Thierry, Haut moyen-age en Cappadoce, I
51 -55. An opposing position, that the painting of Cavujin preceded the painting in the
New Church, has been taken by J. Lafontaine-Dosogne, Byz 33 (1963) 129-133 and
M. Restle, Byzantine Wall Painting in Asia Minor, 1,33-37. Rodley has suggested that
the decoration is the mature interpretation of a style whose roots lie in the eastern rather
than the western provinces and the decoration of churches in Georgia, in particular the
10th century churches, Dort Kilise and Ijhan Church. See Rodley, op. cit., 338; N. and
M. Thierry, 'Peintures du Xe sifecle en Georgie meridionale et leurs rapports avec la
peinture byzanrine d'Asie Mineure', CArch 24 (1975) 73-113, particularly 107-113.
Other scholars have also compared Georgian with Cappadocian art especially as regards
the painting of silhouettes and treatment of drapery. See J. Lafontaine-Dosogne,
'Monumental Painting', in Art and Architecture in Medieval Georgia, ed. A. AlpagaNovello (Louvain 1980) 87-102, particularly 89; T. Velmans, 'L'image de la Deisis
dans les eglises de Georgia et dans celles d'autres regions du monde byzantin', I CArch
29 (1980/1) 47-102, \i.,CArch 31 (1983) 129-173.
42 There is insufficient evidence for firmly dating the Goreme Necropolis 5 Lower
Church and a 10th-century date is possible although the church above, the Upper
Church, has been attributed to the 11th century.
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century. Ten have three apses but their naoi are transversely vaulted. There is only one
church in G o r e m e which has both a longitudinal barrel vault and three apses and only
t w o of die single-aisled churches, the Pigeon House Church Cavujin and Goreme 7
T o k a h Kilise New Church, which have free-standing altars. Although the coinplexity of
the architectural plan and liturgical organization of Tokali Kilise appears remote from
the apparentiy simple plan of the Pigeon House Church, if we turn our attention toward
the free-standing altar, a profitable study ensues.

F R E E - S T A N D I N G A L T A R S IN C A P P A D O C I A N C H U R C H E S
An accurate survey of free-standing or attached altars could not be undertaken if the
evidence relating to the majority of altars in Cappadocian churches was lost. Fortunately
in rock-cut architecture, even where the altar has been destroyed, some evidence of its
location normally remains. In each of the areas surveyed, approximately three-quarters
of the churches examined either have an altar or unequivocal evidence of its location.'*^
Where the evidence of the altar has been completely lost this has frequently been the
result of the substantial collapse of the apse, which took with it the altar and any other
liturgical furnishings. In this study one hundred and twenty churches have been
documented in the appendix. A further twenty-two churches were surveyed in Soganli
Dere and Peristrema and although not documented in the appendix these churches are
discussed as appropriate in the text. As noted in the introductory discussion of this
chapter, altars in the rock-cut churches may be free-standing, attached or detached. The
Table: rock-cut altars in Cappadocian churches
AREA

NUMBER OF CHURCHES NUMBER OF
CHURCHES
WITH ALTARS OR
SURVEYED
EVIDENCE OF ALTARS

PER CENT AGE OF
CHURCHES WITH
ALTARS

All areas

110

142

78

rirtremc.

4S
7
17
22

SQ
Q
22
30

78
77
73

8
11

8
14

100
79

UrEiiD

QavusinZelve
Soganh
Peristrema
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investigation of the rocic-cut churches shows that approximately one quarter have or
had free-standing altars, while two thirds have attached altars. Seven per cent of the
altars are detached.'^
The area with the richest concentration of churches is Goreme but only one church in
the area, the New Church in Goreme 7 Tokah Kilise (cat. 79), has a free-standing
altar.'^^ Similarly in Avcilar there is one church, Durmu? Kadir Kilisesi (cat. 59), with a
free-standing altar. Fewer churches are located in the Avcilar area so the percentage of
churches with free-standing altars appears higher in Avcilar than in Goreme. However,
if the two areas are taken together, it is found that four per cent of the altars are freestanding and this may present a more accurate picture of the Goreme-Avcilar area as a
whole. The Urgiip area covers a greater territory than either the Goreme or GoremeAvcilar areas. Further, it is likely that more churches remain to be located in the area.
For this reason the pattern of distribution of free-standing altars in Urgiip may be less
accurate than the pattern in the Goreme and Avcilar areas. Nevenheless, considering
extant free-standing altars, the survey in the Urgup area seems to present a profile
similar to the Avcilar area."*^ If, however, the churches which possibly had freestanding altars are included in our survey, it is found that more than half of the churches

44 Of 110 churches with altars, 15 have (or had) free-standing altars (14%) while a
further 14 (13%) possibly had free-standing altars; 73 churches have attached altars.
Detached altars appear unusual being located in only 8 of the churches [Goreme 4a (cat.
72), Goreme 13 (cat. 89), Goreme 17 (cat. 98) and Goreme 29a (cat. 115), Pancarlik
Parekklesion (cat. 3) in Urgup; the Tomb of Hieron Avcilar 2a (cat. 77); and in
Peristrema, Bahattin Samanligi Kilisesi.] For the last-mentioned church see N. and M.
Thierry, Nouvelles ^glises rupestres de Cappadoce, 155-173 and Batkin Kihse (Agikel
Aga Kilisesi), id., 'Un decor pr^-iconoclaste de Cappadoce: Agikel Aga Kilisesi (Eglise
de I'aga a la main ouverte)', CArch 18 (1968) 33-69.
45 59 churches (45 with altars) were investigated in Goreme. Goreme 25 (cat. 111)
which has 3 apses is an exceptional example in which the north apse has no altar; the
central and south apses have attached altars.
46 Churches in Urgup with free-standing altars (18%) include Kepez Deresi 3 (cat. 7);
St Stephen at Cemil (cat. 22); and Damsa Kilise (cat. 23).

had free-standing altars.''^ The profile of the Cavujin-Zelve area shows an even higher
percentage of churches with free-standing ahars-^^ The results of this survey are
summarized in table 4.1 and the location of the churches with free-standing altars is
indicated in fig. 4.1.
AREA
Goreme
Avcilar

NUMBER OF CHURCHES NUMBER OF PERCENTAGE OF
WITH FREE-STANDING CHURCHES
CHURCHES WITH
ALTAR OR ALTARS
WITH ALTARS FREE-STANDING
ALTARS

1
1

Goreme 4
2
Avcilar
Urgup
3 (to possible max. 10)
Cavusin 7 (to possible max. 14)
Zelve

45
7

2
14

52

4

17
22

18(59)
32 (64)

Table 4.1 Churches with free-standing altars
From these results it can be seen that the liturgical planning of the Goreme area, or even
the Goreme-Avcilar area, was markedly different from that in the adjacent areas. Both
the Cavujin-Zelve and the Urgup areas appear to be adequately supplied with a
scattering of churches with free-standing altars. Preliminary data has also been gathered

47 Other churches in Urgup which possibly had free-standing altars (59%) include
Pancarlik Kilise (cat. 2); Kepez Kilise (cat. 4) and Kepez Deresi 2a (cat. 6); Cambazh
Kilise (cat. 8); the church near Hallag Manastir (cat. 10); Balkan Deresi IV (cat. 15);
and St Michael, Cemil (cat. 21).
48 Churches in gavujin-Zelve with free-standing altars (32%) include the Pigeon House
Church Cavusin, Zelve 2 (cat. 45), Zelve 4 (cat. 47), Zelve 7 (cat. 52); Gullu Dere IV
(cat. 30) and St George (cat. 41) and 'Eglise du Pic 1223' (cat. 43) in Zindanonu.
Other churches in ^avufin-Zelve which possibly had free-standing altars (64%)
include St John the Baptist Church Cavujiin (cat. 26); Gullii Dere m (cat. 29) and V
(cat. 31); 3 churches in Kizil Cukur, Joachim and Anna (cat. 32), Hagli Kilise (cat. 33)
and Buyuk Kilise (cat. 36) and Zelve 1 (cat. 44).
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from further distant areas such as Soganh Dere and Peristrema and here too there are
more free-standing altars than in the Goreme-Avcilar area (fig. 4.1).49

49 Seventeen churches have been catalogued in Soganh Dere (ArtsofCappadocia , 204
[plan 5]). For the present study a general survey of Soganh Dere was undertaken and 8
churches were examined. Of these 2 (25%), Karaba? Kilise and St Barbara, have freestanding altars.
For Karaba? Kilise see H. Rott, KleinasiatischeDenkmalerausPisidien, Pamphylien,
Kappadokien undLykien, 135-139; Jerphanion, Les eglises rupestres de Cappadoce, II
i 333-360; M. Restle, Byzantine Wall Painting in Asia Minor, 46-49,162-164
[XL VIII]; S. Kostof, Caves of God. The Monastic Environment of Byzantine
Cappadocia, cat. no. 50; C. Jolivet-Levy, La peinture byzantine en Cappadoce, II413417; L. Rodley, Cave Monasteries of Byzantine Cappadocia, 193-202.
The church of St Barbara is considered below.
Both churches are indicated in ArtsofCappadocia, 204 [plan 5 nos. 24 and 21
respectively].
In Peristrema 21 churches have been recorded, in ihlara and Belisirma, see ibid, 205
[plan 6]. A survey of 14of these was undertaken. Eleven of the churches have altars,
but only one, Kokar Kilise, has a free standing altar (9%); for a description of the
church and its paintings see J. Lafontaine-Dosogne, 'Nouvelles notes cappadociennes',
Byz33 (1963) 166-167; N. and M. Thierry, Nouvelles eglises rupestres de Cappadoce,
115-136; Restle, op. cit, 168-169 [LII]; Kostof, op. cit, cat. no. 32; Artsof
Cappadocia, 205 [plan 6 no. 3].

Fig. 4.1
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Location of churches with free-standing altars in the rock-cut region of
Cappadocia
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Since the liturgical organization o f a church is a probable indicator for its function, it is
possible that the function o f the Goren:ie churches, or even the Goreme-A vcilar
churches, was in some way different f r o m the function o f churches in other areas.
When additional liturgical furnishings such as apse screens or ancilliary chambers such
as refectories are taken into consideration, their patterns o f distribution also differentiate
the G o r e m e area f r o m other areas. Before turning to examine these additional elements
o f liturgical and architectural organization however, the liturgical furnishings in the
churches with free-standing altars will be examined.

Churches with free-standing altars are divided according to their apsidal organization.
On the one hand there are six churches each with three apses, while on the other there
are twenty-three churches none o f which has three apses.

Triple-apsed churches with free-standing altars (fig. 4.2)
Apart f r o m the Pigeon House Church Cavujin, there are five other churches which
have three apses with a free-standing altar in the central apse, Goreme 7 Tokali Kilise
N e w Church, Durmu? Kadir Kilisesi in Avcilar, Buyuk Kilise in Kizil Cukur, Zelve 4
and Cambazh Kilise in Ortahisar. The Pigeon House Church Cavujin is the only church
in the group which can be securely dated.
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Fig. 4.2

Location of churches with free-standing altars, solid apse screens and
refectories in the Avcilar, Cavujin and Zelve areas of Cappadocia
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Goreme 7 Tokali Kilise (cat. 79) is one of the best-known of the Gbreme churches. It
has been the subject of a number of studies^® but its liturgical planning has rarely been
discussed.5i The church consists of a complex of churches known as the Old, New and
Lower Churches and the Parekklesion.^^ While the painting in the New Church is
generally agreed to have taken place in 963-964, the question of the sequence of

The most recent study to focus on the church was undertaken by A.W. Epstein,
Tokah Kilise. Tenth century Metropolitan Art in Byzantine Cappadocia (Washington
1986). For earlier studies see Jerphanion, Les eglises rupestres de Cappadoce, I i 262294; I ii 299-376 and 544-548; II ii 415-416 and 418-419; M. Restle, Byzantine Wall
Painting in Asia Minor, II11-116; II plan X; C. Jolivet-Levy, La peinture byzantine en
Cappadoce, II 271 -278 and L. Rodley, Ca ve Monasteries of Byzantine Cappadocia ,
213-222.
51 T. Mathews has suggested that the liturgical furnishings in the New Church
demonstrate the 'privatization' of the liturgy and that each of the 3 apses was a separate
bema, furnished as a sacristy for the liturgy, rather than being an integrated architectural
arrangement of prothesis, bema and diakonikon. See Mathews, '"Private" Liturgy in
Byzantine Architetcure: Toward a Re-appraisal', CArch 30 (1982) 125-138. The
proposal has been endorsed by N. Teteriatnikov in 'Upper-Storey Chapels near the
Sanctuary in Churches of the Christian East', D O P 4 2 (1988) 70. However, Mathews'
study may not be an accurate interpretation of the Cappadocian monuments as some
furnishings such as synthronoi, ambons and solea, which he believed absent from the
rock-cut churches, have been located during fieldwork. Further, liturgical furnishings in
the flanking apses, such as altar and bema seats, may have been typical of the
fumishings in the flanking chambers of Middle Byzantine churches and used for
preparatory acts. As noted in chapter 2, A.W. Epstein has suggested that Mathews'
hypothesis conflicts with our understanding of the Orthodox rite and accepted reading
of the tripartite sanctuary (Epstein, Tokah Kilise, 8-9 n. 12).
52 A barrel-vaulted vestibule precedes the Old Church which has a single naos, also
barrel-vaulted. The New Church has a transverse barrel-vaulted naos, the excavation of
which destroyed the apse of the Old Church, and three apses opening behind an arcade
in the east wall. The Parekklesion, which opens through an arcade in the north wall of
the New Church, has a longitudinal barrel vault which terminates in a single apse.
Access to the Lower Church is by steps from the north-west comer of the naos of the
Old Church. The Lower Church has three aisles, each of which terminates in an apse.
Flat ceilings cover the side aisles and there is a barrel vault over the central aisle. There
is a transverse apsidal passageway between the naos and the apses.

excavation of the four churches continues to be d e b a t e d . ^ ^ Reconstructions of the Old
Church have variously proposed from one to three apses but the position of the altar (or
altars) can no longer be d e t e r m i n e d . ^ ^

the New Church there is a free-standing altar

in each of the three apses, while in the Parekklesion and the Lower Church there are
attached altars. Indeed, as remarked above, the free-standing altars in the New Church
are the only extant free-standing altars in any of the Goreme churches.

Apart from the free-standing altar there are other similarities in the organization of the
liturgical furnishings in the central apses of the New Church in Goreme 7 Tokali Kilise
and the Pigeon House Church Cavujin. Both are screened from the naos by low
chancel slabs; both have a seat in the south corner of the apse.^^ In spite of such
parallels, comparisons between the two churches are not completely satisfactory
because their differences appear to outweigh their similarities. The New Church has
three apses each with a free-standing altar while the Cavujin church has only one free-

In spite of A. W. Epstein's publication on the church, L. Rodley has suggested the
most convincing sequence for the development on the site, proposing that the Old
Church preceded both the New Church and the Parekklesion and was probably painted
in the second quarter of the 10th century. Further, she suggested that the excavation of
the Lower Church, whose apsidal arrangement is similar to the New Church, was
contemporary with the New Church, ie. 963-4. See.L. Rodley, Cave Monasteries of
Byzantine Cappadocia, 220-222. With the exception of the excavation of the Lower
Church, which Epstein has suggested was the first excavation in the 9th century,
Epstein's sequence coincides with Rodley's. See A.W. Epstein, Tokah Kilise, 1-13. In
her review of Epstein's monograph, N. Thierry has supported Rodley's sequence rather
than Epstein's (Cahiers de Civilisation Medievale 31 (1988) 69-71).
54 A single apse for the Old Church is proposed in a reconstruction similar to Tavjanli
Kilise Mustafapa?ak6y. See Jerphanion, Les eglises nipestres de Cappadoce, I i 263264 and fig. 33. This arrangement has been adopted with variations to the position of
the lateral niche. See L. Rodley, Cave Monasteries of Byzantine Cappadocia, 221-222
and A.W. Epstein, ToAraVi Kilise, 6 and fig. 4. M. Restie has not discounted the
possibility that there were three apses in the Old Church {Byzantine Wall Painting w
Asia Minor, I
in-U2).
55 There is additional seating provided in the central apse of the New Church, including
a second seat in the nonh comer of the apse and a third in the centre of the east wall of
the apse. The central seat is 2 steps above the bema and flanked on both sides by ledges
which terminate in the north and south seats. The ledge is too high to have been a seat
(1.04 metres above the bema). On the north wall of the central apse of the Cavujin
church there is also a ledge, which again is too high to have functioned as a seat (0.93
metres above the bema). Other liturgical furnishings are described in the appendix.
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standing altar.^^ Funher, the apsidal passageway adjacent to and level with the bemata
of the New Church does not have a parallel in the Cavujin church. Nor is it reflected in
any of the transversely vaulted churches which appear to be related to, or modelled on,
the New Church plan.''' Goreme 7 Tokali Kilise is a complex church, comprizing four
adjoining churches. Its purpose remains unclear.This complexity together with the
size of the foundation make it unlikely that its function was entirely comparable with
that of the single-aisled Cavujin church, notwithstanding the similarities in liturgical
furnishings which have been identified above.

56 Round-backed niches flank the opening to the central apse of the New Church and
are in turn flanked by apses. In Cavujin the central apse is flanked by apses, each of
which has an attached altar. It was suggested above that the carving of the Pigeon
House Church may have been undertaken in two campaigns, enlarging the apsidal
development from a single apse, or single apse with flanking absidioles, to the tripleapsed church which may be examined today. If this sequence of carving was
undertaken, the central apse of the church flanked by absidioles would have resembled
the organization of the central apse and flanking niches of the New Church. As noted
there is, however, insufficient evidence to confirm a phased excavation of the apses of
the ^avujin church.
At the north end of the passageway in the New Church there is a niche and at the
south end a ledge, possibly a bench, an arrangement which is vaguely reflected in the
east end of the naos of the Pigeon House Church Cavujin.
In both churches, there are benches along the naos walls. Furthermore, in the naos
directly in front of the central apse of the New Church there is a bench, which
terminates in seats, while directly infrontof the central apse of the Cavujin church
there is also a bench.
58 Jerphanion has suggested that the church was a katholikon and the most important
church in Goreme (Les dglises rupestres de Cappadoce, I i 45 and 262; id.. La voix des
monuments, II208-236). The research undertaken by later scholars has corroborated
this proposal concerning the importance of the church, while refining ideas about its
function, which will be discussed in chapter 6.
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Although the basilical plan of Durmu? Kadir Kilisesi Avcilar (cat. 59)^9 is different
from the plans of both the Cavujin and Goreme churches there are parallels in their
liturgical furnishings. Like the other churches, Durmu? Kadir Kilisesi has three apses®"
with a free-standing altar and extensive seating in the central apse®' and an open apse
s c r e e n . H o w e v e r , Durmu? Kadir Kilisesi Avcilar appears to be unique among the

Durmu? Kadir Kilisesi is 1.7 kilometres from Goreme 7 Tokali Kilise and
approximately 5 kilometres from Cavujin. The church has been included in articles
which consider a number of churches, briefly describing each. See N. Thierry, 'Eglises
inedits en Cappadoce', Journal des Savants (1965) 629-639; id., 'Quelques monuments
inedits ou mal connus de Cappadoce. Centres de Magan, Cavujin et Mavrucan'
Llnformationdhistoiredel'art
14 (1969) 10-11; id., 'Une probleme de continuite ou de
rupture. La Cappadoce entre Rome, Byzance et les Arabes', CRAI{\911) 108-113; id.
'Nouvelles decouvertes en Cappadoce', Dossiers Histoire et ArchSologie 121 (1987) 22;
id., 'Le Grand Monastere d'Ozkonak', ibid., 43-44; id.. Arts ofCappadocia,
139 and
202-203 [plan 4 no. 4].
The basilica includes a clerestory along the outer north wall of the naos and a blind
clerestory along the south, or inner, wall. In the west wall a rectangular doorway opens
to a transverse barrel-vaulted narthex. The liturgical furnishings are fully described in
the appendbc.
The side apses each have an attached altar and a round-backed seat carved into the
south wall. There is a shallow flat-backed niche above the altar in the nonh apse. Both
apses have chancel slabs separating the apse from the naos, in addition to a bench
which runs along the east wall in front of the apse. The bemata of the side apses are
each one step above the naos floor. In the nonh wall of the naos, adjacent to the south
apse, there is a flat-backed niche. Possibly a similar niche was carved adjacent to the
north apse but when the north aisle of the church collapsed the niche was lost, if indeed
it existed.
There is a cathedra in the east wall of the apse in the centre of a synthronon which
provided seating around the apse.
" The trabeated screen in Durmu? Kadir Kilisesi has an architrave supponed by 2
columns on 2 decorated chancel slabs, between which there is a central opening into the
apse. The chancel slabs sit above the bench on the east wall of the naos in front of the
apse. The bench forms the first of 2 steps from the naos floor to the bema.
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Cappadocian churches so far recorded in preserving an ambon and solea in the naos.®^
Indeed it has been suggested that the ambon and solea, together with the trabeated apse
screen and the sculptural decoration in the church, are characteristics from which its
excavation may be attributed to the sixth or seventh century.^ Christopher Walter has
indicated that the 'so-called jutting solea disappeared very early...[from the church
when] the entries were made from the prothesis, not down the whole length of the
c h u r c h ' . ^ ®

A s

f^r

as the ambon is concerned, apart from a lack of extant Middle

The ambon has suffered some damage. It has 4 steps leading from the solea on the
east side and 5 steps on the west side. The platform of the ambon is circular and
bounded by a low screen. Because the ambon in Durmu? Kadir Kilisesi has 2
staircases, N. Thierry has suggested that it is related to the Greek type of ambon. See
Thierry, 'Quelques monuments inedits ou mal connus de Cappadoce. Centres de
MaQan, Cavujin et Mavrucan', L'Information d'historie de /'art 14 (1969) 10. However,
J.- P. Sodini has pointed out that the type of ambon with 2 entrances, although found
widely in Greece, is of Constantinopolitan origin. See Sodini, 'L'ambon de la rotonde
Saint-Georges: remarques sur la typologie et le decor', BCH100 (1976) 497. Funher,
the placement of the ambon in the centre of the naos can be related to
Constantinopolitan practice, which is reflected through Asia Minor (id., 'Note sur deux
variantes regionales dans les basiliques de Grece et des Balkans: le tribelon et
I'emplacement de l'ambon', BCH99 (1975) 585-588; id., 'Les dispositifs liturgiques des
basiliques paleochretiennes en Grece et dans les Balkans', Corso di Cultura sull'me
Ravennatee Bizantine3\ (Ravenna 1984) 452-453 and fig. 6). See also S. Xydis, 'The
Chancel Barrier, Solea and Ambo of Hagia Sophia', Art Bulletin 29 (1947) 1-24; G.
Majeska, 'Notes on the Archaeology of St Sophia. The Rivers on the Floor and their
Relation to the Chancel Barrier and Ambo', (abstract) Third Annual Byzantine Studies
Conference (New York 1977) 41.
It is possible that other similar furnishings may be located in Cappadocian churches but
thus far none has been unequivocally identified, although M. Restle has described an
attached furnishing on the north wall of the naos of Pancarlik Kilise as a 'stepped'
ambon (Restle, Byzantine Wall Painting in Asia Minor, 1149). He has not offered an
explanation for this identification, which cannot be accepted without further
investigation as attached ambons have not been documented.
For ambon see H. Leclercq, 'Ambon', DACL, I i 1330-1347; C. Delvoye, 'Ambo',
RBK, 1 126-133. For solea, the raised pathway between the ambon and bema, see H.
Leclercq, 'Jube', DACL, VII ii 2767-2769. More complete bibliographies are given in
chapter 2.
64 See N. Thierry, L'Information d'historie de I'art 14 (1969) 10-ll;id., 'Un probleme
de continuite ou de rupture. La Cappadoce entre Rome, Byzance et Les Arabes', CRAI
(1977) 108-113; id.. Dossiers Histoire et Archeologie 121 (1987) 22;id., Arts of
Cappadocia, 139 and 202-203.
651 thank Professor Walter for his communication on the solea.

Byzantine ambons in Cappadcx;ia and other regions of the Byzantine Empire,^^ there is
little evidence to suggest that use of the ambon ceased during the Middle Byzantine
period, while there is a body of material which supports its continued use until the
fifteenth century.For all that, there is no evidence by which Durmu? Kadir Kilisesi
can be securely dated and its frequent attribution to the sixth or seventh century may be
open to challenge by a later date. As to the function of the church, it is possible that the
ambon is an indication of an episcopal function. Further, tombs in the narthex suggest
the church had a sepulchral purpose. Yet there are few signs of wear, consistent with
regular use.

An ambon with ciborium was removed early this century from the cross-domed
church St Nicholas at Myra. It was located in the centre of the naos, with 6 steps on the
west side leading to a circular platform. Chancel posts with slabs in the interstices
formed the end rail and baluster. The in-situ piers on the platform carried the ciborium.
The ambon has been identified as a 6th-century type and its incorporation into the fabric
of the church attributed to the 8th century. See U. Peschlow, 'Die Architekturdes
Nikolaoskirche in Myra', in J. Borchhardt et. al., Myra. Eine lykischen Metropolein
antikerundbyzantinischerZeit (Berlin 1975) 303-359; O. Feld, 'Die Innenausstattung
der Nikolaoskirche in Myra', ibid, fig. 250.
The basilical church of the Koimesis of Kalambaka has an ambon, also spolia in all
likelihood from a period earlier than the church which is attributed to the 12th century.
See D. Nicol, Meteora. The Rock Monastery ofThessaly (London 1975) 77-78; Ch.
and L. Bouras, 'Byzantine Churches of Greece', Architectural Design 431 (1973) 31.
For the ambon in Hagia Eirene Constantinople, remodelled after 740 and attested in
both literary and archaeological evidence, see U. Peschlow, Die Irenekirche in Istanbul.
UntersuchingenzurArchitektur (Tubingen 1977); T. Mathews, TheByzantine
Churches of Istanbul, 102-122 (bibliography at 103).
Further evidence is gathered from scattered archaeological finds and documentary
sources. For archaeological evidence see A. Grabar, Sculptures byzantines de
Constantinople, publ. as BibliothdqueArchdoiogiqueetHistorique
17 (Paris 1963) 8089; for documentary sources, see A. Kazhdan, 'A note on the "Middle Byzantine"
Ambo', Byz 57 (1987) 422-426. Kazhdan has suggested that the Middle Byzantine
ambon was often wooden and portable. If correct Kazhdan's hypothesis explains the
absence of the Middle Byzantine ambon among most archaeological finds.
J. Dauvillier has demonstrated that the ambon referred to in the Chaldaean liturgy was
in use in Syrian churches at the end of the 13th and beginning of the 14th century
(Dauvillier, 'L'ambon ou bema dans les textes de I'eglise chaldeenne et de I'eglise
syrienne au moyen age', CArch 6 (1952) 24). However the Syrian ambon appears to
have functioned differently. See J. Lassus- G. Tchalenko, 'Ambons syriens', CArch 5
(1951)75-122.

Biiyiik Kilise Kizil Cukur (cat. 36) has an inscribed cross plan with three apses,^® a
free-standing altar, seating in the central apse^' and an open trabeated screen separating
the centra] apse from the naos7° In common with the previously-described churches it
has a monumentality which sets it apart from other churches in the area. Indeed, along
with the New Church in Goreme 7 Tokali Kilise and Durmu? Kadir Kilisesi Avcilar,
the Biiyiik Kilise is one of the largest churches in Cappadocia. However, the apsidal
development, where each apse is preceded by a rectangular chamber, although common

^^ Biiyiik Kilise Kizil Cukur is approximately 1 kilometre from the Pigeon House
Church Cavujin. The church has not been published, although a paper on its
architectural features was recently presented by N. Teteriatnikov, 'Newly discovered
rock-cut church in Kizil Cukur, Cappadocia' and summarized in an abstract. Fifteenth
Annual Byzantine Studies Conference (Amherst 1989) 41-42. Teteriatnikov focussed
on the'monumental doorframes' and 'cubical capitals' in the church, which she identified
with elements in Georgian ecclesiastical architecture. The church was mentioned, but
not described, by G.P. Schiemenz who called it Kan Ter Kilisesi or Blood and Sweat
Church in a review of S. Kostof, Caves of God. The Monastic Environment of
Byzantine Cappadocia, BZ68 (1975) 121.
On the basis of its inscribed cross plan, a terminus a quo at the beginning of the 10th
century may be attributed to the Biiyiik Kilise.
The north apse has an attached altar in the east wall and a flat-backed niche in the nonh
wall. There is a rock ledge across the south comer of the apse. It is rough and jagged,
possibly the remnants of a seat.' In the adjoining chamber there is a flat-backed niche in
the north wall. The south apse also has an attached altar, adjoining which there is a
ledge, which terminates in the south comer of the apse. There are no niches in either the
apse or the adjoining chamber.
In the west wall of the naos there are 2 openings to a large vestibule and a longitudinal
narthex, the vault of which is articulated by 5 pairs of ribs. For other liturgical
fumishings see the appendix.
In the central apse there is an eroded synthronon in the centre of which there is a
cathedra. On the basis of the central location of the cathedra it is probable that the altar
was free-standing, possibly on the chord of the apse or in the centre of the chamber
adjoining the apse. For this reason also it is unlikely that there was a screen between the
apse and the adjoining chamber.
70 The screen consisted of an architrave supponed by two shafts on two chancel slabs
on the bema, which is one step above the naos floor.

in Middle Byzantine Constantinopolitan churches,'" is rare, if not unique, among
Cappadocian monuments.^^

•'I The east end of the Middle Byzantine church in Constantinople, beginning with
Constantine Lips church (907) and the Myrelaion (920-922), shows a similar
development of apsed chambers described by Mathews as 'diminutive sanctuary bays'.
See Mathews, TheEarly Churches of Constantinople: Architecture and Liturgy, 107;
id.. The Byzantine Churches of Istanbul, 209-210, 322-324. There are other churches
which have similar east end developments such as Atik Mustafa Paja Camii, Hag.
loannes in TruUo and Eski Imaret Camii.
The chambers adjoining the apses in Buyuk Kilise Kizil Cukur are divided from the
naos by doorways at the head of the north and south aisles and a trabeated screen at the
head o f the central aisle. It is usual for apsidal chambers such as these to be identified as
bemata, each terminating in an apse in the east wall. However, there is a second set of
screens separating the north and south chambers from their adjacent apses, while the
central bema is contiguous with the central apse. It is likely, therefore, that the
relationship between the side chambers and apses is different from that between the
central bema and central apse. The flanking chambers may be described as pastophoria,
or sacristies, while the central bema may be identified as a presbyterium. These terms
are discussed in chapter 2.
The presbyterium is identified with the central apse. Usually seats for the presbyters or
priests are arranged along the lateral walls of the presbyterium, facing the altar, which is
placed on the bema, in the centre of the presbyterium floor (H. Leclercq,' Abside',
DACL, I i 183-185; id., 'Sacristies', DACL, X V i 362).
In the Buyiik Kilise the north and south walls of the presbyterium open through
rectangular doorways into the flanking pastophoria. There is, however, no evidence of
seating along the presbyterium walls.
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The two remaining churches with three apses and a free-standing altar in the central
apse are Zelve 4 or Uzumlii Kilise (cat.

which is located in the Cavu^in-Zelve

''3Zelve4, approximately 1.1 kilometres from Goreme, is the largest of the Zelve
churches which have been surveyed for the present study. While impressive in size
among the Zelve churches, Zelve 4 is not as spacious as the other triple-apsed churches,
Durmu? Kadir Kilisesi Avcilar, Goreme 7 Tokali Kilise or the Buyuk Kilise Kizil
Cukur. The description given by Jerphanion is incomplete, being based on notes
compiled by Pere Gransault. See Jerphanion, Les eglises rupestres de Cappadoce, I ii
586-588. Other scholars have focussed on the paintings in the church. See M . Restle,
Byzantine Wall Painting in Asia Minor, I 143-144; C. Jolivet-Levy, LaPeinture
Byzantine Byzantine en Cappadoce, II 199-201; Arts of Cappadocia 200-201 [plan 3
no. 4]. A complete description of the monument is expected by Thierry in Haut-MoyenAge en Cappadoce, I I [forthcoming].
T w o phases of decoration have been identified in the church, the first of which has been
attributed to the 5th or 6th century, the second to the end of the 9th or beginning of the
10th century (Jolivet-Levy, op. cit, II 201).
Zelve 4 has 2 adjoining parallel churches, each with a single naos covered with a flat
ceiling. The south church has 3 apses. In the south church the altar in the central apse
has been destroyed but a trapezoidal shape on the bema indicates its position. In the
centre of the east wall there is a triple-arched blind arcade, each niche of which has a
Latin cross incised in its back wall, possibly the repositories for wooden crosses. In
each o f the north and south walls of the apse there is a pair of seats formed by a bench
divided into two by a triangular-shaped arm-rest. There is no screen to divide the apse
from the naos but the apse opening is flanked by engaged columns. The side apses have
attached altars. The face of the north altar has an incised frame inside which is a carved
incised cross. O n l y the south apse has additional furnishings, a seat in the south wall of
the apse and a shallow niche with an incised cross carved in the east wall above the
altar. Neither o f the side apses has a screen but the bema of each is one step above the
naos floor. The entrance to the church is in the west wall of the south church, which
opens from a vestibule. Other liturgical furnishings are described in the appendix.
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area and Cambazli Kilise near Ortahisar (cat. 8).'''' With the exception of Cambazh
Kilise, the churches examined thus far may be described as spaciously planned. Each
has a free-standing altar and an open apse screen. Fonts are located in the naoi of some

Cambazh Kilise is approximately 5 kilometres from Goreme. It has 3 apses but lacks
the monumentality of the previously-described churches. See N. Thierry, Une nouvelle
eglise rupestre de Cappadoce: Cambazli Kilise a Ortahisar', Journal des Savants (1963)
5-23; M. Restle, Byzantine Wall Painting in Asia Minor, 1151-152; S. Kostof, Caves
of God. The Monastic Environment of Byzantine Cappadocia, cat. no. 44; C. JolivetLevy, La peinture byzantineen Cappadoce, II329-332; Arts of Cappadocia, 198 [plan
2 no.4].
On the basis of the solid screen in the church a terminus a quo in the 11th century is
indicated. However the decoration of the church has been variously dated. See Thierry,
op. cit, 21-23 (11th century), Restle, op. cit, 165 (13th century) and J. LafontaineDosogne in a review of N. and M.Thierry, Nouvelles 6glises rupestres de Cappadoce,
in BZ 58 (1965) 132 (13th century).
The church is entered from a narthex, which opens into the south wall of the naos. It
has an abbreviated inscribed cross plan. The central apse opens from the east bay, the
side apses open directly from the central arcade of the naos. The altar in the central apse
has been lost. However, there is no evidence of scars on the east wall of the apse and it
is probable, therefore, that it was free-standing. In the south comer of the apse there is a
seat. The apse screen has been destroyed but its configuration can be read from the
extant evidence. It was a solid screen with a central opening and 2 lateral openings,
probably keyhole-shaped. Both side apses have an attached altar and a seat which
adjoins on the south side. Other liturgical furnishings are described in the appendix.

of the churches.''^ Various types of seating are provided. Individual seats and benches
are located in the naoi, while seating in the apse may include a cathedra and synthronon

^^ Fonts are found in a small number of Cappadocian churches located throughout the
rock-cut region. Previous studies of baptisteries have focussed on the architecture of
Early Christian foundations and few have considered fonts (H. Leclercq, 'Baptistere',
DACL, n i 432-435). Nevenheless, it has been suggested that in the Middle Byzantine
period although annexed chapels could function as baptisteries, more frequently mobile
basins were used in parish churches. See J. Lafontaine-Dosogne, 'La tradition byzantine
des baptisteres et de leur decor, et les fonts de Saint-Banhelemy a Liege', CArch 37
(1989) 45-68. For examples of fonts other than Cappadocian ones see P. Underwood,
'The Fountain of Life in Manuscripts of the Gospels', DOP 5 (1950) 63-72. Fonts
were also associated with commemorative practices for which purpose they were often
located in the vicinity of tombs (D. S. Pines, The Tomb Slabs of Santa Croce: A New
'Sepoltuario', (unpublished PhD dissertation, Columbia University 1985) 1 19-21).
The attached type of font in the rock-cut churches has no obvious counterpart among
masonry-built foundations. Thirteen fonts, either attached to and projecting from the
naos wall or carved in a niche in the wall, have been identified in the naoi of
Cappadocian churches examined during fieldwork. Three of these may be associated
with churches which have, or probably had, free-standing altars, Durmu? Kadir Kilisesi
Avcilar, Zelve 2 and Pancarlik Kilise Urgiip. The New Church in Goreme 7 Tokali
Kilise does not have a font but the Lower Church has an attached font in the south-west
comer of the naos. In the 'Eglise du pic 1223' Zindanonu there is a basin in the altar of
the north absidiole. It is not clear if this had a baptismal function. Ten fonts are found in
churches which have attached altars [Hallag Kilise (cat. 9), Hagios Basilios (cat. 19),
Gullu Dere I (cat. 27), Avcilar 2a or the Tomb of Hieron (cat. 57), Goreme 9 (cat. 82),
Goreme 15a (cat. 93) and Goreme 32 (cat. 118)]. In addition, Balh Kilise Ihlara has an
attached font in the north-west comer of the naos which was ignored by N. Thierry in
'Etudes Cappadociennes. Region du Hasan Dagi. Complements pour 1974', CArch 24
(1975) 187-188, fig. 11 and J. Lafontaine-Dosogne in 'Nouvelles notes
cappadociennes', Byz 33 (1963) 159. In Soganli Dere there is a font niche in Kubelli
Kilise I, in the east end of the south wall, see M. Restle, Byzantine Wall Painting w
Asia Minor, III [plan XLVII].

or an individul seat.''^ Cambazli Kilise alone has a solid apse screen, a point which will
be resumed in later discussion.
Other churches with free-standing altars (fig. 4.2)
In the Cavujin-Zelve and Urgiip areas there are twenty other churches with freestanding altars, in Soganh Dere there are two and in Peristrema one, none of which has
three apses. Indeed the churches cannot satisfactorily be divided into sub-categories

For the terms 'cathedra' and 'synthronon' see the bibliography in chapter 2.
Synthronoi are located in the apses of 13 churches. In the rock-cut churches synthronoi
have one step. Some terminate in seats, while others have central cathedra. They are
located in Durmu? Kadir Kilisesi Avcilar, Buyiik Kilise Kizil Cukur, as well as the
tirgup churches Kepez Kilise (cat 4), the church in the vicinity of Hallag Manastir
Ortahisar (cat. 10) and the south church of Hagios Basilios (cat. 19), St John the Baptist
Cavujin (cat. 26), Gullu Dere III (cat. 29), Hagli Kilise Kizil Cukur (cat. 33), the 'Eglise
du pic 1223' Zindanonii (cat. 43), Zelve 1,2 and 6 (cat. 44,45 and 51) and Karji Becak
Avcilar (cat. 58). In Goreme 1 (cat. 64) the individual seats ranged around the apse may
be described as an arcaded synthronon.
In earlier studies, ledges such as those in the central apses of the Pigeon House Church
Cavufin (north ledge 0.93 m high, 0.36 m wide) and the New Church in Goreme 7
Tokah KUise (1.04 m high 0.12 m wide), have been erroneously identified as
synthronoi, see J. Cave, The Byzantine Wall Paintings of Kiliflar Kilise: Aspects of
Monumental Decoration in Cappadocia, 10. Ledges are also located in Goreme 14(1.44
m high 0.21 m wide), Goreme 21 (0.72 m high and 0.16 m wide) and Goreme 29,
KiliQlar Kilise. None is wide enough or the appropriate height for a synthronon.
In his investigation of the archaeological evidence of liturgical furnishings, J.- P. Sodini
found that 2- or 3-stepped synthronoi were popular in Greece and the Mediterranean
basin, while the larger synthronoi, some with kyklia or passageways underneath the
seats, and the multi-stepped synthronoi were a reflection of Constantinopolitan
influence. See Sodini, Uasos du Vie au Vile siecle. Contribution a I'Stude du bassin
Eg6enkl'6poquepal6ochT6tienne (unpublished PhD dissertation, Paris 1974-5)449452; id., 'Les dispositifs liturgiques des basiliques paleochretiennes en Grece et dans les
Balkans', Corso di Cultura suWarte Ravennate e Bizantine 31 (Ravenna 1984) 441-445.

based on either architectural plan or organization of liturgical fumishingsJ'' Ten of the
churches have extant free-standing altars while the remaining thirteen have evidence of
the location of free-standing altars. Apart from the free-standing altar which is found or
presumed in each of the churches there are few characteristics which give the group
homogeneity, although each church possibly had a separate seat on the south side of the
apse. However, the majority of Cappadocian churches has a similar seating arrangement
in the apse. It is unlikely, therefore, that the organization of individual apsidal seats is
specific to a particular function.''®

These churches include Kepez Deresi 3 (cat. 7), Damsa Kilise Tajkinpajakoy (cat.
23) and the 'Eglise du pic 1223' Zindanonu (cat. 43) which have a central apse flanked
by absidioles, while others such as the Church of St Stephen Cemil (cat. 22), the church
of St George Zindanonu (cat. 41), Zelve 2 (cat. 45) and Zelve 7 (cat. 52) have a single
apse. The remaining churches have composite plans most frequently with 2 parallel
aisles each terminating in a single apse such as Giillii Dere IV (cat. 30), St Barbara
Soganli Dere and Kokar Kilise Peristrema. Karaba? Kilise Soganli Dere has a similar
arrangement with two parallel adjoining churches to which are joined two other singleaisled single-apsed churches.
Churches which probably had free-standing altars include those with a central apse and
flanking absidioles such as Kepez Kilise (cat. 4) and Kepez Deresi 2a (cat. 6), those
with a single apse such as Pancarlik Kilise Urgup (cat. 2), the church near Hallag
Manastir (cat. 10), Balkan Deresi IV (cat. 15), Gullu Dere HI (cat. 29) and V (cat. 31),
Hagh Kilise Kizil Cukur (cat. 33) and Zelve I (cat. 44), and those with a composite plan
such as St Michael Cemil (cat. 21), the Cavujin church of St John the Baptist (cat. 26)
and the Church of Joachim and Anna Kizil ^ukur (cat. 32).
Apart from apsidal seats, there are other seats in the naoi of the rock-cut churches,
including benches and individual seats. It has been suggested that individual seats were
not provided before the 9th century. See N. Teteriatnikov, '"Where and when were the
Byzantine seated in the churches?', (abstract) Fourteenth Annual Byzantine Studies
Conference (Texas 1988) 26-27. However this may not be wholly true as there are
cathedra in the apses of churches which have been attributed early dates, such as
Durmu? Kadir KiUsesi Avcilar and St John the Baptist Cavujin (cat. 26), individual
seats in the apse of Zelve 4 and apsidal seats together with arcaded seats in the naos of
Belha Kilise Ozkonak which has been attributed to the 6th century. See N. Thierry, 'Le
grand monastere d'Ozkonak', Dossiers Histoire et Archeologie 121 (1987) 40-45.
Synthronoi are likely to be indicators of the possible size of the ecclesiastic community
but they are not restricted to episcopal structures (A. Grabar, 'Remarques critiques a
propos des publications recentes. A. Synthronos dans les martyria byzantins', CArch 12
(1962) 393-395).

S O L I D APSE SCREENS IN C A P P A D O C I A N CHURCHES
Except in the Goreme area, solid apse screetis are rarely found in the rock-cut
churches. The screen most commonly found consists of a pair of low chancel slabs
flanking the entrance to the apse. Outside Goreme, as far as I know, there are five solid
apse screens, while in the Goreme area there are thirteen.

Solid apse screens in churches in Goreme (fig. 4.3)
The thirteen solid apse screens located in the Goreme churches have two main
configurations. In the first the screen is simply punctuated with a central opening,''^ in
the second the central opening is flanked by two lateral apertures.^" However, not all
the solid apse screens in Goreme fit these patterns. The solid screen in Goreme 17
Kizlar Kilisesi (cat. 98) has a different arrangement with a central opening flanked by
four lateral keyhole-shaped apertures and surmounted by a horseshoe-shaped lunette.®'

™ For example in Goreme 19 Elmali Kilise (cat. 102) and Goreme 22 Cankli Kilise
(cat. 108).
80 For example in Goreme 14 Aynali Kilise, Goreme 20 St Barbara, Goreme 21a,
Goreme 23 Karanlik KiUse, Goreme 25, Goreme 27, Goreme 32 (cat. nos. 90,103,
105,110,111,112 and 118) and possibly Goreme 21 St Catherine (cat. 104). There
were solid screens in Goreme 2c (cat. 68) and probably in Goreme 12 (cat. 88).
Unfortunately both are extensively damaged and their configuration no longer legible.
In his article on the ikonostasis, J. Walter has misrepresented the position in
Cappadociain The Origins of the Iconostasis', Eastern Churches Review 3 (1971) 258.
His description of the templon screen in Goreme 17 is inaccurate; the templon has two
apertures flanking the central entrance, surmounted by three further apertures.
Furthermore, because the screen is located in a rock-cut church and contiguous with the
body of the church, it could not have been, as he suggested, an addition. Its excavation
must have belonged to the same phase as the excavation of the church.

Fig. 4.3

Lcx;ation of churches with free-standing altars, solid apse screens and
refectories in the Goreme area of Cappadocia
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The identification of solid apse screens in two other Gbreme churches, the New Church
in Goreme 7 Tokah Kilise (cat. 79) and Gbreme 33 Kiliglar Kujluk (cat. 120), is less
certain. Manolis Chatzidakis has described the five-arched east wall of the New Church
in Gbreme 7 Tokali Kilise as a 'templon screen',82 distinguishing it on the basis of its
unusual height from solid apse screens in other churches such as Gbreme 17 and 27 or
the churches in Soganli Dere and i h l a r a . ® ^ while it may be possible to interpret the
organization of the east wall of the New Church in this way, the identification of the
wall as a templon screen has not received consideration by other scholars, who
generally describe the arrangement as an arcade separating the apsidal passageway from
the naos and the apse screens as the low slabs which separate each apse from the
passageway.®'* Nevertheless, the question of whether the east-wall arcade in the New
Church should be identified as a templon screen cannot be discarded without further
discussion, which must also include a re-examination of the six-arched arcade along the
east wall of Gbreme 33.®' In both churches the floor of the apsidal passageway is
M. Chatzidakis, 'Ikonostasis', RBK, HI 326-353. The New Church is mistakenly
referred to as the Parekklesion.
M. Chatzidakis, RBK, HI 345. Chatzidakis has indicated that there are 'templa' in
Eski Baca Kilisesi ihlara and Gbk Kilise and St Barbara Church Soganli Dere. There is
a solid apse screen in the nonh church of St Barbara but the other two identifications
appear to be mistaken.
The apse of Eski Baca Kilisesi, or Kara Baca Kilise, has a mushroom-shaped opening
with low chancel slabs surmounted by a slightly horseshoe-shaped arch. Niches which
flank the apse were probably absidioles. See J. Lafontaine-Dosogne, 'L'eglise rupestre
dite Eski Baca Kilisesi et la place de la Vierge dans les absides cappadociennes', JOB
21 (1972) 165-166 and fig. 2. For the templon screen in Kuguk Ala Kilise Belisirma,
ibid., 166 and fig. 3.
Gok or Miinjil Kilise is a double-aisled church. Each naos has a longitudinal barrel
vault and a single apse. Both apse screens, however, are best described as low chancel
slabs, rather than templa. The chancel slabs in the north church measure approximately
1.05m high, 0.48m in length and 0.37m deep, while those in the south church are
1.05m, 0.4m and 0.3m. Possibly M. Chatzidakis was confusing Gok Kilise with
Giyekli Kilise, which does have a templon screen, 2.4m high, 2.5m in length and
approximately 0.4m deep.
A.W. Epstein, Tokah Kilise, 8-9, has described a 5-arched 'arcade' and 'parapet slabs'
which together separate the naos from the apses and has concluded that 'there is no
evidence that a more opaque screen, or iconostasis, was ever introduced to isolate the
laity visually as well as physically from the priests.' L. Rodley's description also refers
to an 'arcade' and 'chancel slabs'. Cave Monasteries of Byzantine Cappadocia, 216.
85 Jerphanion has suggested that Gbreme 33 Kiliplar Kujluk has a form of ikonostasis,
Les 6glises rupestres de Cappadoce, I i 56.
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contiguous with the bema of the adjacent apse. The function of an apse screen, that is
the separation of the bema from the naos, is effected therefore by the arched arcade
rather than by the pairs of low slabs between the passageway and the apses.
Leaving aside the question of the New Church in Goreme 7 Tokali Kilise, with one
exception the other churches with solid apse screens have hitherto been identified with
the Column Churches and the Yilanh Group of churches,®® although not all of these
churches have solid apse screens. The previously unpublished church, Goreme 2c (cat.

Each of the three Column Churches, Goreme 19 Elmali Kilise (cat. 102), Goreme 22
Cankli Kilise (cat. 108) and Goreme 23 Karanlik Kilise (cat. 110), identified by
Jerphanion as a group, has a solid screen, see Jerphanion, Les eglises rupestres de
Cappadoce, I ii 377-392; A.W. Epstein, 'Rock-cut chapels in Goreme Valley,
Cappadocia: The Yilanh Group and the column churches', CArch 24 (1975) 121-126;
id., 'The fresco decoration of the Column Churches, Goreme Valley, Cappadocia- A
consideration of their chronology and their models', CArch 29 (1980-1981) 27-45. On
the basis of their decoration, Jerphanion has proposed that Goreme 16 (cat. 97) and
Goreme 32 (cat. 118) are also related to the Column Churches (Jerphanion, op. ciL, I ii
494-495 (for Goreme 16) and I i 260-261 (for Goreme 32)). L. Rodley has included
Goreme 25 (cat. Ill) with the group (Cave Monasteries of Byzantine Cappadocia,
183). Both Goreme 25 and Goreme 32 have solid screens but the apse screens in the
central and south apses of Goreme 16 are low slabs (0.74m high). The categorization
of the churches of the Yilanh Group is based upon stylistic affinities not architectural
parallels. See A. W. Epstein, CArch 24 (1975) 115-136. Nevertheless, L. Rodley has
suggested that the 'tall screens' in the Yilanh Group give a uniformity to the
architectural details of the churches although noting that the church which gives its
name to the group, Yilanh Kilise Goreme 28, has 'low chancel slabs' (Rodley, op. cit,
173 and 183). In fact there are no chancel slabs in the apse of Goreme 28 (see cat. 113)
and the apse opening is more accurately described as keyhole-shaped.
As many as 18 churches have been ascribed to the Yilanh Group including Goreme 10,
11a, 12,14,17,17a, 17b, 18, 20,21,21a, 21b, 21c, 22a, 27, 28, 31 and 34b (called
21d by Rodley). See ibid., 63 and 182-183; A. W. Epstein, The Middle Byzantine
Sanctuary Barrier: Templon or Iconostasis?',iBA4 134 (1981) 116-117. For further
discussion see the appendix Goreme 28 Yilanli Kilise (cat. 113). Of these only 7
churches (Goreme 12, Goreme 14 Aynali Kilise, Goreme 17 Kizlar Kilisesi, Goreme
20 St Barbara, Goreme 21 St Catherine, Goreme 21a and Goreme 27) have solid
screens.
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68),®'' may also be included with the Yilanli Group of churches and dated accordingly
in the eleventh-century.

Goreme 2c and an adjoining church, Goreme 2b (cat. 67), are located in the same
rock spur as Goreme 2a, but whereas Goreme 2a looks out across the El Nazar Valley,
Goreme 2b and 2c are on the opposite side of the spur and open towards Goreme Park.
While neither church has been adequately described, Goreme 2b has received some
attention because of the paintings which decorate it. Goreme 2c, largely undecorated,
has been hitherto ignored. The church was identified as Goreme 2c and a sketch plan,
without all liturgical furnishings, drawn by A. Wharton in Artof Empire, fig. 2.13. In a
rapid survey of unpublished churches N. Thierry mentioned a 'beautiful church with
columns', near the Goreme necropolis, and she identified it as Goreme 2d (Thierry,
'Nouvelles decouvertes en Cappadoce', Dossiers Histoire et Archeologie 121 (1987)
22). In the present study another church is identified as Goreme 2d.
Goreme 2c has an inscribed cross plan with 9 bays. Although there are only 2 apses, it
is possible a south apse was intended, so it seems more appropriate to consider the
church as a variant of the triple-apsed inscribed cross plan, rather than in the context of
churches with 2 apses. The central apse, badly eroded, had an attached altar and a seat
in the south comer. The apse screen has collapsed but in all likelihood had a central
opening and 2 flanking apertures. The nonh apse has low chancel slabs, which are
damaged but preserve painting on their westem face, an attached altar on the east wall
and a seat with an armrest on the south wall. There are no niches in the apse.
Other liturgical furnishings are described in the appendix.
On the basis of the mixed vaulting in Goreme 2c, the plan of the church appears to be
in a state of flux. It could be ascribed, therefore, an early date, along with Kiliglar
Kilise, Goreme 29, or placed in context with the Column Churches, which have been
dated from the middle of the 11th to the end of the 12th century. However, the small
panel paintings which flank the north apse and appear on the face of the north-east
column may indicate an association between Goreme 2c and the Yilanh Group, placing
it, like Goreme 20 St Barbara, in a transitional context, early in the second half of the
11th century, between the Column Churches and the Yilanh Group of churches. The
block capitals of the columns in the naos are heavy unlike the tapering block capitals in
two of the Column Churches, Goreme 19 Elmah Kilise and Goreme 23 Karanlik Kihse
but resemble the capitals in Goreme 14, although the latter are more finely carved. For
discussion of the relationship between Goreme 20 and the Column Churches see A. W.
Epstein, CArcA 24 (1975) 121-122.
Goreme 29 KiliQlar Kilise is currently seen as the progenitor of the inscnbed cross plan
in Cappadocia, at the end of the 9th or beginning of the 10th century, see J. Cave, The
Byzantine Wall Paintings of KiliQlai Kilise, especially 5-47; M. Restle, ByzantineWall
Painting in Asia Minor, 118-22; A.W. Epstein, Tokali Kilise, 22; N. Thieny m Byz 74
(1981)92-93 (review of G. Demetrokalles).
For the mid-11th century attribution of the Column Churches see Jerphanion, Les
6glises rupestres de Cappadoce, I ii 377-392; A.W. Epstein, CArch 29 (1980) 27-45.
M. Restle has proposed the following attributions in Byzantine Wall Painting in Asia
Minor, 157-64, Goreme 19 (1190-1200), Goreme 22 (second half of the I2th century)
and Goreme 23 (around 1200-1210). This revises his earlier opinion in which he put
the churches in the 15th/16th century. J. Lafontaine-Dosogne has not discussed the
question in detail but has attributed the Column Churches to the 12th century
('Nouvelles notes cappadociennes',B>'z 33 (1963) 132-133).

Solid apse screens in churches in areas other than Goreme
O f the twenty-nine churches with free-standing altars only two, Cambazli Kilise at
Ortahisar and 'Eglise du pic 1223' Zindanonii, have solid screens separating the central
apse from the naos. The 'Eglise du pic 1223' Zindanonu (cat. 43) was not studied at
first hand but a description of the church indicates that it had a solid apse screen.^^ In
addition two churches investigated in Soganli Dere, Giyekli Kilise and the north church
of St Barbara, have solid apse screens, while at least one other church with a solid
screen, Kugiik Ala Kilise Belisirma, has been recorded. In order to complete the

The church is 1223 metres above sea level and takes its name from the contour on
which it was located by J. Patureau. It remains unpublished although briefly referred to
in a paper by R. Blanchard, 'Archeologie et topographie sur quatre eglises inedites de
Cappadoce', Journal des Savants (19SI) 388-389. A complete description of the church
is expected in N. Thierry, Haut moyen-age en Cappadoce, II (forthcoming). The apse
opens from the east arm of the naos and has a free-standing altar and a synthronon with
a central cathedra which terminates in seats with armrests. The apse screen has
collapsed but the fragmentary evidence indicates that it had a central opening flanked by
2 apertures. However, whether it was a solid or trabeated screen is unclear, although the
apse screens with which Nicole Thierry has compared it are all solid. The flanking
absidioles are completely filled with altars. The altar in the north absidiole has a
depression, or basin, which Thierry has suggested was part of the original carving. The
west arm of the church adjoins the original church. At the west end of the south arm a
secondary opening leads into a refectory. Other liturgical furnishings are described in
the appendix.
The 'Eglise du pic 1223' Zindanonu appears to have undergone at least 2 phases of
development, enlarging a single-aisled church with the addition of a free cross plan
church with a central apse and flanking absidioles. N. Thierry has attributed the first
church to the iconoclastic period and the second to the 10th century, with which R.
Blanchard agreed. The free cross plan of the 'Eglise du pic 1223' Zindanonii has been
compared with 9th and 10th century monuments, Siit Kilise, Hasan Dagi, and
Yagdeba? and the Avcilar church Orta Mahalli Kilise (cat. 55) which is also attributed
to the 10th century. For the masonry-built churches see W. Ramsay-G. Bell, Thousand
and One Churches, 370-375, fig 297 (Sut Kilise) and ibid, 364-370 and fig. 291-296
(Yagdeba?); M. Restle, Studien zur friihbyzantinischen ArchitekturKappadokiens, I
84-85; II fig. 50, 51. Other 10th-century parallels exist, such as the Protaton of Karyes
on Mount Athos, see Ramsey-Bell, op. ciL, 370. For Orta Mahalli KUise see N. Thierry
'Quelques monuments inedits ou mal connus de Cappadoce. Centres de Ma<;an,
Cavujin et Mavrucan', Linformation d'histoire del'art 14 (1969) 11; C. Jolivet-Levy
has suggested that the decoration was undertaken in the second half of the 10th century
(La peinture byzantine en Cappadoce, II252). Notwithstanding these 10th-century
parallels, if 'the Eglise du pic 1223' Zindanonu indeed had a solid screen, it would seem
more probable that its excavation was undertaken in the 11th century. Although popular
in the 10th century, the use of the free cross plan continued into the 11th. Examples of
free cross plan churches in Cappadocia are numerous. In Goreme alone there are 16
free cross plan churches including some identified as 11th century churches, such as
Goreme 4c, 12,21 St Catherine, 21a, 21b, 27 and 34b.

discussion of the churches outside Goreme which have solid apse screens, the possible
relationship of each to the Column Churches or the Yilanli Group of churches in
Goreme must be explored. What this investigation shows is that not all of the churches
with solid screens may be directly associated with either group of Goreme churches.
The church most readily related to the Column Churches is Cambazli Kilise.'" Further,
it is possible that the Soganh Dere church Giyekli Kilise'^ may have been associated
with one or both of the groups of Goreme churches. As far as the second church in
Soganh Dere is concerned, the north church of St Barbara, the evidence of a

90 In Cambazh Kilise, the inscribed cross plan and the hagiographical repertoire of the
paintings in the church may be compared with the plan and decoration of the Column
Churches. Further the church has been attributed to the 11th century, although, as noted
above, opinion of its dating is divided. See N. Thierry, 'Une nouvelle eglise rupestre de
Cappadoce: Cambazh Kilise a Ortahisar', Journal des Savants (1963) 21-23; M. Restle,
Byzantine Wall Painting in Asia Minor, 165-66; J. Lafontaine-Dosogne in a review of
N. and M. Thierry, Nouvelles 6glises rupestres de Cappadoce, in BZ 58 (1965) 132.
The paintings in Giyekli Kilise Soganh Dere were described by Jerphanion (Les
Sglises rupestres de Cappadoce, II i 369-372). The church has not otherwise been
published.
The screen in Giyekli Kilise is well-preserved and has a central opening and 2 flanking
apertures.
Although there were panel paintings of saints on the north and west walls of the north
church in Giyekli Kilise, Soganh, they are now largely lost and it is, therefore, no
longer possible to draw comparisons, if indeed they existed, with the isolated paintings
in the Yilanh churches. The church has two parallel aisles. The solid screen is located in
the south church. In the north church there are low chancel slabs, which are now
broken. However, there is an inscription on the west wall of the church, which records
the name of John Skepides, who, Jerphanion suggested, may be associated with the
Skepides family, patrons of the nearby Karaba? Kilise, which is in turn linked with the
Column Churches. For the inscription in Giyekli Kilise, see ibid., 11 i 372; for the
relationship of Karaba? KiUse with the Column Churches, see ibid., II i 347-350.
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relationship with the Goreme churches is inconclusive,^^ while such a context has not
hitherto been suggested for either the 'Eghse du pic 1223' Zindanonu or Kuguk Ala
KiliseBelisirma.'^ Nevertheless, on account of their solid apse screens, each of these
churches, including the 'Eglise du pic 1223' Zindanonu which was previously attributed

For St Barbara Soganli Dere see H. Rott, Kleinasiatische DenkmahlerausPisidien,
Pamphylien, Kappadokien undLykien, 145-148; Jerphanion, Les 6glises nipestres de
Cappadoce, II i 307-332; M. Restle, Byzantine Wall Painting in Asia Minor, 142-45,
160-161; S. Kostof, Caves of God. The Monastic Environment of Byzantine
Cappadocia, cat. no. 40; C. Jolivet-Levy, La peinture byzantine en Cappadoce, 11403408; L. Rodley, Caves Monasteries of Byzantine Cappadocia, 203-207.
The screen in the north church of St Barbara is damaged but had a central opening and
two flanking apertures. Rodley has somewhat inaccurately described it as a 'tall screen'
in Cave Monasteries of Byzantine Cappadocia, 206.
The south church of St Barbara is dated by inscription to 1006 or 1021, preceding the
development of the Goreme Column Churches and Yilanli Group. For the inscription
see Jerphanion, op. ciL, II 309-311; Rodley, op. cit, 206. In all likelihood the
undecorated north church belongs to a different phase of excavation as the carving in
the 2 churches differs markedly and the opening between them destroys paintings in the
north church. Neither has similar liturgical furnishings; in the south church there is a
free-standing altar and an open apse screen (low chancel slabs), while the altar in the
north church is attached to the east wall and the apse screen was solid. The evidence
points, therefore, to the excavation of the north church as a secondary development on
the site, which Rodley has suggested grew on the site of a hermitage (ibid., 206-207).
The sequence of excavation has been discussed by A. D. Grishin in 'Byzantine
iconographic programmes in Cappadocia: The church of St Barbara in Soganli Dere',
Phronema 4 (1989) 45-51. The solid screen in the north church indicates the second
excavation took place in the 11 th century. However, there is no evidence to indicate that
a relationship existed between the two churches. Following a study of ornament types
in Cappadocian churches, A. D. Grishin concluded that the repertoire of ornament in the
south church of St Barbara is encountered in Goreme 33, while the ornament types in
the three Column Churches have no extant parallels. See Grishin, 'Constantinople and
Cappadocia in the Eleventh Century: Centre and Periphery', in World Ait Themes of
Unity in Diversity, ed. I. Lavin, I 81 -83. The only link therefore between the north
church of St Barbara and Column Churches could be the solid apse screen but this is
inconclusive evidence upon which to propose a connection.
93 KuQuk Ala Kilise Belisirma has a solid screen with a central opening and two lateral
apertures. See J. Lafontaine-Dosogne, 'L'eglise rupestre dite Eski Baca Kilisesi et la
place de la Vierge dans les absides cappadociennes', JOB 21 (1972) 166 and fig. 3, id.,
'Nouvelles notes cappadociennes', Byz 33 (1963) 142-143. The church was not
surveyed during fieldwork.
The church is not far from Ala Kilise, an inscribed cross church, the paintings of which
have been compared with those in the Column . See N. and M. Thieny, Nouvelles
Sglises nipestres de Cappadoce, 193-200. However, the relationship between the 2
churches is not clear. KuQuk Ala Kilise is small, possibly single-aisled. It was only
sparsely decorated with paintings of saints, which were damaged when viewed by J.
Lafontaine-Dosogne (Byz 33 (1963) 142-143). On the basis of such scant evidence the
church cannot be compared with other Cappadocian churches.
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to the tenth century, is ascribed to the eleventh century. Each is therefore contemporary
with either the Column Churches or the Yilanh Group of churches.

SUMMARY
The altar, essential for the performance of the liturgy, has survived in more than threequarters of the Cappadocian churches. An examination of the typology and distribution
of extant altars can therefore be taken as representative for the region as a whole,
although losses which include entire monuments are acknowledged.

In Cappadocian churches there are two types of rock-cut altar, either free-standing or
attached to the east wall of the apse. A variant of the attached altar is the detached altar.
Neither attached nor detached altars can be circumambulated, while movement behind
free-standing altars is possible. In masonry-built churches altars are frequently
associated with reliquary functions. Only two churches in the rock-cut region, Pancarlik
Kilise Urgiip (cat. 2) and St John the Baptist Cavujin (cat. 26), appear to have reliquary
pits in the bemata over which it is proposed altars were located.

Virtually all the free-standing altars are located in the Urgiip and Cavujin-Zelve areas,
rather than either the Goreme or Avcilar areas. The opposite pattern of distribution
occurs with solid apse screens, which are predominantly located in the Goreme area and
most of these are concentrated in Goreme Park. Rock-cut screens adopt three
configurations. Low chancel slabs flank the entrance to the apse in what may be
described as an open arrangement. Tall slabs while obscuring the apse from the naos
more than low slabs may still retain an open configuration. The liturgical significance of
this second type is not obvious, although it is noted that tall slabs have been previously
associated with funerary or monastic practices.'^ The third type of apse screen forms an
opaque barrier because it is a solid screen, punctuated with a central opening, often

94 N. Labrecque-Pervouchine, L'iconostase. Une Evolution historique en Russie, 4344.
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flanked by smaller apenures. Other liturgical furnishings are considered such as fonts,
which in rock-cut monuments project from the church wall or are excavated in wall
niches, and synthronoi, which are reduced to a single bench in the apse, often
terminating in seats and frequently with a central cathedra. To the best of my knowledge
no synthronoi are located in the Goreme churches contrary to earlier reports in which
ledges were mistakenly identified as synthronoi. Excepting free-standing altars, apse
screens and synthronoi, the distribution of liturgical furnishings has no particular
geographical pattern.

The question which is raised by these findings is whether the differences in liturgical
furnishings are indicators of differences in function, or as previously assumed
provincial peculiarities of rock-cut architecture. In order to test this hypothesis the
Pigeon House Church Cavujin (cat. 24) is examined. Closest parallels for the liturgical
arrangement in the Cavujin church are found in other churches with similar apsidal
arrangements, ie. with three apses, rather than in contemporary churches or those with
similar architectural plans.

Twenty-nine churches with free-standing altars are located in Cappadocia and they may
be divided according to their apsidal arrangement. On the one hand there are six
churches, the Pigeon House Church Cavujin, the New Church in Goreme 7 Tokali
Kilise (cat. 79), Durmu? Kadir Kilisesi Avcilar (cat. 59), Zelve 4 (cat. 47), the Buyuk
Kilise Kizil Cukur (cat. 36) and Cambazli Kilise Ortahisar (cat. 8), which have different
architectural plans but nevertheless form a coherent group.'^ Apart from the freestanding altar, each has three apses, individual seating in the apse and an open apse
screen. It would appear that the architectural plan of these churches, while possibly

Three of the churches have single aisles but each is differently vaulted. The Pigeon
House Church has a longitudinal barrel vault, while the New Church in Goreme 7
Tokah KUise has a transverse barrel vault and the naos of Zelve 4 is covered with a flat
ceiling. Both the Buyuk Kilise Kizil Cukur and Cambazli Kilise Ortahisar have
inscribed cross plans, which are similarly vaulted, although the plan at Cambazli Kilise
is abbreviated. Finally, Durmu? Kadir Kilisesi Avcilar has a basilical plan.

providing evidence to suppon their dating, does not hold the key to their function.
Excepting Cambazli Kilise these churches are considerably larger than many of their
neighbouring churches. The chambers which surround them, although their purpose is
as yet unclear, are probably further developments which indicate the importance of the
sites, particularly Durmu? Kadir Kilisesi Avcilar, Goreme 7 Tokah Kilise, Zelve 4 and
the Biiyiik Kilise Kizil Cukur. Secondly there are the remaining twenty-three churches
with free-standing altars which cannot be grouped according to their liturgical
organization but in which the liturgical furnishings provide a possible indication of
function as the free-standing altar in each was appropriate for the performance of the
Eucharistic liturgy.

Turning to the solid apse screen which appears in only two churches with free-standing
altars, one of which is Cambazli Kilise Ortahisar, it is found to have a geographical
distribution focussing on Goreme Park where more than half of the churches have solid
screens. In churches in areas other than Goreme less than one per cent has a solid apse
screen. Each of the Goreme churches with a solid screen, whether inside or outside the
Goreme Park boundary, may be associated with either the Column Churches or the
Yilanli Group of churches, which may be dated in the eleventh-century. The
arrangement of the apse screens in the New Church in Goreme 7 Tokali Kilise and
Goreme 33 Kiliglar Kusliik (cat. 120), is seemingly different from either the open or
opaque barrier discussed above. Indeed the apsidal arcades in the two churches are not
widely recognized as apse screens by scholars studying the rock-cut churches and, in
any case, are physically different from other solid screens. However, each performs the
function of an apse screen, that is physically separating the apse from the naos, and the
floor of each is contiguous with the bema. The identification of the apsidal arcades,
therefore, needs further consideration and will be resumed below.
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As far as the churches with solid screens which lie beyond the Goreme area are
concerned, although attributed to the eleventh century, not all are immediately associated
with the Column Churches or the Yilanli Group of churches.
DISCUSSION
What this study has shown is that the architectural iconography of the rock-cut
churches and their liturgical furnishings needs to be more fully explored. So far,
research in the area has largely focussed on the decoration of the churches and
occasionally its references to function,'^ as well as formal architectural typology of the
church plans. Liturgical furnishings have been inconsistently noted. What is required is
a more systematic approach concerning Cappadocian architectural iconography.
If it is assumed that the churches had a liturgical function, the essential furnishings for
this ceremony were the altar, the bema and the apse screen, while the ancilliary
furnishings probably included the seating in the apse and the furnishings in the naos.®''
In addition to the altar, most but not all of the apses of the rock-cut churches have a seat
usually on the bema in the south comer of the apse, while some have a second seat and
many have wall niches. Synthronoi, many with a central cathedra, are located in some
apses, replacing or in addition to the apsidal comer seats. Not all churches have apse
screens. In some there are simply one or more steps raising the bema above the naos
floor, providing a physical rather than a visual separation of the areas. In the naoi of the
churches there are fewer furnishings, including wall niches, frequently located adjacent
to an apse or absidiole, a variety of niche fonts, arcosolia and benches. Fumishings
such as the ambon and solea are exceptional.

96 It has been suggested that from the 10th century the decoration of the flanking apses
reflected their function in churches such as the New Church Goreme 7 Tokali Kilise
and Goreme 29 Kiliglar Kilise. See Ch. Walter, Art and Ritual, 190,231-232.
In the Early Christian church the essential fumishings were the synthronon, altar,
apse screen, solea and ambo (T. Mathews, The Early Churches of Constantinople, 4).
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Although this investigation has focussed on areas where the rock-cut churches are
highly concentrated, there are isolated monuments which cannot be entirely excluded
from consideration. Some distance from the areas investigated there are two triple-apsed
churches, Eski Gumu? Nigde'^ and St Theodore Tagar,^' and a third church, Belha

Eski Gumii? Nigde is approximately 80 kilometres south of Goreme. See M. Gough,
'A Preliminary report', Anatolian Studies 14 (1964) 147-161; j'd,'Second preliminary
report', Anatolian Studies 15 (1965) 157-164; M. Restle, Byzantine Wall Painting in
Asia Minor, I 180-181 [LXIV]; L. Rodley, Cave Monasteries of Byzantine
Cappadocia, 103-118. An early study of the church was undertaken by H. Gregoire,
'Rapport sur un voyage d'exploration dans le Pont et en Cappadoce', BCH33 (1909)
131-135. A recent report on the church by Y. Otuken (Ankara 1987) was unavailable to
me. The church has been identified as a monastery because it has a 'full complement of
functional rooms'. See A.D. Grishin, 'The church of Yusuf Koq near Goreme Village in
Cappadocia', Meditarch 3 (1990) [forthcoming]. Discussion of the complex of
chambers surrounding the church is resumed in chapter 5.
The case for attributing the church to the 11 th century is suinmarized by Rodley (op.
cit, 116-118).
The church has an inscribed cross plan. The central apse has a synthronon, terminating
at the south end in a niche seat but no other furnishings. There is no apse screen or any
evidence that one existed. There are no liturgical furnishings at all in the flanking apses.
A tomb chamber opens from the central bay of the north wall of the naos and a flanking
chapel, with a large floor grave, opens from the north-east comer of the naos. This was
a secondary excavation.
The church of St Theodore Tagar has been described as part of a monastic complex,
approximately 12.5 kilometres south-east of Urgup. See Jerphanion, Les6glises
rupestresde Cappadoce, n i 187-205; J. Lafontaine-Dosogne, 'Nouvelles notes
cappadociennes',Byz33 (1963) 132-133; M. Restle, Byzantine WaU Painting in Asia
Minor, 153-56,146-148 [XXXV]; C. Jolivet-Levy, La peinture byzantine en
Cappadoce, II379-384.
On the basis of the iconographic programme, the church has been attributed to the 11th
century (Restle, op. cit, 53-56).
The church, a triconch, has a free-cross plan with apsidal terminations on the lateral
arms. The damaged altar in the central apse is in the centre of the bema. There may have
been a synthronon in the apse. A series of niches is in the south apse. There are no
furnishings in the north apse.
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Kilise Ozkonak,!"" which has a single apse. These churches are large and each is part
of a complex of chambers. Each has a free-standing altar, individual seating in the apse
and an open apse screen, if one exists at all.

In other studies of Cappadocian churches, scholars have accorded a position of preeminence to Goreme 7 Tokali Kilise (cat. 79), suggesting that the site was a hermitage,
the importance of which was such that an eleventh-century monastic development grew
around it, or that the church was the katholikon of a monastic establishment. The study
of the liturgical furnishings shows that in its liturgical organization the New Church in
Goreme 7 Tokah Kilise may be compared with other churches, whose functions have
not previously been identified with either monastic sites or hermitages. While it is
difficult to generalize with Cappadocian rock-cut architecture because of the number of
variations in architectural plan and the different locations of liturgical furnishings,
nevertheless the similarities between the New Church and the other triple-apsed
churches cannot be ignored.

Out of this variety a topographical pattern of distribution appearsi"' and although the
data are incomplete they constitute a significant sample which may be taken as

100 Belha Kilise Ozkonak is 10 kilometres north of Avanos. The church has been
incompletely published. See N. Thierry, 'Le grand monastere d'Ozkonak', Dossiers
Histoire etAicheologie 121 (1987) 40-45; T. Drew-Bar, 'Decouvertes epigraphiques a
Ozkonak', Dossiers Histote et Archeologie 121 (1987) 46-49; F. Hild- M. Resde,
Tabula Imperii Byzantini 2 Kappadokien, 183.
On the basis of architectural characteristics and sculptural decorations Thierry has
attributed the church to the same period as Durmu? Kadir Kilisesi A v c i l ^ , ie. the 6th
century. As discussed above, the question of the dating of Durmuj Kadir Kilisesi is
open to debate.
.
The church has a single barrel-vaulted naos (approximately 8.4 m x 2.86 m) and smgle
apse (chord 2.18 m, depth 3.19 m) which is badly damaged but has preserved a central
cathedra. There are niche seats in the north and south comers of the apse. The entrance
into the church is in the west wall.
101 For discussion on the question of topographical symbolism see R. Taft, The Liturgy
of the Great Church: an Initial Synthesis of Structure and Interpretation on the Eve of
Iconoclasm', DOP34/5 (1980/1) 45-76. Taft has commented that the 'liturgy of the
Holy City came to revolve around its sacred topography.... [and]... what was spread
across the map of Jerusalem's holy history came to be written small in the humbler
churches of Eastern Christendom' {ibid., 65-66).

representative of the region. The rock-cut churches may be divided into three groups,
the churches with free-standing altars, the churches with solid apse screens and the
majority of the churches, which have neither free-standing altars nor solid apse screens.
As far as the function of these churches is concerned, the liturgical planning of the large
spacious churches with three apses and the small number of other large churches with
free-standing altars, such as Pancarlik Kilise Urgiip (cat. 2) and St John the Baptist
Cavujin (cat. 26) and Belha Kilise Ozkonak, is appropriate for normal liturgical use.
The ambon in Durmu? Kadir Kilisesi Avcilar may indicate that the church had an
episcopal function while the reliquaries in Pancarlik Kilise Urgiip and St John the
Baptist Cavujin may be evidence of their public function.^o^ The decoration in the
Urgiip church has been attributed to the ninth century while the church of St John
the Baptist has been identified as one of the oldest of the rock-cut churches, possibly
from the fifth century. Both churches show considerable signs of wear
commensurate with the function of monuments housing a reliquary and engaged with
normal liturgical practices. Their period of use is not known with certainty, although
when visited by Jerphanion early in the twentieth century the Urgup church was
serving the local Orthodox Greek community but its use was unlikely to have been
continuous from the period of its excavation. Some of the churches with free-standing
altars may have been monastic, while others were probably parish churches located
throughout the rock-cut region of Cappadocia. Each has an altar which may be
circumambulated. With one exception, Cambazli Kilise Onahisar (cat. 8), the churches

J. p. Thomas, Private Religious Foundations in the Byzantine Empire, 229.
103 Jerphanion, Les eglises rupestres de Cappadoce, II i 45. However a later attribution
(11th century) has been suggested by M. Restle in Byzantine Wall Painting in Asia
Minor, I 68.
104 N. Thierry, Haut may en-age en Cappadoce, 1103. The decoration of the church has
been attributed to the 6th or 7th century {ibid., 103-104). Scholars have rejected the
suggestion that the excavation and decoration of the church were undertaken during the
archaic period, put by Jerphanion in Les eglises rupestres de Cappadoce, I ii 517-518.
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have an open apse screen which separates but does not obscure the apse from the naos.
Each has more than one individual seat in the central apse and some have synthronoi.'®^
It is argued above that free-standing altars and solid screens were more laborious to
carve. It is not surprising, therefore, to find that few exist in the rock-cut churches.
However, their distribution is cause for further discussion. The distinction of Goreme
Park from the remaining area of Goreme is not merely a modem convenience but a
reflection that it is a geographical entity, which was the focus of considerable
development in the eleventh century The examination of the archaeological evidence
of the liturgical furnishings confirms the distinction of the area for it is only in Goreme
Park where churches with solid apse screens are densely located. None of these
churches has a synthronon or indeed more than one seat in the south comer of the apse.
But what of the evidence of the function of the remaining churches? The majority of
churches lacks both free-standing altars and solid apse screens. In most there is one seat
in the south comer of the apse although some have more extensive apsidal seating.
There appear to be too many churches to suggest that all had a Eucharistic function for
the local rural community'"^ and besides not all show signs of use.
The altar in the rock-cut churches has provided one avenue for the investigation of their
function. The solid apse screen also appears to hold the key to the purpose of some of
105 The synthronon does not unequivocably indicate episcopal function as it is found in
other than bishops' churches. See A. Grabar, 'Remarques critiques k propos des
publications recentes: A. Synthronon dans les martyria byzantins', CArch 12 (1962)
393. It is, however, usually associated with an altar. See J.- P. Sodini, 'Les cryptes
d'autel paleochretiennes:essaideclassification', TravauxefJVf^moires8(1981)438.
According to the documentary evidence examined in chapter 3, synthronoi were located
in the Pantokrator and Elousa churches in Constantinople but not in St Michael the
imperial sepulchre adjoining them.
106 L Rodley, Cave Monasteries ofByzantineCappadocia, 183.
'07 This problem confronted C.H. Kraeling when he located in Gerasa, a city of the
Roman Decapolis, more synthronoi than necessary given the population of the city. I
am grateful to Dr A.D. Grishin who drew this investigation to my attention and has
suggested that the same situation prevailed in Cappadocia. See Grishin, 'The Church of
Yusuf KO9 near Goreme Village in Cappadocia', Meditarch 3 (1990) [forthcoming].

the churches. Do the solid screens indicate that liturgical practices in Goreme Park were
different from those in other areas? While the relationship between the altar and
liturgical practices needs no further explanation, the same is not true for the solid apse
screen.

The earliest documentary evidence to inform our analysis about solid screens and the
closing of the apse from the naos does not appear before the eleventh century. In the
Protheoria, Nicholas of Andida described how the bema was temporarily invisible:
The shutting of the doors and the closing of the curtains over them, as they are
accustomed to do in the monasteries, and the covering over of the gifts with the
so-called aer signifies, I believe, the night on which took place the betrayal of
the disciple, the bringing [of Christ] before Caiphas, the arraignment before
Annas, the false testimonies, the mockery, the blows and the rest...But when the
aer is taken away and the curtains drawn back, and the doors opened, this
signifies the dawn on which they led him away and handed him over to Pontius
Pilate, the govemor.io®

Scholars have drawn on the Protheoria to confirm that in normal Byzantine practice
toward the end of the eleventh century'^^ the apse was open and visible from the
naos.1However this text cannot be applied generally because it related, as Thomas
Mathews has pointed out, to monastic practice.'''

Research undertaken by Lyn Rodley has suggested that monastic establishments in
Cappadocia may be identified where the churches are associated with refectories or
Nicholas Andidorum, Protheoria PG140,445. The translation is taken from T.
Mathews, TheEarly Churches of Constantinople: Architecture and Liturgy, 171. The
translation provided by H. -J. Schulz differs slightly but not in its reference to monastic
practice, see Schulz, The Byzantine Liturgy, 94-95.
The commentary is discussed in chapter 2.
109 The Protheoria has been variously attributed. See R. Bomert, Lescommentates
byzantines de la divine liturgie du Vile au XVe siecle, 181-196 (1054-1067 but
probably 1055-1063); J. Darrouzes, 'Nicholas d'Andida et les Azymes', REB 32 (1974)
199-210 (1095-1099); H. -J. Schulz, The Byzantine Liturgy, 80 and 189-190 (10921118).
110 See J. Alchermes, 'The Middle Byzantine Chancel Barrier', (abstract) Third Annual
Byzantine Studies Conference {\911) 8-49; T. Mathews, The Early Churches of
Constantinople: Architecture and Liturgy, 170-171; A.W. Epstein, The Middle
Byzantine Sanctuary Barrier: Templon or Iconostasis?', JBAA 134 (1981) 26.
111 T. Mathews, TheEarlyChurchesof Constantinople: Architecture and Liturgy, 171.

counyards. Although reviewers of Rodley's thesis are divided on the question of
'courtyard' monasteries, the identification of a refectory type of monastery has broad
support.!

Each of the Goreme churches with a solid screen is in the vicinity of a refectory. There
is also a refectory adjoining the 'Eglise du pic 1223' Zindanonu (cat. 43), approximately
one kilometre from the Goreme Park churches. Refectories have not survived near the
four other churches with solid screens but this is not conclusive evidence that they
never existed. This topographical pattern suggests that churches with solid apse screens
and refectories were purposefully excavated in the same location or within a short
distance of one another. The function of refectories has been shown to be related to
monastic practices. Could the same be true for some of the liturgical furnishings in the
rock-cut churches? The weight of evidence indicates that the location of churches with
solid apse screens and their function may be explained by monastic practices in
Cappadocia.

J. Shepard considered courtyard monasteries to be the 'culmination of the
development of monastic life in Cappadocia' (Journal of Ecclesiastical History 38
(1987) 447), while A.D. Grishin questioned the contemporaneity of the church with the
courtyard as well as the function of the secondary chambers (Journal of the Society of
Architectural Historians
(1988) 194-195). These concerns have been echoed by N.
Thierry in BZ 81 (1988) 82-85. Ch. Delvoye in Byz (1987) 518-521 has expressed
doubt about the appellation 'refectory monastery'.

5 • ROCK-CUT CHAMBERS ASSOCIATED WITH

CAPPADOCIAN

CHURCHES:
ARCHAEOLOGICAL

EVIDENCE

INTRODUCTION
It has generally been conceded by scholars working in Cappadocia that the attribution
of a certain function to a particular chamber is frequently speculative. Even in masonrybuilt foundations the function of the annexes attached to a church is often ambiguous.'
Nevertheless, some of the chambers adjacent to the rock-cut churches including
kitchens, stables, refectories and funerary chambers, can be securely identified if they
have preserved appropriate furnishings such as chimneys, rock-cut mangers, tables and
benches, arcosolia and floor graves. Kitchens and stables,^ while they indicate
settlement in a region, do not provide a distinction between lay or ecclesiastic
occupancy. On the other hand, where rock-cut chambers such as refectories and
funerary chambers are associated with a church they are likely to be an indication of
ecclesiastical activity, which may be monastic or commemorative.

As far as I know the assemblage of data investigated in this chapter is the most
complete sample yet analyzed. Nevertheless, it is only a sample of the rock-cut
architecture which once existed. The total picture in Cappadocia cannot be satisfactorily
reconstructed as losses have been considerable and, indeed, are continuing. For all that,
there is no reason to assume that the material which is extant is not representative of the
situation which once existed in Cappadocia. Therefore, while qualitative evidence is
1 J.-P. Sodini, 'Les dispositifs liturgiques des basiliques paleochretiennes en Grece et
dans lesBalkans', CorsodiCulturaSull'ArteRavennateeBizantineSl
(Ravenna 1984)
469-471. For a study of chapels annexed to Byzantine Churches see G. Babic, Les
chapelles annexes des eglises byzantines .Fonction litwgique et programmes
iconographiques.
2 Stables may be identified by their rock-cut mangers and have a counterpart in
Phrygian rock-cut architecture at Inli Armutlu. See C. H. E. Haspels, The Highlands of
Phrygia. Sites and Monuments (Princeton New Jersey 1971) 1243, n plate 418.

applicable to the whole region, quantitative analyses on the sample are informative but
cannot be extrapolated as absolute statistics for the rock-cut region.

A second caveat needs to be borne in mind. Primary and secondary excavations in
Cappadocian monuments are frequently difficult to distinguish so the internal
chronology of the foundations may be tentative. As far as burials in the churches and
adjacent chambers are concerned there is no evidence as to when they ceased. This
question will be resumed in the discussion of the material examined in this chapter. I
commence with a review of monastic and funerary sites in Cappadocia before
presenting the archaeological evidence of the rock-cut refectories, including seven
which have not hitherto been published, and an investigation into rock-cut tombs and
funerary chambers, an aspect which previously has only been touched upon. In
conclusion, the archaeological investigations in this and the preceding chapter are
brought together.

MONASTIC SITES
Identification of a number of the Cappadocian rock-cut churches as monasteries has
been widely supported, although only Lyn Rodley has distinguished monastic from
other churches on the basis of the organization of chambers such as refectories, halls
andcourtyards.3 Other scholars appear to have relied more upon an intuitive reading of
the monument according to its size, decoration and surrounding developments."* The
presumption that monasticism flourished in Cappadocia has been widely accepted. For

3 Courtyard monasteries have been defined as foundations with a courtyard, church and
large room or hall while refectory monasteries have a refectory and a church (L.
Rodley, Cave Monasteries of Byzantine Cappadocia, 11,151).
4 S. Kostof has given an incomplete review of monasteries and monastic centres in
CavesofGod. The Monastic Environment of Byzantine Cappadocia, 51-64. Kostof
has suggested that there were four monastic centres in Cappadocia, Peristrema, Soganli
Dere, Goreme and Agik Saray. Further, he proposed that while refectories may denote
monastic sites, churches such as Goreme 14 Aynah Kilise and Eski Gumu? Nigde
which are laid around an 'inner court' may also be identified as monasteries {ibid., 5960).

example, J. M. Hussey described Cappadocia as a region in which lavra, hermitages
and monasteries abounded.^
Guillaume de Jerphanion suggested that there were at least three monasteries in Goreme
Park and three outside the perimeter of the park.^ He also argued that after Goreme,
Soganli Dere was the most important monastic centre in CappadociaJ He identified
thirteen monasteries or monastic sites in the other rock-cut areas. ^ In particular he noted
the type of development at Zelve, concluding that the site was eremitic and the
monuments mainly hermitages. Finally, he drew attention to the monumental
ornamented fagades which characterized some of the establishments which he identified
5 J. M. Hussey, 'Byzantine Monasticism', ch. 25 in Cambridge Medieval Histoiy, IV ii
180.
6 Jerphanion, Les eglises nipestres de Cappadoce, I i 43-52. Jerphanion suggested that
the most important of these was Goreme 7 Tokali Kilise, the katholikon of a monastery
near 'Qaterd je' Camii, a series of chambers near Kiliglar Kilise. They face Goreme but
open to the ravine in which Goreme 29 Kiliglar Kilise is located {ibid., I i 24). Other
monasteries which Jerphanion identified were Kizlar Kilisesi, possibly a convent
associated with Goreme 16 (cat. 97) and 17 (cat. 98), Goreme 23 Karanlik Kilise (cat.
110), which has a refectory (Goreme 24) and four adjacent churches, Goreme 25 (cat.
111), 26 (which has not been located since documented by Jerphanion), 27 (cat. 112)
and Goreme 28 Yilanli Kilise (cat. 113), and in addition Goreme 29 Kiliglar KiUse (cat.
114), Goreme 14 Aynali Kilise (cat. 90) and Goreme 1 El Nazar (cat. 64).
In her research A.W. Epstein has also identified Goreme 7 Tokali Kilise as a katholikon
which developed around a hermitage and was probably dedicated to St Basil, while the
monastery was apparently dedicated to the Archangels. See A. W. Epstein, Tokali
Kilise, 36,49-50. Iconographic analyses have indicated to other scholars that the church
was dedicated to St Basil with incidents from the Saint's life drawn from the apocryphal
Life by Pseudo-Amphilocius. See Jerphanion, La voix des monuments, 0 153-173,
especially 153-158 for the paintings in Tokali Kilise Goreme; Ch. Walter, Art and
Ritual, 230; id.,' 'Biographical scenes of the Three Hierarchs', REB 36 (1978) 245-250.
L. Rodley has argued against Tokali Kilise as the katholikon of a monastery, suggesting
instead that it was first a venerated site which attracted monastic development around it
(L. Rodley, Cave Monasteries of Byzantine Cappadocia, 213-222,249).
7 For the Soganli Dere monasteries Ballik Kilise, Ak Kilise and St Barbara and possibly
Kubelli Kilise, Karaba? Kilise and Canavar (Yilanli) Kilise, see Jerphanion, Les dglises
nipestres de Cappadoce, II i 250.
8 These were the Monastery of the Archangels Cemil, (cat. 21) which has a refectory,
Bezir Hane Avcilar, (cat. 56) which is also surrounded by various rooms whose
disposition is unclear but nevertheless indicative of a monastic development on the sue
dedicated to St Theodore, Kar^i Becak Avcilar (cat. 58) either a dependency of Bezir
Hane or a separate foundation, and on the basis of dedicatory inscriptions, St Theodore
or Pancarlik Kilise Urgup (cat. 2), the Church of the Forty Martyrs 5ahinefendi and St
George Ortakoy.

as monastic such as Goreme 23 Karanhk Kilise and Goreme 14 Aynah Kilise and on
this basis he included Agik Saray, on the Nevjehir to Guljehir road as a monastic site.
He did not explore this area which had been briefly noted by Hans Rott, and its partial
documentation has only recently been undertaken by Lyn Rodley who has argued
against a monastic function for the site.' Nicole Thierryand Jacqueline LafontaineDosogne'^ have explored different Cappadocian territory in Peristrema Valley.
Between them they identified fifteen monastic sites. Thierry's further research in the
Cavujin and Zelve area has uncovered another seven possible monasteries.'^

9 L. Rodley, Cave Monasteries ofByzantineCappadocia, 121-150. For earlier articles
see H. Rott, Kleinasiastischen Denkmaleraus Pisidien, Pamphylien, Kappadokien und
Lykien, 242-245; P. Verzone, 'Gli monaster! de Agik Serai in Cappadocia', CArch 13
(1962) 119-136 and G. P. Schiemenz, 'Die Kruzkirche von Agik Saray' Istanbuler
Mitteilungen 23/24 (1973/4) 233-262.
N. Thierry has pointed out that some of the chambers at Agik Saray appear ancient,
although she has agreed with Rodley that the bulk of the development belonged to the
11th century. She has suggested that the location of the complex close to a river and a
principal route argues in favour of a hotellerie perhaps in relationship with monastic
development. See Thierry's review of L. Rodley in BZ81 (1988) 83. In his review of
Rodley's book, A.D. Grishin has indicated that Rodley's account of the complex,
although valuable, is incomplete, omitting 4 churches and suffering from 'lapses in
archaeological documentation' (Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians 47
(1988) 195).
10 See N. and M. Thierry, Nouvelles eglises rupestres de Cappadoce, 21 (Canli Kilise),
22 (Viranjehir), 24-25 (Sivi? Kilise), 26 (3 monastic sites at Mamasun), 31 (Kale
Monastery, Selime), 35 (Karanhk Kale Kilisesi, ihalra), 39-72 (Egri Ta? Kilisesi, Ihlara)
and 175-181 (Sumbullu Kilise, ihlara).
11 J Lafontaine-Dosogne, 'Nouvelles notes cappadociennes', Byz33 (1963) 139-140
(Forty Martyrs §ahinefendi),142-143 (Ala Kilise Belisirma), 144-147 (Direkli Kilise
Belisirma), 173 (Uzun Agil Manastir), 180 (Manastir Kanberli Kihsesi Gelven).
Further, Lafontaine-Dosogne's report on the area supported Thierry's identification of
three monasteries. See Lafontaine-Dosogne, iWd, 158-159 (Sumbullu Kilise), 167-173
(Egn Ta? Kilisesi) and 174-175 (Kale Kilise Selime).
12 These are in Cavujin centred on the basilica of St John the Baptist (cat. 26) and
Gullu Dere in (cat. 29), see N. Thierry, Hautmoyen-age en Cappadoce, 1101-104 and
117, and in Zelve the hermitage of Symeon (cat. 52) and Uzumlu Kilise or Zelve 4 (cat.
47) and in Kizil Cukur the Church of the Stylite Niketas (cat. 37), the 'Eglise du pic
1223' Zindanonu (cat. 43) and the Kizil Cukur Hermitage (cat. 34), id., Hautmoyenage en Cappadoce, II (forthcoming).

In some locations a refectory gives substance to the classification of the site but in most
cases refectories, kitchens and dwelling cells are absent or no longer extant, making
positive identification of monastic sites rather shaky.

In a different approach in which the architectural planning of the churches is evaluated
in terms of a complex Lyn Rodley has identified three types of monasteries, refectory
and courtyard monasteries and hermitages.''' She concluded that the earliest of these
was the hermitage which she attributed to the end of the ninth century or the beginning
of the tenth, while the main monastic growth occurred in the eleventh century with the
development of the courtyard and refectory types, the dating of which relies upon an
inscription in the 'courtyard monastery' Direkli Kilise Belisirma (976-1025)15 and
stylistic comparisons with the Goreme Column Churches and the Yilanli Group of
churches.

According to Rodley the refectory monastery, which should include of

course a refectory, was a small unit consisting of one church and one refectory rather
than a large church with a series of appended churches and refectories as suggested by
Jerphanion. However, Rodley has found three refectory monasteries which have

The 'kitchens' identified by L. Rodley are generally square rooms with vaults which
are punctuated with a 'chimney' or smoke hole, a type similar to that which is found in
Greek monasteries. See L. Rodley, Cave Monasteries of Byzantine Cappadocia, 247.
No kitchens were located in Goreme where Rodley proposed 300-400 monks dwelt
{ibid., 249).
I'' For the monasteries see L. Rodley, Cave Monasteries of Byzantine Cappadocia, 151183 (12 refectory monasteries), 11-120 (11 courtyard monasteries) and 184-222 (6
hermitages).
15 For the inscription and a translation see N. and M. Thierry, NouvellesSglises
rupestres de Cappadoce, 184-186.
The dating of the churches is summarized by L. Rodley in Cave Monasteries of
Byzantine Cappadocia, 182-183 and 223-224. For the Column Churches see
Jerphanion, Les eglises rupestres de Cappadoce, I ii 377-392 and A. W. Epstein, 'Rockcut chapels in Goreme Valley, Cappadocia: the Yilanh Group and the Column
Churches', CArch 24 (1975) 121-126; id., 'The Fresco Decoration of the Column
Churches, Goreme Valley, Cappadocia- a consideration of their chronology and their
models', CAich 29 (1980-1) 27-46. The Column Churches are discussed in chapter 4.

1 72
escaped such tidy classification.''' Moreover, one of the courtyard monasteries Goreme
23 Karanhk Kilise has both a courtyard and a refectory, effectively synthesizing the
groups which Rodley's classification has sought to divide, on the basis of a refectory in
one and a more formal structure organized around a courtyard and usually including a
large hall in the other.'® None of the so-called hermitages identified by Rodley has this
formal structure. Rodley has argued the lack of organization in such locations came
about because each site was venerated, possibly occupied by an anchorite immured in a

For Yusuf KOQ Kilisesi (cat. 60) which had not hitherto been called monastic, see L.
Rodley, Cave Monasteries of Byzantine Cappadocia, 151-157. The Archangels
Monastery had been previously identified as a monastery. See Jerphanion, Les 6glises
rupestresde Cappadoce, I i 48; Rodley, op. cit, 157-160. N. Thierry has recently
included Hagios Stephanos in the same monastic complex {Nouvelles 6glises rupestres
de Cappadoce, 1-33). In Goreme Park Rodley confirmed the monastic function of
Goreme 25,27 and 28, to which she added Goreme 18 (cat. 101), 19 Elmah Kilise (cat.
102), 20 St Barbara (cat 103), 21b (cat. 106) and 22 f a n k l i Kilise (cat 108). Those
which do not fit the 1 church/1 refectory model include Goreme 25, which has 2
refectories called B and C, while refectory I is associated with 2 churches, Goreme 16
and Goreme 17Kizlar Kilisesi, and refectory H has no church (Rodley, op. cit, 160183 and fig. 30).
See L. Rodley, Cave Monasteries of Byzantine Cappadocia, 11 and 223. Rodley
placed 11 churches in this category, confirming the identification by other scholars of 8
monasteries, BezirHane Avcilar, Goreme 14 Aynali Kilise (cat. 90), Goreme 23
Karanhk Kilise (cat. 110) and Goreme 29 Kiliglar Kilise (cat. 114), and the Penstrema
churches, Kale Kilise Selime, Direkli Kilise Belisirma and Karanlik Kale Kilisesi Ihlara,
and Eski Gumu? Nigde, and adding 3 more, Hallag Manastir at Ortahisar (cat. 9),
Sahinefendi Monastery and Soganh Han. The Church of the Forty Martyrs at
Sahinefendi was specifically excluded from the monastic complex (ibid., 33). Ct. J.
Lafontaine-Dosogne, who identified the Church of the Forty Martyrs as a monastery
(Byz33(1963) 139-140). Jerphanionhasdescribedthefagadeofthecomplexat
Soganh Han but not the church which had probably already collapsed when he visited
the site (Jerphanion, Les eglises rupestres de Cappadoce, I i 45). In her analysis R ^ l e y
worked from a sketch plan drawn by Smimov in 1895. See Rodley, op. cit, 45 and tig.

cave," and enlargement of the rock-cut structure took place over a considerable period
of time. Although the research undertaken by Lyn Rodley has added ten monasteries to
those already identified in Cappadocia, it has excluded Agik Saray as a monastic
establishment and ignored some foundations previously identified as monasteries.^®
Furthermore the archaeological evidence of another seven refectories as well as a
'hermitage' in Kizil Cukur (cat. 34) have been excluded from her corpus of monuments.
There is general acceptance of monastic activity in Cappadocia^' for which the
archaeological and documentary evidence provides fragmentary yet positive support.
However, there is as yet little evidence of its extent or the type of monasticism which
was practised in the region of the rock-cut churches. For this, a consideration of aspects
19 Two of the hermitages identified with Symeon and Niketas Stylite have inscriptions
and dwelling caves. For the church of St Symeon the Stylite at Zelve see Jerphanion,
Leseglisesmpestresde Cappadoce, I ii 552-569; L. Rodley, Cave Monasteries of
Byzantine Cappadocia, 189-192. For the church of Niketas the Stylite see G. P.
Schiemenz, 'Die Kapelle des Styliten Niketas in den Weinbergen von Ortahisar', JOB
18 (1969) 239-258; N. Thierry, 'Art byzantine du haut moyen age en Cappadoce:
I'eglise peinte de Nicetas Stylite et d'Eustrate Clisurarque, ou fils de Clisurarque en
Cappadoce', XlVe Congres international des dtudes byzantines (Bucharest 1971 publ.
1976) 451-455; L. Rodley, Cave Monasteries of Byzantine Cappadocia, 184-189, 223.
The inscription in another church identified by Rodley as a hermitage, Gullii Dere IV
(cat. 30), refers to the monastery of the Panagia and All [Saints]. See N. and M.
Thierry,'Ayvali Kilise ou pigeonnier de Gulli Dere, eglise inedite de Cappadoce',
CArch 15 (1965) 97-154; N. Thierry, Haut moyen-age en Cappadoce, 1135-181; L.
Rodley, Cave Monasteries of Byzantine Cappadocia, 207-213.
Rodley's identification of two Soganli churches, Karaba? Kilise and St Barbara,
together with Goreme 7 Tokali Kilise and Gullu Dere IVas hermitages provides a
different context for the churches than has been previously suggested and has not been
universally accepted. See the review by N. Thierry in BZ81 (1988) 82-85.
Monasteries rejected by L. Rodley include 9 sites identified by Jerphanion: Goreme 1
El Nazar, Karji Becak Avcilar, Pancarlik Kilise Urgup, the hermitages at Zelve, four
Soganli churches (Ballik Kilise, Ak Kilise, Kubelli Kilise and Yilanli Kilise) and St
George Ortakoy; 12 sites in Peristrema Valley mentioned by N. and M. Thierry and J.
Lafontaine-Dosogne; and 3 churches listed by N. Thierry, St John the Baptist Cavufin,
Gullu Dere HI and Zelve 4.
21 See reviews of L. Rodley, Cave Monasteries of Byzantine Cappadocia by J.
Darrouzes in REB 44 (1986) 263-264; A. Bryer in Times Literary Supplement (14
November 1986); Ch. Delvoye in Byz51 (1987) 518-521; A. D. Grishin in Journal of
the Society of Architectural Historians 47 (1988) 194-195; P. Mackridgein Slavonic
and East European Review66 (1988) 132-133; F. H. in Revue dhistoire6ccl6siasbque
82 (1987) 428; R. Morris in Journal of Hellenic Studies 107 (1987) 265; J. Shepard m
Journal of Ecclesiastical History (1987)446-448; N. Thierry, BZ81 (1988) 82-85
and A. J. Whanon in Speculum 63 (1988) 219-221.

of patronage is required, an indication of which is provided in the inscriptions noted in
chapter three. Further evidence may be found by investigating the types of burials
which were undertaken in the churches and adjacent chambers.
FUNERARY SITES
At the beginning of the twentieth century six monuments in Kayseri were locally
known as martyria but, apart from the extant apse of the Martyrium of St Mamas, the
churches were all in ruins^^ and in 1965 the structures pertaining to St Mamas were
finally lost.^ Individual mausolea of the type noticed by Sir William Ramsay and Miss
Gertrude Bell in Bin Bir Kilisesi have not been recorded in the rock-cut region of
Cappadocia, if indeed they existed.^'* The patristic sources which were examined in
chapter three suggest that some of the funerary sites were reserved for the clerical
hierachy or martyrs with a claim to distinction. In this respect Cappadocian practice was
seemingly little different from Constantinopolitan tradition. However, in the rock-cut
region there is no direct evidence by which martyria or commemorative sites referred to
in literary sources may be related to the archaeological evidence, although a pit in St
John Baptist Cavujin has been suggested as the location for a number of relics
including the hand of the local martyr St H i e r o n , ^ ^ ^hile a foundation in Avcilar is
called the Tomb of Hieron (Avcilar 2a, cat. 57).26 No known relic may be proposed for
a second pit which is located in the apse of Pancarlik Kilise Urgiip (cat. 2), although an
22 G. Bemardakis, 'Notes sur la topographic de Cesaree de Cappadoce', Echosd'Orient
11 (1908) 22-27. The churches were identified as the Martyria of St Mercunus, St
Eupsychius, St Gordius, St Julitte, St Mamas and the Church of the Panagia.
23 M. Restle, StudienzwfnihbyzantinischenArchitekturKappadokiens,
144-45; 0
figs. 69,203-206.
, . ,
24 See W. W. Ramsay- G. Bell, The Thousand and One Churches. The Archaeological
Remains of Medieval Churches in Asia Minor (London 1909) 230-241 and fig. 195.
25 The pit has been identified as a reUc pit by J.- P. Sodini in "Les cryptes d'autel
paleochretiennes: essaideclassification', TravauxetM^moiresS (1981) 443-445 and
457-458. The suggestion that the hand of St Hieron was placed therein, together with a
relic of St John the Baptist, was made by N. Thierry in Hautmoyen-age en Cappadoce,
II03-104. See the discussion in chapter 4.
26 Avcilar 2a the Tomb of Hieron has not been fully published. It is bnefly mentioned
by N. Teteriatnikov in 'Burial Places in Cappadocian Churches', GreekOrthodox
Theological Review 29 (1984) 144 and fig. 2.

inscription to the right of the doorway opening into the church offers the information
that it was dedicated to the martyr Theodore, perhaps in the belief that his relics were
placed therein.^''
As far as the laity is concerned, few traces of their communal burial have apparently
survived. With one possible exception,^^ evidence for cemeteries in the rock-cut region
of Cappadocia is lacking. Yet even in major centres such as Constantinople or Kayseri
evidence of ground burials is meagre and fragmentary^' and often reduced to isolated
finds in museum collections.^" Monumental isolated sarcophagi have been found in the

For the inscriptions see Jerphanion, Les eglises nipestres de Cappadoce, II i 17-21.
One of the inscriptions refers to the martyr Theodore, a second to the monk John
probably the founder of the church, and a third possibly later inscription to a certain
Nicholas.
Although it was not unknown for burials to occur in the apse this was an honour not
permitted even for Emperors. For the burial of St John Chrysostom to the left of the .
See J.- P. Sodini, 'Les "tombes privilegiees" dans I'Orient Chretien (a I'exception du
diocese d'Egypte)', in L'inhumation privilegiee du IVe au Vllle siecle en Occident, ed.
Y. Duval-J.-Ch. Picard (Paris 1984) 235. For royal burials, see G. Downey, 'The
Tombs of the Byzantine Emperors at the Church of the Holy Apsotles in
Constaniinoplc', Journal of Hellenic Studiesl9 (1959) 27-51. The identification of the
pit in the apse of Pancarlik Kilise as a grave as proposed by N. Teteriatnikov appears
unlikely. See Teteriatnikov, 'The Burial Place in Cappadocian Churches', (abstract)
Ninth Annual Byzantine Studies Conference (Purham 1983)60-61.
For evidence of a cemetery see Jerphanion, Les eglises rupestres de Cappadoce, n i
373-374.
For further comment on the lack of evidence for lay burials, see G. Babic, Les
chapelles annexes des eglises byzantines. Fonction liturgique etprogrammes
iconographiques, 57-58. In Constantinople there are documents describing 3
community burial sites and in-situ archaeological evidence of another 2. See R. Janin,
La gSographie eccl6siastique del'Empire byzantin, 547-549. In Kayseri archaeological
evidence recorded at the beginning of the century indicated the location of a cemetery
dated to the 3rd century, predating Christian influence, and 2 others which appeared to
be the sites of Early Christian burials. See G. Bemardakis, 'Notes sur la topographic de
Cesaree de Cappadoce', Echos d'Orient 11 (1908) 22-27.
30 See A. Grabar, Sculptures byzantine de Constantinople [IVe - Xe sidcle], (Pans
1963)33-42; id.. Sculptures byzantine du Moyen age n[Xle - XlVe sidcle], (Pans
1976) cat. nos. 44 (the tomb at Hosios Loukas Phocis), 50 (fragments of a sarcophagus
from Prespa 11th century), 76 (St Sophia Kiev), 87 (the crypt of Hagios Demetnos
Thessaloniki), 128 (Archaeological Museum Istanbul), 131 (KariyeCamii Chora
Istanbul), 145 (Archaeological Museum Istanbul), 152 (sarcophagus of the Emperess
Theodora and her son at the church of St Theodora Arta) and 159 (the monastery of
BXaTToSov Thessaloniki).

region but here too there is no evidence to prove that many ever existed.^i
Archaeological finds in Cappadocia indicate that burials prior to and during the Early
Christian period were occasionally marked by the placement of stele or tumuli but there
is a larger body of evidence indicating that burials more usually took place in rock-cut
tomb chambers, in floor graves or arcosolia.^^ Rock-cut tomb chambers with
colonnaded or arcaded fagades attributed to the Greco-Roman period^^ have been found
at scattered sites. ^ These types of chambers persisted into the Roman and Early
For a sarcophagus nearTagar see Jerphanion, Les 6glise rupestres de Cappadoce,
plate 16.5. Three other sarcophagi have been noted by N. Thierry in 'Un probleme de
continuite ou de rupture. La Cappadoce entre Rome, Byzance et les Arabes', CRAI
(1977) 113.
For a survey of early burial sites in Cappadocia see N. Thierry, 'Monuments de
Cappadoce de I'antiquite au Moyen Age byzantin', in 'Le aree omogenee della Civiltk
Rupestre nell ambito dell'Impero Bizantino: la Cappadocia, ed. C. D. Fonseca, 39-74.
Unfortunately the sites which the stele marked were not recorded; 10 are found in the
collections of various Cappadocian museums and have been attributed to the
Protobyzantine period, from the 6th to the 7th century, providing evidence in
Cappadocia for the continuation of pagan traditions in Early Christian burials. See N.
Thierry, CRAI (1971) 113-121. None of the stele may be attributed to a later period,
possibly an indication that burial customs changed, although the evidence for the
continuation of their use may have been lost because stele were the most visible and
easily removed of the different markers of burial sites.
33 The fagades of Cappadocian Greco-Roman tombs are less detailed than the rock-cut
fagades of tomb chambers in Lycia or Phrygia which have styUstic affinities with
monumental built tombs of the Hellenistic period. See J. Zahle, 'Lycian tombs and
Lycian cities', Acfes du Colloque surla Lycie Antique (Paris 1980) 37-49; C.H.E.
Haspels, The Highlands ofPhrygia. Sites and Monuments, 112-138. For Hellenistic
models see D. Kurtz and J. Boardman, Greek Burial Customs (New York 1971) 273386.
. ,
34 These include Mazikoy and Tilkoy approximately 20 and 26 kilometres respectively
south of Urgup, Engilkoy approximately 40 kilometres north-east of Nigde, and
Azuguzel 56 kilometres from Kayseri. Two of these were documented sites. For
Mazikoy see 'Mataza', for Azuguzel see 'Be^karde?' in F. Hild-M. Restle, TabuJa
Imperii Byzantini 2 Kappadokien, 230 and 158.
The tombs are described by N. Thierry in CRAI{\911) 121-122. Finds from some of
these sites have included pithoi, with either decorative or Christian motifs. Some ot
these sites are summarized in the charts drawn up by N. Thierry in Arts of Cappadocia,
195-207. Pithoi have also been located in the eso-narthex of Eski Gumu? but it has
been proposed that these were for water and possibly from modem rather than
Byzantine times. See M. Gough, 'The Monastery of Eski Gumu?- a Preluninary
Report', Anatolian Studies 14 (1964) 150. However, for the funerary use of pithoi see
J.- P. Sodini, 'Temoignages archrologiques sur la persistance ^ l'6poque pal^ochretienne
et byzantine de rites funeraires paiens', Colloque de la soci6t6 des Histonens ^
M6di6vistesdelEnseignementsup6rieuTPublic, publ. as La mortau moyen age
(Strassbourg) 11-21.
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Christian periods.Nevertheless, it is not surprising that little material evidence has
survived because we find that even though tombs were Christian they were seemingly
held in little regard, as recent explorations have located Christian churches built over the
site of earlier Christian burials. Such activity may be an indication of discontinuity of
settlement as much as a disregard for previous traditions.^®

By far the greatest concentration of funerary sites appears to be in the vicinity of
Avanos (known as Uenasa or Venasa) for which reason Nicole Thierry has suggested
that the town was important from antiquity through to the medieval period,^^ although
in Avanos itself material finds, until recently, were lacking.^^ However, investigations
undertaken lately have considerably enriched the archaeological evidence.^' The richest

Early Christian and Roman tombs have been located at Giizeloz, previously known
as Mavrucan. See F. Hild-M. Restle, Tabula Imperii Byzantini 2 Kappadokien, 231232.
For example, the church called Mistikan Kilisesi identified as Mavrucan 3 and
attributed to the seventh century was built over a Christian burial site. See N. Thierry,
'Art byzantin du Haut Moyen-age en Cappadoce. L'eglise n. 3 de Mavrucan', Journal
des Savants (1912) 233-269.
N. Thierry, 'Avanos-Venasa-Cappadoce', Geographica Byzantine 3 (1981) 119-129.
See 'Uenasa', F. Hild-M. Restle, Tabula Imperii Byzantini 2 Kappadokien, 302.
A rock-cut tomb at Sofular 12 kilometres from Avanos, attributed to the Roman
period, is the most easterly of the tombs which have been associated with Avanos. See
N. Thierry Geographica Byzantine 3 (1981) 126. For the churches at Sofular attributed
to the 10th century see N. Thierry, 'Materiaux nouveaux en Cappadoce (1982)', Byz 54
(1984) 353-357.
39 Finds include a Roman sarcophagus near Avanos, a stele and some undated grave
goods (N. Thierry, Geographica Byzantine 3 (1981) 124-125).
Recently a tumulus at Ceg 7 kilometres from Avanos has been investigated and tumuli
near Ozkonak, approximately 16 kilometres from Avanos adjacent to the Byzantine
monument known locally as Belha Kilise, examined. For tumulus, an artificial mound
covered with stones frequently but not invariably built over tombs, see D. Kurtz and J.
Boardman, Greek Burial Customs, 282-283. For their reuse as landmarks during the
Byzantine period, see M. Coindez, 'Recherches archeologiques dans la region d'Avanos
(Cappadoce) le tumulus de Ceg', Anatolica 12 (1985) 1-28. No material finds have been
made at the site at Ceg, perhaps an indication that the tumulus was not built over a tomb
chamber.
For the tumuli at Ozkonak see M. Coindez, Anatolica 12 (1985) 11 and fig. 1; T. DrewBar, 'Decouvertes epigraphiques a Ozkonak', Dossiers histoire etarchSologie 121
(1987) 46-49; F. Hild-M. Restle, Tabula
I m p e r i i Byzantini 2 Kappadokien, 183. For a
description of the Byzantine monument at Ozkonak, see N. Thierry, 'Le grand
monastere d'Ozkonak', Dossiers histoire et archeologie 121 (1987) 40-45. The church
is discussed in chapter 4.

source of Roman tombs is in the area around Avcilar, 8 kilometres from Avanos, where
ten rock-cut tomb chambers have been documented, causing Nicole Thierry to suggest
that Avcilar was the necropolis extra muros for Avanos.''^ Further, Thierry has
proposed that during the Roman period the necropohs expanded toward Goreme in a
series of rock-cut tomb chambers some of which were reworked and added to in the
Middle Byzantine period.'*' However, not all the tombs near Avanos have been
identified as belonging to the Roman period. In the rock promontory at Cavujin,
approximately 7 kilometres from Avanos, there are numerous tombs and arcosolia,
attributed by Nicole Thierry to Christian use in the Protobyzantine period.'*^
Many of the Turkish towns and villages in Cappadocia preserve indications of Roman
or Early Christian burials but few archaeological finds can be attributed to the Middle
Byzantine period, indicating discontinuous occupation of sites. Paradoxically, the areas
in which the rock-cut churches are located, with the exception of Avcilar, do not
preserve evidence of earlier burials but offer instead a richfieldof archaeological
evidence from the Middle Byzantine period.
ROCK-CUT REFECTORffiS IN CAPPADOCIA
The rock-cut refectory may be readily identified for it is usually a rectangular room with
a bench attached to one wall and an adjacent rock-cut table. In some refectories there is
a second free-standing bench on the opposite side of the table. Many of the refectories
have a niche excavated in the wall at the end of the table. Decoration in the refectories is
usually confined to the back wall of the niche and shows an appropriate scene, such as
40 N. Thierry, Geographica Byzantine 3 (1981) 127-129. For photographic records of
the tombs which are becoming increasingly difficult to identify among the Turkish
dwellings see id., 'Les tombeaux rupestres'. Dossiers histoire etarchSologie 63 (1982)
20-23.
41 N. Thierry, 'Decouvertes a la Necropole de Goreme (Cappadoce)', CiM/(1984) 656691; id, 'La necropole de Goreme', Dossiershistoire etarcheologie 121 (1987) 50-55.
42 For the attribution to the Protobyzantine period (6th to 7th century) see N. Thierry,
'Un probleme de continuite ou de rupture. La Cappadoce entre Rome, Byzance et les
Arabes', CRA/(1977) 119.

the Last Supper painted in the niche in the refectory underneath Goreme 22 Cankli
Kilise.'^^ However, not all of the refectories have paintings and in many there is no
indication that any decoration was intended for their walls.
Among the rock-cut chambers there are many for which a function has not hitherto been
identified. Although lacking tables, benches or appropriate decoration, these chambers
may, nevertheless, have been used as refectories equipped with portable wooden
furnishings which have since been moved or perished. Lyn Rodley has suggested this
possibility in three churches and indeed considered it likely that large halls were once
furnished with portable tables and benches.''^ If correct this could identify another five
r e f e c t o r i e s . ' ' ^ For the moment, however, the archaeological evidence does not permit
either confirmation or denial of the possibility.
Guillaume de Jerphanion noted five refectories, four of which were in Goreme, during
his surveys of Cappadocia.''® In her investigation of refectory monasteries Lyn Rodley
has added measurably to the documentation of the region, identifying founeen rock-cut
refectories by their furnishings, three of which are outside Goreme and the remaining
N. Thierry, 'Une iconographie inedite de la Gene dans un refectoire rupestre de
Cappadoce', REB 33 (1975) 177-185.
L. Rodley, Cave Monasteries of Byzantine Cappadocia, 247. This has been
suggested for halls located at Hallag Manastir Ortahisar, §ahinefendi Monastery and
Karanlik Kale Peristrema. For similar functions in the halls in Bezir Hane Avcilar and
Ay nail Kilise Goreme {ibid., 33, 63).
The churches with halls nearby are Kepez Deresi 3 (cat. 7), Tav^anli Kilise (cat. 18)
and Timios Stavros (cat. 20) near Mustafapajakoy, Zelve 5 (cat. 50) and Durmu?
Kadir Kilisesi Avcilar (cat. 58). The 'hall' in the eastern extremity of the ridge in which
Durmu? Kadir Kilisesi (cat. 58) is found has been described as a three-aisled basilica
by N. Thierry in 'Nouvelles decouvertes en Cappadoce', Dossiers d'Histoire et
d'ArMoIogie 22 (1987) 22. However, not only is the chamber badly damaged by rock
collapses and flooding, it has a considerable overburden of soil, obscuring furnishings
which could assist in the identification of the space, if they exist. Hall-like spaces which
may have functioned as refectories are located near Goreme 6b (cat. 78), Gullu Dere IV
(cat. 30) and Damsa Kilise Ta^kinpajakoy (cat. 23).
Jerphanion, Les eglises rupesttes de Cappadoce, I i 47-48. The refectories which
Jerphanion described were Karanlik Kilise refectory (Goreme 24), two adjacent
refectories (called B and C by L. Rodley), Goreme 30 and the refectory at the Archangel
Monastery at Cemil.

eleven in Goreme Park. Notwithstanding Rodley's research, documentation of the rockcut refectories is not yet complete as my survey has located twenty-two refectories in
the region. In Goreme a refectory mentioned by Guillaume de Jerphanion but not
sighted since his visit has been noted but excluded from Rodley's analysis.'*'' In addition
there are five previously unpublished refectories in Goreme, all of which are outside
Goreme Park, and in areas other than Goreme two more refectories have been located.

REFECTORIES IN AREAS OTHER THAN G O R E M E (see figs. 4.1 and 4.2)
Outside the Goreme area there appear to be few refectories unless the large halls
adjacent to or adjoining the churches are taken into consideration and there is no
evidence to corroborate their use as refectories. Only five chambers may be
unequivocably identified by their furnishings as refectories. Two of these are in Avcilar
near Yusuf Ko(; Kilisesi and the Theotokos Church and three are in other areas, in the
vicinity of the Monastery of the Archangel Cemil, Eski Gumu? Nigde and the Eglise du
pic 1223' Zindanonii.

Two of the refectories outside the Goreme area have been previously recorded. The first
of these is at the Archangel Monastery Cemil (cat. 21) which is located on a site where
there are two churches, Hagios Stephanos (cat. 22) and St Michael (cat 21).'^ The

47 The refectory was identified as Goreme 30. See Jerphanion, Les 6glises mpestres de
Cappadoce, I i 254. For her discussion of the location of the refectory see L. Rodley,
Cave Monasteries of Byzantine Cappadocia, 43.
48 For St Michael at the Archangel Monastery Cemil see Jerphanion, Les 6glises
mpestres deCappadoce, n i 128-145; M. Restle, Byzantine Wall Painting in Asia
Minor, 1155 [XLII]; C. Jolivet-Levy, La peinture byzantineen Cappadoce, n 3M-367;
L. Rodley, Cave Monasteries of Byzantine Cappadocia, 157-159. The church of M
Michael consists of 2 parallel churches each with a single aisle and a single apse. 1 he
apsidal furnishings have been largely lost but it is likely that there were free-standing
altars in each apse.

refectory is adjacent to the church of St Michael,''' the attribution of which continues to
be debated, although possibly it was an eleventh-century church.^o The second

Unfortunately no plan o f the site exists. For a description of the refectory see Rodley,
Cave Monasteries of Byzantine Cappadocia, 157-159; Jerphanion, Les eglises nipestres
de Cappadoce, I i 48 and plate 23. The fagade o f the refectory and the adjacent church is
shown in the appendix plates, cat. 21.
The refectory is a rectangular-shaped chamber (19.5 x 4.5 metres) covered with a flat
ceiling. It has an apparently unique arrangement as the irregularly-cut chamber is
divided into 2 aisles by a central arcade carried on 9 pillars. O n the left is an attached
bench and free-standing table, at the head o f which is a niche. Between each arch o f the
arcade there is a ledge, forming a second bench for the table. A second niche is located
in a pier in the centre o f the arcade, facing the right-hand aisle of the chamber where
there was a second table, now largely destroyed, which had only 1 bench attached to the
wall o f the refectory. N o refectory yet discovered has 2 complete tables like the Cemil
refectory. W h e n Jerphanion visited the site he noted that the table in the left aisle was
divided into 3 sections but this is no longer apparent.
50 In dating the monastery including the 2 churches L. Rodley has cautiously suggested
on present evidence it appears to be contemporary with other cave monasteries
attributed to the 11 th century. See L. Rodley, Cave Monasteries of Byzantine
Cappadocia, 160. For a general discussion on the dating o f the refectory monasteries,
see ibid., 249-250. However scholars have not generally attributed the 2 churches on
the site to the same date. For the dating o f Hagios Stephanos see Jerphanion, Les
eglises nipestres de Cappadoce, n i 146-155 (2 phases in the 8th and 9th centuries); N.
Thierry,Hautmoyen-age
de Cappadoce, I 30-33 (mid 7th century); M . Restle,
Byzantine Wall Painting in Asia Minor, 1156-157 (9th or 10th century). Although there
is little unanimity in the dating o f the paintings, they have been considered to predate
those in St Michael in which affinities with the paintings in the Archaic Group o f
churches and the C o l u m n Churches in Goreme have been remarked upon. The first
layer o f painting has been compared with the archaic cycle o f paintings and the second
with the 1 Ith-century C o l u m n Churches (Jerphanion, op. oil, n i 143-145).
Nevertheless, Rodley has suggested that the painting o f the Archangel from which the
monastery takes its present name was undertaken in the nineteenth century, see Rodley,
op. cit, 159. The question o f the refectory and its dating has remained largely ignored.
See N . Thierry for attribution o f die refectory to the 6th -7th century, 'Les peres de
I'eghsede Cappadoce', Dossiers histoire et archeologie 63 (1982) 28-31. As this would
place the excavation o f the refectory before either church it is unlikely and should be
disregarded. It is probable the refectory was contemporary with St Michael and part of
an 1 Ith-century expansion adjacent to the site o f Hagios Stephanos.

refectory is near the eleventh-century church Yusuf K a ; Kilisesi Avcilar (cat. 60).5i On
present evidence, although there are no indications directly linicing the refectory with
Yusuf Ko<; Kilisesi, there is no reason to consider the refectory as a development
separate from the church in the same cone and the whole may be attributed, in all
likelihood, to the eleventh century.Nevertheless, the possibility that another church
was associated with the refectory cannot be excluded. A second refectory in Avcilar has
not hitherto been published. It is located near the Theotokos Church (cat.

and

Yusuf Kog Kilisesi and the refectory are excavated into opposite sides of a large rock
cone which has a number of other chambers. The naos of the church has 2 overlapping
inscribed cross plans (a total of 12 bays) and 2 coalescing apses each of which has an
attached altar. See N. Thierry, 'Yusuf Kog Kilisesi. Eglise rupestre de Cappadoce',
Mansel'eAimagan (Ankara 1974) 1 193-206, reprinted in Thierry, Peintures d'Asie
Mineure et de Transcaucasie aux Xe etXIe s. (London 1977); M. Restle, Byzantine
Wall Painting in Asia Minor, 1 192-193 [LXXVII]; L. Rodley, Cave Monasteries of
ByzantineCappadocia, 151 -157; C. Jolivet-Levy, La peinture byzantine en Cappadoce,
II, 253-255. Scholars are divided on whether the church is a double-apsed plan or two
naoi each with an apse. For the first see S. Y. Ottiken, 'Zweischiffige kirchen in
Kappadokien und in den Angrenzenden Gebieten', JOB 32/4 (1982) 543-552; for the
second see J. -M. Thierry, 'Les eglises armeniennes a double abside', Revue des Etudes
Arme/Jiennes 18 (1984) 515-549).
The facade of the refectory has collapsed but the furnishings inside the chamber have
remained largely intact. For a view of the refectory. See L. Rodley, op. cit, plate 144.
There are 2 tables unequal in length; the longer one on the left-hand (south) side of the
refectory in front of an attached bench has at its head a recessed niche. In the opposite
(west) comer is a second table at right angles to the first with attached benches along
the 2 adjacent walls and a niche at its head. I was unable to gain access to the refectory
which is secured by a grill door, through which I was able to make observations. The
following dimensions have been readfi-omthe plan drawn by Rodley (iWd, fig. 28):
west table 1.2 metres long; south table, 2.1 metres extant.
52 For the attribution of Yusuf K o q Kilisesi to the middle of the 11th century on the_
grounds of comparison with the Column Churches, see N. Thierry, ManseieAimagan
(Ankara 1974) 202-203. L. Rodley has suggested that iconographic similarities with St
Barbara Soganli (1006 or 1021) indicate the first half of the 11th century is more
appropriate. See Rodley, Cave Monasteries of Byzantine Cappadocia, 156-157. For a
contrary attribution (end 12th or beginning 13th century), see M. Restle, 'Kappadokien',
R B / ( : , n i l 0 3 2 , 1101-1104.
53 The recently-discovered Theotokos Church is excavated into a cone located beside
the path which leads from the main Nevjehir-Avcilar road to Karji Becak. The church
and refectory open from opposite sides of the cone. At present the church is used as a
dwelling, making thorough investigation of the site difficult. For this reason also the
refectory was not fully surveyed during fieldwork.
The Theotokos Church has a single aisle and a single apse with an attached altar and a
seat in the south comer. Tall slabs probably screened the apse from the naos. On the
basis of the decoration in the church including the image of the Theotokos in the apse,
the church has been attributed to the beginning of the 11th century. See C. Jolivet-Leyy,
•Une nouvelle chapelle byzantine pres d'Avcilar (Cappadoce). Sa decoration absidale,'
CArch 32 (1984) 39-48.

adjacent to at least two other churches, Avcilar 2a the Tomb of Hieron (cat. 57)

and

an as yet unexplored church at present closed by a masonry wall.55 The refectory is
approximately equidistant from two eleventh-century churches Yusuf Kog Kilisesi and
BezirHane (cat. 56).^^

The monastery at Eski Giimu? Nigde has been classified as a courtyard monastery in
the study undertaken by Lyn Rodley because all the chambers including the church,
open from a central enclosed courtyard.^'' The date of the upper layer of decoration in

Avcilar 2a the Tomb of Hieron has been incompletely published. See N.
Teteriatnikov, 'Burial places in Cappadocian churches', Greek Orthodox Theological
Review29 (1984) 144 and fig. 2. The church has a single naos and single apse with a
detached altar, niche seats in the north and south walls and low slabs screening the apse
from the naos. There are 2 niches excavated in the naos walls, one in the north wall, the
other in the south wall has a well in the centre. On the basis of similarities in carving in
this church and the nearby Durmu? Kadir Kilisesi, Teteriatnikov has dated the church in
the 6th century, an attribution which cannot be accepted without further discussion
which will be resumed in the following chapter where the function of the church is
considered.
55 Unfortunately this church is used as a pigeon house; in 1988 the entrance to the
church was bricked up and access made impossible.
5® For Bezir Hane see Jerphanion, Les eglises rupesWes de Cappadoce, I ii 498-503; L.
Rodley, Cave Monasteries of Byzantine Cappadocia, 26-33. The church, currently a
dwelling, has an inscribed cross plan with 3 apses and is identified as a courtyard
monastery by Rodley. Alterations undertaken by the inhabitants have damaged the
apses. The altar in the central apse, shown as attached in the plan by Jerphanion, has
been lost as has the apse screen. There is insufficient evidence to establish whether it
was a solid screen or consisted of a pair of low slabs.
57 L. Rodley, Cave Monasteries of Byzantine Cappadocia, 103-118. For earlier reports
on the church see M. Restle, Byzantine Wall Painting in Asia Minor, 1180-181
[LXIV]; M . Gough, 'The Monastery of Eski Gumu?- a Preliminary Report', Anatolian
Studies 14 (1964) 147-161, id., 'The Monastery of Eski Gumu?- Second Preliminary
Report', Anatolian Studies 15 (1965) 157-164. The church is more fully discussed in
chapter 4.
Although acknowledging the importance of the surrounding chambers to the
understanding of the church, Gough dealt only with the church, narthex and exonarthex opening from the north side of the courtyard; Rodley's report is the only one to
tackle chambers other than the church and nartheces. I have not examined this church
first-hand and the observations recorded here are drawn from the sources above. The
church has an inscribed cross plan and three apses of which only the central apse has
furnishings, which because of damage are meagre, consisting of a bench running
around the apse and a niche seat with armrests on the south side of the apse. Rodley
found no evidence of an apse screen (ibid., 114).

the church has been generally accepted as the eleventh century,58 while the layer
underneath has been attributed an earlier date, although not long before the second
phase of painting.59 The chamber identified as the refectory opens from the east wall of
the courtyard.^"

There are at least t^/o phases of development on the site of the 'Eglise du pic 1223'
Zindanonu (cat. 43).®' The opening connecting the south arm of the naos of the church
to the refectory is likely to post-date both the excavation of the church and the
r e f e c t o r y . d a t i n g

of the second phase of excavation is discussed in chapter four

and it is remarked that the tenth-century date proposed by Nicole Thierry is not
compatible with the solid apse screen which it appears existed in the church. The
refectory adds further evidence in support of an eleventh-century date for the second
phase of excavation on the site because although chambers used as refectories may have
existed prior to the eleventh century, none with rock-cut furnishings has been attributed
to other than the eleventh century.

58 See M. Gough, Anatolian Studies 14 (1964) 147-161; id, Anatolian Studies 15
(1965), 157-164; N. Thierry, 'L'art monumental byzantin en Asie Mineure du Xle siecle
au XIVe',ZX3P29(1975) 94.
SeeL. Rodley, Cave Monasteries of Byzantine Cappadocia, 116-118.
The chamber is rectangular. In the end wall there are 3 niches, above which is a Latin
cross. Irregularities on the floor of the chamber approximately 1 metre wide and 4
metres long may be the remains of a table and bench along the right-hand (south) side
of the chamber. SeeL. Rodley, Cave Monasteries of Byzantine Cappadocia, 106-109
and plate 106.
There are 2 adjoining churches the second of which has 3 apses with a free standing
altar and probably a solid screen in the central apse. The church remains unpublished,
although briefly referred to by R. Blanchard in 'Archeologie et topographie surquatre
eglises in^dites de Cappadoce', Journaldes Savants(m\)
388-389. A complete
description of the church is expected by N. Thierry in Hautmoyen-ageen Cappadoce,
II [forthcoming]. To my knowledge the refectory has not hitherto received attention.
The church is more fully discussed in chapter 4.
The refectory is a rectangular chamber largely destroyed on the southern side,
although the archaeological evidence of the furnishings has been preserved. There is a
table with an attached bench along the north wall and a free-standing bench on the
opposite side. At the head of the table there is a rectangular niche. The table is
approximately 6-7 metres long. There is no scale on the plan drawn by J. Patureau and
reproduced by N. Thierry but measurements can be estimated from known dimensions
in the church.

REFECTORIES IN GOREME (see fig. 4.3)
The density of refectories is even higher in Goreme than in Avcilar. There are seventeen
refectories in the Goreme area of which eleven lie in Goreme Park and six outside the
Park.
Refectories in Goreme Park
Eleven refectories in Goreme Park were described by Lyn Rodley®^ and with one
exception she has identified them as part of the adjacent refectory monasteries. Goreme
24, the refectory which does not closely fit this pattern, is paired with Goreme 23
Karanlik Kilise, a complex which Rodley identified as a courtyard monastery on
account of the courtyard from which the chambers open.^ Since either appellation,
courtyard or refectory monastery, would fit Karanlik Kihse it is necessary to turn to
Rodley's concluding remarks to determine that the church was placed with the courtyard
rather than the refectory group because of the tomb chamber which opens from the
narthex of the church. Rodley has suggested that the courtyard monasteries were
established as memorials but she did not identify any memorial function associated with
the refectory monasteries,^^ a point that will be taken up in the concluding chapter. In
pairing refectories and churches, Rodley herself drew attention to the fact that the
boundaries which she suggested for each unit were uncertain, depending on the
physical proximity of the churches and refectories.®^
Goreme 22 Cankh Kilise is a two-storey complex in which the refectory identified as
refectory A by Rodley is immediately underneath the church. Goreme 23 Karanlik
Kilise is also a two-storey monument but both the refectory known as Goreme 24 and
the church have access from ground level, although the church is on the upper storey at
the head of a flight of steps. Two refectories, B and C, flank the entrance to Goreme 25;
once again the refectories are on ground level while the church is above. Refectory D
has been associated with Goreme 27, although it is closer to Goreme 25. Refectories E,
F and J have been paired with Goreme 28 Yilanh Kilise, Goreme 20 St Barbara,
Goreme 18 and Goreme 21b, while refectory I has been related to 2 churches, Goreme
16 and 17 Kizlar Kilisesi. Refectory H has no church in its vicinity while the 'refectory
monastery' Goreme 19 Elmali Kilise has no refectory.
M L. Rodley, Cave Monasteries in Byzantine Cappadocia, 48-56.
L. Rodley, Cave Monasteries in Byzantine Cappadocia, 244-249.
For the site plan in which these relationships are indicated see Rodley, Cave
Monasteries of Byzantine Cappadocia, 161 fig. 30.

As the Goreme Park refectories have been described in detail to repeat descriptions here
would be redundant.®'' Most of the churches associated with the Goreme Park
refectories have been included with either the Column Churches or the Yilanli Group of
churches, which have been attributed to the second half of the eleventh c e n t u r y . ^ ^ x^e
refectories are likely to be contemporary and may accordingly be attributed to the
eleventh century.
Other Goreme refectories
The six refectories outside Goreme Park are Goreme 2e, a refectory near Goreme 3,
another underneath Goreme 4a, Goreme 30 and two refectories near Goreme 15a. Of
these only Goreme 30 has hitherto been published. In the following account the
eleventh-century churches most likely to be associated with the refectory are noted.
The refectory which I have identified as Goreme 2e (cat. 70)® is close to the presumed
location of the church Goreme 2, which was described by Guillaume de Jerphanion but
^^ For plans of refectories A to J, see Rodley, Cave Monasteries of Byzantine
Cappadocia, 165 fig. 32 and 174 fig. 33. For Goreme 24, see ibid, 49 fig. 9. For her
discussion of the refectories, see ibid., 160-183. Summary characteristics of the
refectories will be useful in order to draw comparisons with other refectories. In each of
the refectories there are 2 benches, one attached to the wall parallel to the table and one
free-standing on the opposite side of the table, as well as a niche in the end wall at the
head of the table. In some of the chambers there are additional niches, smaller than the
niche at the head of the table. Furnishings are located on the right-hand side of the
chamber in 4 refectories and the left-hand side in the other 7.
L. Rodley, Cave Monasteries of Byzantine Cappadocia, 182-183.
For views of the refectory see appendix plates Goreme 2d (cat. 70). The refectory is
rectangular in shape with a free-standing rock-cut table to the left-hand side. Behind the
table there is an attached bench which returns along the back wall. There is aflatbacked
niche in the back wall of the chamber opposite the head of the table. Opposite the table
in the right-hand comer of the refectory there is a barrel vaulted chamber. It is separated
from the refectory by a wall on the left-hand side and a mushroom shaped opening in
theft-ontwall which is 4 steps above the refectory floor. There are no furnishings inside
the elevated chamber which has no known counterpart among Cappadocian refectories.
The refectory was probably originally an internal room, preceded by a chamber covered
with a flat ceiling which has collapsed. A second external chamber was adjacent but it
too has collapsed. From this chamber another internal chamber opened. The purpose of
the adjacent chambers is unclear.

has not since been locatedJ® The fagade of the refectory, articulated with bhnd keyholeshaped niches, is similar to the facades adjacent to the eleventh-century Goreme Park
churches such as Goreme 22 Cankli Kilise or Goreme 25, an indication of the
probability that the refectory Goreme 2e may also be attributed to the eleventh century.
The refectory was not an isolated development. It is located within a complex of rooms
many o f which have collapsed and it is in the vicinity of a number of extant churches,
Goreme 2a to one side of the ridge and Goreme 2b, 2c and 2d to the other. O f these
Goreme 2a Sakli Kilise (cat 66)'^^ and 2c (cat.

which is discussed in the previous

chapter, have been attributed to the eleventh century. There is a second refectory,
Refectory 3 (cat. 71), which is near Goreme 3 (cat. 71

and approximately one

hundred metres north of Goreme 2e. Although the refectory may have been linked with
Goreme 3, it is likely that it was associated with Goreme 2a or 2c. It is located in the
cone identified as Goreme Necropolis 1. (See Goreme 3 (cat. 71).) The refectory opens

Jerphanion, Les eglises rupestres de Cappadoce, I i 23. Jerphanion has noted that the
church was located at the base of the spur which separated El Nazar Valley from
Goreme. He has described the church as the largest of the group of Goreme churches. It
was not decorated. Unfonunately there is insufficient evidence to enable the chronology
of the church to be established.
''I For Goreme 2a see L. Budde, 'Die Johanneskirche von Goreme', Pantheon 19 (1961)
263-271; M . Restle, Byzantine Wall Painting in Asia Minor, 1103-105; G. P.
Schiemnez, 'Felskapellen i m Goreme-Tal, Kappadokien. Die Yilanli-Gruppe und Sakli
Kilise, IstanbulerMimeilunger
30 (1980) 291-319; C. Jolivet-Levy, Lapeinture
byzantine en Cappadoce, II262-263. Goreme 2a has a transverse naos divided into 2
by a 3-arched arcade. There were 3 apses in the east wall but only the south apse
survives in its presumed original configuration. It has an attached altar and a seat in the
south side of the apse. Tall slabs screened the apse from the naos. On the basis of the
paintings in the church it has been compared with the Yilanli Group in Goreme and
attributed to the 11th century. See M . Restle, Byzantine Wall Paintings in Asia Minor, I
50-52.
Goreme 2c although damaged, has fared better than Goreme 2a. The church has not
been published although it has been included in a plan. See A.J. Wharton, Art of Empire
, fig. 2.13. There are only 2 apses in the east wall of the church. Both probably had
attached altars and a seat in the south comer. L o w slabs screened the north apse from
the naos, while the central apse had a solid screen. In the preceding chapter it was
argued that the church may be attributed to a transitional period, early in the 2nd half of
the 11th century, between the Column Churches and the Yilanli Group of churches.
For a view of the refectory see appendix plate, cat. 71. It is now used as a storeroom.
The chamber has a flat ceiling which is starting to crumble. The table and attached
bench are on the right-hand side. There is too much debris to see whether there was a
second free-standing bench. At the head of the table there is a deep niche, which has a
keyhole-shaped opening.
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from the side opposite a tomb chamber which has been investigated.'''' There is little
information by which the refectory may be dated but for the moment the archaeological
evidence of the rock-cut furnishings supports an eleventh-century date. The closest
church to the second refectory is Goreme 3, the paintings in which have been compared
with the archaic cycle of paintings and attributed in all likelihood to the ninth century
For eleventh-century churches in the vicinity we have to fall back on Goreme 2a and 2c
but these churches are closer to the refectory Goreme 2e than Refectory 3.

There is a similar distance between three other refectories and the eleventh-century
churches with which they are presumed to be associated. These are the refectory

N. Thierry, 'Decouvertes k la necropole de Goreme (Cappadoce)', CRAI (1984) 656691. The rock has been identified as Necropolis 1 and lies close to Goreme 3. Thierry
examined the rock because it contains a tomb in a vaulted chamber which she attributed
to Roman excavation. Further, she proposed a secondary occupation by a stylite monk.
It is unlikely that the refectory was contemporary with either of these purposes.
For Goreme 3 see Jerphanion, Les 6glises rupestres de Cappadoce, I i 140-144; M.
Restle, Byzantine Wall Painting in Asia Minor, 1105-106 [III]. Jerphanion proposed
that the cross painted on the ceiling of the inner chamber was earlier than the other
paintings in the church, a suggestion which has not received suppon from Restle's
analysis. Both scholars, however, have agreed that the excavation at the west end of the
church was a secondary development.

underneath Goreme 4a (cat. IVp^ and the neighbouring church Goreme 32 (cat. 118)"

^^ For a view of the refectory see appendix plates, Goreme 4a (cat. 72).
The fagade of the refectory underneath Goreme 4a has been lost, probably at the same
time as the fagade of the church. It is covered with a flat ceiling which has a boss
centred over the table. There is a rock-cut table on the right-hand side but the benches
are not visible because of soil in the chamber. In the back wall opposite the head of the
table there is a round-backed niche adjacent to which is a doorway, opening into a
second chamber, the purpose of which is not clear.
Because of their proximity it appears most likely that the refectory was connected with
the church above, Goreme 4a, the paintings in which have been attributed from the first
half of the 10th century to the beginning of the 11th. For the earlier date see C. JolivetLevy, La peinture byzantine en Cappadoce, n 264-266; for the later attribution see M.
Restle, Byzantine Wall Painting in Asia Minor, 140,106-107. However, there is a
number of churches in the vicinity including Goreme 4b, 4c and 5a (cat. 73,74,75) and
Goreme 32 and 32a (cat. 118 and 119). Of these, Goreme 4c, 32 and 32a have been
attributed to the 11th century, although debate continues about Goreme 4c. See M.
Restle, Byzantine Painting in Asia Minor, H, fig. 52 [VI] (second half of the 10th
century) and N. Thierry in Arts of Cappadocia, 202 (11th century).
Goreme 32a, a hitherto unpublished church, is described in chapter 4. In all likelihood
the church may be attributed to the 10th century. Jerphanion did not fully describe the
church (Les Sglises rupestres de Cappadoce, I i 259).
Goreme 32 has received more attention than Goreme 32a but has not been fully
published. See Jerphanion, Les eglises rupestres de Cappadoce, I i 260-261; G. P.
Schiemnez, 'Felskapellen im Goreme-Tal, Kappadokien. Die Yilanli-Gruppe und Sakli
Kilise, IstanbulerMimeilunger30{m0)
315-316; C. Jolivet-L^vy, Lapei/itwe
byzantine en Cappadoce, II 320. The church has an inscribed cross plan with a single
apse, which has collapsed. There is a narthex with arcosolia excavated in the lateral
walls which opens into the south wall of the church. Benches are attached to the 4 walls
of the naos and there is a font in the south-west comer. Most of the apsidal furnishings
have been lost but fragmentary evidence remains of a seat in the south comer of the
apse, a niche in the north wall, a solid screen punctuated with a central doorway and 2
flanking apertures. On the basis of the paintings in the church which reflect influences
from the Column Churches Jerphanion dated the church to the 11th century. The solid
apse screen provides further evidence to support this attribution.
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and two refectories near Goreme 15a (cat

which were possibly associated with

Goreme 14 Aynali Kilise (cat. 90)7' lying to the east of the refectories or Goreme 12
(cat.

approximately one hundred and seventy-five metres to the north-west. The

final Goreme refectory is Goreme 30, which was examined by Guillaume de

For a view of the refectories see appendix plates, Goreme 15a (cat. 93).
Goreme 15a is described in the previous chapter. Its paintings are generally attributed to
the 10th century. See Jerphanion, Les eglises rupestres de Cappadoce, I i 145-146
(beginning of the 10th century); N. Thierry, 'Quelques eglises inedites en Cappadoce',
Journal des Savants (1965) 625-627 (end 9th or early 10th century); G. P. Schiemenz,
' Verschollene Malereien in Goreme: die "archaische Kapelle bei Elmali Kilise" und die
Muttergottes zwischen Engelos', Orientalia Christiana Periodica 34 (1968) 70-96
(around 1100); M. Restle, Byzantine Wall Painting in Asia Minor, I, 192 (beginning of
the 10th century); C. Jolivet-Levy, La peinture byzantine en Cappadoce, IT 291-294.
One of the refectories lies directly above the church, while the second is to the south.
Each has appropriate furnishings such as tables and benches which place the
identification of the chambers beyond question. Unfortunately, however, neither was
fully explored during fieldwork.
Among the other churches near the refectories are Goreme 14 Aynah Kilise, 14a and
14b (cat. 90,91, 92), Goreme 15c and 15d (cat. 95 and 96) and Goreme 13 (cat. 89)
and the churches in Goreme Park.
Goreme 14 was identified as a courtyard monastery by L. Rodley (CaveMonasteries
of Byzantine Cappadocia, 53-63 and fig. 11). It was incompletely described by
Jerphanion in Les Eglises rupestres de Cappadoce, I i 49-50. The church has a 3-aisled
basilical plan with 2 apses at the head of the central and south aisles and a doublerecessed niche at the head of the north aisle. The furnishings in the central apse,
inaccurately represented in the plan drawn by Rodley, include an attached altar and a
ledge around part of the apse wall, terminating in a niche at the north end and abutting a
seat on the south side. There is a well in the bema of the apse in the north-west comer.
The apse screen was solid, with a central opening and 2 flanking apenures. The south
apse is almost completely filled with an attached altar and has no other furnishings.
Although opinion on the dating of the church is divided, Rodley has convincingly
argued for an 1 Ith-century date for the excavation and painting of the church. See
Rodley, op. cit, 63. Cf. N. Thierry in Arts of Cappadocia, 202-203 (tentative attribution
to 'popular style' of the 10th or 11th century).
80 Goreme 12 is a hitherto unpublished church, noted by Jerphanion but not described
(Les dglises rupestres de Cappadoce, I i 171). The church has 2 adjoining free cross
plans, one of which is the narthex and the other the church, a plan similar to Goreme 21
St Catherine (cat. 104). There was a single apse in the church but it has been largely
destroyed, removing the furnishings apart from fragmentary evidence of the solid apse
screen, indicating diat the church may be attributed to the 11th century. Cf. N. Thierry
in Arts of Cappadocia, 202-203 (tentative attribution to 'popular style' of the 10th or
11th century).

Jerphanion^' and may have been asscx;iated with the neighbouring church Goreme 31
(cat. 116).82

Jerphanion examined briefly a refectory, which he identified as Goreme 30,
approximately 50 metres from Goreme 29 Kiliglar Kilise. See Jerphanion, Les 6glises
rupestresde Cappadoce, I i 48,1 ii 254 and plate 25. It has not been located since his
investigation and is presumed hidden behind a masonry wall. The refectory had a bench
attached to the left-hand wall adjacent to a table at the head of which was a flat backed
niche adjacent to which there was a small niche. Although unable to identify with
complete certainty which doorway opened into the refectory from a photograph of the
area (Jerphanion, Les eglises rupestres de Cappadoce, plate 9. 2, reproduced with
appendix plates, cat. 116). Jerphanion did not indicate that he was unsure of the general
location of the refectory, contrary to the view expressed by L. Rodley in Cave
Monasteries of Byzantine Cappadocia, 43. Rodley has suggested that the refectory was
not linked with complex which she called Kiliglar Monastery, approximately 50 metres
north-north-west of Kiliglar Kilise. Furthermore, she questioned whether there was any
relationship between Kiliglar Kilise and the KiliQlar Monastery but in the absence of
any other church she suggested that the possibility of some connection between the two
needed examination. However, there are 2 other churches near the refectory, Goreme 31
and 31a, neither of which was considered by Rodley.
For Goreme 31a (cat. 117) see Jerphanion, Les Sglises rupestres de Cappadoce, 11254255. The church lies below Goreme 31 and although accessible, has not been fully
published. It has been tentatively suggested that the church was excavated and painted
in the 10th century. Accordingly it was unlikely to be associated with the refectory, the
excavation of which, like the other refectories, is assumed to be attributable to the 11 th
century.
For Goreme 31 see Jerphanion, Les Sglises rupestres de Cappadoce, I i 255-258.
The church was examined by Jerphanion but has not since been located. It had a
narthex adjoining a single barrel vaulted naos. At the time of Jerphanion's visit the apse
had been lost. Nevertheless a painting on the west wall, the Last Supper, has provided
evidence by which at least a tentative date may be suggested for the church, as stylistic
analysis indicates a parallel with the 1 Ith-century church, Goreme 10 St Daniel (cat.
83), one of the Yilanli Group of churches.

ROCK-CUT TOMBS IN CAPPADOCIA
With one exception previous studies of the Cappadocian monuments have recorded
tombs and burial sites incidently to their main purpose which usually focussed on
iconographic and stylistic analysis. ^^ A survey of funerary sites in Cappadocia has
been undertaken by Natalia Teteriatnikov but it is inadequate and indeed misleading
because of the size of the sample.^"' The information presented below is the result of the
investigation of one hundred and fifty churches. However, losses have occurred and
this is taken into account in the following analysis.^^
Location of the tombs (table 5.1)
Two thirds of the monuments investigated have burial sites.®® The majority of the sites
is found in locations other than churches, that is in annexes such as nartheces or
funerary chambers. In addition there is a number of arcosolia carved into the exterior
fabric of the rock-cut structures usually adjacent to the entrance which opens into a
narthex or naos.^^ In three areas, Avcilar, Goreme Park and Soganli Dere, the
percentage of churches with tombs is higher than average, while in Urgup only half the
churches have tombs.®® Less than half of rock-cut churches have nartheces but in both
Goreme Park and Avcilar this average is exceeded, while in Urgiip and Peristrema the
In the course of her investigation of Cappadocian monasteries Lyn Rodley identified
twelve burial chambers, a few funerary chapels and a number of arcosolia and floor
graves. For a list of funerary chambers and graves see L. Rodley, Cave Monasteries of
Byzantine Cappadocia, 262.
N. Teteriatnikov, 'Burial places in Cappadocian Churches', Greek Orthodox
Theological Review 29 (1984) 141-157. Teteriatnikov has cited 34 churches in which
she found burial sites, a considerable underestimation of the number of burial sites.
Omissions from her study are noted as appropriate in chapter 4.
In order to allow for these losses which have almost inevitably removed
archaeological evidence of burial sites, the areas which are designated to deviate from
the average have a deviation in excess of + 10%.
Burial sites are located in 97 monuments (67%).
39% of tombs surveyed in the present study are in naoi, 32% in nartheces and 29% in
funerary chambers and exterior arcosolia.
8® In AvcUar 78% of churches have burial sites, in Goreme Park 77%, Soganli Dere
88%, while in Urgup there are 50%.

number of churches with nartheces falls below average.^' One third of the churches has
separate chambers in which there are tombs in arcosolia or floor graves. Such separate
funerary chambers are exceedingly rare in Urgiip where what is presumed to be a
funerary chamber is associated with Damsa Kilise near Mustafapajakoy (cat. 23).'"
Funerary chambers are located in all areas but occur more frequently in churches in the
Goreme area.'^
More tombs are found in the naoi of churches than in nartheces in all areas except
Goreme. In Goreme Park the pattern of distribution deviates markedly as the number of
tombs in nartheces is six times greater than those in naoi. ^ The location of the majority
of tombs in foundations in all areas other than Goreme is in the naoi of the churches,
upsetting the commonly-held belief that the funerary function in churches was assumed
by the narthex and reflected by the number of tombs therein.Tombs in separate
chambers account for the remaining burial sites.'"* In the Cavujin-Zelve area and
Soganli Dere there are more tombs in separate chambers than in either naoi or
nartheces, while in Peristrema the percentage of tombs in separate chambers almost
Churches with nartheces (45% of all churches): Goreme Park 74%; Avcilar 56%;
Urgup33%; Peristrema 33%.
Damsa Kilise has suffered considerable damage. There is a number of chambers
adjacent to the church some of which may have had a funerary function. However the
archaeological evidence is not compelling one way or the other.
91 In Goreme there are 15 funerary chambers, 9 outside the Park and 6 inside the Park.
Chambers in other areas include Avcilar (5 chambers), Cavujin and Zelve area (12
chambers), Peristrema (9 chambers) and Soganli Dere (4 chambers).
92 Per cent of tombs in nartheces: Cappadocian region (130 tombs) 32%; Goreme Park
65%; Goreme excluding Park 28%; Avcilar 41%; Cavujin and Zelve 25%; Urgup 20%;
Soganh Dere 13%; Peristrema 18%.
Per cent of tombs in naoi: Cappadocian region (159 tombs) 39%; Goreme Park 11%;
Goreme excluding Park 51 %; Avcilar 44%; Cavujin and Zelve 29%; Urgup 63%;
Soganli Dere 42%; Peristrema 42%.
93 N. Teteriatnikov has proposed that 'burials in the nave are less widespread than in the
nanhex or in the annexed funerary chapels' (Greek Orthodox Theological Review 29
(1984) 148-149). With the analysis of a sample larger than she considered this is found
to be incorrect.
94 Per cent of tombs in locations other than naoi or nartheces: Cappadocian region (119
tombs) 29%; Goreme Park 24%; Goreme excluding Park 21 %; Avcilar 15%; Cavujin
and Zelve 46%; Urgup 17%; Soganli Dere 46%; Peristrema 40%.
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equals those in the naoi. In Goreme the lowest number of tombs is in separate
chambers. The use of funerary chambers calculated as the percentage of tombs therein
is highest in Cavujin and Zelve, Soganli Dere and Peristrema, infrequent in Avcilar and
rare in Urgiip.
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Table 5.1.1 Location of tombs in the rock-cut structures of Cappadocia (by area)

These findings show that the choice of sites in Goreme Park, Cavu^in-Zelve, Soganh
Dere and Peristrema deviates significantly from the average distribution pattern.
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Table 5.1.2 Location of tombs in churches with and without nartheces
Undoubtedly the narthex was an important site for burials but less than half of all
churches were provided with nartheces and not all of these were used as burial sites.'^
Further, in the churches with nartheces the narthex was not the site for the majority of
burials as there are more tombs in the naoi and funerary chambers together than there
are in the nartheces.
Earlier surveys have indicated that the narthex was a regular feature of the rock-cut
churches but when the smaller undecorated churches are taken into consideration this is
shown to be inaccurate. See Jerphanion, Les 6glises mpestres de Cappadoce, I i 56. In
the survey reported here it was found 45% of all churches had nartheces.
There are 68 churches with nartheces of which 13 (19%) are without tombs and 82
churches without nartheces of which 40 (49%) are without tombs.

Few burial sites have been located outside architectural settings in Cappadocia although
Guillaume de Jerphanion recorded an open cemetery in Soganh Dere near Giyekli
Kilise where he uncovered a funerary stone.'® Although suggesting that the stone 'was
not very ancient', he made no comment about the period to which the cemetery should
be attributed. However, it should be recalled that at the time of Jerphanion's visit the
area was still inhabited by an Orthodox Greek population. What Jerphanion saw
appears to have been lost over the years as during my investigations in this area I saw
no evidence of a cemetery.'''

Typology of the tombs (table 5.2)
During fieldwork I located four hundred and eight tombs which have two principal
forms, arcosolia and floor graves. Arcosolia may be excavated into the walls of a naos,
narthex or separate chamber. In addition arcosolia are located in the exterior fabric of
the monument. Floor graves are also found in naoi, nartheces and separate chambers.

Arcosolia'^ account for almost one third of all tombs which were investigated. They are
most frequently found in Urgiip and least often in Avcilar and Peristrema'' and they are
more often located in naoi than nartheces. lO" Each is a vaulted chamber usually with the

Jerphanion, Les eglises rupestres de Cappadoce, n i 373-374. For further discussion
see H.Leclercq,'Sepulture', DACL, X V i 1266-1272; id.,'Sepulture a ciel ouvert',
DACL, X V i 373-374.
J. M. Hussey has indicated that funerary annexes attached to monastic centres were
built by wealthy patrons, while cemeteries were provided by the monasteries for
destitute paupers and others. See Hussey, 'Byzantine Monasticism', ch. 25 in
Cambridge Medieval History, IV ii 182.
For the origin and development of arcosolia see H. Leclercq, 'Arcosolium', DACL, I
ii 2774-2787; J. Kollwitz, 'Arcosolium', RAC, 1643-645. Arcosolia were usually
closed horizontally while loculi were closed vertically (Leclercq, 'Loculus et Locus',
DACL, I X ii 1934-1943).
99 Per cent of tombs in arcosolia: Cappadocian region (125 tombs) 31%; Goreme Park
37%; Goreme excluding Park 33%; AvcUar 24%; ^avufin and Zelve 33%; Urgup 57%;
Soganh Dere 33%; Peristrema 10%.
Naoi 54 arcosolia; nartheces 45 arcosolia.

floor excavated for an individual grave.^"' although more than one grave is found in a
numberof arcosolia.'"^ The graves in arcosolia are usually straight-sided cut directly
into the floor of the arcosolium and only rarely provided with a rim around the top of
the grave to support a lid.

Other arcosolia-like recesses without any burial sites in the

floor are also found. Where these are not deep enough for a sarcophagus it has been
proposed that they may have been designed to function as o s s u a r i e s . I n a few
instances where inscriptions are recorded alongside the graves it is learnt that these
were often, although not invariably, family tombs.'"' Paintings are infrequently found
" " Sizes vary but the average arcosolium in the rock-cut churches is between 1 and 2
metres from the floor of the arcosolium to the crown of the vault, 1.5- 2.5 metres wide,
1- 2 metres deep. The painted arcosolium in the funerary chamber opening from
Goreme 11 St Eustathios (cat 86), for example, measures 2.22 metres from the floor of
the arcosolium to the crown of the vault, 2.68 metres wide, 1.96 metres deep.
For example arcosolia in the north wall of the narthex of Goreme 21a (cat. 105) and
the south wall of the narthex in Goreme 18 (cat. 101) have 2 graves each. In Eski
Gumu? Nigde, there is an arcosolium let into the north wall of the naos with two graves
on two levels one of which appears original and the other a secondary excavation. See
M. Gough, The Monastery of Eski Gumii?- a Preliminary Report', Anatolian Studies
14 (1964) 151, fig. 2. For discussion of the possible phases of excavation see L.
Rodley, Cave Monasteries of Byzantine Cappadocia, 114-115.
Such a rim is found around the grave in the arcosolium in the south wall of the naos
ofG6remel8(cat. 101).
On the west wall of the naos of Eski Gumu? Nigde, flanking the entrance to the
church, there are two such niches which M. Gough proposed as ossuaries in Anatolian
Studies 14 (1964) 151. It has been suggested that the recesses in the arcades on the
north and west walls of the north church of Goreme 11 St Eustathios (cat. 86) are wallniche graves (M. Restle,Byzan(ine Wall Painting in Asia Minor, 1119). Secondary
excavation in the church has enlarged the niches and there are now 2 graves in the north
wall and 1 in the west wall.
For example an inscription alongside an arcosolium in the north wall of Giillu Dere
IV (cat. 30) records the names of 2 presumably related persons, Demna and Theodoros.
See L. Rodley, Cave Monasteries of Byzantine Cappadocia, 211-212; N. and M.
Thierry, 'Ayvali Kilise ou pigeonnier de Gulli Dere, eglise inedite de Cappadoce',
CArch 15 (1965) 128. Above 2 floor graves in Kubelli Kilise Soganh Dere there is an
inscription referring to a mother and son, Philikanon and John. See Jerphanion, Les
eglises rupestres de Cappadoce, II i 294-295. In St Michael ihlara the inscription in the
second layer of decoration in the church on the south wall of the naos refers to a monk
Arsene and his son Theophylactos, a protospatharos. See N. Thierry, 'Un style byzantin
schematique de Cappadoce date du Xle siecle d'apres une inscription'. Journal des
Savants (1968) 46-48.
In Karaba? Kilise Soganh Dere an inscription and paintings in a recess in the north wall
of the fourth chamber, which is presumed funerary, refers to four monks without
indicating that a relationship existed between them. See Jerphanion, Les 6glises
rupestres de Cappadoce, II, i 356-358; further discussed in L. Rodley, Cave
Monasteries of Byzantine Cappadocia, 196-197. The monks Bathystrokos, an abbas,
Photios, Bardas and Zacharias were buried below their epitaphs and portraits.

in arcosolia but where present they may include donor portraits or images of patron
saints. 106

By far the most common form of burial is the floor grave, accounting for almost half of
all burial sites. Floor graves are usually excavated directly into the floor of the
chamber.''^'' Some of the graves have rims to provide support for a lid, either of wood
or stone, to cover the tomb.'"® Each floor grave was for individual use with the majority
adult-sized, although child-sized tombs are also encountered.'"' The percentage of
burials in floor graves is higher than average in Avcilar and below average in CavujinZelve and Soganli D e r e . ' L i k e arcosolia, floor graves are more numerous in the naos
of the church than in the narthex.''' Floor graves predominate as the preferred type of
tomb in all areas except Urgiip and Soganli Dere, where in the first area arcosolia are
the main site for burials, while in the second separate funerary chambers constitute the
majority of sites. In the Cavujin-Zelve area the numbers of the three tomb types in the
present sample are equal.

106 por example the arcosolium in the funerary chamber west of Goreme 11 St
Eustathios (cat. 86) has an image of St George, possibly the same George who
inscribed the wall of the niche in the east wall of the south church. See Jerphanion, Les
eglises rupestres de Cappadoce, I i 166-170. Other examples include the arcosolia
paintings in Gullu Dere IV (cat. 30) and Egri Ta? Kilisesi ihlara.
" " Sizes vary but the average floor grave in the rock-cut churches is I -1.5 metres long,
0.5-0.75 metres wide and approximately 0.5metres deep.
108 These are found in a number of churches but among the finest examples are the
twenty-four floor graves in the naos and narthex of Avcilar 2a the Tomb of Hieron (cat.
57).
109 For example in Karji Becak Avcilar (cat. 58) there are floor graves in both the naos
and a separate chamber which opens from the south wall of the church. In the naos
there are 2 adult-sized and 2 child-sized graves while in the adjoining chamber there are
2 adult-sized and 3 child-sized floor graves.
110 Per cent of tombs as floor graves: Cappadocian region (192 tombs) 47%; Goreme
Park 52%; Goreme excluding Park 49%; Avcilar 68%; Cavujin and Zelve 33%; Urgup
40%; Soganh Dere 21%; Peristrema49%.
111 Floor graves in naoi 105; floor graves in nartheces 85.
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Included in the statistics for floor graves is a number of bench graves, a variation of the
floor grave excavated into benches attached to the walls of the naos, narthex or other
chamber. Such graves cannot be explained simply as a solution adopted when the floor
of the chamber was fully excavated because not all occur in churches which have other
than bench gravesJ'^ However, they do not constitute a significant proportion of rockcut graves.
Separate funerary chambers have both floor graves and arcosolia and account for one
quarter of all burial sites.'^^ While most funerary chambers open from the naos, narthex
or a chamber adjoining either the church or narthex, some chambers are found in other
locations.'They vary in size and architectural complexity. Some are simple roughly
cubical s p a c e s , ' ' ^ while others are irregularly-shaped chambers."® Paintings appear
' '2 Three bench graves are found in the naos of Joachim and Anna Kizil Cukur (cat. 32)
and at least six are in Goreme 15 a (cat. 93) where there are neither floor nor arcosolia
sites. Soil in Goreme 15a obscures other graves if they exist. In his plan of the church
G. P. Schiemenz indicated there were 6 bench graves in 'Verschollene Malereien in
Goreme: die "archaische Kapelle bei Elmah Kilise" und die Muttergottes zwischen
Engelos', OrientaliaChristianaPeriodica 34 (1968) 75. At the time of my investigation
of the church the accumulated deposits obscured all but 2 bench graves at the east end
of the naos.
Avcilar 2a the Tomb of Hieron (cat 57) has three bench graves in the naos and four in
the narthex as well as fourteen floor graves in the church, ten floor graves and three
arcosolia in the narthex and one exterior arcosolium adjacent to the entrance to the
church. In Kar?! Becak Avcilar (cat. 58) there are both floor and bench graves, seven in
the floor and a number in the benches but these are found only in the naos.
113 There are 91 tombs (22%) in funerary chambers.
' For example funerary chambers open from the narthex in Goreme 14 Aynali Kilise
(cat. 90) and Goreme 23 Karanlik Kilise (cat. 110), small chambers open in front of the
naos of the Old Church in Gor«me 7 Tokali Kilise (cat. 79) and from the naos of Gullu
Dere 5 (cat. 31). In the Buyuk Kilise Kizil Cukur (cat. 36) there is a large chamber with
only 1 arcosolium opening from the narthex. North of the 'Eglise du pic 1223'
Zindanonu (cat. 43) there is a large funerary chamber with approximately a dozen
graves while a chamber underneath Egri Ta? Kilisesi opens to at least three funerary
chambers, each with floors densely cut with graves. See N. and M. Thierry, Nouvelles
6glises rupestres de Cappadoce, 39-72 and fig. 8.
115 For example the funerary chamber with arcosolium, opening from the narthex in
Goreme 14 Aynali Kilise (cat. 90) or the now-lost chambers with floor graves and
arcosolia which flanked the entrance to the narthex of Goreme 20 St Barbara (cat. 103).
116 For example the funerary chamber with two floor graves to the west of the narthex
of Joachim and Anna at Kizil ^ukur (cat. 32).

infrequently in funerary chambers but where present may decorate the chamber or the
arcosolia therein."^
Among the more formally organized funerary chambers is an apsed chamber in Yilanli
Kilise Belisirma, opening through a passageway from the west end of the north wall of
thechurch.i^® Inside this chamber the apse in the east wall has an attached trapezoidalshaped altar, surmounted by a small niche and flanked by two benches."® Narrow, low
chancel slabs screen the apse from the chamber.'^" On the north wall of the chamber
there is an arcosolium which has a Deesis painted on the back wall and a round-backed
niche on the east wall at the head of a single g r a v e . I n the floor of the chamber there
are four more graves.
Location of tombs in churches with free-standing altars (table 5.3)
There are twenty-nine churches discussed in chapter 4 which either have or possibly
had free-standing altars. Although more than half of the churches have nartheces, a
slight increase over the average for the Cappadocian region, their burial sites are
approximately equally distributed in arcosolia and floor graves, predominandy in
funerary chambers, then naoi and least frequently in n a r t h e c e s .
11'' For example the arcosolia in the funerary chambers in Goreme 20 St Barbara (cat.
103) and Yilanli Kilise Belisirma are decorated whUe the funerary chamber and
arcosolium located near Goreme 2d (cat. 69) are painted. See N. Thierry, 'La necropole
de Goreme (Cappadoce)', CRA/(1984) 661-663,666-678 and fig. 5.
1 F o r Yilanh Kilise Belisirma see N. amd M. Thierry, Nouvelles eglises rupestres de
Cappadoce, 89-114 and fig. 20. The funerary chamber is 4.5 x 2.5 metres and
approximately 2 metres high. It is covered with a flat ceiling.
119 Altar height 0.79 metres, 0.52 metres wide, 0.41 metres deep.
Niche above altar 0.38 metres high, 0.26 metres wide, 0.04 metres deep.
Benches 0.6 metres high, 0.45 metres wide, 0.25 metres deep.
120 Low slabs 0.84 metres high, 0.34 metres wide, 0.17 metres deep.
121 Arcosolium 1.52 metres high, 1.85 metres wide, 0.85 metres deep.
Niche 0.81 metres above floor of arcosolium, 0.6 metres high, 0.5 metres wide, 0.34
metres deep.
122 Of the churches with free-standing altars 55% have nartheces (cf. average for the
region 45%). There are 93 tombs in these churches, 32 (34%) in naoi, 21 (23%) in
nartheces and 40 (43%) in funerary chambers of which 28 are arcosolia and 25 are floor
graves in the naoi and nanheces.
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Table 5.3 Location of tombs in churches with free-standing altars
The pattern of distribution in the Goreme churches with free-standing altars differs
from the pattern for the area as a whole, as in Goreme there are no tombs in nartheces.
However these results are based on the analysis of one church, Goreme 7 Tokali Kilise
(cat. 79).because it is the only church with a free-standing altar in the Goreme area. In
the Avcilar area there is also only one church, Durmu? Kadir Kilisesi (cat. 59), with a
free-standing altar; this church has no tombs in the naos. Although there are up to
fourteen churches with free-standing altars in the Cavujin-Zelve area (table 4.1 and fig.
4.1), one of the group the 'Eglise du pic 1223' Zindanonu (cat. 43) has a single funerary
chamber to the north of the church with approximately a dozen graves which makes a
significant impact on the analysis of this area.'^s For all that, two trends toward using
particular sites which are apparent among this group of churches, the preference for the
123 The church which has both a free-standing altar and solid apse screen is discussed
in chapter 4. The refectory adjacent to the church is considered above.

naos as a site for tombs in Urgup and for funerary chambers in Cavu?in-Zelve, amplify
the trends which were found when all the churches in each area were examined (see
table 5.1.1).
Location of tombs in churches near refectories (table 5.4)
In the investigation of the twenty-two rock-cut refectories, twenty churches were
associated with such sites. Although the percentage of nartheces among these churches
is even higher than for the preceding group, the preferred site for tombs remains the
funerary chamber while the more prevalent type of tomb is the arcosolium.'^"*
Key
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Table 5.4 Location of tombs in churches near refectories
When the patterns of distribution among the churches near refectories are compared
with the region as a whole (table 5.1.1) it is noted that the naos has slipped from the
'24 Of the churches associated with refectories 70% have nartheces (cf. average for the
region 45%). There are 48 tombs in these churches, 8 (17%) in naoi, 15 (31%) in
nartheces and 25 (52%) in funerary chambers of which 14 are arcosolia and 9 are floor
graves in the naoi and nartheces.

most-preferred to the least-used site. For the Goreme churches the narthex remains the
preferred site, except for the churches located in Goreme Park, while in the CavujinZelve area the funerary chamber is, as before, the most important site.
Location and type of tombs in churches with sohd apse screens (tables 5.5.1 and 5.5.2)
The picture among the eighteen churches with solid apse screens breaks the pattern of
the two previous groups of churches. In this third group, with the exception of the
'Eglise du pic 1223' Zindanonii (cat. 43), the narthex is the preferred site for burials,
perhaps not surprisingly for all the churches in this group have nartheces, while in the
region as a whole less than half of the rock-cut churches has nartheces. ^^^ Six funerary
chambers are associated with this group of churches.
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Table 5.5.1 Location of tombs in churches with solid apse screens
125 Of the churches associated with solid apse screens 100% have nartheces (cf. average
for the region 45%).

Accompanying the increase of burials located in the nanhex of the seventeen churches
with solid apse screens is a reduction in the use of the naos and its elimination as a site
in three areas, in Cavujin-Zelve, Urgup and the area of Goreme outside Goreme Park
(see table 5.5.1). The site most frequently selected for tombs in these churches was the
narthex where floor graves outnumber arcosolia. In the naos arcosolia exceed floor
graves.'^® In the region as a whole the pattern reverses as the greatest number of tombs
are floor graves in naoi, followed by floor graves in nartheces and arcosolia in naoi and
nartheces.
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Table 5.5.2 Type of tombs in churches with solid apse screens
As far as the type of tomb in the churches with solid apse screens is concerned, there
are approximately equal numbers of arcosolia, floor graves and funerary chamber
tombs. However, within each area there are significant variations, most particularly in
the Cavujin-Zelve area, a result which is again due to the 'Eglise du pic 1223'
126 There are 58 tombs in these churches, 5 (9%) in naoi, 32 (57%) in nartheces and 20
(35%) in funerary chambers. There are 18 arcosoUa (4 in naoi and 14 in nartheces) and
20 floor graves (1 in the naos and 19 in nartheces).

ZindandnU (cat 43). Leaving aside this church, in the churches with
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SUMMARY
Refectories

During fieldwork in Cappadocia twenty-two refectories were located including seven
not hitherto published. The rock-cut region is not richly endowed with evidence of
refectories excepting two areas, the relatively compact site of Avcilar where there are
two refectories, and Goreme where there are seventeen refectories, eleven of which are
in Goreme Park. The evidence which I have gathered has demonstrated that each
refectory is in the vicinity of at least one eleventh-century church.
In categorizing the Goreme Park refectories Lyn Rodley has suggested units which pair
the refectories with churches, although she has warned that the unit boundaries are
hypothetical. Some of the pairings are, however, well accepted and indeed seem
obvious. Since its documentation by Guillaume de Jerphanion, the refectory Goreme 24
has been connected with the church above, Goreme 23 Karanlik Kilise. As to the
liturgical furnishings of the churches which Rodley proposed associated with
refectories, with nine exceptions (six of which are in Goreme and the remaining three in
Nigde, Cemil and Avcilari^^), each has a solid apse screen.i^^ However, Rodley's unit
boundaries in Goreme Park may be altered by substituting an alternative church which
is just as conveniently associated with the refectory and which does have a solid

127 The churches thus excluded from the selection proposed by L. Rodley are Goreme
16, 18 and 21b which have low slabs screening the apse from the naos and Goreme 28
Yilanh Kilise in which there are no apse screens. The churches substituted which do
have solid apse screens are Goreme 19 Elmali Kilise, 21 St Catherine and 21a.
Refectory H has no church nearby, although it is a short distance from Goreme 17
Kazlar Kilisesi or Goreme 12 both of which have solid apse screens.
128 The churches with solid apse screens and nearby refectories are 'Eglise du pic 1223'
Zindanonu, Goreme 2c, Goreme 12, Goreme 14 Ayanli Kilise, Goreme 17 Kizlar
Kilisesi, Goreme 20 St Barbara, Goreme 22 Cankli Kilise, Goreme 23 Karanlik KUise,
Goreme 25, Goreme 27 and Goreme 32. The apse in Goreme 31 has been lost but the
church has been attributed to the 11th century and therefore may have had a solid
screen.

129 while the density of churches in Goreme Park could mean that the
relationship between refectories and churches with solid apse screens is accidental
rather than purposeful, the same relationship exists in the remaining area of Goreme and
in Zindanonii, suggesting that it was intended. There still remain three churches outside
Goreme, Eski Giimii? Nigde, St Michael at Cemil and Yusuf Kog Kilisesi Avcilar,
which are near refectories but do not have solid apse screens. Yusuf Ko(; Kilisesi in
Avcilar is an exception to the pattern of the 'refectory churches' with solid apse screens.
It is possible that another church, which has since been lost, was associated with the
refectory in Avcilar. However, the archaeological evidence permits us neither to confirm
nor deny the possibility. The question of Eski Giimii? in Nigde and St Michael at Cemil
will be resumed below.
screen.

Tombs

The present survey is based on the findings in one hundred and fifty churches in which
there are four hundred and eight tombs, which are categorized according to three types,
floor graves which account for almost half of the tombs, followed by arcosolia and
funerary chamber tombs.
Considering the monuments in the whole region, it is found that sixty-seven per cent
have rock-cut tombs. Tombs in churches with free-standing altars or which are near
refectories are predominantly located in funerary chambers, even though the percentage
of nartheces in these churches is higher than the average for the whole region. Four of
the churches with free-standing altars do not have tombs and four of the churches near
refectories also have no evidence of tombs. The churches with solid apse screens, all of
129 The nineteen churches which may be associated with the rock-cut refectones include
nine in Goreme Park (Goreme 17 Kizlar Kilisesi, Goreme 19 Elmali Kilise, Goreme 20
St Barbara, Goreme 21 St Catherine, Goreme 21a, Goreme 22 Cankli Kilise, Goreme
23 Karanlik Kilise, Goreme 25 and Goreme 27), five in Goreme outside the Park
(Goreme 2c, Goreme 12, Goreme 14 Aynali Kilise, Goreme 31, Goreme 32), Probably
five in other areas (Eski Gumu? Nigde, the 'Eglise du pic 1223' Zindanonu, St Michael
at Cemil and Yusuf K09 KiUsesi and possibly Bezir Hane, both of which are in Avcilar.

which have nartheces but two of which have no tombs, show a shift in the location of
tombs toward the nanhex.

The findings of this investigation which are summarized in seven tables provide some
indication of funerary practices in Cappadocia and single out Urgiip as the area with the
lowest number of tombs per church and Avcilar as the area with the highest number of
tombs p e r

church.

130 Among the fifty-nine tombs in the Avcilar area are thirty-five in

Avcilar 2a the Tomb of Hieron (cat.57), which of all the rock-cut churches is the most
densely excavated with tombs. If this church is eliminated from the area for the purpose
of calculating the number of tombs per church, the Avcilar area is only slightly above
average. As for the churches with particular liturgical furnishings, such as freestanding altars or solid apse screens, or monuments with associated chambers
including refectories, the density of tombs in these selected groups is around the
average for the region as a whole.^^^

Location of the tomb varies more significantly and is apparendy more important than
its type, an expected result as research in other regions has shown the form of the tomb
is not influenced by liturgical practices.^^i For the region as a whole, the most preferred
site for tombs is the naos but in churches with free-standing altars the preferred site is a
funerary chamber or exterior arcosolium, while in churches with solid apse screens it is
the narthex. Although the narthex is usually regarded as the site for burials, only forty-

130 Number of tombs per church: Cappadocian region 2.7; Goreme Park 3.3; Goreme
excluding Park 2.2; Avcilar 6.6 [Avcilar without the tombs in Avcilar 2a, 3.0]; Cavujin
and Zelve 2.3; Urgiip 1.5; Peristrema 3.7; Soganli Dere 3.0.
131 Number of tombs per church: churches with free-standing altars 3.2; churches with
refectories 2.4; churches with solid apse screens 3.4.
132 G. Tchalenko, Villages antiques de la Syrie du nord Le massif du Belus i I'dpoque
romaine, publ. as BibliothequeAivheoIogiqueetHistorique
50 (1953) 137. Tchalenko
found that funerary architecture was not bound by the rules that restricted religious
monuments.

five percent of the rock-cut churches were provided with nartheces,i33 not all of which
were used for tombs. Funher, among the churches with the highest number of tombs
per church are those without nartheces.'34
DISCUSSION
Where the furnishings of refectories and burial sites, that is tables and benches or
tombs, have been preserved, the purpose of the site can be securely identified in
contrast to many of the rock-cut chambers which are devoid of furnishings and whose
function remains unknown. Though some of these other chambers, such as large halls,
may have been used as refectories equipped with portable furnishings, there is
insufficient extant evidence to indicate their purpose. Large hall-like chambers are not
easily categorized. Many are associated with churches dated or attributed to the tenth
century or earlier,'35 while a number such as the halls at Hallag Manastir Ortahisar and
Bezir Hane Avcilar, is in the vicinity of eleventh-century churches and accorded a
similar date.
Because of the paucity of evidence, however, they must remain outside
the consideration of the present study.
Each of the refectories with rock-cut furnishings has been shown to be in the vicinity of
an eleventh-century church which, with three exceptions, has a soUd apse screen as part
of its liturgical furnishings and it has been indicated that the excavation of the
'33 Cf. churches of a sitnilar period in Cyprus in which 35% have nartheces. See G.
Papageorgiou, The Narthex of the Churches of the Middle Byzantine Period in
Cyprus', in Rayonnement GKC. Hommages K Charles Ddvoye, ed. L. HadermannMisguich-G. Raepsaet, 437.
'34 There are 82 churches without nartheces of which 40 are without tombs while 42
have tombs in naoi or funerary chambers ie. 4.9 tombs per church. There are 68
churches with nartheces of which 13 are without tombs while 55 have tombs in naoi,
nartheces or funerary chambers ie. 3.3 tombs per church.
'35 For example there are large chambers adjoining or adjacent to 3 churches in Urgup,
Kepez Derei 3 (10th century, see cat. 7), Tavjanh (913-920, see cat. 18) and Timios
Stavros (dating unresolved but most likely 9th century, see cat. 20); 2 churches in the
Cavujin and Zelve region, Zelve 5 (attributed to the 6th or 7th cenwry, see cat. 50) and
Gullu Dere IV (912-920, see cat. 30); as well as Durmu? Kadir Kilisesi Avcilar (6th or
7th century, see cat. 59) and Goreme 6b (?10th century, see cat. 78).
'36 SeeL. Rodley, CaveMonasteriesofByzantineCappadocia,
11-26 and 26-33.
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refectories was contemporary with the churches. Yet there are three further churches
each with a solid apse screen but no associated refectory. One is Cambazli Kilise at
Ortahisar (cat. 4) where no refectory has as yet been located but could well have been
lost as there is evidence of major rock slides in the vicinity of the church. The other two
churches Giyekli Kilise and St Barbara are in Soganli Dere. Although it is possible that
refectories may be located in this area I have not come across any relevant evidence
during two periods of working in the valley; nor have scholars indicated any sign of
refectories near the churches. Given the apparent importance of Soganli Dere as
indicated by the calibre of local donors such as the well-endowed Skepides family,i37
together with Guillaume de Jerphanion's assertion that, after Goreme, the area was the
second site for monasticism in Cappadocia,'^® the absence of refectories is surprising
and may yet be challenged with further fieldwork.

Turning to the rock-cut altar, the other liturgical furnishing discussed in the previous
chapter, it is found that all of the churches associated with the refectories in Avcilar and
Goreme have attached a l t a r s , w h i l e those at Nigde, Cemil and Zindanonu have freestanding altars. O f the three churches with solid apse screens but no refectories,
Cambazh Kilise at Ortahisar has a free-standing altar in the central apse, while the two
Soganli Dere churches Giyekli Kilise and St Barbara have attached altars.
'37 Inscriptions and painted portraits which feature members of the family are found in
Karaba? Kilise, Yilanli Kilise and Gok Kilise in Soganli Dere. See Jerphanion, Les
6glises rupestres de Cappadoce, H i 334-340,363-364, and ibid., n ii 369-372; L.
Rodley, Cave Monasteries of Byzantine Cappadocia, 198-202 (Karaba? Kilise) and 250
(for a comment on Gok Kilise). These inscriptions and the Skepedis family are
discussed in chapter 3.
138 Jerphanion, Les 6glises rupestres de Cappadoce, II i 250.
139 There are two naoi in the church of St Barbara Soganh Dere. The church is
discussed in chapter 4. For convenience a summary is presented: the principal naos is
decorated, has a free-standing altar and low slabs screening the apse, while the naos to
the north has fragmentary evidence of a solid apse screen and an attached altar in the
apse. See Jerphanion, Les 6glises rupestres de Cappadoce, II ii 307-332 and L.Rodley,
Cave Monasteries in Byzantine Cappadocia, 203-207. The connection between the two
churches post-dates the excavation of the church. The apparent carelessness with which
it was made indicates it may even be a post-Byzantine excavation. For this reason A.D.
Grishin has suggested that the churches be considered separately in 'Byzantine
iconographic programmes in Cappadocia: the church of St Barbara in Soganli Dere',
Phronema 4(1989)45-51.

This is a positive pattern of distribution of churches and refectories which implies that
the combination of liturgical furnishings, in particular the choice between free-standing
or attached altar and the use of the solid apse screen, is a reflection of the function of the
church. Lyn Rodley has stated that the refectory monasteries which she identified had
no formal structure but this question must now be reconsidered.''"' The nineteen
eleventh-century churches which have been associated with the refectories may be
divided into two groups according to formal characteristics of their liturgical planning.
The larger group consists of fifteen churches, nine in Goreme Park and five outside the
Park, each of which has a solid apse screen and an attached altar in the apse (or central
apse) of the church and a narthex preceding the church. To these it is possible that the
eleventh-century church Bezir Hane in Avcilar (cat. 56) may be added. For the moment
these fifteen churches are called 'refectory churches' for convenience. The second group
associated with refectories consists of three churches each with a free-standing altar and
two with solid apse screens. Because of their free-standing altars the liturgical planning
in these churches is different from the 'refectory churches'. Eski Giimus at Nigde is one
of the spacious churches with free-standing altars identified in chapter four, while the
other two churches are included among the remaining churches with free-standing
altars. One of the churches associated with a refectory, Yusuf Ko<; Kilisesi Avcilar (cat.
60) which has an attached altar but no solid apse screen, is excluded from both groups.

Although Lyn Rodley has avoided discussing how monasticism was practised in
Cappadocia by eliminating the terms coenobium and laura because they 'denote styles of
monastic life, not simply the size of the foundation',nevertheless, these terms do
describe, and are pivotal to, the monastic centres which she identified; the coenobitic
lifestyle contributing to the organization of the courtyard and refectory monasteries in
contrast to the eremitic foundations which developed into hermitages. Refectories were
I'to For L. Rodley's opinion see Cave Monasteries of Byzantine Cappadocia, 151,249250.
I'*! L. Rodley, Cave Monasteries of Byzantine Cappadocia, 9.

not only associated with coenobitic monasteries. In fact the construction of a church
was not a condition sine qua non for a community to function under monastic rule with
a hegoumenos or monastic superior. According to the information which can be
gathered from literary sources such as the Lives of the saints, refectories in provincial
regions provided communal meeting points for ascetics not otherwise joined by an
order or daily communal activities. Some communities were loose groups or
confraternities whose need for architectural monastic structures, according to the
practices of a Komnenian confraternity, was even less."'^
Most of the Goreme Park refectories in Lyn Rodley's opinion could seat up to thirty or
forty persons, providing for a population of three to four hundred in the area.'''^ This
figure appears to be a vague estimate, as a calculation of the length of bench in each
refectory divided by the space taken up per person (0.75 to 1 metre) provides for a
community of between two hundred and two hundred and eighty if the refectories were
seated to capacity. It may reasonably be concluded that the refectories were rarely fully
occupied with resident monks as places would have been allowed for itinerants and
pilgrims who visited the area, some of whom have recorded their visits in inscriptions
in the c h u r c h e s . Rodley's figures have been questioned on the basis of the capacity of
the area to support such a population by Annabel J. Wharton in her review of Rodley's
D. Papachryssanthou, 'La vie monastiques dans les campagnes du Vllle au IXe
siecle', ByzAS (1973) 158-180, especially 171-172.
143 A typikon attributed to the mid-12th century described a lay confraternity founded in
1048 whose function was to sponsor burial and commemorative services. See J.
Nesbitt- J. Wiita, 'A confraternity of the Comnenian era', BZ68 (1975) 360-384.
L. Rodley, Cave Monasteries of Byzantine Cappadocia, 249.
145 Three examples will demonstrate the point. In Goreme 22 Cankli Kilise an
inscription reveals that Michael was neither a monk nor a resident of Goreme and may
be presumed to have been a pilgrim or traveller visiting the area. See Jerphanion, Les
eglisesrupestresde Cappadoce, I, ii 470-473. A monk called Akakeon whose
invocation is accompanied by five others and an image of a donor, Anne, in the east arm
of the naos of Goreme 21 St Catherine described himself as coming from 'Petreno'
Ubid., I ii 475-478). Eustratios, a kleisourarch of Zeugos and Klados, wrote an
invocation near the image of St John the Baptist on the east lunette of the naos of
Niketas Stylite's church alongside Niketas' invocation. See L. Rodley, Cave
Monasteries of Byzantine Cappadocia, 187-188. On the question of foreigners in the
region see also N. Thierry, Travaux etMemoires 8 (1981) 518.

book^'^ and can be further challenged on other than economic grounds. The usual
number of monks per monastery has been estimated at between ten to twenty, while the
number of monks per one hundred inhabitants has been found to be between one to
two.i'''' Rodley's total of three to four hundred monks in the refectories of eleven
Goreme Park monasteries is incompatible with these figures as it suggests around
twenty established monasteries in Goreme Park together with a permanent population
of around seven to ten thousand in the Goreme area.'"*® What has survived to inform us
about the population in the region is the names of fifty-three ecclesiastics recorded in
inscriptions in the churches, fifty of whom were male and three female, There are
eighty other individuals mentioned but their professions are not indicated in the
inscriptions. If the ratio of ecclesiastics to lay persons in the Komnenian confraternity
of the twelfth century is taken as a guideline,''" there may have been another forty or so
ecclesiastics, a total of up to one hundred for the region over a period of approximately
two hundred years, between the end of the ninth and the end of the eleventh century, or
a minimum population at any one time of around two and a half thousand inhabitants in

A. J. Wharton, Speculum 63 (1988) 219-221.
147 p. Charanis, The monk as an element of Byzantine society', DOP 25 (1971) 72-73.
Charanis' figures have been supported by A. Bryer in The late Byzantine monastery in
town and countryside'. Studies in Church History 16 (1979) 225.
148 These figures are calculated on the hypothesis of a 50-year life span for the average
monk.
149 As to the females, the names of two nuns, Catherine and Eudokia, are located in the
west niche in the north wall of Karaba? Kilise Soganh Dere. See Jerphanion, Les
6glises rupestres de Cappadoce, II i 336-340. A third nun, also called Eudokia, is
depicted on the west wall of the naos in Goreme 33, Kili9lar Kujluk {ibid., I i 246).
150 In this particular confraternity it was found that there were 49 members, 20 of
whom were ecclesiastics while 29 were lay, including 26 men and 3 women. See J.
Nesbitt- J. Wiita, 'A confraternity of the Comnenian era', BZ68 (1975) 381.

the whole r e g i o n . T h e maximum population for the region can no longer be
estimated as a substantial body of evidence has been lost.'^^

There were economic gains for the founders of monasteries. Patrons, if lay, may have
considered these ahead of spiritual mattersi53 and the growth of independent
monasteries in the tenth and eleventh centuries demonstrates this aspect of patronage.
Small monastic groups were not, therefore, unusual. Indeed, canon law required
monasteries to have a minimum of three monks'^^ and the typika of some show that
they barely exceeded this basic requirement.

A novella brought down by Basil II

between 975 and 996 sought a measure of control over monasteries, which were
defined as establishments in excess of eight to ten persons, thereby providing
acknowledgement that smaller establishments flourished largely outside eparchial

As a guide to the density this represents, the present population of the Cappadocian
rock-cut region is 7,000 in Urgup and 2,000 in Avcilar according to figures issued by
the Turkish Government tourist authorities in 1988. Although these inhabitants are
town dwellers, approximately half may depend on the land as their source of income.
According to a 19th century source the Uzengi Dere Valley south of Urgup (previously
known as Timios Stavros and Elevra) had 600 inhabitants, a figure which probably
differed little from the number in the area at least from the 12th century, if not before.
The figures were produced by Rizos, a local inhabitant in Kappadokika (in Greek,
Constantinople 1856) 86ff, quoted by H. Ahrweiler, 'Sur la localisation du convent de
Timios Stavros de Syricha', Geographica Byzantina 3 (1981) 12.
152 Approaches to the history and geography of the region are now being undertaken
through research into Ottoman documents. See I. Beldiceanu-Steinherr, 'La geographic
historique de I'Anatolie centrale d'apres lesregistres ottoman', CiM/(1982) 443-503.
For earlier studies see S. Vryonis Jr, 'Problems in the History of Byzantine Anatolia',
Ankara Universitesi D. T. C. Fakultesi Tarih Ara^tirmalari Dergisi I (1963) 113-132,
reprinted in Studies on Byzantium, Seljuks and Ottomans (Malibu 1981).
153 It has been posited that the provincial aristocracy, through monastic ownership,
benefitted at the expense of the peasant class. See P. Charanis, 'The monastic properties
and the State in the Byzantine Empire', D O P 4 (1948) 53-118.
154 R. Morris, 'Monasteries and their patrons in the tenth and eleventh centuries',
ByzantinischeForschungen 10 (1985) 185-231. The question was also discussed by J.
P. Thomas in his abstract 'The rise of independent and self-governing monasteries'.
Tenth Annual Byzantine Studies Conference (Cincinnati 1984) 37-38, and in more
detail in Private Religious Foundations in the Byzantine Empire.
155 See J. M . Hussey, 'Byzantine monasticism', chapter 25 in Cambridge Medieval
History
ii 169.
156 The Monastery of Michael Attaliates recruited 5 monks although the typikon, as
discussed in an earlier chapter, permitted 7 (P. Charanis, DOP25 (1971) 69-72).

However, for many of the independent monasteries the purpose for their
foundation had as much to do with the commemoration of the founder or ktetor as
ensuring his or her economic survival, as was evident in the examination of the
ktetorika typika in chapter three.

control.

Because of the nature of the rock-cut monuments, the most obvious element to examine
in order to determine funerary function is the tomb. Establishing the chronology of
rock-cut tombs appears more difficult than dating large halls as there are no obvious
characteristics by which the tombs of one generation may be distinguished from those
of the next.'^^ With the exception of a tomb in an open-fronted chamber nearGoreme
Necropolis 3 and 4, facing onto Goreme Park, in which a fragment of cloth was
located, no evidence of the tomb contents remains to aid the process of dating. For all
that, four tombs can be attributed a likely date because of dated inscriptions which are

For discussion of the novella and councils which regulated monastic development
and monastic responses to regulations, see R. Janin, 'Le monachisme byzantin au
moyen age commende et typica (Xe- XlVe siecle)', REB 22 (1964) 5-15.
158 It has been suggested that the graves of the 10th and 11 th centuries were smaller and
narrower than earlier graves because the use of a coffin was not continued with the later
burials. See N. Teteriatnikov, 'Burial Places in Cappadocian Churches', Greek
Orthodox Theological Review, 29 (1984) 147. However there is little evidence to
support the use of coffins rather than shrouds in the earlier tombs. Furthermore, the
position indicated in depictions of burials shows that by the 9th century coffins were
substituted for simple cave burials. See Ch. Walter, Art and Ritual, 138-139. The
classification according to size is not watertight. Compare for example the dimensions
of the floor graves in Avcilar 2a the Tomb of Hieron, attributed to the sixth or seventh
century (appendix plates, cat. 57) with the graves in Goreme 6b, tentatively attributed to
the 10th century (appendix plates, cat. 78) and Goreme 27, one of the Yilanli Group of
churches attributed to the second half of the 11th century, (appendix plates, cat. 112).

located within or adjacent to them,'^' while stylistic and iconographic comparisons
provide possible dates for a further six tombs.i®" Further, inscriptions alongside tombs
provide information on some of the occupants of the graves. Unfortunately the
These tombs are the arcosolium in the north wall of the north church of Gullii Dere
IV dated 913-920 (cat. 30), the arcosolium Zelve 4c dated 948-969 (cat. 49), the
funerary chamber with arcosolium in Kirk Dam Alti Kilise Belisirma dated 1283-1295
(see N. and M . Thierry, Nouvelles eglises rupestres de Cappadoce, fig. 48) and
possibly the arcosolium in the south wall of the south church of Direkli Kilise
Belisirma attributed to 976-1025 (see L. Rodley, Cave Monasteries of Byzantine
Cappadocia, fig. 15).
The dimensions of these dated tombs are (m=metres):
10th century arcosolium: Giillii Dere IV 1.2m above naos floor, 1.5m high, 1.6m long,
0.6m deep increased to 1.4m deep.
10th -11th century arcosolium: Derikli Kilise 1.6m long, 1.0m deep with 2 graves.
13th century arcosolium: Kirk Dam Alti Kilise fore-chamber 1.5m by 1.8m; arcosolium
1.5m by 1.5m with 3 graves.
Because the Zelve arcosolium was carrying considerable accumulated deposits it was
not measured.
In Goreme 11 St Eustathios (cat. 86) a dated graffito (1148/9) against the name George
may be identified with the grave in the tomb chamber which has an image of St George
at its head. However, as the church has been attributed to the 10th century it is possible
that the tomb also dates from the earlier period. For a discussion of the dating see
Jerphanion, Les eglises rupestres de Cappadoce, I i 160-161,165.
These tombs are in the north wall of the narthex of Selime Monastery attributed to
the 11th century (seeL. Rodley, Cave Monasteries of Byzantine Cappadocia, fig. 13),
in the west bay of the naos of the 11th century Goreme 22 Qankli Kilise (cat. 108), in a
tomb chamber opening from the south wall of the narthex of Goreme 23 Karanlik
Kilise also attributed to the 11th century (cat. 110), in the adjoining chamber of the
upper church known as Kubelli Kilise Soganh Dere, one of the archaic group (see
Jerphanion, Les eglises rupestres de Cappadoce, II i 301-302), the arcosolia in the
chamber below Egri Ta? Kilisesi ihlara attributed to the 7th to 9th century (see N. and
M. Thierry, Nouvelles eglises rupestres de Cappadoce, 64-67) and the arcosolium in
the funerary chamber opening from the north wall of the narthex of Yilanh Kilise
Belisirma {ibid., 113-114). In this last church the paintings in the church have been
attributed to the 9th or 10th century and those in the funerary chamber to the end of the
10th or beginning of the 11th century.
The dimensions of these tombs are as follows (m=metres):
7th -9th century arcosolia: Egri Ta? Kilisesi arcosolium with 3 graves approximately
3m by 3m, arcosolium with 1 grave approximately 1.5m long by 0.75m wide.
End of the 10th or beginning of the 11 th century arcosolium: Yilanli Kilise Belisirma
passage from narthex 0.75m wide, chamber covered with a flat ceiling approximately
4.5m X 2.5m, arcosolium 1.52m high, 1.85m wide, 0.85m deep.
11th century naos bay: Goreme 22 west bay 2.2m wide, l-1.6m deep with 1 floor
grave.
11th century chamber: Goreme 23 chamber with 2 graves approximately I m by 1.2m.
Apart from L. Rodley in Cave Monasteries of Byzantine Cappadocia, fig. 9, other
scholars (Jerphanion, Restle and Epstein) have incorrectly shown 3 floor graves in this
chamber.
11th century arcosolium: Selime Monastery [after Rodley] approximately 2m wide, I m
deep.

profession of the deceased person is not always indicated but there is no doubt that
twenty-four of the fifty-nine individuals named for designated tombs were ecclesiastics,
fony of whom were male and eleven were female.'^' These proportions differ little
from the ratios of men to women and ecclesiastics to lay persons in all the inscriptions
which have been examined and reported in chapter three. In thirty-two instances the
inscription or an accompanying image provides the information that the grave belonged
to a donor or ktetor. Where donors or ktetors are identified, there are insufficient
numbers of arcosolia provided in the churches, indicating that re-use of the arcosolia or
excavation of floor graves must have occurred,'®^ possibly within a short time of the
excavation of the monument. Even with re-use, a tradition not unkown in Byzantine
practice,'^^ this sort of burial would have been sequential and individual, more like a
family tomb or mausoleum' ^ than the collective monastic tombs in koimeteria.
Half of the extant invocations and epitaphs which can be associated with particular
individuals and their burial sites are inscribed in the naos, almost half are in funerary
161 These figures differ from those associated with early Christian burials where the
numbers of male and female dead whose sex was determined by their skeletal remains
were approximately equal. See J.-P. Sodini, 'Les "tombes privilegies" dans I'orient
Chretien (J I'exception du diocese d'Egypte)', in L'Inhuwation privilegide du IVe au
Vine siecle en Occident, ed. Y. Duval-J.Ch. Picard, 239.
162 For example there are eight figures in the donor image in Selime Monastery but only
one grave in the arcosolium opening from the narthex. See L. Rodley, Cave
Monasteries of Byzantine Cappadocia, 71-72. In Goreme 23 Karanlik Kilise (cat. 110)
there are 4 donors' names recorded but as noted above there are only 2 floor graves in
the funerary chamber off the narthex. In Karaba? Kilise Soganli Dere the names of 10
individuals from the Skepides family are recorded in the first naos, 1 in the 3rd naos
and 4 in the 4th naos for whom 4 graves in a recess in the 4th chamber seem to be
provided. The resting place of the other 11 is uncertain.
See H. Leclercq, 'Sepulture k ciel ouvert', DACL, XV i 1285.
164 For mausoleum see H. Leclercq, 'Mausolee', DACL, XV i 1266-1272.
N. Teteriatnikov has suggested that Avcilar 2a the Tomb of Hieron (cat. 57) was
reserved for a family tomb although she has provided no evidence to support the
suggestion. See Teteriatnikov, GreekOrthodox Theological Review 29 (1984) 156. A.
D. Grishin raised the question of family mausolea in his review of L. Rodley, Cave
Monasteries of Byzantine Cappadocia, in Journal of the Society of Architectural
Historians A7 (1988) 194-195. More recently he has convincingly argued for the
identification of St Babara Soganli Dere as a family mausoleum. See Grishin,
'Byzantine Iconographic Programmes in Cappadocia: The Church of St Barbara in
Soganli Dere', Phronema 4 (1989) 45-51.

chambers or other locations such as the exterior face of the monument, while only
rarely are they located in nartheces, although, with the exception of Giillii Dere IV (cat.
30), all the churches with personal inscriptions adjacent to tombs have nartheces.'^^
Tombs in these churches were more numerous in funerary chambers where about half
of the tombs were located compared with the naoi of the churches in which one third of
the tombs were found. They were found least frequently in nartheces, indicating that the
deceased person, often recorded as the ktetor, was buried for preference in locations
other than the nanhex. Reconsidering all available inscriptions it is found that three
quarters of the inscriptions occur in naoi while two thirds of the tombs are located in
nartheces, which suggests that inscriptions were not placed adjacent to particular tombs
but recorded in one location in the monument while the tomb was excavated in another,
perhaps more suitable, location. A possible interpretation for this phenomenon is that
many of the inscriptions were secondary and recorded in the most conspicuous
location, that is the naos of the church. However, the individuals concerned with these
inscriptions were buried in the narthex, for the naos was more appropriate for burials
associated with the foundation of the church, that is for the ktetor. If this speculation
proves correct then many of the narthex burials were secondary, while those in the naoi
and funerary chambers were primary burials, associated with donors, approximately
forty per cent of whom are known to be ecclesiastics, although possibly there were
more ecclesiastical donors than has been indicated in the inscriptions.^^®

Lyn Rodley was of the opinion that arcosolia and in many cases funerary chambers
were primary graves while floor graves were secondary.

To what degree this may be

There are 3 inscriptions in nartheces compared with 31 in naoi and 25 in funerary
chambers and other locations.
High lay dignatories and lay ktetors could be buried in the naoi of churches. See J.P. Sodini, 'Les "tombes privilegies" dans I'orient Chretien (a I'exception du diocese
d'Egypte', in L 'Inhumation pdvilegiie du IVe au Vnie siecel en Occident, ed. Y.
Duval-J.Ch. Picard, 233, 239; for the location of tombs in the narthex see S. Ciuitic ,
'Medieval Royal Tombs in the Balkans: An Aspect of the 'East or West' Question',
Greek Orthodox Theological Review 29 (1984) 184-186.
167 L. Rodley, Cave Monasteries of Byzantine Cappadocia, 249.

so is a matter for discussion. Cenainly the Byzantine tradition of using arcosolia was
much respected and could be adopted for burials located either in the Christian east or
west.i®^ Yet the habit of using floor tombs was a tradition from the Early Christian
period practised in regions to the east of Cappadocia such as Armenia,'® and to the
west for example in Italy.'™ Although in the rock-cut region the question of the local
population remains unclear, influences from Georgia and Armenia have been observed
in the iconographic programmes of some churches'^' and Mesopotamian influence in
the architectural plan of others has been acknowledged. Accordingly the possibility
cannot be ruled out, that instead of being secondary sites floor burials may be primary
sites, reflecting the exposure of the Cappadocian region to external influences.
It is difficult to determine whether the floor graves were contemporary with the
excavation of the church but some, such as the series of parallel graves in Avcilar 2a the
Tomb of Hieron (cat. 57) or the naos of Goreme 6b (cat. 78), were designed to have a
lid covering and so protecting the grave, a probable indication that they were of the
same phase as the excavation of the chamber. All the same, both floor graves and
Respect for the practice stemmed from its imperial origins. See G. Downey, 'The
Tombs of the Byzantine Emperors at the Church of the Holy Apostles in
Constantinople', Journal of Hellenic Studiesl9 (1959) 27-51; J. Deer, TheDynastic
Prophyry Tombs of the Norman Period in Sicily, trans. G. A. Gillhoff (Cambridge
Massachusetts 1959). For the exchange of traditions from east and west see S. C!uitic ,
'Medieval Royal Tombs in the Balkans: An Aspect of the 'East or West' Question',
GreekOrthodox Theological Review 29 (1984) 176-186.
See A. Khatchatrian, L'Architecture armenienne duIVe au V/e siec/e (Paris 1971)
29-36.
See D. S. Pines, The Tomb Slabs of Santa Croce: A New 'Sepoltuario',
(unpublished PhD dissertation, Columbia University 1985) 2 vols. Pines has observed
that, although simple, floor tombs were used by the wealthiest and most influential of
patrons (op. ciL, I 14-19).
For example the influence of the Armenian Melias Magistros in the Pigeon House
Church Cavujin is raised and the question of Georgian influence in the iconographic
programme discussed in chapter 4. For a fuller discussion of the possible contacts
between Cappadocian art and the influence of other Byzantine regions see C. JolivetLevy, 'La peinture byzantine en Cappadoce de lafinde I'iconoclasme ^ la conquete
turque', in LeAreeOmogenee Delia
CiviMRupestrenellambitodeH'ImperoBizantino:
la Cappadocia, ed. C.D. Fonseca, 159-197.
The transverse naos in the New Church Goreme 7 Tokali Kilise, for example, has
been related to Mesopotamian models (A. W. Epstein, Tokah Kilise ,11-12).

arcosolia were carved in secondary excavations which can be identified where the
programme of decoration in the church is interrupted by the vault of the tomb or where
niches have been cut down and excavated for floor graves. Bench graves, however,
seem to be secondary excavations as they disturb the purpose of the bench. It is
reasonable to conclude that they indicate a continuing interest in the monument, outside
the first phase of use.

The habit of excavating rock-cut tombs may have continued beyond the living memory
of the foundation of the monuments, confusing the evidence to some extent, although
the life of monuments was probably rarely more than two or three generations.'^^ Yet
some of the refectories and tombs are associated with churches with little evidence of
persistent use, such as candle-soot or heavily-worn step treads, which could be
expected to accompany their use for regular liturgical practices.''''' Neither is there much
evidence of re-cutting of graves which could indicate long-tern funerary use. Lyn
Rodley has suggested this demonstrates the abandonment of the churches when the

'•^3 In Karaba? Kilise Soganh Dere three generations of the Skepides family are
illustrated and accompanied by invocatory inscriptions. As far as we know survivors of
these generations did not perpetuate their memory in this or any other of the rock-cut
churches. It has been shown that the fortunes of the wealthy Cappadocian families, the
Maleinoi, Phokades and Argyroi, appeared to be short-lived, being created in the tenth
century and dissipating in the eleventh century. See M. Kaplan, 'Les grands
proprietaires de Cappadoce (Vie- Xle siecles)', in Le Aree Omogenee Delia CiviM
Rupestre neU ambito dell'Impero Bizantino: la Cappadocia, ed. C.D. Fonseca, 125-158,
particularly 154. Documentary evidence shows that a Cappadocian church was desened
by the ktetor's descendants within one generation of foundation. See S. Vryonis Jr, "The
Will of a Provincial Magnate, Eustathios Boilas (1059)', DOP11 (1957) 163-111P.
Lemerle, 'Le testament d'Eustathios Boilas (Avril 1059)', Cinq Studes sw le Xle siecle
byzantin (Paris 1977) 13-63.
'74 Such evidence of candle smoke and wax was uncovered during the conservation
work undertaken in Goreme 7 Tokah Kilise (cat. 79). See P. M. Schwartzbaum, 'The
conservation of the mural paintings in the rock-cut churches of Goreme', in A.W.
Epstein, Tokali Kilise, 56. In addition there is other evidence of heavy use in Tokali
Kilise, such as worn step treads leading from the naos to the apses. Similar signs of
wear are noted in the Pigeon House Church ^avujin.

Seljuks arrived in the area.'''^ However, a rupture in the settlement of the site is not
universally accepted'''® and is contradicted by a small number of churches with
inscriptions which are dated or datable in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, i'''' These
graffiti show that at least a passing interest was maintained in many of the churchesi™
and from the evidence presented by Guillaume de Jerphanion it is known that churches,
such as the Urgup churches, Pancarlik Kilise, Timios Stavros and St Michael at Cemil,
were in use at the beginning of the twentieth century, although it is unlikely that this
was an unbroken tradition of use.
Absence of signs of wear may indicate that even during their active period the churches
had a function other than daily use. The sort of minimal use visible in many of the
churches is more in line with the wear which would be occasioned by commemorative
L. Rodley, Cave Monasteries of Byzantine Cappadocia, 224.
The abandonment of the area of the rock-cut churches in the 11th century has been
suggested on a number of occasions by N. Thierry. See 'Un probleme de continuite oii
de rupture. La Cappadoce entre Rome, Byzance et les Arabes', CRAI (1977) 98-146;
id, 'Monuments de Cappadoce de I'antiqutie romaine au moyen age byzantin', in Le
Aree Omogenee Delia Civilta Rupestre nell ambito dell'Impero Bizantino: la
Cappadocia, ed. C.D. Fonseca, 39-74; and id., 'Les enseignments historiques de
I'archeologieCappadocienne', TravauxetMemoiresS {19SI) 501-519. This question
has also been considered by S. Vryonis Jr. See Vryonis, 'The Decline of Byzantine
Civilization in Asia Minor, Eleventh to Fifteenth Century. Remarks on the Dumbarton
Oaks Symposium of 1974', DOP29 (1975) 351-356; id., 'Recent scholarship on
continuity and discontinuity of culture: Classical Greeks, Byzantines, Modem Greeks',
in The "Past" in Medieval and Modem Greek Culture, 237-256.
I''® A contrary view is expressed by A. Bryer in 'The Late Byzantine Monastery in
Town and Country', Studies in Church History 16 (1979) 219-241. Indeed, Bryer has
suggested that there were peaks of activity in the 5th, 6th, 7th, 9th, 11th, 13th and 14th
centuries and even signs of a monastic revival in 13th century Seljuk Cappadocia {ibid.,
221, 233).
The dated or datable inscriptions are found in Karji Kilise Guljehir (1212), the
Church of the Forty Martyrs Sahinefendi (1216-1217), the Octagon at Suvasa (12221254), the Church of the Stratilates Guzeloz (1256-1257), the triconch church at
Ortakoy (1292/3) and St George or Kirk Dam Alti Kilise Belisirma (1282-1308. See
Jerphanion, Les 6glises rupestres de Cappadoce, II ii 389-391; J. Lafontaine-Dosogne,
'Nouvelles notes cappadociennes',Byz 33 (1963) 182-183; and the lists compiled by N.
Thierry in Arts of Cappadocia, 201-205.
For example in Goreme 17 Kizlar Kilisesi dated graffiti from the 11th and 12th
centuries have been documented. See Jerphanion, Les 6gUses rupestres de Cappadoce, I
ii 489-491. In Hagios Basilios Mustafapajakoy two graffiti are dated in the 18th
century, 3 at the beginning of the 19th century and various others later in the century
(iWd.,ni 110-111).

practices and memorial offerings, such as those discussed in chapter three. According to
the monastic typika there were two traditions for burial, the first was reserved for lay
burials including those of the patron or ktetor and the second for ecclesiastics of the
monastery. This distinction was expressed in two ways, in the location of the tomb of
the deceased and in the frequency of the commemorations which were held. Monastic
burials took place in a koimeterion. The ktetor could be accorded the privilege of burial
in the naos but lay persons were buried elsewhere. An exception to this occurred at the
Monastery of the Theotokos of Petritziotissos at Backovo, where the ktetor Gregory
Pakourianos and his brother were accorded the privilege of burial in the
koimeterion.Often, it was found, only the ecclesiastical members of the monastery
were entitled to daily commemorations immediately following death, whereas
memorials for the lay deceased were held with less frequency, sometimes only
annually.'®" Traditions such as these need to be remembered when signs of use in the
rock-cut churches are considered, as they may provide the evidence by which
ecclesiastical and lay burials can be distinguished.
Koimeteria, as observed in chapter three, are two-storey monuments in which the
church, usually aligned to the east, occupied the upper storey while a collective tomb
was organized in the lower one.'®' Although traditionally provided for monastic burials,
structures such as these are not evident among the rock-cut foundations of
Cappadocia.'®^ Even where two-storey monuments exist, such as the Lower Church
and the Old Church of Goreme 7 Tokali KiUse, the Lower Church has been accorded
I''' See P. Gautier, 'Le typikon du sebaste Gregoire Pakousianos', REB 42 (1984) 21.
This was the case, for example, in the Theotokos Evergetis Monastery which was
described by the hegoumenos Timothy. See P. Gautier, 'Le typikon de la Theotokos
Evergetis',
40 (1982) 5-101.
181 See chapter 3 for archaeological evidence of Byzantine koimeteria in Bulgaria at
Backovo, in Greece at the Brontochion at Mistra, Nea Moni Chios and Daphni on the
outskirts of Athens and in Cyprus at St John Chrysostom at Koutsovendis.
182 The lack of koimeteria in a region in which a number of monastic sites is proposed
has been raised by J. Darrouzes in his review of L. Rodley's Cave Monasteries of
Byzantine Cappadocia in REB 44 (1986) 263-264.

the function of a 'funerary chapel' perhaps for the founder of the churchi^s rather than
the function of a koimeterion for the monastic community.
The two indications of communal burial which have been proposed in Cappadocia
concern niches, tentatively identified as ossuaries excavated in the naoi walls in Eski
Gumu? Nigde and Goreme 11 St Eustathios (cat. 86). Michael Gough proposed that the
niches in the west wall of the naos of Eski Giimu?, flanking the entrance to the church,
were ossuaries as the shelves of the niches were too narrow for a sarcophagus, ^^^ a
suggestion which is considered in the following chapter. In Goreme 11 Marcel Restle
proposed that the excavations in the north and west walls of the south church were
wall-niche graves but in all likelihood he was referring to their use as tombs rather than
as ossuaries.
Annexes such as nanheces and parekklesia have been shown to be sites with a
commemorative function,'^® although nartheces were also places of congregation.'®^
Nartheces are located in less than half of the rock-cut churches and there is only a small
number of double-aisled monuments in Cappadocia in which one aisle may be
183 A. W. Epstein, TokaliKiUse, 4-7.
184 M. Gough, 'The monastery of Eski Giimu?- a preliminary report', Anatolian Studies
14 (1964), 151. Reading from L. Rodley's plan the dimensions of the niches are
approximately 0.6 metres deep (divided into 2 by a shelf across the back wall) and 2.4
metres wide. Each is approximately 1 metre above the floor of the naos (L. Rodley,
Cave Monasteries of Byzantine Cappadocia, fig. 17).
185 M. Restle, Byzantine Wall Painting in Asia Minor, 1119. In the original excavation
the north wall of the north church was articulated with a 3-arched arcade, which, in a
subsequent excavation was cut back for the 2 arcosolia now located along the wall. A
similar secondary excavation was undertaken on the west wall of the naos.
186 G. Babic, Les chapelles annexes des 6glises byzantines. Fonction liturgique et
programmesiconograpique, 40-58; G. Papageorgiou, 'The Narthex of the Churches of
the Middle Byzantine Period in Cyprus', in RayonnementGrec. Hommages k Charles
Delvoye, ed. L. Hadermann-Misguich -G. Raepsaet, 437-448.
187 See Lampe, Patristic Greek Lexicon, 898-899. For this reason A. Cutler has
suggested that the narthex of Goreme 7 Tokali Kilise was enlarged to better
accommodate increasing numbers ('Apostolic monasticism at Tokali Kilise in
Cappadocia', AnafoV/an Studies 35 (1985) 65). An alternative view is that the reorganization of the church better fitted liturgical rather than demographic requirements.

described as a parekklesion.'^^ One of the best-known of the double-aisled churches is
Gullii Dere IV (cat. 30) in the Cavujin and Zelve area in which both naoi were painted
in a second phase of decoration in 913-920, according to an epitaph inscription in the
north c h u r c h . T h e r e is a dedicatory inscription in the apse of the south church but it
has no date. Similarities in architectural style support the proposal that the churches
were excavated at the same time but the date of their excavation remains unsettled, with
Nicole Thierry opting for an early date in the seventh cenmry, while Lyn Rodley has
argued for the ninth century.''" Iconographic analysis of the programme of decoration
has led scholars to identify the north church as a funerary church and the south church
as a liturgically active church. If the liturgical furnishings of each apse are examined, it
is found that both have free-standing altars, seats in the north and south of the apses
with an additional niche, possibly a seat, behind the altar in the centre of the apse of the
south church. Low slabs screen both apses from the naoi. In the north wall of the nonh
church there are three graves excavated in two phases. One is in the north wall
arcosolium presumably for the ktetor John, and two others are excavated behind the
first, perhaps for the two persons, Demna and Theodoros, recorded in the inscription in

188 In their survey of the masonry-built churches in Bin Bir Kihse W. Ramsay and G.
Bell concluded that the double churches in Cappadocia were memorials. See RamsayBell, The Thousand and One Churches, 390. This point has been amplified in other
studies. For example see J. Darrouzes in REB 23 (1965) 294-295, in a review of N.
Moutsopoulos (Athens 1962). Moutsopoulos exatnined 9th and 10th foundations in
Aegina, identifying the 'paired churches' as quasi 'family churches', one for liturgical use
and the other for commemorative purposes. Darrouzes has reiterated this in his review
of L. Rodley, in REB 44 (1986) 264, where he has noted that attribution to 'family
churches' is not obvious as the unknown element in Cappadocia is the make-up of the
local population.
Churches in the rock-cut region which are double-aisled include Pancarlik Kilise and
the Pancarlik Parekklesion at Urgup (cat. nos. 2 and 3) and GuUu Dere IV (cat. 30) and
Goreme 7 Tokali Kilise the New Church and the Parekklesion (cat. 79). See S. Y.
Otuken, 'Zweischiffige kirchen in Kappadokien und in den Angrenzenden Gebieten',
/OB 32/4 (1982) 543-552.
189 For Gullu Dere IV see Jerphanion, Les 6glises rupestres de Cappadoce, I ii 594; C.
Jolivet-Levy, La peinture byzantine en Cappadoce, II228-235; M. Restle, Byzantine
Wall Painting in Asia Minor, 1140-141 [XXIX]; L. Rodley, Cave Monasteries of
Byzantine Cappadocia, 207-213 and N. Thierry, Hautmoyen-age en Cappadoce, 1135181.
190 N. Thierry, Haut moyen-age en Cappadoce, 1181; L. Rodley, Cave Monasteries of
ByzantineCappadocia, 213.

the niche on the nonh wall. According to this solution there is no toinb available for the
monk Makarios, whose name is recorded in an invocation alongside John's epitaph.
There is a tomb in the passageway between the two churches.'^' Could this be the tomb
for Makarios? An additional tomb, a floor grave, is cut into the niche at the west end of
the north wall of the south

church.However,

no individuals can be put forward as

possible occupants of this grave.

While parekklesia are rare among the Cappadocian churches, single-aisled and singleapsed churches are not, as this is the plan which is overwhelmingly adopted for the
rock-cut structures.

Rather than excavating annexes or enlarging existing monuments

the weight of evidence indicates that the trend was toward the excavation of separate
monuments.

Identifying separate spaces as funerary rather than liturgically-functional

has, on present evidence, been speculative. Funerary functions in the Cappadocian
monuments have been identified with epigraphic evidence such as epitaphs and
dedicatory inscriptions, funerary iconography, in addition to the location of tombs, but
the monuments have been evaluated in terms of normal liturgical practices.

The single rock-cut structure for which a funerary function can be confidently predicted
is the apsed funerary chamber which opens from the narthex of Yilanli Kilise

191 The dimensions of the tomb are as follows: 1.93m long, 0.52-0.55m wide (internal
measurement of tomb) and approximately 1.1m wide including the sides of the tomb.
192 This is marked in error in the north church in the plan by N. Thierry in Hautmoyenage en Cappadoce, I fig. 49.
193 Of the churches surveyed there are 82 with a single naos of which 70 have a single
apse. These are noted in more detail in chapter 4. This differs from the prevailing type
among contemporary churches in Constantinople, which was the inscribed cross plan
church, although there was also a small number of single-aisled plans. See P. L.
Vocotopoulos, 'The Role of Constantinopolitan Architecture during the Middle and Late
Byzantine Period', / O B 31/2 (1981) 551-573. However, analysis of Constantinopolitan
architecture is hampered by the paucity of extant monuments, less than 10% of known
monuments have survived from these periods according to Vocotopoulos (ibid., 551).
194 The same is true today as rock-cut chambers can be excavated more cheaply and
quickly than masonry-built ones. This point is raised by A. D. Grishin, 'Byzantine
Iconographic Programmes in Cappadocia: The Church of St Barbara in Soganli Dere',
Phronema 4 (1989) 46.

Belisirma.i'^ As noted above there are four graves in the floor of the chamber and an
arcosolium in the end wall. Liturgical furnishings in the apse include an attached altar
surmounted by a shallow niche, a single seat in the south side of the apse, a low slab
screen and an adjacent niche in the east wall to the north of the apse opening. Such an
arrangement bears no relationship to the organization of the apses in the double-aisled
church GiillU Dere IV, in which the north church has been identified as a funerary
church or parekklesion, but does relate to the organization of the furnishings of the
majority of the rock-cut monuments, including the 'refectory churches' in Goreme
which each have an attached altar and a single seat in the south side of the apse.
However, the solid apse screens which distinguish the 'refectory churches' from other
churches are not found in Yilanli Kilise Belisirma. The weight of evidence is
compelling toward identifying both naoi in Giillii Dere IV as planned for the
performance of the liturgy, while the 'refectory churches' appear to fit with the funerary
model. This does not preclude commemorations in the north naos or parekklesion of
Gullu Dere IV as such offices could be celebrated during the Divine Liturgy. What it
does suggest is that the variety of funerary offices associated with death, burial and
commemoration was reflected in different architectural dispositions and by different
liturgical furnishings.
Scholars who have examined the iconographic programmes of the Cappadocian
churches have noticed that the decorations, possibly in acknowledgement of a
commemorative purpose, retained funerary motifs already discarded from contemporary
programmes in Constantinople.'^s Iconographic programmes in the apses, however, did
not reflect liturgical function before the tenth century.Given the diversity and lack of
coherence between programme and function, it would be unexpected if the function of
195 N. and M. Thierry, Nouvelles eglises rupestres de Cappadoce, 89-114, fig. 20.
196 Ch. Walter, Art and Ritual, 183.
197 Ch. Walter, 'Bulletin on the Deesis and the paracusis', REB 38 (1980) 267-269.
For the image showing the ordination of 7 bishops in New Tokali Kilise Goreme, see
id., 'Church Appointments in Byzantine Iconography', Eastern Churches Review 10
(1978) 110.

the churches could be determined solely from their decoration. Apse programmes in
Cappadocian monuments are remarkably stable among the churches attributed to the
archaic period, focussing on the image of the Apocalyptic Christ, which according to
Constantinopolitan tradition was associated with funerary programmes. A selection of
fifteen Cappadocian churches was examined by Christopher Walter who found the
apocalyptic image of Christ in almost all of the central apses of the churches which he
studied."^ However, the more detailed analysis undertaken by Catherine Jolivet-Levy
has shown the preference for this image in the apse was found to give way to the image
of the Theotokos from the middle of the tenth century to the beginning of the eleventh,
from which time the Deesis, an intercessory image,'^ becamecharacteristic, although
other motifs continued to be used.^''® Decoration of funerary churches elsewhere did
not always reflect the memorial function of the church, often adding personal elements
such as the choice of saints which enriched the traditional iconography of death and
resurrection. 201
Local peculiarities which were introduced into the iconographic programmes have been
acknowledged by scholars when faced with a selection of unusual saints incorporated
into church decoration and presumed to be specific to the donor. A recent reading of the
Cappadocian decorations as specific 'social documents' has been presented by
Alexander Grishin, who examined the church of St Barbara Soganli Dere. Medallions
on the vault of the naos of the south church, which usually hold images of the prophets.
198 Ch. Walter, Art and Ritual, 225-232.
Ch. Walter, REB 38 (1980) 261-269; id. Art and Ritual, 225-226.
200 For apsidal decoration in the 'transitional' period, the middle of the 10th century to
the beginning of the 11th, see C. Jolivet-Levy, La peinture byzantine en Cappadoce, I
76-97. For apsidal decoration in the 11th century, see ibid, 198-132. For earlier studies
see J. Lafontaine-Dosogne, 'L'eglise rupestre dite Eski Baca Kilisesi et la place de la
Vierge dans les absides cappadociennes', /OB 21 (1972) 163-178; for a discussion on
the development of apsidal programmes in Cappadocia and elsewhere see T. Velmans,
'La koine grecque et les regions peripheriques orientales du monde byzantin.
Programmes iconographiques originaux (Xe-XIIIe s.)', JOB 31/2 (1981) (fil-liy, id.,
'L'image de la Deisis dans les eglises de Georgie et dans celles d'autres regions du
monde byzantin', I, CArcft 29 (1980-1981)47-102; II, CArch 31 (1983) 129-173.
201 G. Babic, Les chapelles annexes des Eglises byzantines. Fonction liturgique et
programmes iconograpique, 162-173.

show secular figures, possibly the images of those to be commemorated in the
church202
Such variety makes the identification of funerary monuments by their decoration alone a
matter of speculation and may indicate that Cappadocian foundations cannot be studied
independently of their environment.
Yet in approaching Cappadocian funerary architecture previous studies have assumed
that funerary monuments in Cappadocia would reflect the same practices observed in
other regions of the Byzantine Empire. However, the physical characteristics of the
Cappadocian environment are such that adoption of imported techniques was in all
likelihood less convenient than the adaptation of local ones which in the rock-cut region
were, and still are, relatively cheap and reasonably quick.^^ Identification of burial sites
has, until now, been hindered because we have been searching for the traditional
funerary monuments of monastic and lay communities.

202 a.D. Grishin, Phronewa 4 (1989) 48-49. This line of argument refutes earlier
identification of the images as the Seven Sleepers of Ephesus, an unlikely identification
as Grishin has observed, not only because there are 8, rather than 7, painted images.
203 Christopher Walter has raised this problem if Cappadocian decoration of the tenth
century is removed from its specific Cappadocian context and taken as representative of
now-lost decorations in the public churches of Byzantium. See Ch. Walter, Art and
Ritual, 225-226.
204 The excavation of rock-cut chambers continues today. Figures supplied by the
Turkish Government tourist authorities indicate that 2 men take 1 month to excavate a
chamber approximately 5 metres by 5 metres.

6 • CONCLUSION
BYZANTINE CAPPADOCIA: PATRONAGE AND FUNCTION
In the Middle Byzantine period, symbolism as a means of communication influenced
theological discussion, liturgical and artistic expression as well as the architectural
disposition of the monuments built to house the liturgy.^ To this end, purposeful
choices were made in the liturgical planning of Byzantine monuments, whether for
metropolitan or provincial locations. In the investigation of Byzantine architecture in
Constantinople, scholars have available the literary metaphors of writers like Maximus
and Germanos for consideration against the material reality of Constantinopolitan
foundations. In Cappadocia, as there is no body of documentary evidence to decipher,
the symbols must be read directly from the monuments. In the rock-cut structures, the
organization of altars and apse screens was seemingly pivotal, identifying the function
of some churches for public liturgies or monastic practices, while others were prepared
for funerary purposes, as mausolea or koimeteria. However, the symbols of this
langauge have lain largely unrecognized, their meanings concealed along with the
identity of most of the patrons in Byzantine Cappadocia.
Stylistic and iconographic analysis of the decoration in the rock-cut churches of
Cappadocia has provided only a partial explanation of their patronage and purpose.^ To
investigate these questions funher, the archaeological evidence must be examined,
together with additional information which may be gathered by examining tiie donor
1 In a summary of the Dumbarton Oaks Symposium of 1979 on 'Byzantine Litur^', J.
Meyendorff stressed the esoteric and 'mysterious' elements of the Middle Byzantme
liturgy 'were the normal means of communicating the meaning of liturgical actions, see
Meyendorff, ZXPP34/5 (1980/1) 271-272; R. Taft, The Liturgy of the Great Church:
An Initial Synthesis of Structure and Interpretation on the Eve of Iconoclasm', DOP
34/5 (1980/1) 45-76.
2 For a discussion of patronage in the post-iconoclastic period and the question of
public versus private patronage see A. Cutler, 'Art in Byzantine Society. Motive Forces
of Byzantine Patronage', /OB 31/2 (1981) 759-787.

images^ or inscriptions which accompany decorations, along with various documentary
evidence.'' As far as Cappadocia is concerned, the archaeological evidence is
overwhelming^ and churches with painted decorations are numerous.^ However, apart
from the survival of a few inscriptions, some of which are dated, there is a paucity of
other documentary evidence. Notwithstanding the value of such comparative evidence,
the nature of the rock-cut structures is best discovered through detailed analysis of the
monuments themselves.''
The inscriptions which were analyzed in chapter three, as far as I know the most
detailed statistical analysis of Cappadocian inscriptions, provide a basis for discussion.
Broadly speaking the inscriptions fall into three categories, dedications, epitaphs and
invocations, the last-mentioned accounting for the vast majority. While epitaphs are
located within the proximity of burial sites, not all the inscriptions can be immediately
associated with tombs. Indeed, in some churches there are insufficient tombs to allow
for one per inscription. Besides, almost all the inscriptions are located in the naoi of the
churches, while the tombs are predominantiy found in the nartheces. Fifteen
inscriptions, a number of which are dedications, are dated or datable, providing the
3 For studies which are concerned with donor or other portraits see G. P. Schiemenz,
'Herr, hilf deinem Knecht fur Frage nimbiert stifter in den Kappadokischen
HoMtnkitchen',RdmischeQuartaIschrift 71 (1976) 133-174; J. Lafontaine-Dosogne,
La Kale Kilisesi de Selime et sa representation des donateurs' in Zetesis Album
Amiconim E. de Strycker ,1 A\-lL.
Rodley, 'The Pigeon House Church, Cavujin',
JOB 33 (1983) 301-339.
4 For a review of the various literary and non-literary sources available, see P. Maraval,
Lieux saints etpelerinages d'orient, 13-20.
5 It has suggested there are between 600 and 1000 rock-cut structures with evidence of
Christian usage. See discussion in chapter 1.
6 The painted churches number approximately 150 according to R. Cormack in
'Patronage and New Programs of Byzantine Iconography', Major Papers. 17th
International Byzantine Congress (V/ashington 1986) 633-634.
7 The research undertaken by J. Zahle in the analysis of Lycian rock-cut tombs, where
there is both documentary and archaeological evidence, has demonstrated a correlation
'between the conclusions [drawn] from the archaeological material alone and [those]
based on an appraisal of the whole available evidence'. Zahle concluded that this was
'encouraging for archaeologists worrying about the significance of their results from
campaigns of careful field-surveys.' See J. Zahle, 'Lycian tombs and Lycian cities,
Actes du coUoque surla Lycie Antique (Paris 1980) 37-49, particularly 48.

terminus a quern for the layer of decoration in the church in which the inscription is
found. Although there is no clear indication of the passage of time which elapsed
between the excavation of the church and its decoration, in the absence of contradictory
evidence it has been assumed that the interval between the two was short, possibly the
space of a year. Guillaume de Jerphanion was the first to question the sequence of
excavation and decoration^ and the point was taken up by Ann Epstein in her analysis
of the Column Churches in Goreme.' Because both the solid apse screen and the
decoration of the churches are attributed to the second half of the eleventh century,
Epstein asumed that no appreciable time elapsed between carving and decoration. For
the majority of the churches there is little evidence to suggest that a contrary practice
was followed. Where considerable delays occurred between the two, it is probable that
it was originally intended that the church would not be painted. Its subsequent
decoration may possibly be related to new patronage of the site.^®

The investigation of the inscriptions shows that the profile of the population associated
with the churches was predominantly male and lay, which to some extent is inconsistent
with an environment assumed to be largely monastic. More than half of the individuals
mentioned in inscriptions may be identified as patrons, both monastic and lay, in some

8 Jerphanion, Les ^gJises rupestres de Cappadoce, II ii 421-422; id.. La voix des
monuments, II186.
9 A. W. Epstein, 'The Middle Byzantine Sanctuary Barrier: Templon or Iconostasis?',
JBAA 134(1981) 16-17.
10 This is a possible explanation for the carving in Hagli Kilise Kizil Cukur (cat. 33),
which has been identified as iconoclastic, while the painting has been attributed to the
10th century {Arts of Cappadocia, 201). Rough geometric patterns which are exposed
in some churches and panly hidden under the fresco decoration in others may have
been painted by a masons' team, rather than a painters' workshop.

instances founding a church and in others perhaps re-establishing earlier foundations.''
For all that, the evidence in Cappadocia remains largely circumstantial. Apart from a
sprinkling of bureaucratic officials and military personnel and a few well-placed
families who have identified themselves in inscriptions and donor images, the
Cappadocian population rests in anonymity. Clearly much of the inscribed evidence has
been lost, some of the losses occurring since Guillaume de Jerphanion visited the
region early this century.
Literary evidence which mentions Cappadocia is also fragmentary. The will of
Eustathios Boilas presents the apparent exceptional survival of an archival document,
which relates directly to the foundation of a Cappadocian c h u r c h , w h i l e the account
of the flight of Samonas to the monastery of Timios Stavros in Saricha may provide
some indication of monastic practices at a specific location in the region.Patristic
literature is outside the period to which the majority of the rock-cut churches are
attributed and the only hagiographic text concerning the rock-cut region of Cappadocia

11 A case for re-founding can be made in instances where the donor inscription is in a
layer of decoration which lies over earlier painting, as in Gullu Dere IV (cat. 30). Refounding was a practice for which there is evidence in other regions of the Empire, for
example the Tomb of the Seven Sleepers, Ephesos. See C. Foss, Ephesus after
Antiquity: A late antique. Byzantine and Turkish City (Cambridge 1979)43,126-127,
135.
As far as the interval between foundation and re-founding is concerned this may have
been, but was not necessarily, a long period. For Gullu Dere IV two opinions have
been offered. N. Thierry in Ha uf moyen-age en Cappadoce, II81 has suggested that the
church may be attributed to the 7th century, while the upper decoration is dated 913920. L. Rodley has proposed that the continuity in the funerary function of the church
argues for a minimum interval between excavation and final decoration (Rodley, Cave
Monasteries of Byzantine Cappadocia, 213). It will be suggested below that, in spite of
the funerary iconography, the function of the church was for normal liturgical practices.
12 See S. Vryonis Jr., The Will of a Provincial Magnate, Eustathius Boilas (1059)\
DOP11 (1957) 263-277; P. Lemerie, 'Le testament d'Eustathios Boilas (Avnl 1059),
Cinq etudes sur le Xle siecle byzantin (Paris 1977) 13-63. For discussion see chapter
13 See H. Ahrweiler, 'Sur la localisation du couvent de Timios Stavros de Syricha',
GeographicaByzantina 3 (Paris 1981) 9-15. For discussion see chapter 3.

is the Passio Prior of St Hieron, possibly a redaction of the sixth or seventh century.''^
In a survey of the programmes of approximately one quarter of the decorated churches,
the image of St Hieron is found in only four, providing scant evidence of a strong local
cult.'^ Pilgrims' chronicles have proved to be uninformative as far as Cappadocia is
concerned perhaps because, as Speros Vryonis Jr has observed, Arabs rather than
Byzantines adopted classical geographic and ethnographic traditions.Episcopal lists,
although incomplete, provide an indication of the see of Kayseri and its attendant
bishoprics which, for thirty years from the beginning of the tenth century, included four
areas in the rock-cut region, Dasmendron (Ovacik near Nigde), Sobesos (Sahinefendi),
Tsamandos and Hagios Prokopios (Urgiip),''' to which it is possible Saricha (Uzengi

14 Acta Sanstorum Novembris III, ed. P. Peeters (Brussels 1910) 329-335. For the
metaphrastic redaction, PG 116,109-120. This is more fully discussed in chapter 3.
The attribution to the 6th or 7th century was suggested by A. Bryer in Iconoclasm
(Birmingham 1977) 103 n.l. In a review of M. Restle, J. Nortethas suggested that
there were 3 local martyrs, St Hieron, St Mamas and St Orestios of Tyana. See Nortet
in AnalectaBollandiana 88 (1970) 345-352.
15 L. Rodley, Cave Monasteries of Byzantine Cappadocia, 252.
Elsewhere it has been suggested that the image of the Archangel Michael was a symbol
of 'Michael of Chonai', a thaumatourgos or wonder-worker, an image which could be
interpreted as acknowledging a pilgrim trade or cult following. See L. Jones, 'A reinterpretation of the Role of the Archangel Michael in Three Cappadocian Rock-cut
Churches', (abstract) 15th Annual Byzantine Studies Conference (Amherst 1989) 8-9.
However, there is little evidence to support such a proposal. Michael appears most
frequently in company with one or more Archangels, although according to the research
undertaken by Jerphanion in Les dglises rupestres de Cappadoce, II ii 495-496, he does
appear alone in 7 churches, in 2 of which, Karanlik Kilise and Elmali Kilise, his image
is identified by the title Choniates {ibid., I ii 399 and 434). Therefore, there is no reason
to believe that if the image was intended to represent Michael of Choniates it would not
be accompanied by the appropriate inscription. Further, along with the Prodromos, the
image of the Archangel Michael is traditionally associated with funerary iconography,
as was evident in the dedication of the heroon of John II Komnenos in the Pantokrator
Monastery in Constantinople. For a summary of funerary programmes see Ch. Walter
•Death in Byzantine Iconography', Eastern Churches Review & (1976) 115; id.. Art and
Ritual, 183,226-231; G. Babic, Les chapelles annexes des 6glises byzantines. Fonction
liturgiqueet programmes iconographiques,l62-\l'i.
16 See S. Vryonis Jr, Travellers as a Source for the Societies of the Middle East: 9001600', in Charanis Studies. Essays in Honour of Peter Charanis, ed. A. E. LaiouThomadakis (New Brunswick 1980) 284-3II.
1 ^ The notitia are recorded by Jerphanion in Les igiises rupestres de Cappadoce, 11
pages li-lxiii. For discussion see chapter 3.

Dere) may be added.From the eleventh century Matiana (Avcilar) was named as a
bishopric attached to the see Mokissos. However there is no evidence which
demonstrates that it became a major centre.'^ These documents provide a possible
explanation for the burst of activity in the tenth and eleventh centuries which is reflected
in the wealth of archaeological evidence attributed to this period. Yet other factors
including shifts in patterns of colonization of the region cannot be ignored.^"
Little is known of the local population in Cappadocia during the Middle Byzantine
period but there are few doubts that the community was largely rural.^' Writing in the
tenth century, Ibn Hauqal observed that there was plenty of water available in the
region, a number of troglodytic villages but few towns, the humble population being
Previous research has not established the location of Saricha, a bishopric in the rockcut region. An argument for the identification of Saricha with the valley Uzengi Dere
near Timios Stavros was presented by H. Ahrweiler in 'Sur la localisation du couvent
de Timios Stavros de Syricha', Geographica Byzantina 3,9-15. For discussion see
chapter 3. See also F. Hild- M. Restle, Tabula Imperii Byzantini 2 Kappadokien, 281
(Siricha), 289 (Syricha). The separation of these place names has been questioned by I.
Beldiceanu-Steinherr in 'La geographic historique de I'Anatolie centrale d'apres les
registresottomans', CiM/(1982) 480 (^uqur).
19 According to Ottoman registers from the 15th and 16th century, the population of
Matiana was Moslem. Because the Christian community was apparently entirely
replaced it was unlikely to have ever been substantial. In comparison, Ottoman
documents indicate that mixed Moslem and non-Moslem communities lived in Avanos,
iirgup and Mustafapajakoy, while Moslem, Greek and Armenian communities dwelt in
Nigde, and Soganli Dere retained a non-Moslem population. See L BeldiceanuSteinherr, CRA/(1982) 470-502.
20 Correspondences have been drawn between the Cappadocian population and the
Armenian influx into the local and ecclesiastical hierarchy. See Jerphanion, Les6glises
rupestresde Cappadoce, n ii 397-400; G. Dedeyan, 'Les armeniens en Cappadoce aux
Xe et Xle siecles', in Le aiee omogenee della CiviM Rupestre nell ambito ddllmpero
Bizantino: la Cappadocia, ed. C. D. Fonseca, 75-96. For a broader view of Armenian
influence, see S. J. Mecerian, Histoireet Institutions del'6gUsearm6nienne: evolutions
nationaleetdoctrinale, spiritualitSetmonachisme, publ. as Recherches pubh^es sous la
direction de Vlnstitutde Lettres Orientales de Beyrouth 30 (Beruit 1965).
21 For the ruralization of cities from the 6th to 8th century and their struggle to survive
into the 10th century, see Ch. Bouras, 'City and Village: Urban design and architecture,
JOB 31/2 (1981) 611-653. Bouras has suggested that there was a renaissance of ernes
in the mid 10th century, followed by a decline in Asia Minor towards the end of the
11th century (after 1071) (ibid., 615-617). In his review of M. Restle, Studien zur
MhbyzantinischenArchitekturKappadokien, R. Krautheimer has observed that the
village character of Cappadocia was 'quintessential' to its development. See Krautheimer
in Jahrbuch furAntike und Christentum 24 (1981) 159-164.

precariously situated with thin resources, bad finances and mediocre revenues.^^ There
is a number of problems in attributing a large population to Cappadocia, including a
lack of fertility in the soil which would restrict its ability to support large numbers, as
well as the general availablity of water.^^ Neither the wide-ranging publication by
Frederich Hild and Marcel Restle^'' nor two recent publications focussing on
Cappadocia^ has adequately addressed this question, especially with regard to placing
the rock-cut churches in their local context. Raoul Blanchard has observed that water in
Cappadocia is an available, yet hidden, commodity. In all likelihood, he proposed, this
contributed to fluctuations in the viability of the region, influencing the locations chosen

22 Ibn Hauqal, Configuration de la tern, ed. and trans. J. H. Kramers- G. Wiet, 194195. In describing his path from Constantinople to Trebizond, Hauqal indicated that
Kayseri was the only town on route. Descriptions by Hauqal of the geographic
characteristics in the region are not markedly different firom those written 9 centuries
earlier by Strabo, who indicated that the region was marshy (because of underground
water) and covered with grass but generally without. See Strabo, Geography, trans. H.
L. Jones (Cambridge, Massachusetts 1969) XII, 2.7.
23 It is not known whether drought conditions existed during the Middle Byzantine
period. However in an early account, according to Evagrius (Book II chapter 6), there
was a year-long drought across much of Asia Minor, including Cappadocia. For a
commentary on this source see P. Allen, Evagrius Scholasticus. The Church Histonan,
publ. as SpicHegium sacrumIovaniense4\ (Louvain 1981), especially 105. Modem
geographers identify Central AnatoUa as an arid area, repeatedly affected by drought (R.

izbirak. Geography of Turkey (Ankara. 1976) 87).

24 F. Hild- M. Restle, Tabula imperii byzantini 2 Kappadokien, 47-61.
25 See U. Andolfato -F. Zucchi, 'The Cappadocian Milieu' (chapter 2) in Arts of
Cappadocia, 47-118; X. de Planhol, 'La Cappadoce: Formation et tansformations d un

concept geographique', in Le aree omogenee della CiviM Rupestre nell ambito
dell'ImperoBizantino:la

Cappadocia, ed. C. D. Fonseca, 25-38.

for the excavation of rock-cut monuments,^® as communities have a propensity to
develop in locations where their collective needs for water and security are met.^^ The
availability of water, however, was important only if the life planned for the monument
was for normal liturgical practices, that is functional, rather than funerary.
In the absence of a substantial body of documentary evidence relating directly to the
Cappadocian foundations, scholars have turned to extrinsic evidence from other
provincial regions and different literary sources. Much documentary evidence available
for investigation is couched in traditional literary forms which can obscure factual
detail.^^ Typika, especially those written by lay ktetors, tending to verbal forms rather
than language drawn from patristic or other sources, are more likely than other
documents to escape from such restrictions. Notwithstanding the fact that none of the
typika which has survived relates to Cappadocia, nor is it known whether any ever
existed for Cappadocian foundations, typika remain valuable sources because the
R. Blanchard, 'Archeologie et topographic sur quatre eglises inedite de Cappadoce',
Journal des Savants (1981) 374-395. L. Rodley has also raised the question of the
population, suggesting that it was always sparse (Cave Monasteries of Byzantine
Cappadocia, 5). In a review of Rodley's book, this opinion has been questioned by N.
Thierry in BZ81 (1988) 82-83.
.
By directly applying his method of 'reading' the topography of the land and in particular
the water courses, Blanchard located a number of churches, apparently hitherto
unknown by modem scholars. Further, he has suggested that along these routes
churches of similar architectural disposition were located, an indication of possible
relationships between, for example, the free cross plans of Orta Mahalli Kilisesi Avcilar
(cat 55), the 'Eglise du pic 1223' Zindanonu (cat. 43), Goreme 27 (cat. 112) and
Goreme I (cat 64) (Blanchard, op. cit, 394-395). According to Blanchard's hypothesis
as water along one course became scarce or unavailable, the excavation of churches in
different areas was undertaken. Although the hypothesis is plausible the archaeological
evidence indicates, at least for the 'series' of churches which has been proposed, that
they were not contemporary as 2 of the above (Eglise du pic 1223' Zindanonu and
Goreme 27) have been attributed to the 11th century on account of their solid apse
screens. See the discussion in chapter 4. On this basis the question of relationships
between the churches is improbable, although the theory relating to their locauon
remainsconceivable.
27 For discussion of Middle Byzantine urban development in response to collective
needs and routes for communication, see Ch. Bouras, 'City and Village: Urban design
and Architecture',/OB 31/2 (1981) 642-645.
,
28 See R. Browning, 'The Language of Byzantine Literature', in The "Past in Medieval
and Modem Greek Culture, ed. S. Vryonis Jr, 103-133; I. Sevcenko, 'Levels of Style in
Byzantine Prose', JOB 31/1 (1981) 289-312.

inherent character of a foundation is less likely to be obscured by the style of these
documents. For the present study the value of the examination of ktetorika typika lies in
the information which is revealed about commemorations, burial traditions and the
attendant liturgical furnishings. However as the offices described in the typika were
related to the liturgy, it is necessary to examine first the liturgical sources.
Unlike the liturgical practices in Cappadocia, about which little of substance is known,
the liturgical performance in the Great Church, Hagia Sophia Constantinople, is
described literally in the Typikon of Hagia Sophia^' and the Book of Ceremonies of
Constantine VII,30 while it is interpreted symbolically in the Mystagogia^^ of Maximus
the Confessor and the Historia Ecclesiastica ^^ of Germanos, the Patriarch of
Constantinople. Scholarly research into the shape of the liturgy has been largely based
upon analysis of the Liturgy of St John C h r y s o s t o m . ^ 3 However it is generally
recognized that the Middle Byzantine liturgy was framed around the Liturgy of St
Basil.^'* Further, it was this liturgy upon which Germanos commented. While there is
no clear evidence of which liturgy was adopted in the Cappadocian foundations, some
inscriptions in the churches have quotations taken directly from the Liturgy of St Basil,
who was, after all, one of the church fathers. Other inscriptions, however, relate to the
J. Mateos, Le Typicon de la Grande Eglise. The typikon is examined in chapter 3 and
the liturgy is discussed in chapter 2.
30 A. Vogt, Constantin VII Porphyrogenete. Le livre des ceremonies {Paiis 1935,193940, second ed. Paris 1967) 4 vols. This translation and commentary is based on the
Leipzig manuscript Lipsiensis bibl. urb. Rep. 117. For the Cod. Chalcensis S. Trinitatis
(125) 133, which is an incomplete version of the work with some variations, see C.
Mango -L Sevcenko, 'A new manuscript of the De cerimonii^, DOP14 (1960) 247249.
31 Maximus Confessor, Mystagogia, PG91, 657-717; for a translation see J. Stead,
The Church, the Liturgy and the Soul of Man. The Mystagogia of St Maximus the
Confessor. (See chapter 3.)
32 Germanos, ConstantinopolitanusHistoria Ecclesiastica, PG 98, 384-453; for a
translation see P. Meyendorff, St Germanos of Constantinople on The Divme Liturgy.
(See chapter 3.)
33 For example R. Taft, The Great Entrance. A History of the Transfer of Gifts and
Other Preanaphoral Rites of the Liturgy of St John Chrysostom, publ. as Orientalia
Christiana Analecta 200 (Rome 1975).
34 This observation is noted in chapter 2 and has been discussed by N. K. Moran in
'The Skeuophylakion of the Hagia Sophia', CArch 34 (1986) 29-32.

Liturgies of St John Chrysostom and St Mark. Epigraphic sources such as these
provide circumstantial evidence of the probable liturgical practices of the region.^' To
all appearances, therefore, an inclusive survey of liturgical documents, as considered in
chapter two, is necessary in order to establish the essential demands of liturgical
planning in the Middle Byzantine churches of Cappadocia, even though a number of the
extant sources applied to imperial foundations or to the particular example of the Great
Church, Hagia Sophia.
Turning to the typika which are examined in chapter three, it is noted that the concerns
of the typika are addressed toward the memorial for the dead, which was closely tied to
the liturgy. Because the liturgy underwent only gradual evolution after the ninth
century, even if attributed to the eleventh and twelfth centuries, typika are likely to
provide information of commemorations which may reasonably be taken as
representative of practices in preceding periods. Indeed as further indication of the
adoption of a general form for commemorations, a remarkable consistency is found in
the typika, whether written by lay or monastic ktetors, for coenobitic or lavriotic
foundations. Differences in the typika lie not in content but in emphasis, whether
focussing toward the liturgical or fiscal organization of the foundation.36 Probably for
this reason liturgical furnishings, such as apse screens as well as lighting arrangements,
are referred to only as necessary in order to explain the conduct of an office, or as a
stock-taking exercise in the brebion. Two funerary traditions were preserved according
to the ktetorika typika, one for monastic burials in koimeteria, and the other for the lay
ktetor and lay burials in mausolea or funerary chapels. Memorials could be associated
35 See the discussion in chapter 2. For a summary of the inscriptions drawn from the
Liturgies of St Basil, St John Chrysostom and St Mark, see Jerphanion, Les eglises
rupestresde Cappadoce, H ii 517-518,527. It must be acknowledged, however, that
some of the 'liturgical' inscriptions are confused representations of scnptural sources.
See ibid., II i 151-155 (Hagios Stephanos Cemil); I ii 509-510 (Karsi Becak Avcilar).
For example the typikon written by the archimandrite Luke for the Monastery of
Christ Soter Messina inclined towards the mystical aspects of the liturgy rather than the
financial practicalities of the foundation. See M. Arranz, Le typikon du monastdre du
Saint-SauveuTk Messine. (Discussed in chapter 3.)

with either of these foundations and, although the location of the office was not always
specified,^'' some documents such as the typikon of the Theotokos Evergetis monastery
do enunciate the location of memorials which could be held in the koimeterion or
anotherlocation.38 As far as practices for the commemoration of deceased lay ktetors
are concerned, the documentary evidence is meagre and neither imperial nor monastic
practices can be taken as wholly representative of those extended to lay patrons.
Throughout the eleventh century, lay patronage of monasteries assumed an increasing
proprietary character and monastic foundations passed into the lay ktetor's personal
estate, the consequences of which remain open to debate.^' However, it is conceivable
that by their insistence upon the independence of their foundations, ktetors may have
lost the right for commemorations to be said in other than the katholikon. Certainly this
is one possible interpretation for the privilege of burial and commemoration in the
koimemterion of the Monastery of Petriziotissos, which was demanded by Gregory
Pakourianos from his independent and self-goveming foundation.''"

The typikon written by Michael Attehates leaves open to speculation the question of
the location of the commemorations which were to be said, although it was requested
that they take the form of a private liturgy, a proleitourgia, and a trisagion. (See chapter
3.) For the typikon see P. Gautier, 'Le diataxis de Michel Attaliate', REB 39 (1981) 5143.
38 Memorials in the Theotokos Kecharitomene monastery could be said by the pnests
of the Ta Kellaraias monastery in which the koimeterion was located but the
commemorations offered by the nuns of the Theotokos Kecharitomene monastery were
to be said in the katholikon (f. 108v, chapter 70, lines 1732-1733, P. Gautier, 'Le
typikon de la Theotokos Kecharitomene', REB 43 (1985) 117). For discussion of the
location of monastic memorials for monks and ktetors see G. Babic, Leschapelles
annexes des iglises byzantines. Fonction litwgique et programmes iconographiques,
40-58.
39 For the development of 'charistike', the means by which the administration of pnvate
foundations was granted to the laity, see J. P. Thomas, Private Religious Foundations
in the Byzantine Empire, 157-160; C. Galatariotou, 'Byzantine ktetonka typika: a
comparative study', REBA5 (1987) 101-106.
40 J. P. Thomas has observed that Pakourianos retained for himself 'only a few
traditional perquisites as founder's rights'. See Thomas, The Rise of Independent and
Self-goveming Monasteries as Reflected in the Monastic Typiksi, Greek Orthodox
Theological Review 30 (1985) 28.

While the typika may be relatively silent about the location of lay burials, they are more
forthcoming about the frequency of the commemorations, which again distinguish
between lay and monastic persons, as the laity was generally accorded memorials less
frequently than the ecclesiastics. Evaluation of this information remains problematic. It
is known that the location for lay burials was independent of monastic burials'" and it
may be speculated that lay funerary sites were infrequently used, under which
circumstances one of their characteristics would be few obvious signs of wear.''^
As far as the location of tombs is concerned, examination of archaeological evidence in
other regions of the Byzantine Empire shows that neither the sanctuary nor the naos
was considered an appropriate location, other than underexceptional circumstances.''^
Privileged persons whose interment was permitted within the church included the
bishop and dignitaries of the church, as well as anchorites. This privilege was extended
to ktetors, whether ecclesiastical or lay, imperial, metropolitan or provincial and their
burials were permitted in the churches they founded.'*'' One consequence of the
restrictions placed on burials within the church may have been a relative freedom
accompanying burials outside the naos, interpreted as an equation by Slobodan Curcic
41 Following a study of typika, T. S. Miller concluded that the typika create the
impression that 'a wall separated the religious from the laymen they were obliged to
serve'. See Miller, 'Hospitals and Byzantine Monasticism', (abstract) 12th Byzantine
Studies Conference (Bryn Mawr 1986) 27.
''2 The question of the apparent lack of use in the rock-cut churches has prompted a
number of innovative suggestions including the proposal that the monuments were
owned by pilgrims who returned only periodically to the area and that the region was 'a
rapidly developing centre of minor pilgrimage' which was catered for by the refectories.
See L. Rodley, Cave Monasteries ofBzyantine Cappadocia, 252,254. In an earlier
article Rodley observed that the minimum use of the churches argued agdnst their
fulfilling a public function (id.. The Pigeon House Church, Cavujin', JOB 33 (1983)
327). In pursuit of a purpose other than public use, she turned to examine the monastic
functions of the foundations. In a review of Rodley's text, A. J. Wharton in Speculum
63 (1988) 219-221, has suggested that in all likelihood the Cappadocian monasteries
did have monastic libraries, which were lost during vicissitudinous periods in the
region.
43 See J.- P. Sodini, 'L'inhumation privilegiee du IVe au VIHe siecle en Occident' in
Actes du colloque tenu A Criteilles 16-18 mars 1984, ed. Y. Duval-J. Ch. Picard, 233243.
44 J.- p. Sodini in Actes du colloque tenu a Criteil les 16-18 mars 1984, 239.

in which 'the concentration of burials increases with the distance from the central
space'.''^ This may explain the 'graveyard nartheces' in Cappadocian rock-cut churches
which have drawn attention."^® However, unless the majority of the burials was
associated with the privileged persons described above, it does not offer a solution to
the findings in chapter five, that more tombs are located in naoi than in nartheces or
funerary chambers.
To explain the archaeological findings it is necessary to return to the inscriptions in the
churches, in which, it will be remembered, more than half of the individuals mentioned
are identified as patrons. This is indeed evidence which supports a privileged status for
the majority of individuals known to be associated with the churches. However, the
ma jority of the tombs are unidentified, the occupants anonymous and their status, as
patrons or otherwise, obscure. It is evident that identification of the patronage and the
type of foundation, whether monastic or lay, is essential for our understanding of the
rock-cut churches. During the period in which the majority of the churches was

45 S. Curtic, 'Medieval Royal Tombs in the Balkans', Greek Orthodox Theological
Review 29 (m4) 184.
N. Teteriatnikov, 'Burial Places in Cappadocian Churches', Greek Orthodox
Theological Review 29 (1984) 141-174.

excavated'*'' approximately two hundred years from the second half of the ninth to the
end of the eleventh century^ there was a blurring of the distinction between
ecclesiastical and lay patronage"*' and the parameters by which one type of foundation
might be distinguished from another difficult to quantify. Quite possibly many of the
Cappadocian churches had to depend upon ecclesiastics from the local katholikon for
offices in parish churches like churches in other regions of the Byzantine Empire.'"

Archaeological evidence of masonry-built churches attributed to the pre-iconoclastic
period is generally accepted by scholars. See M. Restle, SWdien zurfruhbyzandnischen
ArchitekturKappadokien , and the reviews of this publication by J. Darrouzes in REB
40 (1982) 274; R. Krautheimer, Jahrbuch fiir Antike und Christentum 24 (1981) 159164; J. Lafontaine-Dosogne in BZ 75 (1984) 656-662; J. Nortet in Analecta
Bollandiana 87-88 (1969-70) 345-352. For a more critical review see C. Foss in
Speculum 59 (1984) 656-662.
For a recently discovered masonry-built church, see N. Thierry, 'L'eglise
paleochretienne de Hankoy. Monument inedit de Cappadoce', Monuments etMemoires
71 (1990)43-82.
For the rock-cut churches there is little firm evidence to support the early datings
proposed by N. Thierry in Arts of Cappadocia, 147-161. However, because there was
ecclesiastical activity in the region they are conceivable. [Thierry's analysis was as
follows: 10- 15%pre-iconoclast and iconoclast churches; 35% 'archaic' churches in the
second half of the 9 th century to the middle of the 10th century; 10% during the
'Macedonian renaissance' from the middle of the 10th century to 1000; and 30% in the
11th century.] For discussion on the attribution of churches to the iconoclastic and preiconoclastic period, see A.W. Epstein, 'The Iconoclast Churches of Cappadocia', in
Iconoclasm , ed. A. Bryer-J. Herrin, 103-111; N. Thierry, 'Mentalite et formulation
iconoclastesen Anatolie', JournaldesSavants (1976) 81-130; id., 'L'iconoclasm en
Cappadoce d'apres les sources archeologiques. Origines et modalites', in Rayonnement
Grec. Hommages k Charles Delvoye, ed. L. Hadermann-Misguich- G. Raepsaet, 389403; id., 'Peintures pr6-iconoclastes en Cappadoce', JOB 32/5 (1982) 371-380. In
addition N. Thierry has written a series of articles about individual monuments which
she has attributed to the early period. See the bibliography at the end of this study.
This period coincides with the listing of Hagios Prokopios (now Urgup) in Notitia
written between 901-907 and the inclusion of Matiana (now Avcilar) in episcopal lists
dating from the 11th century which are discussed in Chapter 3. See also Jerphanion,
Les eglises rupestres de Cappadoce I i, pages li-lxiii.
49 One of the best-known examples of this mobility in society is Nikephoros Phokas,
depicted in the north apse of the Pigeon House Church Cavu?in, who, in recognition of
his eventually-unfulfilled intention to become a monk, founded a monastery on Mount
Athos. See R. Morris, 'Monasteries and their Patrons in the Tenth and Eleventh
Centuries', ByzantinischeForschungen 10 (1985), 229, id.. The Political Saint of the
Eleventh Century', in The Byzantine Saint, ed. S. Hackel (Birmingham 1981) 43-50.
50 J. p. Thomas, Private Religious Foundations in the Byzantine Empire, 143.

Nevertheless, as indicators of function tiie altar and apse screen are examined (in
chapter four) in order to understand their role in the rock-cut churches, while refectories
and tombs are investigated (in chapter five) in the expectation that their location will
provide evidence of patronage. The analysis of the liturgical furnishings and the
chambers associated with the rock-cut churches shows that churches with certain
furnishings are located in specific areas, while refectories appear to be related to
churches with a particular liturgical organization, which includes a solid apse screen.
Refectories, which are identifiable by their rock-cut furnishings, are attributed to the
eleventh century. Notwithstanding an absence of appropriate furnishings, other
structures, particulariy the large hall-like chambers, may have served as refectories but
there is insufficient evidence for positive identification of their function.

According to their furnishings, the churches may be divided into three groups, first the
churches with free-standing altars,^! secondly the 'refectory churches', which have
attached altars and solid apse screens, and thirdly the majority of the rock-cut churches,
with neither free-standing altars nor solid apse screens. The fifteen 'refectory churches'
identified in the discussion in chapter five may be distinguished from other churches on
account of the solid apse screen which closes the apse from the naos, a practice first
associated with monastic foundations.^^ The refectory adjacent to each of these
churches provides further indication of a monastic environment. Excepting their solid
apse screens, these churches have liturgical planning which is similar to the
organization of the funerary chamber in Yilanli Kilise Belisirma.

Burials in the 'refectory churches' occurred in the narthex ahead of all other locations, a
reversal of the position elsewhere in Cappadocia in which the naos was favoured. As

51 These include the 12 spacious churches discussed in chapter 4, most of which have 3
apses and 20 other churches with free-standing altars.
52 Descriptions of curtains and the closing of the apse screen in typika and liturgical
commentaries are discussed in the earlier chapters, 2 , 3 and 4. In the examination of
monastic typika in chapter 3 the placing of candles on the apse screen is noted as a
function undertaken during the commemoration of a monk or ktetor.

has already been cautioned, the interpretation of these results is problematic because
significant numbers of tombs may have been lost. Further the contemporaneity of the
tombs is not known with certitude. Yet for all that, it appears that the 'refectory
churches' are monastic monuments, in which the funerary sites were likely to be those
of hegoumenoi and other monks.

Two characteristics have been attributed to the refectory monasteries by Lyn Rodley,
who held that they were not established as memorials and that their architectural
organization was rather informal.^^ Yet a re-evaluation of Rodley's findings is
prompted by both the physical and metaphysical environment of the churches, that is
the archaeological evidence of the altars and apse screens as well as associated
refectories and tombs, in addition to the iconography of their decoration which includes
funerary motifs and programmes. On the one hand, I have shown 'refectory churches' to
be formally planned around liturgical rather than architectural requirements, while on
the other I have demonstrated that refectory monasteries did have a memorial function
and indeed this was their primary purpose.^

There is an assumption that Cappadocia is a provincial reflection of the hegemony of
Constantinople and obviously to some extent it is because of the overall homogeneity of

53 L. Rodley, Cave Monasteries of Byzantine Cappadocia, 244-250.
54 Further, some of Rodley's courtyard and hemiitage monasteries may be assigned to
parochial use for pubhc liturgies, while others, in spite of their size, fit the liturgical
planning requirements for funerary monuments. For example, in re-examining these
churches it is noticed that Hallag Manastir, notwithstanding its formal planning around
a courtyard, has little evidence of the steady wear which would be expected to
accompany its use as a monastery.

the Byzantine religion in both its visual and literary e x p r e s s i o n . ^ ^ However, the exact
relationship between Cappadocia and the capital in their ecclesiastical architecture and
iconographic programmes is difficult to establish. Undoubtedly the architectural forms
have metropolitan parallels but the nature of subterranean architecture is such that it is
inevitably the work of local carvers rather than imported masons. Sculptural forms, for
example, are limited and poorly developed in Cappadocian architecture, while in the
decoration of the churches errors in iconography, orthography and liturgical quotations
occur frequently, suggesting that although the prototypes may be external their
interpretation is local. Within this milieu, monastic patronage has been assumed to play
the leading role^® and parallels have been sought among provincial monastic
foundations,^'' while the possible contribution of lay patronage has been largely

For a recent article on the question of centre and periphery, see A. J. Wharton,
'Tenderness and Hegemony: Exporting the Virgin Eleousa', World Art. Themes of
Unity in Diversity, I 71 -80.
Largely on the basis of stylistic iconographic and technical analysis, the patronage of
Goreme 7 Tokali Kilise has been linked with metropolitan influences. See A. W.
Epstein, Tokah Kilise. Tenth Century Metropolitan Art in Byzantine Cappadocia. In the
Pigeon House Church Cavujin, the Phokades, a Cappadocian family with metropolitan
connections through Nikephoras Phocas, has been suggested as patron. See L. Rodley,
'The Pigeon House Church Cavujin', JOB 33 (1983) 301-339. In a re-interpretation of
the inscriptions in Tokali Kilise Goreme, N. Thierry suggested that the same Phokades
family was associated with the decoration of the Goreme church. See her review of A.
W. Epstein in Cahiersde Civilisation Medievalell (1988) 69-71.
See L. Rodley, Cave Monasteries of Byzantine Cappadocia. In her study of the
Cappadocian monuments, Rodley identified 29 monasteries and suggested that many of
the other 'cave complexes' were also monastic (ibid., 2). However, there is no evidence
of a monastic community large enough to require as many foundations in the 11th
century in an area which at that time had only one bishopric, at Matiana (Avcilar).
A balance between monastic and lay patronage has been suggested by C. Jolivet-Levy
in 'La peinture byzantine en Cappadoce de lafinde I'lconoclasme a la conquete turque',
in
LeateeomogeneedellaCiviltiRupestrenellambitodell'ImperoBizantino:la
Cappadocia, ed. C. D. Fonseca, 159-197.
57 See A. W. Epstein, 'The Problem of Provincialism: Byzantine Monasteries in
Cappadocia and Monks in South Italy', Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes
41 (1978) 28-46; id., 'Formulae for Salvation: A Comparison of two Byzantine
Monasteries and their Founders', Church History 50 (1981) 385-400; id.. Art of
Empire.

ignored.58 This approach appears to avoid acknowledgement of the few details which
can be located in the rock-cut churches and do indicate a role for the laity. Besides,
evidence points toward an increase in lay patronage throughout the Byzantine Empire
during the tenth and eleventh century.^' There are no signs to suggest that such a trend
was not followed in Cappadocia. Further, the indications for lay patronage are
persuasive. As far as the question of Cappadocian foundations is concerned, the roles
of centre and periphery, ecclesiastical and lay patronage, and liturgical and funerary
practices, are likely to remain ambiguous unless the documentary evidence is
considered in context with archaeological findings.
A survey of the archaeological evidence of monastic funerary architecture elsewhere in
the Byzantine Empire is incorporated with the examination of documentary evidence in
chapter three. It is acknowledged that Alexander Grishin has observed that the question
of architectural forms and appropriate liturgical organization in funerary monuments is

For the structure and function of lay patronage see J. Nesbitt-J. Wiita, 'A
Confraternity of the Comnenian Era', BZ68 (1975) 360-384. This question has been
resumed by R. Cormack in 'Patronage and New Programs of Byzantine Iconography',
Major Papers. 17th International Byzantine Congress (Washington 1986) 609-638.
Cormack has commented that the type of 'lay fellowship' acknowledged among the
confraternity in central Greece, although appearing to include members of poorer social
groups, was probably restricted to landowners and local 'gentry', similar to those named
in the Cappadocian churches (ibid, 613).
59 One of the most recent studies is by J. P. Thomas, Private Byzantine Foundations in
the Byzantine Empire. Thomas' thesis is presented in a shorter version. See id., 'The
Rise of the Independent and Self-Goveming Monasteries as Reflected in the Monastic
Typika', GreekOrthodox Theological Review 30 (1985) 21-30. Also see A. KazhdanG. Constable, Homo byzantinus before God', in People and Power in Byzantium, 7695; A. P. Kazhdan-A. W. Epstein, 'Popular features in religious life', in Change in
Byzantine Cultiire in the Eleventh and Twelfth Centuries, 86-99.
For a synthetic approach to rural, provincial, urban and imperial patronage see R.
Cormack, Writing in Gold. Byzantine Society and Its Icons.
As an example of the autonomy of monastic foundations, the brotherhood of Nikon of
the B lack Mountain rejected the coenobitic tradition in favour of a form of
idiorhythmism. See R. W. Allison, 'Monastic Reform, Canon Law and Local Monastic
Tradition: The Typikon of Nikon of the Black Mountain', (abstract) Fifteenth Annual
Byzantine Studies Conference (Amherst 1989), 25-26.

unresolved as few koimeteria are extant.^" For all that, the aix;haeological evidence
indicates that koimeteria were purpose-built a short distance from the church and other
monastic buildings, generally with two storeys and often cut into a cliff so the lower
storey resembled a sepulchre. Liturgical furnishings in the koimeteria include an altar
and an apse screen separating the bema from the naos.^' Traditions for monastic burial
can be established and indeed continue today ^^ but as far as monuments for lay burials
are concerned, research has been hampered by a paucity of suitable m a t e r i a l . ^ ^
Notwithstanding these lacunae, it is demonstrated in the present study that a new set of
guidelines is needed for the evaluation of the Cappadocian monuments.
Hitherto, as far as I am aware, koimeteria have not been identified in the rock-cut region
of Cappadocia and their absence is a stumbling block to identification of monasteries in

^ A. D. Grishin, The Backovo Ossuary Frescoes of 1074-1083,1 16. The koimteria
discussed in chapter 3 include foundations at Backovo Bulgaria, in Greece Daphni, Nea
Moni Chios, the Brontochion at Mistra, and St John Chrysostom Koutsovendis,
Cyprus.
Both the archaeological and documentary evidence point to these findings as
discussed in chapters 3 and 4. See also G. Babic, Les chapelles annexes des dglises
byzantine. Fonction liturgiqueetprogrammes iconographiques, 49-50.
See for example the account of a visit to the koimeterion at Chios related by Ch.
Walter, 'Death in Byzantine Iconography', Eastern Churches Review 8 (1976) 113.
The evidence of funerary sites in Cappadocia is discussed in chapter 5. Lay and
imperial burials are referred to in documents examined in chapter 3. The funerary
structures associated with Michael Atteliates' foundation have not survived while the
heroon of St Michael in which the tomb of John n Komnenos was located is a
particular solution relating to imperial patronage.
The position is not much different in other regions of the Byzantine Empire. See G.
Babic, Les chapelles annexes des 6glises byzantmes. Fonction liturgique et
programmes iconographiques, 57-58.

the region.^ Yet a small number of churches exists, whose function as koimeteria or
mausolea can now be considered.®^ As previously noted, some monuments have
already attracted attention because the density of their graves is far greater than in most
of the rock-cut churches.®^ Each has an attached altar, a seat in the south comer®"' and,
with one exception, low slabs separating the apse from the naos. Accordingly, each
appears appropriately planned for funerary practices. To what extent can their patronage
be determined? In view of the absence of solid apse screens, their attribution to a
monastic environment would remain open to question if all were attributed to the
eleventh century. Five of the churches have been dated in the eleventh century,®'
contemporary with the 'refectory churches'. Because they do not have solid screens it is
unlikely that they were associated with monastic traditions; their most probable function
was to serve as mausolea or funerary churches for the laity. The remaining three
churches, two in Avcilar, the Tomb of Hieron (cat. 57) and Karji Becak (cat. 58), and
In a review of L. Rodley, Cave Monasteries of Byzantine Cappadocia, J. Darrouzes
posed the question of collective monastic tombs for, as he understood it, the tombs or
chambers were for single occupation (Darrouzes in REB 44 (1986) 263-264). Other
problems, such as a lack of appropriately located refectories or dormitories, have been
raised if the area is assumed to be monastic. Further objections to the identificaiton of
monasteries without kitchens are noted by A. Bryer in his review of Rodley, Times
Literary Supplement, 14 November 1986.
In comparison, monastic foundations of Early Christian architecture may be identified
by 4 essential structures, the church, communal space, habitation and koimeterion. See
G. Tchalenko, Villages antiques de la Syrie du nord, 1 167-169. In Cappadocia, this
sort of development is only readily identifiable in Eski Giimu? near Nigde and possibly
the Monastery of the Archangel at Cemil.
These include two churches in Avcilar, Avcilar 2a the Tomb of Hieron (cat. 57), and
Avcilar 3, Karsi Becak (cat. 58), and 6 in Goreme, Goreme 11,18,21b, 21c, 28 and
32a (cat. nos. 86, 101,106, 107, 113 and 119).
®® N. Teteriatnikov, 'Burial Places in Cappadocian Churches', Greek Orthodox
Theological Review, 29 (1984) 141 -174. Teteriatnikov has described a number of
churches as funerary on the basis of the number of rock-cut graves within the
monument, which, as shown in the present investigation, is an incomplete indicator of
function. Some of the churches identified thus by Teteriatnikov have free-standing
altars, while others have attached altars.
There is a possibility that a synthronon was located in Karsi Becak Avcilar (cat. 58).
Goreme 28 Yilanli Kilise (cat. 113) has an open apse without an apse screen.
The churches attributed to the 11th century belong to the Yilanli Group of churches:
Goreme 18, 21b, 21c and 28. The dating of Goreme 32a (cat. 119) is discussed in
chapter 4, where it is observed that the architectural plan points to a 10th century
attribution, while the painting appears to belong to the 11th century.

one in Goreme, Goreme 11 St Eustathios (cat. 86), have been attributed to the tenth
century or earlier ™ at which time it may be speculated that the habit of closing the apse
was not established as monastic practice. Accordingly, although a lay environment
cannot be excluded for these churches, because of the density of their tombs it is
probable that they were monastic foundations, serving as koimeteria. With regard to
two further churches which are associated with refectories, Eski Gumuj Nigde and the
Monastery of the Archangel Cemil (cat. 21), although attributed to the eleventh century,
neither has a solid apse screen. Yet each church is on the site of a large foundation, with
a full range of ancilliary chambers. Accordingly, their monastic function appears
unquestionable.

As far as the twelve spacious churches with functional free-standing altars are
concerned, it is evident that their purpose cannot be considered without regard for their
chronology. The excavation of the churches has been attributed to a period of up to six

•'o For the dating of Goreme 11 St Eustathios (cat. 86) whose decoration has been
compared with Tav?anli Kilise Mustafapajakoy, which is dated by inscription to 913920, see Jerphanion, Les eglises rupestres de Cappadoce, I i 147-160; C. Jolivet-Levy,
La peinture byzantine en Cappadoce, II288. Inscription notwithstanding, M. Restle has
put both churches toward the middle of the 10th century as there is a slight chance that
the inscription could be attributed to the later period, 950-960 (Restle, Byzantine Wall
Painting in Asia Minor, 168-69).
Debate on the date of the Avcilar churches has not arrived at a concensus. In chapter 4
the question of dating Durmu? Kadir Kilisesi (cat. 59) within the period from the 6th or
7th century was discussed. The church cannot be securely dated and its early dating
may be open to challenge by a later date. Because of similar mouldings, Avcilar 2a the
Tomb of Hieron (cat. 57) appears to be related to Durmu? Kadir Kilisesi and it should
be attributed to the same period. There are 2 layers of decoration in Karji Becak (cat.
58) in addition to a dedicatory inscription which names two original donors, Niketas
and Eudokia and liturgical inscriptions painted along the cornice of the naos in the
second phase of painting and graffiti in the apse, naming a third person, Ierona(?), as
well as the naos where the invocations survive but the names have been lost. See
Jerphanion, Les 6glises rupestres de Cappadoce, I ii 504-510. The concensus date
which scholars have suggested for the church is the 8th century. See ibid., I u 508
(iconoclastic); N. Thierry, 'Materiaux nouveaux en Cappadoce (1982)', Byz 54 (1984)
318-320 (7th-8th century); C. Jolivet-Levy, La peinture byzantine en Cappadoce, n 253
(8th century). If we are indeed looking at koimeteria in the Tomb of Hieron and Karji
Becak the only church with which they could have been associated was Durmuj Kadir
Kilisesi; yet neither the latter church nor the Tomb of Hieron shows much sign of wear
which may be possible in a koimeterion but is unlikely in a katholikon.

hundred years,'" although it is unliicely that these churches represent continuous
development in the region or that they served similar communities. The present
investigation demonstrates that the earlier churches with free-standing altars, up to and
including those attributed to the tenth century, were excavated for normal liturgical
usage, as katholika or parish churches.''^ Considering demographic evidence and
topographical research, it is likely that such churches served small, fairly isolated
communities, which were located along the route from Avanos, past Cavujin, Avcilar
and Urgup to CemiP^ and scattered beside paths extending up the waterways to Zelve,
Kizil Cukur and Goreme. The two churches with relic pits, Pancarlik Kilise near Urgiip
(cat. 2) and St John the Baptist at Qavujin (cat. 26) can be attributed to public usage,
because of their reliquary function.^'* In view of its ambon, an episcopal function may
be indicated for Durmu? Kadir Kilisesi Avcilar (cat. 59) but like the monastery of
Christ Soter which also had an ambon, the Cappadocian church may also have been a
monastic foundation. The exact nature of the apse screen in the New Church in Goreme
7 Tokali Kilise (cat. 79) is unclear but it appears to have more in common with opaque
screens which have been identified with monastic practice than open screens. On this
basis the identification of Tokali Kilise as a monastic foundation is convincing. The
remaining churches are attributed to the eleventh century, when there are more obvious
indicators of the specific communities which they served. The solid apse screen in

•'1 The question of dating these churches is fully discussed in chapter 5. For
convenience a summary is presented. The earliest of these churches is presumed to be
St John the Baptist at Qavujin, attributed to the 5th or beginning of the 6th century,
followed by Durmu? Kadir Kilisesi (from the 6th or 7th century although its dating
remains open), Belha Kilise Ozkonak (7th or 8th century), Hagios Stephanos at Cemil
(8th-9th century), Zelve 4 and Pancarlik Kilise Urgup (9th or 10th century) and
Goreme 7 Tokali Kilise, the Pigeon House Church Cavujin and the Buyuk Kilise Kizil
Cukur (all three attributed to the 10th century). Finally there are 4 churches attributed to
the 11 th century: Cambazli Kilise Ortahisar, St Michael Cemil, Eski Gumu? Nigde and
the church at Tagar.
According to J. P. Thomas, it was not unusual for small monastic churches to fulfill
the function of parish churches for in the 10th century the distinction between the two
was not clearly demarcated (Thomas, Private Religious Foundations in the Byzantine
Empire, 160-163).
For discussion of this route, which led to Kayseri, see the documentary evidence
discussed by H. Ahrweiler, Geographies Byzantine 3 (1981) 9-15.
J. P. Thomas, Private Religious Foundations in the Byzantine Empire, 229.

Cambazli Kilise Ortahisar (cat. 8) probably indicates monastic associations, while, as
noted above, the refectories and other structures at Eski Gumu? Nigde and St Michael
at Cemil (cat. 21) also indicate these foundations were for monastic communities.''^
The site of the triconch church at Tagar has not been explored in sufficient detail to
enable a statement on its function to be formulated.''®
The other churches with free-standing functional altars^'' are smaller than the spacious
churches and more difficult to assign but it can be reasonably concluded that they were
liturgically functional rather than associated with funerary practices, although whether
reserved for the monastic or lay community, for coenobitic or public use, the evidence
provides no firm indication for those excavated before the eleventh century, unless
ancilliary monastic buildings are in the vicinity. For the churches attributed to the
eleventh century, the inclusion of a solid apse screen indicates their monastic
patronage.''^
As to the majority of the rock-cut churches, none of which has a solid apse screen, it is
observed that these churches have attached altars and most have a seat in the south
comer of the apse and low slabs screens, tying them to the funerary type which was
identified in association with Yilanli Kilise Belisirma. Few have extensive seating
''5 Under these circumstances it is unlikely that the niches in the west wall of what is
now identified as the katholikon of Eski Gumii? were in fact ossuaries, as suggested by
M. Gough in The Monastery of Eski Gumu?- a preliminary report', Anatolian Studies
14 (1964) 151. For further discussion of the niches, see chapter 5. A more appropriate
function for the niches may have been to provide seating in the naos, a practice repeated
in many of the churches.
Further, at present there is insufficient evidence to determine the function of the
churches at Soganli Dere although there are indications that two of the Soganli
churches, St Barbara and Giyekli Kilise, may have been monastic developments along
the line of the Goreme and Avcilar churches. This area remains to be further explored.
'''' There are 20 further churches with free-standing altars, which are discussed in
chapter 4.
For example, the 'Eglise du pic 1223' Zindanonu (cat. 43) has a solid apse screen,
adjacent refectory and, to the north of the church, a communal burial chamber with at
least a dozen graves, characteristics by which it can be identified with a monastic
community. Moreover these characteristics indicate that the church should be attributed
to the 11th century, rather than the 10th century as was hitherto believed.

arrangements in the apse, such as synthronoij' while most have one, possibly two,
individual seats or short benches to provide for apsidal seating. Fonts located in three
churches with free-standing altars were probably baptismal fonts but the fonts in ten
churches with attached altars were in all likelihood associated with a funerary rather
than a baptismal function.®" Such churches with neither free-standing altars nor solid
apse screens may be considered in two groups according to their chronology, those
excavated before the eleventh century and those excavated in the eleventh and following
centuries. The later churches appear to be primarily associated with lay rather than
monastic patrons because they lack a solid apse screen. The churches which were
excavated before the eleventh century may have served either a monastic or lay
audience, some of whom, like the husband and wife Nikandrou and Eudokia depicted
on the west wall of the naos of Goreme 33 KiliQlar Kujluk (cat. 120)«i or Ignatios in
Goreme 18 (cat. 101),^^ may have taken the habit in extremis, with the knowledge of
approachingdeath.^3 Such intimate involvement by the patron is demonstrated in other
ways, in particular in the idiosyncratic choice of saints, which lie better with personal
programmes than established iconographic traditions,^'* and the humble scale of many
of the churches.
13 synthronoi were located during fieldwork, none in Goreme. The synthronoi are
discussed in chapter 4.
80 For a comment on the association of fonts and tombs see D. S. Pines, The Tomb
Slabs of Santa Croce: A New 'Sepoltuarid, 119-21.
See Jerphanion, Les dglises rupestres de Cappadoce, I i 246.
82 See Jerphanion, Les 6glises rupestres de Cappadoce, I ii 487; L. Rodley, Cave
Monasteries of Byzantine Cappadocia, 11^.
83 This was a common reason for entry into monastic life. See R. Morris, 'Monasteries
and their Patrons in the Tenth and Eleventh Centuries', Byzantinische Forschungen 10
(1985) 214-215.
84 Because of the variety of saints depicted in the churches it has been suggested that
the patron was responsible for the choice (Ch. Walter, Art and Ritual, 174). The
personal nature of the programmes of decoration has been examined by A. D. Gnshin
in 'Byzantine Iconographic Programmes in Cappadocia: The Church of St Barbara m
Soganh Dere', Phronema 4 (1989) 45-51; id.. The Church of Yusuf KOQ near Goreme
Village in Cappadocia', Meditarch 3 (1990) [forthcoming], L. Rodley has observed that
few monk saints, which she asssumed would be favoured by monastic patrons, were
chosen to decorate the churches. See Rodley, The Pigeon House Church, Cavujin',
/OB 33 (1983) 320-321.

In the majority of the rock-cut churches signs of inonastic patronage are absent.
Monastic structures are rarely located, evidence of usage is negligible, while apsidal
space is often insufficient to accommodate more than one person. Further, the majority
of the rock-cut tombs is located in the naoi of the churches. If not for normal liturgical
practices and possibly not for monastic use either, what was the purpose of the majority
of the rock-cut structures?

While unique solutions or romantic explanations have been proposed in order to
account for the extraordinary number of monuments, characteristics of liturgical
planning in the Cappadocian rock-cut foundations have been largely neglected. There
appears little doubt that some of the churches may be identified with eremitic and
coenobitic foundations and such churches have been acknowledged in the analysis and
discussion. Quite possibly religious practices in the region before the tenth century
were not formally organized, perhaps an indication of a tendency to semi-coenobitic or
semi-eremitic practices.®^ For all that, monastic foundations do exist and, whatever
their form, monastic practices occurred in Cappadocia. However, monastic patronage in
the region has been proposed on a scale which is unacceptable from two points of view;
the capacity of the land to sustain such a population and the lack of appropriate
supporting archaeological evidence. In searching for monastic models, the
overwhelmingly private nature of the Cappadocian churches has been overiooked and
the unusual character of the volcanic tuf, the organic fabric which has effectively frozen
the liturgical furnishings of the churches, largely ignored. Yet such material has
preserved the evidence of the fragile 'voice' of the rock-cut structures, pointing
conclusively toward a private funerary life for the majority of the foundations rather
than fulfillment of normal liturgical practices, either monastic or public. The rock-cut
region of Cappadocia may indeed present a unique site but its uniqueness lies in its

851 thank Professor Walter for his personal communication in December 1990 and the
suggestion that 'the pattern of a semi-coenobitical, semi-eremitical life corresponded
well to the clusters of churches in Cappadocia'.
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